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What are you interested in?

If you want to understand the context of the work, with a discussion of the thinking and practice behind the action, including resourcing and setting the scene, start here with the background.

If you want to get straight into the practicalities, and explore the practices used on the ground, start here with the description and discussion of the techniques in play.

And if you want to jump straight to the outcomes, and understand the system prototypes produced by the process, start here with the two case studies of pilot missions.
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Introduction
Designing missions

We now have only a handful of years to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, alongside other commitments, and it is clear that we remain a long way off. We must increase the scale, speed, impact and meaning of our collective actions. Mission-oriented innovation attempts to produce transformational systemic change, by defining ambitious ‘North Stars’ to motivate change, and building diverse fleets for navigating and sailing towards them.
It’s with great pleasure that we at Vinnova share this ‘playbook’ for mission-oriented innovation. As the Swedish government’s innovation agency, our remit includes not only funding, but understanding, collaborating and communicating new innovation policies and practices. So we’ve spent the last few years testing missions on the ground, via a series of ‘pilots’ and related activities.

We offer up our learning not as some kind of ‘silver bullet’ nor as any kind of perfect process. The teams behind these activities know how hard it has sometimes been to pursue this work. But we are lifting the lid on the way we’ve interpreted missions in the spirit of ‘showing our workings’, so that others might adopt and adapt the principles and practices described here. All we ask in return is that you share your learning with us! We have much to gain from working on this together.

Indeed, collaboration is at the core of all this. Through our approach to missions, it quickly became clear that participative, multidisciplinary approaches to finding angles and shared agendas on complex everyday systems would enable us to start working in new ways.

For example, the ‘systems canvases’ from these early workshops contain sketches of both the Streets mission, oriented around people, places, and personal mobility, as well as also the seeds of our large-scale Reel demonstrator, electrifying the nation’s heavy transportation systems. Both take different approaches, but they can now be systemically connected in a portfolio.

Similarly, the mission-oriented work helped put Food on the table at Vinnova, forging a whole new strategic area. The working methods also helped frame a Swedish approach to the EU’s New European Bauhaus programme, with an initial focus on our rapidly growing northern cities. Indeed, the ambitious ‘climate contracts’ that we have signed with multiple agencies and cities in Sweden, thanks to our Viable Cities strategic innovation programme, also have an agenda influenced by missions and the learning described here, as will the next generation of these programmes. We see missions being actively and creatively picked up across Sweden, by regions such as Blekinge for example. It feels like a critical mass of missions-related awareness and activity is now happening, which is immensely gratifying after this development work.

But while we have gained a lot, as an agency, in terms of tangible insights into what a next generation innovation agency might be, the real value of this work can be glimpsed here in the photos of the places already hosting these missions. The systemic approach to their prototypes means that these green shoots can begin to flower in parallel, up and down the country. Drawing from Brian Eno’s design principles here, we are now ready to ‘think like a gardener’ and start cultivating for the next crop of missions.

Supercharging the fossil-free welfare state

Darja Isaksson is the General Director of Vinnova, the Swedish government’s innovation agency.
I’ve been developing theory and practice around mission-oriented innovation since 2013, and so it’s particularly heartening to see the kind of detailed, engaging and tangible outcomes of that thinking described in this incredibly useful ‘playbook’. This work joins an increasingly diverse array of meaningful mission-oriented approaches being tested globally.

But it took a while! There was huge interest in the possibility of mission-oriented innovation methods from the start, yet for all that attention, only a few places have been able to demonstrate practice on the ground. The teams I lead at UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose have been involved in many of those, with our work initiating the mission-oriented Scottish National Investment Bank, forging the EU’s approach to missions, and devising and delivering place-based approaches to missions with cities globally.

We’ve also been close to the projects described in this playbook, via our strategic relationship with Vinnova. Sweden’s innovation capacity is well-known, yet there are exciting new approaches here, which moves the country’s innovation toolkit and culture forwards, not least by exploring various forms of ‘entrepreneurial state’ capacity and capability. We should dig deep into the lessons learned.

Not every country has ‘a Vinnova’, however. And Sweden has a very particular history. Everyday life here is imbued with living memories of the Million Programme and Vision Zero—missions avant la lettre, perhaps—as well as its many decades of progressive and equitable societal action. As this book explains, that has directly informed the possible ‘plays’.

A critical eye is needed to assess what works well in the North, and what cannot be translated at all.

Equally, there is much for Sweden to learn from elsewhere. As Sweden’s population diversifies, our missions with Camden Council, for instance, provide useful insights for participation within highly diverse environments. Our work on harnessing new forms of value, diversified patient finance, and ‘crowded-in’ investment could bolster the conceptual frameworks behind the value models emerging here.

For now, however, let’s pay careful attention to these dispatches from Vinnova’s explorations. As we always say, innovation has a direction, and when describing this work in my book Mission Economy I noted the promise of its highly participative, place-based approach to missions in particular. It may be that this aspect is the brightest north star in the broad constellation of ideas sketched out here. Let’s fix the compass on that.
Generations of people over the last three centuries have collectively witnessed the transformative power of our linear, industrial logics of socio-economic development. The unprecedented change that it has delivered has profoundly shaped our sense of progress and the institutions that guard it.

But what seemed like such a clear and empowering proposition has revealed deep shortcomings, with potentially catastrophic outcomes looming fast ahead. We now have decades rather than centuries to change course. But by what logic do we transition to deliver a different outcome?

While we’ve stood on the shoulders of giants, there are no known solutions as to how we can make such a transition, at the scale and speed needed. To succeed we will need to discover what works while we deliver change itself.

And because this is as much a cultural challenge as it is a technical one, we will need to do so by building shared experiences across people and knowledge. This is, first and foremost, about mobilising large scale discovery and action.

Missions are a strategic mechanism to help set the right ambition, acceleration, and integrative framework for the change ahead. But delivering on that promise also means knowing how to do so. If missions are the “what”, then this playbook is about the “how”.

Discovery is a highly creative endeavour. But most institutions are counter-creative by design. Can our institutions and governments be repurposed with a creative capacity to unlock and learn on the questions that really matter?

Yes, if there is political will, clarity of mind, and resourcing to succeed. And crucially, we need a clear articulation of “how”, to help us connect our ambition to our future. This is about a new logic of work that can help us unlock new realities.

I’ve had the privilege to participate in early conversations with the Vinnova team. From the sidelines I’ve been mesmerised by the new road that they have begun to pave. This playbook is a clear and inspiring roadmap to what work looks like within a mission, both for practitioners and the institutional innovation needed. It does so beautifully, artfully and openly, true to the spirit of discovery.

Marco Steinberg is a consultant, architect, and former Associate Professor at the Harvard Design School. He was the Strategic Design Director at Sitra, the Finnish Innovation Fund, and has led and influenced the practice of strategic design globally.
Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back. The moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. All sorts of things occur that would never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s favor all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material assistance, which nobody could have dreamed of. I learned a deep respect for one of Goethe’s couplets:

*Whatever you can do, or dream you can do, begin it.*

*Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it!*

William Murray Henderson, The Scottish Himalayan Expedition (1951)
From mid-2019, Vinnova has been designing and testing a mission-oriented innovation process around two core mission themes: Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food.

The process moved from intensive collaboration sessions through to co-design workshops featuring both stakeholders and citizens, from which several missions emerged. These were articulated as systems of interventions, aligned around portfolios, and framed in a way that would enable rapid movement towards action on the ground. As they tend to, the co-design process also built a network of participants for doing so.

Some of these missions were driven forward into prototypes, designed for systemic change and deployed onto the ground. In turn, these prototypes help inform the design and delivery of Systems Demonstrators.

So the action on the ground had moved relatively quickly, particularly given the challenging circumstances created by the Covid-19 pandemic, with the prototyping stages taking a few months to design and deliver, immediately delivering promising results.

This is certainly not the only way of conducting mission-oriented innovation processes, and it may not even be the best way. But it is one way at least, tested against reality, and the approach shows great promise.

Yet there is still much to figure out. This book aims to unpack both the theory and practice in detail, partly as a way of reflecting on the process, but also as a way of articulating and sharing a process in order for others to assess and critique, adopt and adapt, so that we might learn from variations elsewhere.

Please do so, and share your insights and outcomes with us at Vinnova, as well as the increasing numbers of others working in the field in this way.
Preparing the ground

In which the backdrop to mission-oriented innovation and design for systemic change is explored, whilst the resources for developing missions are created and cultivated.
Everything has a Step Zero. The assumptions and ideologies, baggage and legacy, are drawn into an innovation or creative process, just as they are into any relationships, personal or political. Equally, they constitute much of soil from which new processes grow. In his recent Capital and Ideology, Thomas Piketty explains, “I use “ideology’ in a positive and constructive sense to refer to a set of a priori plausible ideas and discourses describing how society should be structured.” This exploration of innovation policy on the ground is rather more humble in ambition, and must be understood in the context of the somewhat independent Swedish myndighet, or government agency. Yet we must not only assemble resources, sketch processes, train for practices, build anticipation around planned events and intended outcomes, but also examine the “a priori plausible” ideas that swirl around innovation policy and practice. We must understand where missions have come from, and why, and thus what they might be good for—and not so good for. Step zero, or even -1, is perhaps the most important of all.
Missions in practice

Missions are bold, inspirational, with wide societal relevance. They indicate a clear direction, ideally targeted and measurable, with ambitious innovation actions. They are delivered through multiple top-down and bottom-up activities, and co-created via cross-disciplinary, cross-sectoral and multi-level relationships.
Background
Mission-oriented innovation is currently being explored by many countries worldwide. The technique is being used in the UK to drive their industrial strategy, whilst the European Commission is framing a significant part of Horizon Europe around five broad thematic missions. Missions, or related initiatives such as ‘moonshots’, are beginning to be used to drive innovation policy in other countries, such as Finland, Japan, Netherlands, Canada, and Spain, and aspects of the mission-led approach relate to both the proposed Green New Deal in the USA and the emerging Green Deal in Europe.

The theory behind missions builds on many different sources, but in recent years has drawn primarily on Professor Mariana Mazzucato’s work at University College London Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP), and in particular her influential reports for Commissioner Moedas at the European Commission and IIPP’s work with the UK’s industrial strategy.

Sketching a good mission theme
Vinnova is prototyping a mission-oriented innovation process in Sweden in two key systemic challenge areas: mobility and food, with each framed in terms of sustainability and health. Vinnova’s annual work plan for 2019 set a specific agenda for exploring mission-oriented innovation, placing greater emphasis on a systemic approach.

These mission themes were drawn from a broader set, sketched out at Vinnova in February 2019, derived from the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, which set an overall strategic agenda for Sweden, as with other countries. But the process also included national priorities and strategies, capturing important Swedish sectors and ambitions. Many of these are within the overall governmental direction of Sweden, which aims to become the world’s first ‘fossil-free welfare state’.

From this broader set of nine potential mission themes—including areas like Carbon Positive Consumption (rethinking consumer goods with new or old materials and business models), Health At-Hand (an increased focus on preventative health), Affordable Sustainable Neighbourhoods (retrofitting the places we live, work and play, via a just transition), and so on. These were loosely organised in terms of three different types of mission: ‘touchpoints’, unlocking outcomes which have highly tangible, daily interaction with citizens; ‘conditions’, those environments that citizens live, work, play and learn within; and ‘keystones’, which map onto core foundations which need to be in place (health systems, buildings, logistics, cultures and so on), with which people interact daily.

Each of these has significant economic development opportunities within them, yet each can also be framed in terms of clear societal outcomes, and is primarily driven by that motivation. As Mazzucato et al indicate, significant economic value can be framed in terms of positive spillovers from these missions oriented around societal value. This focus on the point is one of the key differences with mission-oriented innovation.
Alongside those nine, a series of enabling themes was sketched out. These do not have such clear societal outcomes in themselves, but are instead key enablers, or infrastructures, that can systematically combine to help achieve the first set of goals.

This is a crucial detail we wanted to address with missions. Often, governments will describe something like artificial intelligence (AI) as if a goal in itself, when actually it is only an enabler. This is exactly what the UK government did when selecting its industrial strategy categories for UCL Commission for Mission-Oriented Innovation and Industrial Strategy (MOIIS) to address. Whilst AI is no doubt important to UK industry, it is an enabling ‘General Purpose Technology’. AI could be highly negative or positive tool, depending on how it is deployed. It is a means to an end, but not the end in itself. We do not build society in order to build AI. It is the other way around.

So whilst these enabling infrastructures are fundamentally important, they are a different type of activity to the missions alongside. Simplifying, the enablers exist to deliver the missions. They are the bedrock with which we can build, but they are not the point. In other words, we don’t make cities in order to make buildings. We don’t make streets in order to make cars. We don’t produce society in order to make industry. We must ensure we are focused on broad societal benefits, and then address the question of the necessary enablers. This not only ensures a meaningful, engaging, and resilient direction, but opens up a much richer canvas of possibility, in terms of actions.

It also means that systems are being addressed as a more coherent whole, putting everything on the table. There is an emerging understanding that shared, diverse and thriving cultures and identities are not only as important as choices about carbon, broader environmental and public health, or material and technology, but that these aspects are intrinsically linked, each a potential answer to the other. These things are indivisible and interdependent. They cannot be addressed as mutually exclusive zero-sum games or neatly placed in priority order. Rather they are essential aspects of a whole.
### Mission-oriented innovation in practice

**Candidate mission themes**

- **Target:**
  - Health at hand
  - Healthy sustainable food
  - Carbon positive consumption

- **Conditions:**
  - Affordable sustainable neighborhoods
  - 5G system
  - Active mobility

- **Keynotes:**
  - Zero carbon
  - Healthy buildings

**Candidate enablers**

- **Capabilities:**
  - Innovative public sector, regulatory, relationship, and resilient governance
  - Digital services, and product and service design capability
  - Circular and zero carbon material and processes

- **Infrastructures:**
  - Agile, open, collaboration, global, and resilient private sector
  - Connected industry, energy, systems and infrastructure

- **Foundations:**
  - Trust and trust in the secure trust
  - Trust in data platforms and systems

- **Process:**
  - Mission-oriented innovation in practice

**Health-at-hand example**

- **High quality at hand health services:**
  - High-quality models for distributed healthcare touchpoints
  - New models for healthcare touchpoints

- **Fifty-fifty lab for shared healthy care services:**
  - Balanced data platforms for health-related services

**Healthy sustainable food example**

- **Healthy sustainable food:**
  - Better data for better planning of resources and environments
  - Better for better planning of resources and environments

- **Policy Lab on food safety regulation with sustainable market:**
  - Food safety regulation with sustainable market
  - Policy Lab for food safety regulation with sustainable market

- **Healthy food in all public schools, kindergartens, and colleges:**
  - Healthy food in all public schools, kindergartens, and colleges

- **New models for distributed agriculture in farms and cities:**
  - New models for distributed agriculture in farms and cities

- **Strategic design and policy innovations for rural benefits:**
  - Strategic design and policy innovations for rural benefits
Equally, we can look at how various missions might begin to relate to each other—what are the possible relationships between, say, a mission theme like preventative health like Health-at-hand and a mission theme like Healthy Sustainable Food?

Clearly, there will be various strong connections points. Shared initiatives begin to emerge, such as a healthy sustainable school food for example, which would deliver against both mission themes simultaneously. This kind of early analysis almost begins to suggest potential missions already. (Note: to guard against uninformed snap decisions, or decisions which may not have a groundswell of shared opinions and interests required for delivery, the mission design process here ensures that actual missions emerge collaboratively, later).

In terms of enabling projects or initiatives, we can also see the diagrams suggest shared capability-building activities e.g. ‘Strategic design and policy innovation for civil servants’, appearing as sketched initiatives in both mission themes. Again, this early stage gives a clue about the types of enabling activities required.

Technology is culture, mental models, beliefs

In that respect, such enabling activities include elements of culture, mental model, and paradigm. Such ‘messy’ areas are not usually addressed directly in the often overly-technocratic world of innovation policy.

Yet given a holistic approach to missions, informed by strategic design, and an understanding that our complex challenges are behavioural and cultural as much as they are technical and legal—or rather, technology and law are expressions of culture—we cannot shirk from these grey areas. This is particularly the case as we engage with the infrastructures that shape everyday life, in place-based environments like cities, towns and villages. But it is also the case for forests, circular packaging, e-commerce.

So the relationship with diverse readings of Swedish and Nordic 21st century values, culture and identities, and their associated mental models, could be as crucial to addressing these missions as any advance in technology and infrastructure. This was sketched out in these early models of outcomes and enablers, but also frames the way that missions subsequently developed.

This basic model recognises that technology and infrastructure is culture and politics. The bedrock of our regional and national culture is a fundamental enabling condition. It could be a powerfully positive form of latent capability. It could also be a hindrance. It shapes which mental models are seen as ‘common sense’, as well as some specific capabilities within society. The model also recognises that these things shifts over time; sometimes at the speed of the Storglaciären in northern Sweden, and sometimes at the speed of e-scooters, food tastes, or streaming media platforms.

With this model of mission-oriented innovation, these sometimes ‘messy’ questions are on the table too. In fact, as we will see, missions can be vehicles for exploring this kind of uncertainty, ambiguity and cultural diversity.

Jumping ahead a little, the questions of streets and school food that our missions ended up addressing are cultural questions as much as they are technical: they concern things like responses to private car ownership and public space (and thus individual freedom and social status as much as convenience) or plant-based diets and health (and thus freedom to choose what to eat, and whether we are individually or collectively responsible for the impacts produced by those decisions).

So in a sense, when these pilot missions ended up addressing streets and school food they also ended up addressing politically-complex societal areas, albeit indirectly, carefully, and hopefully constructively. We might characterise these street and school food missions, somewhat misleadingly, as concerning ‘cars and cows’ and what they mean to us. Nonetheless, these forms of mission—again, perhaps unlike Apollo—address core paradigms and mindsets, as well as power structures.
This responsibility is not to be taken lightly, clearly, and so such missions are designed to be platforms for producing meaningful public dialogue about these symbols, and what they stand for. In fact, these symbols are almost lazy caricatures of Sweden: cars (Volvo); cows (IKEA meatballs). That the many Swedens (and versions of Volvo and IKEA) that exist are, of course, far more complex than these caricatures does not make it any less contentious to approach the areas of schools and streets.

Yet that is the point. Missions put entire systems on the canvas. That must include cultural elements as well as technical, recognising that these are but two sides of the same thing. Donella Meadows made clear, with her prioritised 12-point list concerning leverage points, that the most effective points to intervene within systems are:

— The mindset or paradigm out of which the system—its goals, structure, rules, delays, parameters—arises.

— The power to transcend paradigms.

Mission-oriented innovation, following both the logic of systems thinking and the practice of design, which concerns precisely these goals and mindsets, must be able to address these levels, even if, as Meadows points out:

Societies resist challenges to their paradigm harder than they resist anything else.

Again, this means a holistic response, covering both outcomes and enablers, and within enablers, sweeping across public, private and third sector, technologies and infrastructures, and cultural identities, histories and futures. This form of mission-oriented innovation denies the assumptions that ‘innovation’ concerns business and not governance, that it concerns the lab and not the street, or that it concerns technology and infrastructure but not belief systems and mental models. All are in play, just as they are in the practices of everyday life.

It is in this space of mastery over paradigms that people throw off addictions, live in constant joy, bring down empires, get locked up or burned at the stake or crucified or shot, and have impacts that last for millennia.
—Donella Meadows

A key challenge, perhaps, is how to approach these environments with deep participation in mind, understanding diversity of context and question as well as diversity of solution. Can we create systemic approaches which start with the more instrumental leverage points on Meadows’ 12-point scale above, yet in their participative approach and societal agenda, reveal, question and re-frame the deeper leverage points, concerning paradigms. By carefully selecting the right Lever for such transformation, designing approaches which put the paradigms ‘on the table’, it may be that we can engender genuine systemic change from everyday environments.

Start by starting
Despite all these considerations, and these early models, the term ‘sketching’ is used in this section in order to note that these were not rigorously analysed areas, as the real learning, and need for a more detailed process would emerge in the next stage: that of action. There was no magical algorithm we could
force ‘Sweden’ into, from which would emerge a perfect and fully-formed mission theme, guaranteeing a fossil-free welfare state with a just transition to good life for all—or equivalent.

We felt we had to pick two complex-enough areas and start learning by doing. These areas should be strategically important, and in order to transform them, would require all sectors to work together as well as many different forms of research, innovation, governance, decision-making and activity.

Although these themes will be familiar from other strategic processes, they are only a starting point. In reality, they will be revised heavily by the subsequent design process. In itself, this is a minor innovation point, reinforcing key public sector innovation practices, such as collapsing policymaking and delivery into a symbiotic process, rather than linear, or waterfall, method.

From this stew of requirements, Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food emerged. The former as transport is a key strategic sector for Sweden, and Vinnova; and yet radical new approaches to mobility were emerging, including but also beyond transport.

The latter as food was not traditionally seen as a priority Swedish research and innovation area, including for Vinnova, despite the fact that the food sector is one of the largest industrial sectors in the country, as well as being responsible for more carbon emissions than almost all other sectors and at the core of contemporary public health crises, Yet food can also be framed in terms of culture, place, technology, identity, equality, landscape, cutting across numerous sectors and policy aspects.

Adding health as well as sustainability to both mission themes would not only produce highly meaningful societal outcomes—the core element of mission-oriented innovation—but also require techniques a multidisciplinary approach, and equally would likely reveal synergies in terms of integrated approaches, solving for health and sustainability simultaneously, as well as exploring the interfaces and overlaps between food and mobility systems themselves.

Prototyping two mission areas
The Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food missions have been running since April 2019, and are now at the end of the second phase, emerging in public as tangible prototypes around which to drive meaningful participation, discussion, learning, and definition of subsequent demonstrators.

The first phase was a large co-design process, involving many diverse ‘system actors’ across a series of formats. These activities produced insights as to a set of key Angles, which are akin to ‘leverage points’ on systems.

These Angles must be assessed and transformed, as they are often not actions as such, but usually a rich stew of perspectives, lenses, issues and only sometimes clear activities. Nonetheless, they are a highly useful description of both issues in existing systems and hints as to how to unlock the next systems we must enable.

These Angles are then worked upon, with the coordinating strategic design team unpacking workshop conversations, auditing existing projects and practices, and speculating as to the new actions that these leverage points might be better articulated through.

Augmenting this process with further strategic dialogues with system actors, a more coherent set of Missions can be derived. These comprise more tangible interventions oriented towards those Angles, and can begin to suggest a portfolio of various different innovation activities. This portfolio can begin to indicate how a systemic approach requires a rich set of experiments firing in parallel, and balanced across both the ‘push’ of traditional technology-led innovation processes with the ‘pull’ of societal, behavioural, cultural, political, and social movement-led dynamics.

The second phase is a focused design process, with continuing engagement activities, oriented towards testing this portfolio in action. It uses systemic design principles to mould these initiatives into Prototypes.
Prototypes are essentially discrete projects, which can be commissioned activities from a network of research and innovation actors, in collaboration with ‘front line’ of agencies, municipalities, regions, and businesses.

They are agile, focused and highly tangible actions, generating as much learning as possible, as rapidly as possible. They are the first stage of any meaningful contemporary policy, product or service design process, working as a kind of ‘minimum viable product’ or ‘design probe’. In this way, as with a strategic design process, they are a working sketch of new interventions, organisations, cultures, policies and so on.

Particular design principles, such as the levers and layers explained later, can ensure the prototypes contain the DNA for subsequent systemic change. Particular processes within these prototypes, such as Policy Labs, can reveal any regulatory or policy-related blockages or opportunities.

As such, these Prototypes can help flesh out, shape and define the content of System Demonstrators. These Demonstrators are larger-scale, longer-term interventions that not only deliver systemic change but also demonstrate and describe how systems at the scale of cities and regions can be transformed (we share the concept of ‘Deep Demonstrators’ with EIT Climate-KIC and others).

A design process for national missions
This overall methodology follows a modified form of design process. Design processes are typically characterised as a series of opening and closing arcs, with wide-ranging activities exploring relevant terrain.

These generate various forms of analysis and knowledge through interaction and dialogue, before synthesis closes in on tangible concepts that can embody the most meaningful characteristics discovered in the prior phase.

These concepts are tested and refined as prototypes, with insights shaping subsequent design and delivery. And then repeat. Crucially, the process continues, with active learning from delivery in order to inform the next iteration.

So the design process flows from Angles to Missions to Prototypes, starting from a broad exploration of the terrain and reducing down, through a series of steps, to prototypes on the ground. That process sheds light on what to do—we know where to invest, where to transform, what the governance looks like, and so on.

From there, we can scale into Demonstrators.

Each stage is co-designed with system actors, from public, private and civic sectors, supported by academic and design expertise, and with increasing citizen participation as the process progresses. All of these actors work together simultaneously where possible, and thus the process forms new networks for action along the way.

In a reversal of some consider the mission-oriented innovation process to be, the Vinnova method has explored how to build consensus about what missions should be through collaboration, via co-design processes for networks of stakeholders, users, and citizens. The learning from these activities forms missions with purpose, legitimacy, and momentum, and builds a sense of what can be achieved within systems. These are then lifted to a national political level, such as via the Swedish ‘strategiska samverkansprogram’, national collaboration programmes led by the government.

The process puts participation first, and then heads towards politics. Of course, in reality, politics—in our context, the practice of shared decision-making about shared concerns—is inherent in every stage. In essence, however, we want to learn from action in order to approach our layers of formal governance with the best possible insights. Rather than ask for a mission before we understand what it is, or what it can be, we work to frame the mission, co-design it and test in collaboration, and build political capital, of all kinds, as we go.

We call this approach the snowball, in which we progressively build a sharper framing of the possibility, a realistic sense of capabilities, a broader set of engagement, diverse forms of
knowledge, tangible outcomes earlier as we go. We think this might even enable a more ambitious direction and timeline. It flushes out assumptions and builds coalitions for action from the start. This approach to missions looks to co-design the agenda, build a network for change, produce action on the ground, and then create a set of stories based on insights from these ongoing activities. Having built up that body of work, then we can approach national politics in a more meaningful discussion about the many ways that a Great! could add value to this work. It is perhaps a reversal of a traditional process, but it is certainly in line with contemporary thinking and practice about policymaking.

This is an alternative approach to the European Commission Horizon Europe mission process, which has tended to start at the national political level, with expert groups informing member state representatives, and then moves towards engagement. The details of what a mission might mean ‘on the ground’ emerge in a second phase, after a first year of discussion and deliberation.

The Vinnova method is in contrast on purpose—as a constructive counterpoint, and to help build out some of those processes on behalf of the broader European missions. Neither is necessarily right or wrong; learning from the contrast may be the most important act. The approach described here forges a process and culture in order to produce as much learning as possible. It shares all the basic characteristics of mission-oriented innovation, and attempts to produce insights by testing them on the ground. We are documenting this process for sharing and critique.

This project aims to create a method that helps both in finding and defining this direction. Vinnova wants to make it easier to decipher complex systems in society and suggest how we can trigger mission oriented innovation that results in systemic change, from a genuinely meaningful people- and place-based perspective.
The ‘Mazzucato model’ is structural, describing how core elements relate to each other. A grand challenge is framed, which is addressed by a mission, which in turn brings together sectors working together to deliver projects for the mission.

A participative process over time means we can imagine rotating the structural diagram through 90 degrees, suggesting the movement from framing the challenge, to missions, to designing and delivering projects ‘on the ground’.

In reality, these stages overlap, with actors framing the mission, before many of those actors are also involved in delivering projects. These projects split into prototypes and demonstrators, describing their evolution.

The diagram describes the overall process, with different stages and activities annotated. The process moves from defining Angles to Missions, which are articulated via Prototypes, which can inform Systems Demonstrators.

Although it can be read as a linear process, moving from left to right over time—which is hard to avoid in reality, after all—it is also drawn to suggest repeats, loops, overlaps, moving backwards and forwards, with the outputs framing the next iteration. Any good design process is a continual learning process.
If a factory is torn down but the rationality which produced it is left standing, then that rationality will simply produce another factory. If a revolution destroys a government, but the systematic patterns of thought that produced that government are left intact, then those patterns will repeat themselves ... There's so much talk about the system. And so little understanding.

There is always a design phase; the issue is whether it is done consciously or not. An unconscious design phase is likely to be full of assumptions, missed opportunities and limited engagement. It will tend to reinforce business-as-usual rather than transformation, and negative outcomes rather than positive co-benefits. We must instead define and engage an active and participative design process for missions.
Background

The idea of practice for missions emerges laden with both promise and baggage. Drawing from allusions to the impressive achievements of the Apollo missions, there is a sense—perhaps even a fervent hope—that setting clear political goals, aligning technological innovation, industrial investment and public policy, and guided by scientifically-informed rational analysis, could achieve similarly impressive outcomes. If only we could point such a machine at the planetary scale challenges of our age. This heady brew tends to prove irresistible to politicians and policymakers, as well as corporations.

Yet Mariana Mazzucato, who has been the driving force behind the broad interest in mission-oriented innovation today, frequently counterpoints her call for contemporary missions with references to Richard Nelson’s 1977 essay *The Moon and the Ghetto*. Written from 1971 onwards, and so still in the orbit of the Apollo missions’ halcyon days, Nelson’s essay described how solving public policy problems are simply much harder than getting to the moon.

Nelson wrote:

> It may be enormously more difficult to design policies to equalize educational achievement or to eliminate prejudices, than to design spacecraft to go to the moon. For truly intractable problems the most we can expect from rational analysis is understanding which deters us from trying costly remedies that cannot work.

The spirit of Apollo may capture the national-scale motivation we need to address today’s challenges. Its alignment of multiple disparate activities, unified by a coherent and tangible outcome, is also clearly powerful; particularly for a Swedish innovation agency which tends to generate thousands of projects per year.

Yet following Nelson, the Apollo moonshot was clearly a technological mission primarily, and framed within the quite different, arguably simpler, political complex of the Cold War. Indeed, in her key report for the European Commission, Mazzucato specifically notes Nelson’s essay. The complex problems of the ghetto will not line up neatly in linear fashion, as if simply complicated technical nuts to crack:

> The real problem was that a purely scientific and technological solution could not solve such problems. There is a greater need to combine understandings of sociology, politics, economics and technology to solve these problems, as well as to make the conscious decision to point innovation towards them.

So if the moonshot was not the right analogy then, it is not the right analogy now. For innovation agencies and related functions, whose DNA is traditionally soaked in scientific innovation, this can be a bitter pill to swallow.

Sometimes the pill is resisted. The analogy retains its allure, despite Mazzucato and Nelson. In 2019, the President of the European Union, Ursula von der Leyen, described the Green Deal as Europe’s *“man on the moon moment”*. In 2020, announcing the UK’s efforts to deliver same-day mass testing for Covid-19, the Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced *“the Moonshot approach”*. The resulting programme was titled Operation Moonshot.

This bitter pill can also lead to science and innovation separating itself from the messy and complex social contexts for which Nelson used the shorthand ‘ghetto’. Writing in the journal *Nature* in 2016, just prior to the election of President Trump, Colin Macilwain powerfully described the careless and ultimately destructive distancing of scientific research and innovation from the everyday social and political contexts it is embedded within.

We like to talk about ‘engaging the public’, but many scientists really just want to talk at them. And too many ordinary scientists hold politicians in utter intellectual contempt — even though it is the scientists who have chosen a career that allows them to pursue relatively simple problems (such...
as building a machine to detect gravitational waves) rather than genuinely difficult ones (such as running a social-care programme in a small town).

Moving on from the moonshots that Nelson critiqued, or a broader withdrawal of science from the genuinely more challenging arenas that Macilwain describes, Mazzucato concludes that the notion of missions, if incorporating the broader perspectives she describes alongside clear direction, could indeed address these more challenging public policy questions. A thoroughly systemic approach, led by the integrative practice of design, could force science, innovation and politics together.

She writes, “This is exactly what a well-designed mission can achieve”. The caveat of “well-designed” is important, clearly. With that in mind, what might we learn from the practice of alternative missions to Apollo?

Previous Swedish missions?

Sweden has its own rich history in terms of societal transformation, not least in its remarkable transition from one of Europe’s poorest nations in the late-1800s to one of its wealthiest by the 1930s. This is a story well-told.

Yet in more recent Swedish history, there are two initiatives, of a similar vintage to Apollo, that are perhaps more constructive reference points to draw from.

Learning from the Million Programme

Running from 1965, the Million Programme (Miljonprogrammet in Swedish) public housing programme set a ‘mission’ of building one million affordable new dwellings within a decade. The mission was broadly successful, with 1,066,000 dwellings being built by 1974. ‘Affordable’ was defined in understandable terms, relating to the wage packets of average workers. Miljonprogrammet produced a rich diversity of dwellings, with the majority being small houses despite the popular allusion with larger housing blocks typical of the age.

By way of comparison, the New Zealand government recently shelved an attempt to build 100,000 new dwellings within a decade, proclaiming their ‘KiwiBuild’ programme “overly ambitious”. (New Zealand’s population is ~5 million, compared with Sweden’s ~8 million at the time of Miljonprogrammet).

At such scale, the quality of Miljonprogrammet housing varied, perhaps predictably. It comprised some of the finest European public housing of its time, and many of its housing blocks now lend themselves perfectly to contemporary retrofit programmes, according to KTH housing expert Erik Stenberg.

Stenberg notes that the blocks are often “well-built and today provide good homes and communities for many”, and also well-situated, already supported by infrastructure and amenities. He “champions careful, community-engaged renovation rather than demolition.” According to Stenberg:

Sustainability is about managing with and for the assets you already have (requiring) an incremental approach to renovation. It’s a more gradual approach, based on apartment-by-apartment renovations that adapts to specific circumstances and evolves over time. Hence, it’s more sustainable — in economic, social and environmental terms.

Yet other housing, and associated neighbourhood design, delivered by the Million Programme proved to be more problematic, with some poor-quality construction and insufficient focus on community-building and participation as well as the environment, in many senses of the word. If run today, an equivalent venture could be expected to take a more human-centred and environmental approach, supported by contemporary technologies. Theoretically, this would enable it to address a few of those missteps, which were typical of the time.

Yet Miljonprogrammet’s results arguably deserve to be seen in the same light as Apollo. The public policy terrain of housing policy is just as complex as that of space travel.
Vision Zero emerges from a culture of road safety in Sweden, not least the invention of the revolutionary three-point seatbelt by Volvo, in the 1950s.
Learning from Vision Zero

Another example. The Vision Zero (Nollvision in Swedish) programme was devised by the Swedish transport agency Trafikverket in 1995, and was approved by parliament in October 1997. Vision Zero is based on an underlying ethical principle that it can never be acceptable that people are killed or seriously physically injured in accidents on the road transport system.

Generally speaking, Vision Zero has proved successful. Whilst it is worth noting that Sweden’s road death toll was declining prior to 1997, it has continued to do so under Vision Zero, despite an increase in the volume of passenger road transport (though the number of deaths has not improved markedly since 2013, however, suggesting a plateau of sorts may have been reached).

Just as powerfully, perhaps, Vision Zero has spread to numerous countries, regions and cities, with Trafikverket recently starting a Vision Zero Academy to help share and develop its approach. In 2019, Oslo saw just one road death, whereas Helsinki achieved zero pedestrian fatalities in road traffic. Both are Vision Zero cities.

It is particularly interesting, given its origins within a strong traffic engineering culture, that Vision Zero is based on ethical foundations:

Vision Zero is based on the ethical standpoint that no one should be killed or seriously injured for life in road traffic. The acceptable figure for the number of fatalities and serious injuries in traffic is zero.

The balancing act underneath the policy usefully recognises a shared responsibility for this outcome between individual and state, yet with an emphasis on the designers and operators of roads to produce an environment which is safe by default. It also recognises the fundamental importance of a systemic approach, emphasising “that all elements in the system are interrelated and affect one another.”

Finally, the ethical foundation means that cost-benefit analysis ought to be no longer recognised as a meaningful calculus for policy, suggesting that “life and health can never be exchanged for other benefits within the society”.

Vision Zero also shows that mission targets must adapt over time. The original 1997 goal was to reduce traffic deaths to zero by 2020, with a 50% reduction for 2007. The actual reduction by 2007 was 13%, and so the target was revised to 50% by 2020, with the number of seriously injured reduced by a quarter, and to zero deaths by 2050. In 2009 the reduction from 1997 totals was 34.5%, down to 355 deaths, and by 2019, a total of 223 people died on Swedish roads, according to preliminary statistics.

As with Miljonprogrammet, there are issues with Vision Zero which may be framed differently were it to emerge today. Even leaving aside the significant environmental impacts of motor vehicle-based mobility systems, Vision Zero’s emphasis on physical injury largely excludes mental health and wellbeing, as well as the significant secondary health impacts of lifestyle-related diseases (though some of these are addressed by other areas of Swedish law and policy).

Equally, whilst the ethical underpinning was perhaps unusual to emerge from a traffic planning authority, most of the measures designed and implemented were not, largely consisting of technical road safety measures in the form of built infrastructure changes, as well as recommendations for car design. The actions taken are largely those of an engineering culture: a focus on efficient problem-solving rather than creative question-asking.

Clearly, a more holistic approach would put many more options on the table, questioning how much 21st century mobility need be based upon 20th century transport models like private car ownership. There are alternatives. Put simply, the fastest and most effective way to prevent motor vehicles killing people—through accidents and air quality—would be to reduce the number of motor vehicles on the road in the first place. This traffic reduction option is not explored by Vision Zero.
Zero, as currently understood. In fact, critics of the programme suggest that its actions have merely benefited car drivers, leading to reductions in safer, healthier active transport alternatives, such as cycling and walking (which also happen to have lower environmental impacts).

The Netherlands also witnessed an increase in road traffic accidents in the 1960s and 1970s. Yet public protests under the banner *Stop de Kindermoord* (“Stop the child murder”) led to a more fundamental mobility transformation. These social movements triggered Dutch government policy at all levels, reversing a decline in cycling such that the Netherlands now possesses ~36,000 kilometres of cycle paths, with more than a quarter of all trips in the country made by bicycle.

Indeed, it’s worth noting that in the Nordic context, Oslo achieved a form of Vision Zero outcome in 2019—with no cyclist or pedestrian fatalities due to traffic accidents—but only after significantly removing car traffic from its inner city (alongside many other measures).

Although Vision Zero usefully moves us beyond cost-benefit analysis, it is worth noting that Dutch cycling culture saves their healthcare systems around €19 billion per year (~3% of GDP), for only €0.5 billion of investment in cycling infrastructure. This fundamental shift in mode is not part of the agenda for Vision Zero.

Nonetheless, Vision Zero’s theory and practice provide valuable insights for contemporary mission design, arguably more useful than those that we can draw from Apollo. They include:

— a meaningful and communicable societal outcome pinned on ethical values;
— a shared responsibility between citizens and state, with the state as the most active player;
— a statement of intent about a systemic approach;
— a value proposition that moves beyond simplistic cost-benefit analysis;
— a global outlook sharing and spreading innovation, and actively learning in return;
— and an active stewardship that adjusts targets based on progress and conditions, whilst holding steady towards a ‘North Star’.

And finally, we can also learn from the stones unturned by Vision Zero, by focusing on uncovering the assumptions and mental models that Lakoff and Johnson suggest “govern our everyday functioning”.

By 1955, Sweden had become Europe’s most car-dense nation. Contemporary traffic planning and urban planning emerges and consolidates around the same time, which is perhaps not a coincidence. What residue is left from this time? How does it affect the way that cities run today, but also how citizens and professionals think about mobility?

In our research for the Street mission, we discover that the parking space regulation still in place across Sweden dates back to 1958. This kind of dark matter is, to some extent, shaping what happens some six decades later. We have ‘policy lab’ processes to address the implicit questions asked by such elements, but in order to do so, we need to recognise, after Nelson, that missions must encompass these social, cultural, political and behavioural aspects, and not simply see innovation as concerning only technologies.

These mental models, communities of practice, organisations, and traces of regulation need to be put on the drawing board too, alongside new and old technologies. A strategic design approach to missions draws all these elements together. Such an approach explores richer, more diverse arrays of possible futures, shaping our cultures of decision-making as well as our technologies.
Instead of seeking—or feigning—certainty, we should be open about uncertainty, and transparent in the ways in which we acknowledge the limitations of the imperfect data we have no choice but to use. Teams should be encouraged to admit ignorance, explore paradoxes and reflect collectively.”

Beyond science
Fundamentally, the DNA of our innovation agencies, and thus our behaviours, must be modified to fit the form of today’s and tomorrow’s challenges. Our contemporary missions, requiring integrated approaches to climate crisis, public health and social justice simultaneously, cannot be led by science any more than Nelson’s ‘ghetto problem’ could be solved by the immensely capable scientists and experts at NASA or ARPA.

Sadly perhaps, as many have pointed out, the answers to our complex problems cannot be achieved by simply ‘following the science’. The critiques of such expert-led processes and cultures are well-known (see Gadamer 1967; Tetlock 2005; Grundmann 2016; Reiss 2019). More obviously, assessing the often differing responses to the complexity of the COVID-19 pandemic, even across State Epidemiologists in the relatively unified context of the Nordic nations, reveals that “the science itself is political ... (as it involves) the science of human behaviour” (Runciman 2020). In this context, Venki Ramakrishnan, President of the Royal Society said:

*We must recognise both the potential and the limits of science ... there is often no such thing as following ‘the’ science.*

Yet when faced with uncertainty, ambiguity or the challenges of systemic change, many innovation policies and agencies still retread these same paths towards the ‘government investigation’, or the ‘investigatory committee’, or the academic-led process.

These presuppose that the solutions to complex adaptive systems can be simply produced by experts thinking hard about the problem and drawing up a roadmap. Generalising, these can result in a set of non-diverse ‘business as usual’ actors sitting in a withdrawn room in order to write a Microsoft Word document together.

Such a culture does little to address misrepresentation, assumptions and even bias. It cannot address transdisciplinary or interdisciplinary combinatorial innovation. It cannot process or generate the many different forms and formats of knowledge or action necessary for contemporary challenges. It is rarely comfortable with the ambiguity and cross-disciplinary complexity than characterise the challenges of our age. It often struggles to escape the gravitational pull of existing efficiency logics. It cannot motivate the power of social movements, which have been involved in every major societal shift in our past, from eradicating polio to the Swedish home-building programmes of the 1930s and 1960s, and are now clearly emerging around the crises of climate change and social justice, on the streets outside that committee room window.

Embracing uncertainty and Not Knowing
As a result, numerous public sector innovation programmes of the last decade have forged entirely different approaches (in a Nordic context alone, see *In Studio: Recipes for Systemic Change* by SITRA’s Helsinki Design Lab, or Christian Bason’s *Leading Public Design: Discovering human-centred governance*, and many more), just as agile, prototype-led, transdisciplinary, and user-centred innovation and design processes are now firmly ensconced in the private and third sector, leading directly to the often innovative products and services that surround us.

These design practices actively head towards uncertainty and ambiguity, and make sense of that complexity via the interplay between making and reflection.

In the context of policymaking and research given conditions of uncertainty, there is a solid literature emerging. This includes the ‘hybrid forums’ model documented in *Acting in an uncertain world*, by Michel Callon, Pierre Lascoumes and Yannick Barthe, which centres on productively flattening hierarchies between experts, non-experts, ordinary citizens, and politicians which define contemporary participation practices. Founding member of the European Research Council Helga Nowotny’s *The Cunning of Uncertainty* provides another input, noting that a science aware of uncertainty rarely takes the straight line, preferring the oblique route, and producing results that are always provisional.
and essentially uncertain. Bruno Latour’s *Down to Earth* places these dynamics in the context of the climate crisis, making the case for place-based approaches which can ‘hold’ complexity yet remain firmly grounded. A different example, though on the same subject, is John Kay’s recent book *Radical Uncertainty: Decision-Making Beyond the Numbers*, written with Mervyn King, former governor of the Bank of England.

The leading systems thinkers Donella Meadows put this well a long time ago. Perhaps her words should be taken a prescient warning to an analytical culture that will build models and ‘digital twins’, produce forecasts and roadmaps, or even try to construct algorithms that explicitly reveal the value of accessing certain leverage points beforehand. It is not that those tools are fully useless; more that they are not the only answer. Meadows recognised that ‘knowing what to do before you do it’ can’t be done. Only through trying to deliver do you learn what to do. Meadows called this “the humility of Not Knowing.”

Our job is to move forwards, with this humility fully on-board, reckoning with uncertainty as we go. In this way, we are able to observe, engage, learn, pivot, adapt, refocus, reframe. This engaged approach is quite distinctly different to the distanced, theoretically objective, evidence-based model of policymaking. In practice at Vinnova, we have been struck by how the simple humility of getting on the road and asking people for their perspective—“What are your ambitions? What are you trying to get done? What’s blocking you? Tell us about your world?”—has been met with such a positive response.

Equally, moving beyond that early stage of discussion and alignment, we have framed missions deliberately around vehicles that can explore uncertainty continually, yet productively. They must handle conflict as well as consensus, not attempting to suppress the former by flattening difference into the latter. In this, we draw from Milica Begovic’s thinking for UNDP’s Innovation Facility. The prototypes and demonstrators are designed such that new questions can be asked of them. They can absorb and align existing and new projects as they are discovered. They are adaptive, such that they can adapt to new contexts and unforeseen circumstances. They are concrete, tangible, and located in public, such that they reveal diverse attitudes, reactions and, just as active stewardship surrounds prototypes and demonstrators with diverse governance, and a culture of ongoing learning and reflection. This ensures they remain open to a wider set of entry points, ideas, and possible solutions.

We have attempted to design a process and culture that strives to maintain this sense of humility that Meadows so powerfully argued for, asking questions and checking assumptions whilst moving forward.

### Embracing expertise

Mission-oriented innovation provides a way of challenging an expert-led ‘committee model’ in the context of policy and practice. *Governing Missions* makes clear the importance of citizen engagement in particular, as well as moving across silos and existing structures of knowledge. Our challenge is to explore these practices. What does this mean? What forms of evidence or knowledge come into play, and when and how?

The critique does not undercut expertise. It means the opposite: working hard to find the most productive framing for deep expertise. Doing so would be respectful rather than tokenistic, drawing from the immense value in scientific expertise whilst connecting across discrete bodies of knowledge in new ways—including forms of knowledge held and cultivated by citizens—in order to forge transdisciplinary understanding. In turn, the diverse contexts of people and place enrich the scientific process, as well as connecting it to a practice of change.

From that richer perspective, we can expose and re-assess the mental models embedded within our challenges, prising open the Overton Window that otherwise constrains policy-making and innovation practice.

So this positioning is not a rejection of expertise at all; in fact, the goal is a more powerful, generative way to engage and
develop expertise through placing its insights and capabilities in diverse and grounded contexts.

This implies we are building many different forms of knowledge, created through structured interactions with complex systems, which cannot be understood or in some cases even imagined a priori.

This is not business-as-usual. Mazzucato suggests that mission-oriented innovation will “require a revolution in most governments to make it work.”

Design is not a silver bullet at all. By itself, it is of little use. Yet in practice—moving beyond the lazy rhetoric of design thinking—it provides clear starting points, a focus on action, a way of building momentum, and the necessary glue to incorporate multiple perspectives.

As a result, we must engage in an active co-design process for programmes and activities, particularly given a systemic approach, working in the gaps between problems, embracing uncertainty, ambiguity, and complexity. This is not planning, design as a form of control, but instead a design culture best delivered through active research and prototyping, in deep collaborative processes with people and place. This is what design processes, when framed correctly, are intrinsically built for.

Equally, design is essentially about decision-making—do we do this, or that, and how and why, to what end?—and given the context of missions, which are societal challenges or crises of both immense scale and a loudly ticking clock, we are aware that we need to foreground decision-making and delivery.

In fact, this is the nature of a crisis. As the writer Jonathan Safran Foer points out, every time we say “crisis”, we are also saying “decision”. The word crisis essentially means decision-making: from the Latin crisis, from Ancient Greek κρίσις (krisis, “a separating, power of distinguishing, decision, choice, election, judgment, dispute”), from κρίνω (krínō, “pick out, choose, decide, judge”).

Avoiding climate breakdown will require cathedral thinking. We must lay the foundations whilst we may not know how exactly to build the ceiling.

—Greta Thunberg, speech to British parliament, 23 April 2019

Any feminist politics depends on the belief that things can change, that we need not repeat a history that has tended to exclude and oppress women, people of color, queer subjects, and the working class. Feminism is the vision that things can be otherwise, that the future holds unprecedented opportunities and the potential for change.

—Fanny Söderbäck, Revolutionary Time: Revolt as Temporal Return (2012)

Embracing people and place

This co-design process, embracing both uncertainty and traditional expertise, is at the core of any contemporary innovation process. This is a profound shift in the sense of agency, in expertise, and in terms of whose knowledge is considered valuable.

In some design disciplines—most notably, interaction and service design, generally in the context of tech—user-centred design has become so thoroughly deployed, and sophisticated, that the necessary critique concerns what’s next? Indeed, “what’s next” is a good question: the individualising approach of the user has not solved broader issues of community or society, non-human life or environment. These are the biggest challenges to orthodox design disciplines now, both of which move it closer to the policy-and-practice context of mission-oriented innovation.

Yet it must be recognised how ubiquitous and well-honed user-centred design has become in the context of tech, and tech’s application in the context of public services, even if it is yet to make a similarly necessary dent in other design disciplines like architecture and urban planning. Participation here is used at both ‘ends’ of the process: user research surfaces ideas for products and services based on deep observation and contextual research, whilst user testing and usage metrics endlessly hone products.

It has taken a long time to get to this point. Nigel Cross, writing in 1972, pointed out then that: professional designers in every field have failed in their assumed responsibility to predict and to design-out the adverse effects of their projects. These harmful side effects can no longer be tolerated and regarded as inevitable if we are to survive the future….There is certainly a need for new approaches to design if we are to arrest the escalating problems of the man-made world and citizen participation in decision making could possibly provide a necessary reorientation.
Equally, however, user participation also has a history in the context of research and systems development. In the Scandinavian context it dates back to the 1970s, where the Collective Resource Approach was established across Norway, Sweden and Denmark. The goal may have been to increase the value of industrial production, rather than anything more systemic, yet it still placed great emphasis on engaging workers in the development of new systems for the workplace. This included combining the discipline-based expertise of systems researchers with the situated expertise of participants i.e. the workers who would be impacted.

Citizen participation is also increasingly embedded in urban planning contexts. It is still usually deployed at the more consultative end of the process—“How do you like this plan (we’ve already formed)?”—rather than upstream at the idea generation phase. It is not yet the case that plans are routinely derived from the articulated or otherwise understood needs of people and place. For Saskia Sassen, local people are the deep experts in their own places—“While none of them is an urban expert, each has specific knowledge about their place”—yet this repositioning is still rarely recognised by professional urban planning and design disciplines.

These challenges indicate the next arena for participation: the move beyond human-centred design to the less anthropocentric perspective of place; the move beyond product development into policy development.

In both of these areas, there is a long way to go. Even those government contexts that have absorbed tech-inspired user-centred design practices the most thoroughly, such as the UK’s Government Digital Services, a fairly bleak picture can be painted vis-à-vis policy.

Policymakers recognise the value of listening to users when developing policy options. This is often done through charities and representative bodies or using the formal public consultation process. And it is usually done once ideas have been formed and evaluated internally. Very few policymakers engage directly with the public. They worry about things like reputational risks, policy sensitivities, and establishing a ‘representative sample’ of views. In particular, policymakers worry about raising users’ expectations that significant change might happen as a result of their engagement.

Mission-oriented innovation, alongside new imperatives such as the New Bauhaus project for the European Green Deal, provide an opportunity to place far greater emphasis on citizen participation in the context of policy making, particularly those arena that concern the infrastructures of everyday life. This sees participation as a core strategic design capability to be applied fundamentally, deeply and coherently.

Design’s contribution

Strategic design, at least according to SITRA’s Helsinki Design Lab a decade ago, can be defined like this:

Strategic design applies some of the principles of traditional design to “big picture” systemic challenges like health care, education, and climate change. It redefines how problems are approached, identifies opportunities for action, and helps deliver more complete and resilient solutions.

Strategic design is about crafting decision-making.

Helsinki Design Lab, alongside MindLab in Denmark, Laboratorio para la Ciudad in Mexico City, and several other design-led teams emerged around 2010, perhaps in response to both user-centred design- and tech-led innovation practices becoming ‘adjacent enough’ to government and the public sector more broadly. They immediately helped stretch out the canvas of techniques and cultures around innovation and public purpose. Alongside this, design-led approaches to service delivery within the public sector helped prove its value on the frontline.

Given that backdrop, and this later context of mission-oriented innovation, design brings some key principles and practices to
the table. Although far from a silver bullet, design is increasingly recognised as a key tool in the toolkit. Whilst it still feels as if design is still sitting at ‘Base Camp One’ in an Everest’s worth of organisational and cultural change required in governance, it has taken significant strides, not least least by building on the practices of service design at the front line of public, private and social sectors. The challenge remains how to make design useful ‘upstream’, alongside other disciplines or types of knowledge that normally occupy, and protectively guard, those heights.

Nonetheless, it’s clear that there are some core characteristics of design that are useful in this context, summarised in the adjacent sidebar. Although there are numerous variations on design’s particular capabilities, each of these picked out could help drive mission-oriented innovation by shaping and delivering the processes, and their outputs. Taken as a whole, they can be a core component of the engine to discover, design and develop missions.

These core aspects, or capabilities are different to design principles, however. Principles are a more specific set of heuristics that help define precisely how to design activities. Over the following pages, a more in-depth and bespoke set of design principles for mission-oriented innovation is detailed, drawn from Vinnova’s experience devising these missions in Sweden alongside existing and emerging design practices elsewhere.

---

**What design does**

**Integration**
Design’s diverse research methods discovers and describes the needs and desires of people and place in systemic and synthetic fashion, fusing technology and culture, politics and budget, human and non-human life.

**Invention**
Design is a practice of cultural imagination. It embraces uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity in order to sketch alternative trajectories, each articulating broader values and ethics, dynamics and aesthetics.

**Prototyping**
Building models and prototypes to test in public unlocks design as an ongoing social process, managing risk whilst generating insights, and opening up a participative, responsive and iterative approach.

**Stewardship**
Design as an ongoing process ensures that key ideas maintain their integrity and evolve through learning, as projects emerge in context, positively buffeted by reality.
In this optic, a development intervention that wants to bring about change, say, in agricultural systems is better seen as a mechanism that gradually resolves/explores uncertainties about system dynamics through learning and adaptation and ongoing sense-making, rather than a series of “fixes” to a well identified set of problems. This might reveal that an agricultural system is a symptom of a larger set of dynamics playing out in the economic system thereby opening up a wider set of entry points and policy options to ‘play with.’

Milica Begovic, UNDP
The Global Goals has 169 targets that helps us to identify the problems we need to focus on, organised into 17 higher-level goals. From the very beginning, the UN has clearly communicated that the 17 Global Goals form a fully interconnected agenda. Each affects the other, as all systems are interconnected. All of the 169 targets interact, directly or indirectly, and form dependencies that cross-over to other goals. This means that we can only reach the Goals with systematic solutions and an interconnected approach. We need to find ways of repeatedly forcing this interconnection onto the agenda, to prevent them falling back into silos of their own.

An essential part of this process of identification is to involve as many viewpoints as possible. This means a wide array of disciplines and perspectives, with an emphasis on producing not only a diverse outlook with which to analyse and invent, but also a diverse group of actors and participants for addressing mission-oriented innovation, and the goals beyond. These can be thought of as providing different lenses onto the challenge.

Given this sense of interconnectedness, it is fundamentally important to state that no one discipline ‘owns’ a subject-area, and that disciplines must therefore be brought together into composites, or transdisciplinary approaches. This does not negate the importance of disciplines and expertise; rather, it simply asks how to deploy them properly.

This approach enables us to better frame our challenges. By involving diverse perspectives and people, and asking different sets of questions as a result, we can embrace complexity rather than suppress it. Mission-oriented innovation is organised around ambitious targets. In other words, each mission has a North Star. This provides a clear sense of direction, enabling us to continually align multiple innovation activities via regular compass readings. For example, a North Star for many missions could be to create the conditions for Healthy sustainable mobility. Another example might be Healthy, sustainable food systems and cultures for all, as part of broader challenges for climate neutral, resilient and just cities, for instance. These example North Stars provide a magnetic ‘pull’ for missions, and their diverse activities.

A draft of this visual narrative was produced for Vinnova by the New Division, the Stockholm-based strategic communication group. It conveys initial thinking about the communication of mission-oriented innovation in Sweden.
Adding multiple perspectives and inviting people from a wide range of disciplines will give us a fuller understanding of systematic context. Equally, assessing systems by locating activities across a range of environments will also reveal points of difference and commonality. A place-based approach reveals context, which is fundamental to framing activity.

Activities built on these various perspectives can reveal networks of interactions, common interests, conflicts and opportunities for collaboration. A system of systems starts to reveal itself, around the North Star, with intersections beginning to suggest intervention and connection points, or particular angles on the mission theme.

In collaboration, we uncover, map and discuss these connections. These are based on synergies, opportunities, and demonstrations of interest and energy from participants, as well as critical infrastructures and institutional relationships. This process of deep collaboration for identifying angles demonstrates an understanding that we can only move the whole system in a desired direction by working together.

The interconnection between these issues and opportunities gives us a better picture of the gains to the whole system—as well as some of the crucial dependencies, or possibly negative feedback loops. We understand that the North Star for the mission theme—in this case, Healthy sustainable mobility—requires approaching from many angles. Yet equally, that means there are potentially many benefits in return, which can be mapped back to the Global Goals.

These relationships emerge from collaborative work with system actors. They begin to suggest focal points, or angles, onto the challenge at hand. Importantly, they recognise that a systemic approach can produce systemic outcomes. It is worth noting that this may challenge many existing relationships, institutional or otherwise. After all, if this work was straightforward, without resistance, it would have been done already. Yet framing the discussion in terms of shared and positive societal outcomes can help form and nurture these implied relationships.

These outcome-oriented angles on the North Star are not innovation activities, however. They suggest some of the systemic outcomes possible given the challenge, and they have been derived from collaborative processes which embody systems. Yet they are not systemic portfolios of activities. Contemporary innovation policy looks to produce co-benefits, via integrated activities, developed and delivered systemically. For that, we must translate these possibilities into action. As places embody distinct everyday infrastructures and systems, constructed from types and patterns that exist elsewhere too, they can help locate a systemic approach on the ground, in action.

A place-based lens makes it possible to locate systemic innovation activities around a North Star. The advantage of these environments is that they each encompass systemic approaches and outcomes. As they are connected, they are not silos; they comprise of everyday systems of systems.

The mission theme’s high-level North Star is addressed by a series of more grounded missions, often located around place-based systems of systems. These have been derived from a collaborative design process, comprising multiple perspectives and building networks for delivery. This emphasis on grounding means a rapid route to prototyping, to demonstrators, to participation, to action. Each mission has its own North Star, yet collectively, they cover the territory to address the overall mission theme and grand challenge.
Acceptera (1931) is arguably the founding document of Swedish modernist architecture and urbanism. Accompanying the influential 1930 Stockholm Exhibition (Stockholmsutställningen), Acceptera served as a form of manifesto, laying much of the groundwork for the enormous changes in Sweden's patterns of habitation, urbanisation and industrialisation throughout the 20th century.

Very much of its time, its text and imagery captured the progressive spirit of modernity sweeping through Europe. As the name suggests, Acceptera urges Sweden to accept this reality, rather than resist it. In doing so, it leads ultimately to Swedish ‘missions’ avant-la-lettre, such as the Miljonprogrammet housing programme of the 1960–70s.

Although 2020’s economic and cultural dynamics, technologies and infrastructures, are clearly quite different to those of 1930, we face a similar moment of transformation, perhaps even a more fundamental restructuring, requiring a similar acceptance of an emerging reality.

Given this, it is worth recalling the bold spirit of previous political and societal transformations that forged a new Sweden, a century ago.

Acceptera calls upon its readers to accept modernity, as the present and coming reality. It was a direct rejoinder to a risk-averse approach also present in Swedish society. Rather, it exhorts its readers to not shrink back, but to “Accept the reality at hand—only then do we have the prospect of mastering it, of getting the better of it in order to change it, and of creating a culture that would be a flexible tool for life. We have no need for the out-grown forms of an old culture in order to uphold our self-esteem. We cannot sneak out of our own time from the rear. Neither can we jump over that which is troublesome and unclear into a utopian future. We can do nothing other than look reality in the eyes and accept it in order to master it.”

In this implied synthesis of old and new, Acceptera was distinctly different to many other contemporaneous modernist manifestos. Critics Helena Mattsson and Sven-Olov Wallenstein write that, within Acceptera, “modernism was not portrayed to the same extent as a break with tradition, as was the case with the European avant-garde, but rather, as a program to re-connect traditional values to the contemporary development.” As such, there is the precedent of a considered analysis of existing and required capabilities, traditional and emergent cultures. Our new Swedish missions would benefit from a similarly bold and forward-looking sense of ambition and invention, allied to a clear-eyed pragmatism and sensitive reflection on Sweden’s existing and possible strengths and capabilities.

Mattsson and Wallenstein assert that Acceptera’s use of deliberately contradictory standpoints creates an explicit bridge between past and present, as part of an ‘overarching political strategy that has become predominant in the whole of Swedish modernity’. They suggest that this strategy ultimately lies behind Sweden’s embrace of modernity.

“If there is an obvious stress on social utility, one should pay just as much attention to the considerable energy spent on making individuals identify with the project of modernization, and, in this sense, the ‘compromise’ is only a tactical move within a larger strategy. The Swedish model is undoubtedly ‘softer’ than the European avant-garde, with its more or less utopian visions (as in the case of Hilberseimer)—more pragmatic, as it were—but also much more efficient in the way that it ‘gently’ intervenes in everyday life and restructures social relations.”

Today’s approaches must be more participative and inclusive than those implied in Acceptera, drawing from a broader, richer toolkit, recognising the hugely increased diversity within contemporary Sweden, and a set of far greater challenges. Yet as our humble mission prototypes also emerge as interventions in everyday life, there may much to draw from this careful and “gentle” approach: making clear their social relevance, within a balance of individual and collective.
Designing missions

A design-led process incorporates elements from many other perspectives and disciplines, yet it still implies a particular set of practices and dynamics, mixed in a certain way. These are described over the following pages, as a set of guiding systemic design principles and practices. They could provide much of the ‘ground game’ which sits underneath the overall mission-oriented innovation framework. They describe some of the ways that we can devise and develop our North Stars and purposefully move towards them.

As with everything in this playbook, they are presented here in beta mode, and are constantly being refined.

Those are my principles, and if you don’t like them... well, I have others.
—Groucho Marx

Design principles

1. Grounded
   Use the reality of systems converging in place to hone ideas and interventions, enabling local ownership, adaptation and care.

2. Tangible
   Locate public-facing interventions in everyday infrastructures, for meaningful shared futures learning from real things in real places.

3. Upstream
   Address fundamental conditions behind symptoms and sticking plasters in order to unlock richer approaches for holistic value.

4. Integrated
   As everything is connected, act like it. Develop integrated environments through deep collaboration and diverse synthesis.

5. Iterative

6. Participative
   Work with people and place, benefiting from rich participation cultures and enabling shared design, ownership, and operation.

7. Adaptive
   Work with existing infrastructures, whilst continually building new systems to meaningfully adapt to changing circumstances.

8. Scalable
   Develop platforms, infrastructures and ideas that can replicate and translate to produce systemic change, scaling in diverse fashion.
1 Grounded

Use the reality of systems converging in place to hone ideas and interventions, enabling local ownership, adaptation and care—and keep things complex enough.

As is increasingly well-understood, an emphasis on people-centred development enables technologies to be designed and delivered effectively. This insight is drawn from the last two decades of the tech industry’s ‘user-centred’ approaches to deploying technology at scale, successful to the extent that these techniques—alongside others—have produced the world’s most financially-valued companies.

Yet although standard practice in tech, and service sectors, these practices are still not well-practiced in government, industry, or the academy. Whilst the value of a strong user-centred approach is driving most of the public sector innovation processes globally, including in Sweden, we cannot say that the balance has shifted appropriately at all. Conway’s Law, the adage that an organisation is doomed to design systems that mirror their own structure, is well suited to describing government, which tends not to truly revise its fundamental organisation boundaries and cultures that readily (for sometimes good and obvious reasons; for other times, not). This should change, if we are to face the challenges of the 21st century on their own terms.

But equally, the tech industry’s relentless focus on the user has often meant a focus on the individual, a sensibility entirely out of step with both the tradition, and structure, of the Nordic model. A strictly user-centred approach, as generally framed within technology and innovation, has little appreciation for the apparently nebulous space beyond the individual. It does not reflect the Scandinavian balance of both individual self-reliance and simultaneously belonging to wider concepts like community, society, and nation. In The Nordic Secret, Lene Rachel Andersen and Tomas Björkman describe this as Folk-Bildung:

Folk-Bildung as it was developed in the Nordic countries ... has its roots in Romanticism and Idealism, it serves an emancipatory and ego-developing purpose at the personal level aiming to raise consciousness and conscience, and it has the purpose of shaping a shared consciousness as a people at the collective level.

Even with this ‘consciousness of collective’ on-board, recent commentary notes that even Folk-Bildung may need its rather people-centred perspective expanding, towards a form of eco-social or ecological Bildung, as SITRA’s Vesa-Matti Lahti explains:

Eco-social, ecological or post-material values-based Bildung seem like potent antidotes against both the global sustainability crisis and the crisis of democracy, as they highlight ecological sustainability, the meaningfulness of life and the need to expand the spheres of fairness. Noteworthy aspects include future generations, other species and global inter-dependency.

Grounding mission-oriented innovation in the Nordic context provides an opportunity to develop this thinking, building on local histories and cultures yet explicitly using a recognition of ecologically-oriented systems thinking to extend that into a global context. This sidesteps the old critiques of nationalism and individualism sometimes associated with Bildung.

Such a systems thinking approach can also ensure that problems are not simply exported or displaced, a critique that can be levelled at the Nordic Region as much as anywhere, as per the concept of ‘shadow places’ by the feminist geographer Val Plumwood.

This reckoning with an advanced Nordic Model, by developing Folk-Bildung into an ecological Bildung, also avoids a lazy adoption of even narrower conceptions of user-centred practices, imported from overseas. Similarly, as many have pointed out, the simplistic solutionism of tech may seem attractive to

Every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets. —W. Edwards Deming

Influential within the development of the Nordic nations, Bildung is a German term that does not have a direct English translation. As a concept, it refers variously to knowledge acquired through education, transformative civic education, mental development and open-mindedness towards new information, balancing a sense of self-cultivation and literacy within a wider civilization and culture.

Bildung is what is left when we have forgotten everything that we have learned. —Ellen Key

In 2019, Sweden ranked bottom of the OECD Digital Government Index 2019, whose framework assesses standard aspects like ‘digital by design’, ‘open by default’, ‘user-led’ and ‘proactive’.
Yet these issues are clearly broader than technology and innovation. The uncertainty and ambiguity involved in genuinely addressing complex adaptive systems challenges much orthodoxy about policy-making, innovation practice, and scientific research. Many researchers and practitioners alike are beginning to seriously question the general wisdom in pursuing linear, ‘evidence-based’, a priori models based around randomised control trials (RCTs) or copy-pasted ‘what works’ models, beloved of mainstream economics, research, and policy-making generally.

In the context of decision-making and innovation in public health, with their seams of practice exposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, Trisha Greenhalgh firmly questions whether “evidence-based medicine’s linear, cause-and-effect reasoning and uncompromising hierarchy of evidence deserve to remain on the pedestal they have enjoyed for the past twenty-five years.”

The economist Angus Deaton is similarly clear on the limits of orthodox approaches, particularly those drawn from the most branches of economics and development practice most influential in recent decades. He states,

So this focus on people must remain, yet be countered with a firmly place-centred perspective. This forces context. It enables aspects broader than the individual to come into play, whether community or society, shared culture or environment. This opens up a broader question of value, well beyond the self-optimising individual, as well as a way of addressing externalities usually left as ‘somebody else’s problem’ by a user-centred approach. It foregrounds the importance of designing with, and around, humans and nonhumans simultaneously.

This wider, more diverse, richer exploratory approach to places would be a powerful step forward. It would not only go beyond the individualistic user-centred approach but would enable missions to be located firmly in place—in culture, provenance, local identity—whilst also working across multiple places, for aspects of systems that are common. It would locate missions in complex ecosystems, landscapes and natural environments. (It might also enable a richer way of thinking about, or beyond, complex adaptive systems, even addressing critiques of the systems science, such as those of Tega Brain and Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing).

Hence the strong focus in the mission design process on ‘front-line actors’, such as local government, small and large businesses, and community-oriented third sector groups, and the environments they are situated within. Unlike much of the typical rhetoric about innovation systems and innovation policy, this means that local government, like municipalities, is far more relevant than national government.

Context is always important, and we must adapt our methods to the problem at hand. … ‘Finding out what works’ is another common rhetorical slogan that, at least judged by its repetition, is effective among the public. Nothing works except in context, and finding out what works where and under what circumstances is a real scientific endeavour. What works also depends on for whom and for what purpose; what works involves values as well as facts.

The evolution of Bildung may provide a useful context for necessary changes in perspective. It suggests a way of thinking about systems larger than the individual that are nested in local history and culture.

The nation is a visceral experience only when a country is at war; everyday, in peace-time, the city is the reality people feel.

—Job Cohen, ex-mayor of Amsterdam

Nothing is real that does not end on the streets.

—Timothy Snyder
Little of this is news to designers. Design is at its most effective when wrestling with the reality of real people in real places. Simon Guy’s essay in the book *Atlas of the Copenhagens* precisely describes this value, presaging the critique of Greenhalgh and Deaton though in the field of sustainable cities and green buildings rather than healthcare. Guy describes well the context of policymakers desiring “standardised assessment methods and models” linked to a standardisation of process, outcome and architecture, meaning that “particular local conditions and competing forms of local knowledge tend to be ignored.”

In this context, the value of design in working within a far more complex and heterogenous idea of sustainable futures and cultural identity than simplistic, abstract roadmaps and standardised efficiency-oriented models tend to allow for. In Sweden, the desire for the latter may in some part be derived from a historical understanding of the value of consensus. With a diversifying cultural context and a proliferation of possible futures, however, consensus can remain a powerful tool but its process of construction may be quite different.

Producing multiple forms of value from within a tangled web of competing pathways, derived from the rich context of place, can be done by working on the ground. This goes beyond the simple phrase ‘bottom-up’, often used in disparaging terms within policy-making circles, or simply an empty worthy promise elsewhere. Instead, it recognises a different form of leadership inherited partly from what Guy calls the “fluidity of design”, moving through a diverse flexibility of technology, an open awareness of possibilities, a pragmatic emphasis on particular challenges, and a participative approach to “building with the community you are building for.”

Guy writes:

*These local attributes may vary hugely ... For designers this may mean reducing dependency on prepackaged, universalized design solutions and beginning each project with a process of identifying and prioritizing the key challenges to be tackled for the specific time and place.*

Finally, this kind of engagement with the complexities and ambiguities of culture, place, identity and desire can help shift the logic of challenges and strategies, away from the limited framework of efficiency.

This is particularly relevant in the Nordic Region. For all the nation-building capability and effort driving the creation of the modern Nordic countries, and the Nordic Model they stand for, there is no doubt that it has sedimented in place a decision-making culture oriented around efficiency as a goal.

As discussed earlier, regarding Vision Zero and Miljonprogrammet, the ultimately limited range of tools and ideas framing those challenges is based largely on this engineering-mentality focused on efficiency and optimisation under agreed goals. (Most economics could also be framed thus; that the ‘goal’ of markets is to necessarily produce an efficient optimisation. Hence the interest in *alternatives* to this, whether that of Mazzucato, or of Stephanie Kelton, Kate Raworth, Jayati Ghosh…).

This efficiency drive can of course be productive, in a limited sense. It may produce cost savings but it does not tend to produce resilience, for example. A more holistic approach necessarily requires an equal and opposite force constantly producing questions, ideas, and experiments, explicitly addressing the values underpinning such interventions and mechanisms. This question of values would instantly reveal that there is ‘good efficiency’ and ‘bad efficiency’, and that picking them apart requires sophisticated judgement. This is highly situated.

At their best, a meal, or a street, is highly inefficient, and in many ways. And yet in many so-called developed countries, both are primarily operated, managed and governed under efficiency logics. The results can often be witnessed on the plate, or in their streets.

Other disciplines—and design is one of them—have ways of
dealing with other logics: of desire, identity, invention, cultural production, of values. This is generally addressed best by grounding them in places, ensuring that the richness of their local identities counterbalances the efficiency logics usually framed elsewhere. By wrestling with the reality of a place, we discover when to be efficient, and where to open up to diverse invention.

**Problem versus solution versus place**

The Mission-oriented Innovation Policy Observatory (MIPO) is an initiative by Copernicus Institute for Sustainable Development, Utrecht University. Assessing Vinnova’s approach to mission-oriented innovation, alongside others, they described the possibility of place-based missions, versus the more traditional formulation of problem-led or solution-led missions:

*Problem-led missions first focus on understanding the wicked societal problem, making it actionable and getting the different stakeholders to align on the problem definition and mission formulation, before pursuing the development and use of innovative solutions. Many would consider this to be the only ‘real’ type of missions as they center around a specific societal challenge. Solution-led missions, however, center around a particularly promising solution that has the potential to contribute to overcoming different societal and/or economic problems. Third, place-based missions focus on a specific place, like school food/cafeteria or streets where a range of both problems and solutions come together. By narrowing down the place-based scope, it is possible to maintain the full complexity in terms of problems and solutions. This captures the sense of possibility well. By locating missions in places—literally, in specific towns and regions, as well as in place-based archetypes like streets, schools, ports, forests—we can keep things complex; or at least complex enough. It relegates sectors to a supporting role. Whilst sectors really only exist in the imagination of governments, they become manifest in their organisations and cultures, sliding into silo-based approaches.

Yet these organisations and cultures can be woven together in a place. The place-based approach brings together problems and solutions, yet within a particular context, the true reality of the ‘front line’. This maintains, rather than simplifies, genuine complexity. Complex value chains, diverse cultures, assemblages and ecosystems: all can be unpicked from their touchpoints with places, and all can be woven together through prototypes and demonstrators which become tangible and meaningful in places. Even digital systems ultimately happen in places.

The place-based approach collides and collapses all these aspects together productively, as the pull of a real place—with real human and non-human actors—means there can be no hiding in abstract models, white papers and spreadsheets, or distanced funding regimes. This begins to truly augment and develop the role of the innovation agency, as a more engaged actor increasingly focused on collaboration within and between systems, acting as ‘the cement between the bricks’, built together on the ground.
Tangible

Locate public-facing interventions in everyday infrastructures, for meaningful shared futures learning from real things in real places.

So this ‘front line’ in place-based missions is where the complexity of complex systems is both revealed and experienced. A street is a complex system, as is a fresh food market, a school, a housing block. These objects—really, increasingly diverse socio-technical clusters—defy simplistic approaches to organisation, which is partly why our existing governance structures no longer seem to fit them.

Put simply, the department for traffic cannot manage streets, as streets are far more than just traffic, just as the department for education cannot solely manage schools, as schools increasingly extend their ‘offer’ and positioning by acting as broader community assets for things like food waste, sports and leisure, skills sharing and cultural exchange, workshops and studios, life-long learning, civic hubs, or act as key nodes in networks for external services like food or logistics.

Imagine walking through a street, or food market, or local forest, or school playground, and beginning to try to describe what’s going on from a systems perspective, revealing all the interactions and connections, from the microbial level up to the level of national governance and international cultural or economic exchange.

It is both impossibly complex, and yet entirely everyday. As citizens, we revel in such environments, and understand them implicitly, yet as governments, we struggle to exert their potential as innovation environments, as agents of systemic change. Equally, particular cultures of refined expertise, such as much scientific academic expertise, can often be too far removed from the complexity of this front line. Yet such experiments at the front line are exactly where such expertise is needed, in terms of enabling delivery.

Remember, always, that everything you know, and everyone knows, is only a model. Get your model out there where it can be viewed. Invite others to challenge your assumptions and add their own.

—Donella Meadows

The word expert has its root in the Latin verb experiri, to try. An expertus is someone who is experienced, has risked and endured something, is proven and tested. Closely related is the word experimentum. —Robert Grundmann, The Problem of Expertise in Knowledge Societies (2017)

Such expertise can be honed by engaging with the complexity of such realities. It ought to be a ‘win-win’ for expertise (this need for experiments is embedded within the meaning of the word).

We have an opportunity to locate mission-oriented innovation in these everyday complex objects, like streets and schools, factories and forests, not only in order to exert people and place-based design more rigorously, but also to take advantage of the fact that these things already surround us.

By approaching them as a typology—they are everywhere—yet located within particular places and peoples—they are somewhere—we also have a theory of change around scalability. (There are principles for these types, which we call Layers→ and Levers→).

Making in public also creates a direct and meaningful engagement with culture, with people, enabling a critical mass of participation to be built over time. As tangible experiments grow from Prototypes→ to Demonstrators→, a positive buy-in to the ideas can also be developed. If it is not a positive set out outcomes, the constantly engaged prototype-led process can be tuned, learning from feedback loops. By making action tangible in this way, projects can move beyond airy ideas or vague hopes, and become vehicles with which to build momentum. With insights delivered from context, such projects are learning vehicles, constantly framed and reframed by outcomes.

This mission-oriented innovation process dives directly into this front-line, looking for everyday complex objects—like streets, schools, neighbourhood blocks—in which to make missions tangible and meaningful, as well as suitably complex and scalable.
Upstream
Address fundamental conditions behind symptoms and sticking plasters in order to unlock richer approaches for holistic value.

In these sometimes unassuming ‘everyday complex’ places lies the potential for genuinely transformative systemic change work. Each could drive a shift from reactive, problem-solving ‘downstream’ policy contexts to ‘upstream’ thinking and practice.

This means a shift of emphasis towards creating and nurturing places and communities that intrinsically reduce and avoid harm, rather than reacting when harm happens. This is akin to designing streets that intrinsically are healthy, sustainable, vibrant, open, and diverse in the first place, for example. Or seeing that school food can generate learning, health, culture, and social fabric, and reorienting its budget and practices accordingly. Reframing these systems in this way, we might see that spending money on a public school food is an investment, not a cost.

Dan Heath’s book *Upstream* indicates the broader value of prevention rather than cure, in investing in preventing crimes and illnesses which subsequently cost vast amounts to society, in numerous ways.

Heath describes how the $3.5 trillion health care industry, almost a fifth of the North American economy. He writes that “(it is) designed almost exclusively for reaction ... It’s hard to find someone in the system whose job it is to address the question ‘How do we make you healthier?’” Just as, he points out “We spend billions to recover from hurricanes and earthquakes while disaster preparedness work is perpetually starved for resources.”

```
Essentially, we initiate a project that intends to limit the number of cars in the city – which is fully in line with our company’s purpose ... We want to be involved in creating the cities of the future and keep them livable.
—Håkan Samuelsson, chief executive of Volvo Cars, press release, January 2021
```

Globally, only 3-4% of today’s health care budget is dedicated to preventive care. Yet 80% of today’s health care costs are used to treat chronic diseases, and Swedish government analysis indicates that 80% of chronic diseases are due to lifestyle and living conditions.

So whilst Sweden’s healthcare context is rather different to the USA’s in most fundamental respects, it is not so different in this respect. Most of a regional government budget in Sweden is allocated to largely preventable health issues.

More broadly, this funding of the reactive ‘hospital end of things’, rather a proactive addressing the root cause of why people might end up in hospitals, has been a debate for decades, clearly, and continues to be so. Ever since the American-Israeli medical sociologist Aaron Antonofsky articulated the notion of addressing what causes health and wellbeing (salutogenesis) as opposed to the reasons for disease (pathogenesis) in the 1980s, we have had a ‘new way of seeing’ at hand. Yet little has been done to truly absorb these principles into the multiple arena it would apply, and thus healthcare, for instance, is still pinned as a downstream practice, rather than upstream. This makes much healthcare inherently unsustainable, perhaps especially in welfare states with ageing populations.

These upstream dynamics include broader public health concerns often positioned outside of the formal healthcare sector, as well as within those sectors whose decisions and actions more obviously produce good or bad health. These include areas like transport, urban planning, employment legislation, architecture, education, food, social services, environment, and so on, yet there are very few areas of government or sectors of industry that have no impact on health.

Yet most of these areas are organised and managed as if this is not the case at all; thus, the traditional healthcare sector has to pick up the pieces ‘downstream’. The principle does not simply apply to health—though health can be addressed alongside environment, social fabric, politics, economy, using principles of co-benefits (or even emerging approaches oriented around economies of care).
Vinnova-facilitated missions will explore upstream dynamics instead, wherever possible. Using a place-based prism, rather than a sectoral or traditional government department-led approach, can quickly shift the context towards create stimulating and generative environments that address our climate, health and social justice crises directly and fundamentally.

It is unlikely that upstream practices can be achieved by taking narrow ‘silo-based’ perspectives (a traffic department looking at traffic, a sustainability consultant counting only carbon emissions) and simplistic tools (like randomised control trials with limited variable sets, or traffic forecast models). In fact, Trisha Greenhalgh suggests that these perspectives are particularly problematic when attempting to address ‘upstream’ endeavours.

Instead, Greenhalgh describes the value of “system-level efforts (that) are typically iterative, locally grown, and path-dependent, and they have an established methodology for rapid evaluation and adaptation.”

Upstream wellbeing is local
Stockholm Region is embarking on a mental health and wellbeing strategy, in collaboration with the mission-oriented innovation practices facilitated by Vinnova, that attempts this move upstream.

As we will see, working with a broader network of inputs, ably supported by strategic design work from Dark Matter Labs as well in collaboration with Vinnova, the Region has landed on a place-based approach to unlocking upstream outcomes, grounded and systemic. Section 5 of this Playbook briefly touches on their work, and in particular the deliberate crossovers around streets and schools.

Their analysis outlines why this is necessary.

Stockholm region is witnessing an increase of people with impaired mental well-being. (During 2020, Covid-19 has of course exacerbated this situation). This pattern is repeated across Sweden, and so the national government is projecting a continued increase in the healthcare budgets. (In fact, this is a continuation of the pattern of healthcare costs per person increasing since 2014). In a welfare state like Sweden, this is ultimately unsustainable.

Yet Swedish research indicates that a focus on a preventative care model, both enabling and investing, could solve this care crisis. This not only has an ethical dimension of ensuring people do not become sick simply due to their living environment—akin to Vision Zero, mentioned earlier—but it also has a strategic component. It shifts both financing and the form of engagement, and the balancing act of the welfare state.

This sidesteps the practice of hand-wringing over health economics at the national Treasury level concerning fiscal policy—in other words, looking to endlessly-increase tax revenue from firms that generate externalities to partly pay for the damage due to those externalities. This would be the wrong form of circular economy.

Instead, a focus on prevention and promotion explicitly recognises that the largest investment is being exerted locally, and that therefore the largest savings—and value generated—must also be exerted locally. So this principle of moving upstream, in the contexts addressed here, are linked to the other principles; of tangible, engaged and grounded activity.
Integrated
As everything is connected, act like it. Develop integrated environments through deep collaboration and diverse synthesis.

Trisha Greenhalgh’s ‘upstream’ suggestion seems particularly apposite when devising a methodology framed by design cultures. In particular, it enables a format with which we can ‘work in the gaps’ in-between existing areas of policy responsibility and expertise. Locating that format within place-based approaches forces the agenda further, places being archetypal complex adaptive systems, yet addressable. It necessitates actively engaging with and steering prototypes, and on the ground, or “down to earth”, as Bruno Latour would have it.

Greenhalgh uses public health expert Harry Rutter’s example of the walking school bus, in which children are escorted to school in a long ‘crocodile’, starting at the house of the farthest away and picking up the others on the way. Greenhalgh indicates that viewed narrowly, such potentially viable upstream solutions may rarely produce enough evidence for implementation, never mind scaling.

Yet by being directly involved in prototyping, taking in multi-disciplinary perspectives capable of working in and across gaps, multiple forms of value emerge.

Of course, the ripple effects of the walking bus would reveal further co-benefits, well beyond those derived directly by the children. To take just one angle, the displaced vehicle traffic, which is otherwise implicated in ferrying kids to and from school, reduces carbon emissions, improves air quality, reduces accidents, improves health amongst parents and carers, creates space for other activities, and soon. That displaced space means hat streets and school environments can be greener, climate resilient (more porous, reducing stormwater maintenance costs, and cooler in summer), as well as more open for community activities such as growing food, physical exercise and recreation, culture, social interaction and politics, and so on.

So in contrast to the ‘evidence-based paradigm’, we have a preference for ‘down to earth’ engagement with context, locality, culture, and complexity. This can only be pursued with care, with genuine engagement, with practice, and with agility and openness to unforeseen outcomes and uncertainty. A context of deep participation generates what muf architects call “mutual knowledge”. This is achieved by rolling up our sleeves and going to work in a place, with its people.

There are several dimensions to these integrative, engaged approaches in practice: vertical, horizontal and nested integration.

Vertical integration
There are often blunt distinctions between national, regional, and municipal organising levels, particularly within formal governance. The conceptual and behavioural gaps between these organisational entities can be as large as the physical regions they address. Whilst there are many good examples of people and processes working hard to address these gaps, or work within them, this tendency to separate out responsibilities vertically, unrelated to the collapsed realities on the ground, can mean entirely disjointed policies and actions. The value of a design-led grounded approach, articulated through prototypes as rapidly and vividly as possible, allows for vertical integration.

Standing in a street with a group of people, we can point to the fact that we are simultaneously under several levels of jurisdiction, regulation and policy (“That parking space is governed nationally. That tree is the outcome of a municipal process. That parking space is governed, yet the bus moves on city roads. And so on…”).

There is nothing necessarily incorrect about separating responsibility like this; it just makes it harder to articulate a holistic, systemic approach. At this point, we can question whether the reward of making organisation easier is worth the pain of fragmentation for the environment and those within it.
These places, services, and experiences are holistic and systemic in essence. Integrating vertically, by drawing together these various layers simultaneously, enables us to address these gaps and disjuncts directly. Innovation thrives in these cracks, as with weeds in a pavement.

Vertical integration could be profoundly generative, in terms of being able to form high-level policy around insights derived from the ground.

**Horizontal integration**

A different form of integration looks to directly addresses the problem of discipline-based or organisational silos. This is both a well-known problem and a pervasive and fundamental structural and cultural weakness barely addressed by contemporary innovation practice.

As many have pointed out, the problem of silos is particularly rife within governance and public sector, where a tendency towards ossifying structures around previous successes and power-bases leads to particularly well-constructed silos—just as with Swedish houses, the insulation is well-executed! Sectors are sharply defined with clear functional relationships articulated, as if simply components of a beautifully-made Swiss watch, locking together, each with their own raison d’être and capability.

Yet, to put it simply, sectors do not exist in reality. They are fictions, constructs to make governance easier. Instead, everything is connected, quite fundamentally, as is increasingly clear.

Strategic design approaches to mission-oriented innovation repeatedly place emphasis on pulling together multiple perspectives, cutting across horizontal silos often defined around discipline, ambit or area of jurisdiction. Working within the Swedish governance model is a constant dance around questions of responsibility, resource and remit, dominated by conversations about which agencies are responsible for what.

The focus on ‘system in the room’ activities, as well as prototyping, provides a way of drawing together these multiple threads into more systemic approaches. Ultimately, however, whilst it also has its clear limits, a place-based approach seems the most fruitful in terms of working with systems as they are, providing a powerful organising principle for collapsing silos and faux-sectors.

**Nested integration**

Finally, integration does not simply concern aligning vertical and horizontal elements, but fusing them together into new formats, new organisations—in effect, building approaches which can mirror desired system relationships rather than existing ones, glueing together system elements into order to produce systemic change.

In strategic design practice, this means producing integrated, synthesised interventions, which can generate multiple co-benefits in order to motivate system change. Inevitably, this can be thought of as ‘nested’ organisation of elements, recognising that system entities ‘sit within’ each other, at various levels simultaneously. The Finnish architect Eliel Saarinen’s quote suggests the possibility, and the thought and practice required.

This approach to nested system elements, as a Matryoshka Doll-like metaphor, will be described in more detail later, when discussing Portfolios→.
Integrating ‘invasive species’ into existing systems to better build new systems

Understanding the value of ‘walking buses’

An innovation is often only viewed partially through an existing organisation’s lens. As Harry Rutter and Trisha Greenhalgh indicate, if a ‘walking bus’ is only seen through existing prisms, and thus metrics, it only maps onto a few outcomes, and is not understood, or managed, holistically. A walking bus is an intervention within a system built around school buses or cars. It is a kind of invasive species. If it is seen at all by policy, it is not really seen.

Understanding the impact of e-scooters

The e-scooter appeared en masse in Swedish cities in late 2018. It’s a good example of an innovative ‘invasive species’. It was seen highly popular but also caused numerous issues. With no parking protocols, they appeared to litter pavements. Their sustainability credentials were questionable in terms of durability, battery use and mode-switch. Yet they caused numerous issues. With no parking protocol, it is not really seen.

Designing for the potential of ‘walking buses’

By continuing integration activities, particularly by moving towards System Prototypes and System Demonstrators, ‘the picture’ begins to fill in, closing the gaps by working in between silos as well as within them. A more complete understanding emerges, of activities, relationships, and outcomes. With a walking bus, its social impact, environmental outcomes and positive displacement on other systems can be tested, developed, and reinforced.

Designing for the potential of e-scooters

In effect, the mission is also a prototype of a new governance structures, working in this new ‘shape’. Ultimately, the institutional structure can better mirror and address reality, essentially reforming in the shape of the new systems. We better understand how the walking bus fits alongside school timetable, community groups, buses, cars, vegetation and so on. The remaining coloured boxes denote that the innovation doesn’t stop—there are still questions within these images.

Prototypes and System Demonstrators, which could build up a richer picture of how these systems and places interweave, as well as possibilities for intervention. The innovation agency’s role is a kind of glue, filling gaps within the previous system, enabling a more holistic view of this new situation.

Bringing ‘the system into the room’, as a more diverse range of actors, creates a richer set of possibilities, and a more complete picture. As opposed to randomised control trials against a set of pre-defined outcomes, a portfolio of prototypes provides a more ‘down to earth’ engagement with context, locality, culture, and complexity, allowing open ideas to be tested in-situ. Stockholm-based Voi ran their own experiments which indicated that simple parking structures produce better parking habits; these could be tested in the Street Moves prototype alongside other amenities and everyday infrastructures.

The simple open parking solution provided by the Street Moves prototypes (described later) started ‘gathering’ scooters along-side other forms of mobility. But equally, and perhaps more importantly, the Swedish Transport Authority’s involvement in the mission, working with the innovation agency in ‘policy lab’ processes aligned to the prototypes, better informed its policy-making. In this way, these innovations are absorbed into the system, which can take on their integration in a holistic fashion. Innovation questions persist, within this new picture, and can continue to be addressed by the agency on these integrated platforms.
Richer understanding through engagement

Understanding the value of school food

A non-systemic view is not only put into sharp relief by ‘invasive species’ like new or emerging technologies. Equally, shifting habits—or habits that may need to shift—can present new challenges. A school in Stockholm moved to a non-meat-based diet due to student pressure. Yet how are the current regulations, from extractor fan procurement to menu design, predicated on previous dietary habits? Once we start researching new habits and perspectives, our views of the systems in reality appear incomplete.

Understanding the value of street retrofits

As described later, the street does many things in contemporary Swedish cities, but equally, they have shifted towards being oriented around private cars, trucks and municipal vehicles, as well as carrying communications infrastructure, sewers and other service systems. In short, in becoming well-operated engineering systems, they have lost many of the functions and possibilities that streets once produced, and can produce. And so in effect, it is an incomplete picture of what the street is about. As the street is the basic unit of cities, this is a fundamental oversight.

Designing for the potential of school food

Over time, as mission-led activities flourish and diversify, a richer portfolio of innovation activities emerges. This ‘fills in’ our understanding of the potential of systems on the ground, through System Prototypes→ and then System Demonstrators→. These prototypes enable the system actors to converge in new relationships, potentially unlocking a more complete understanding of systems, and what new outcomes they could produce if pointed at different North Stars→.

Designing for the potential of street retrofits

Ultimately, a new form of school food system emerges, with the potential that it can be governed in new ways by an evolved set of relationships, and that it will be supplied, serviced, and delivered by new or evolving actors, across public, private and third sectors. In that case, school food is seen as a system comprising not simply hygienic cost-effective and efficient delivery at scale, but also producing learning outcomes, mental and physical health outcomes, sustainable food systems, resilient social fabric and so on.
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Iterative


Mission-oriented innovation practices intrinsically concern unpredictable and complex systems, with distributed responsibility and agency. They must intrinsically resist what Marco Steinberg has described as the ‘predict-and-plan’ approach so out of step with the dynamics of our times. As previously described, long-term roadmaps or prediction or prognosis based policies are highly questionable, given the complex terrain of socio-technical challenges. (This, before 2020’s events).

So this necessitates quite different approaches to devising, describing and delivering against project direction, funding, duration and mode of delivery.

The balance of embracing unpredictability, whilst moving forward nonetheless, can be achieved by enabling a practice of ongoing engagement and learning, and by deliberately designing-in adaptation. In terms of the dynamic, this means an iterative mode, carefully and deliberately taking small steps which progressively improve prototypes in order to achieve large results over time. This iterative approach can be applied to design and development, to innovative procurement and policymaking, and to delivery and ongoing evolution.

Iterative development is not complex, yet it enables complexity. Precedents can be drawn from any prototyping/testing culture; in essence, iterative development is any ongoing process which is continually improving prototypes in response to testing and other feedback loops. To some extent, as an amateur or folk practice, almost any element of craft has these characteristics. Yet iterative development codifies and formalises the technique as a professional practice.

It is most obvious in digital design or software design methodologies, such as those driving the tech sector, where it is considered a crucial aspect of its success. Well-known examples include agile methodologies and design sprints. While these methods are now predominantly associated with its software, they spread well outside. They are present in many other design cultures, in industry and commerce but also in more recent policymaking practices. With certain mission precedents in mind, however, it’s worth noting its roots even in the space launch industry (NASA’s Project Mercury in the 1960s is acknowledged as an early precedent; today, SpaceX have been explicit about their implementation of iterative development methods, drawn from software).

In the context of Vinnova’s approach to mission-oriented innovation, these iterative development approaches exemplify the shift from innovation funding agency to innovation agency.

The process of mission formation can be thought of as a series of steps, in response to feedback and testing across various groups. Prototypes are used as early as possible, framing the entire design and development culture. These prototypes are in public as early as possible, and are deliberately designed to enable iteration. In the context of the street mission, prototypes are co-developed with the public and then evaluated with follow-on research, whilst the interventions themselves are produced in materials (hardware and software) which can be adapted, and fine-tuned, based on the captured and evaluated responses.

Open to adjacent possibles

At each point in an iterative and adaptive strategy, alternative scenarios can be assessed. In Steven Johnson’s book Where Do Good Ideas Come From, Johnson relates biologist Stuart Kauffman’s idea of the adjacent possible, the realm of possibilities available at any given moment.

A North Star can hold the outcomes steady, whilst different technical and cultural ideas can come and go, tested against reality. This enables new technologies to be taken advantage of as they emerge and mature, as well as enabling rapid response to political or commercial opportunities. A lightweight and
adaptive design strategy is required—see subsequent principle—but equally important is an engaged and agile ongoing process, which constantly learns in response to feedback. This can be thought of as an adaptive strategy, enabling a continual movement towards a North Star, yet able to flex and pivot based on results from prototypes.

Agility requires a form of organisational fluidity, with teams flexing as required (forms of networked organisation or ‘teaming’ are relevant, which are relatively unusual in the public sector, even in innovation agencies). This ability to calibrate people to needs necessitates a culture of engaged in-depth learning.

Budgeting must be flexible, capable of moving in response to feedback, thus avoiding falling into a trap of attempting to predict unpredictable outcomes. This could save money as readily as spend it; it is not necessarily a recipe for overspend at all, and potentially quite the opposite, due to its highly engaged, outcome-driven focus.

Finally, learning requires diverse forms of data, constantly produced. This can be done through various evaluation processes, from real-time data gathering via IoT sensors through to qualitative forms of ethnographic assessment. The mission design processes are deliberately set up as learning environments, with ongoing engagement from Vinnova (as opposed to a relatively detached relationship typical of innovation agencies) and governance structures with multiple partners and multiple formats for feedback and discussion. An iterative approach, within an overall arc of activity, enables this balance of rich learning derived from rapid prototype-led activity on the ground with slower, more reflective processes addressing the wider system implications. Without the latter, the approach is too tactical. An iterative process enables both modes.

Exit strategies

Missions are directed by distant outcomes, rather than short-term resource planning. Instead of coordinating activity by specifying project duration or delimiting project funding, missions run until they their goals have been achieved, or been significantly reset or halted. Missions can be seen as ongoing programmes, with continual evaluation and revision alongside constant engagement to enable learning and iteration.

Given an emphasis on building capability and responsibility in existing systems, the innovation agency’s engaged role can diminish once a broader system is capable of pursuing the mission outcomes on its own terms. If the agency disengages too early, the mission falls apart. An iterative process enables a continual assessment of system state and performance, and whether it has reconfigured around the form of the mission rather than its previous state. Only at this points should agencies withdraw from this collaboration role, as the ‘glue’, and shift into learning mode.

Iterative and adaptive together

Mission outcomes, which can be expressed as a clear set of linked statements, act as a steering mechanism or compass for pivot points in the diagram below.
This iterative approach solves a well-understood problem of planning cultures. Traditional planning and policy-making is too static a process for complex adaptive systems. Such an approach is overly reliant on rational prediction as a belief system, rather than a more responsive approach derived from active engagement, agility and adaptation. The envisioning aspect of planning cultures remains important, particularly when allied with techniques like speculative design. Planning, in this sense, provides powerful visions of the future which help articulate, and motivate for, the outcomes comprising the mission theme North Stars.

Yet the 'fire-and-forget' dynamic of planning, as usually implemented, can be replaced by the iterative and adaptive approach described above.

Outcomes provide a focus for the iterative steps. Such outcomes are possible to describe at the beginning, in the mission framing, even though they may be revised as learning increases from prototypes and demonstrators. In place-based innovation, outcomes provide the basis for participation elements taking part in tangible iterations. Ultimately, as outcomes start emerging from tangible interventions, new forms of data-gathering, both qualitative and quantitative 'compass readings', must be developed in order to provide navigation—not as simplistic metrics (the aforementioned 'enpaperment') but feedback loops nonetheless.

Jennifer Pahlka of Code for America suggests that "a delivery-driven policy process assumes policymakers will get things wrong the first time", not unreasonably, and describes the value of iterative, engaged development, aligning policy and delivery. This form of iteration collapses the traditional gap between policy and delivery into a more symbiotic development process, formulating policy positions around insights derived from delivery, a principle common to public sector innovation discussions globally, yet still rare in mainstream practice.

“...requires multi-disciplinary teams that include digital and design professionals, with the skills to accurately understand and solve for user needs, alongside policymakers, subject matter experts, and other stakeholders like procurement and compliance professionals. In this model, teams start small and iterate progressively or both the policy and delivery together. They also build instrumented delivery systems that provide near-real-time feedback, creating mechanisms for experimentation that can inform policy development with the knowledge of what’s actually working towards the original intent.” —Delivery-Driven Policy, Jennifer Pahlka (2019)

These two models provide very different modes of development. The first describes a typical linear model, in which delivery follows policy and planning. Learning, and adaptation, struggles to swim back upstream. The second model allows a more engaged interplay between delivery modes, with policy learning from regular feedback loops.

An iterative approach produces the rich feedback loops that bind together this parallel, rather than linear, production. Given complex systems produce unpredictable outcomes from interacting feedback loops, iterative development may be the only way to realistically structure mission design dynamics.
Participative
Work with people and place, benefiting from rich participation cultures and enabling shared design, ownership, and operation

This emphasis on people and place, and on finding the right objects within which to prototype and build, is also a core tenet of participative design, which underscores this mission-oriented innovation process. Just as with user-centred design, participative design has begun to make inroads into practice of government, thanks to decades of work by pioneers. Yet it has still only scratched the surface of the embedded cultures, thanks to many more decades of work moving in the other direction.

Picking up the specific challenge of Mazzucato’s Governing Missions, as well as many innovation practices elsewhere, this mission-oriented innovation process is designed with participation as a core theme.

Yet we have arranged that participation in a particular way. The process builds in two modes of participation.

Firstly, by co-designing the sketches, initial frames, and starting points of the mission with actors and stakeholders, we build on a Swedish tradition of stakeholder-led engagement and decision-making, which stretches back to the emergence of the contemporary nation, and Nordic model, at the turn of the last century. (See The Nordic Secret: A European Story of Beauty and Freedom, by Lene Rachel Andersen and Tomas Björkman, The Nordic Model by Mary Hilson, Scandinavian Stakeholder Thinking, by Robert Strand, or even Sweden: The Middle Way, by Marquis W. Childs, from 1936).

Building the first half of the process around these front-line actors, who are both citizens themselves, of course, and equally, often working as proxies for citizens through the design and delivery of services, means that the missions are co-designed from multiple informed and somewhat representative inputs from the start. This stage generates the initial Angles, the threads to unpick.

The second part of the design process, however, pushes this practice of participation much further, with the Prototypes stage. This is either tangible, concrete interventions in public, around which provide genuinely meaningful participation from citizens in all guises, or careful field research-led projects predicated on ethnography and other user research techniques.

The former, the public interventions, are articulated as prototypes which can stimulate discussion, debate, and feedback in genuinely meaningful ways. As they are clearly prototypes, they change in response to participation, being shaped over time by interaction with people and place. Ultimately, wherever possible, the mission prototypes are effectively owned by the people they impact upon, this being the deepest form of participation.

Field research runs alongside these practices, providing a deeper investigation of a system or situation led through dialogue, observation, and contextual research. This approach is usually a variation on ethnographic research and user research.
Designing missions

Participative Design principles

By foregrounding direct and tangible interaction with people and place—learning through doing, thinking through making—we can address many of the possible levels of participation latent within an innovation process.

Participatory Design principles

By foregrounding direct and tangible interaction with people and place—learning through doing, thinking through making—we can address many of the possible levels of participation latent within an innovation process.

In this way, the participation model moves from a typical focus on stakeholders and sectors towards a systemic, grounded, and holistic focus on people and place.

Alongside formal municipal citizen feedback processes, informal video interviews can be conducted in-situ at prototypes.

Q. “Do you like this experiment?”
A. “Of course! It’s the best. It’s the best thing that has happened here. I have lived in the next block for 31 years, and this is the best thing that has happened. I used to drive here, but that was not good. There must be more like this. It’s the best.”

Given a place-based approach, genuine participation with citizens can be pursued, in terms of ownership of decision-making about what interventions are, and what they do. This form of participation is arguably the most meaningful, distributing ownership of decision-making to citizens themselves.

Stakeholders are immediately engaged in the mission design process. They collaborate in order to uncover and describe angles, or intervention points, which help frame the early thinking about the mission. Quite quickly, they also identify opportunities for prototypes, around which genuinely meaningful participation can occur.

Effectively the same participation tools can be used with both stakeholders and citizens. In this picture, the stakeholders are the Swedish Prime Minister and Health Minister, assessing a mission-oriented innovation workshop in Kalmar. The tools used—models, sketches, maps, narratives—are common to design processes. They help with the translation from insights and ideas, enablers and blockers into more tangible design work. The same techniques were used subsequently about real places.

Simple tools for meaningful participation are used in the prototype design process. There are several such ‘method kits’ available, although the Vinnova team created bespoke sets—on paper, and on-screen—capable of being customised to particular contexts. As citizens become more involved in co-designing concrete interventions at prototyping stage, as with these schoolchildren planning the streets outside their schools, design professionals should be employed, but to help facilitate the process.

Prototyping offers a chance for deeper insights. These girls dancing on the stage at the Hälsingegatan prototype had very simple feedback when asked: “We love it all, but more swings please!” But the point of participation is also to reveal possible blockers to progress in very clear terms. The other picture shows the Vinnova team talking with a very unhappy local, who was apparently disappointed with any such sustainability measures emerging in the city—although when asked, he also admitted he appreciated the wooden seating in the ‘boardwalk’ prototype. The prototype offers a space for contestation—for dialogue—as well as technical innovation. It works to provoke discussion as well as behaviour.

As a design process progresses, meaningful participation increases, as open systems can be built, owned, cared-for, adapted and directed by citizens themselves.

Stakeholders and sectors

Meaningful participation

People and places

Designing missions

Designing missions
Stakeholder participation

The first parts of the understanding process are built around the involved participation of diverse groups of front-line ‘actors’. We are looking for people that are responsible for the ‘touchpoints’ that comprise the infrastructure of everyday life in Sweden: the design and delivery of services, products, systems, places.

In this, they work as proxies for end-users or citizens, as well as places—at least to some extent. They are also people too, of course! Their personal insights are also encouraged, and examined. They can be stakeholders, which builds on a long and powerful Swedish tradition of stakeholder engagement.

This focus brings in a people- and place-based perspective from the start. It means the discussion is immediately tangible. It builds an understanding of systems, and lays the groundwork for further mission co-design. It includes public, private and third sector representatives, who are engaged across multiple formats. Citizens as such, outside of stakeholders, tend not to be involved directly at this stage, as systems can be vague, intangible, and abstract. They come next.

The task at this point is to identify ‘angles’ within a broad canvas of issues and activities regarding the mission theme. These are akin to leverage points or acupuncture points—but essentially they are ‘clues’ for further enquiry. They are initial threads to be pulled on, and potentially woven together, by the next stages of the design process.
Citizen participation

Citizens are directly involved as concepts become concrete enough to drive meaningful insights. At that point, participation includes purposefully creating systems and places with heavy involvement, direction, and even ownership by citizens.

Although citizens, rather than formal stakeholders per se, can join early actors sessions around Mission design, the Prototyping stage sees the most involved and valuable form of participation during design. These prototypes are tangible interventions in public, attracting genuine participation from citizens in all guises. Public interventions stimulate discussion, debate, and feedback to directly shape what innovation happens and how, in ways which make clear the connection to everyday life.

As these interventions are clearly prototypes they can demonstrate change in response to participation, in turn stimulating further engagement. They are shaped over time by interaction with people and place. A place-based approach allows decision-making to be owned by citizens, in conjunction with local institutions such as municipalities.

Design research, a deeper investigation of a system or situation led through dialogue, ethnography, and contextual research, sits alongside. By foregrounding direct and tangible interaction with people and place—learning through doing, thinking through making—we can address many of the possible levels of participation latent within an innovation process.
Dynamic shifts from stakeholders to participants.
Adaptive

Work with existing infrastructures, whilst continually building new systems to meaningfully adapt to changing circumstances.

Follow the money—but spend it strategically

A strategic design approach places great emphasis on framing questions before assuming answers, or jumping to solutions. From the outside, this can look like weeks, and sometimes months, of work, comprising exhaustive collaborative processes, open-ended discussions, constant pin-ups and sketching of scenarios, contexts, relationships, systems maps.

And this is true! But one of design’s values lies in spending time up-front in order to save it later, by producing more considered contexts and outcomes which can have the qualities of being resilient, cost-effective, engaged, organised, meaningful—and valuable in numerous ways.

In particular, with systemic change in mind, an engaged, participative and often place-based design process can identify significant existing resources within a particular, which could be adapted to produce system transformation. These are resources within the system, embedded in existing organisations and their practices.

For example, in the context of school food, a Vinnova mission theme, Sweden spends approximately seven billion SEK per year on school food. Although rarely stated explicitly, this resource is ‘pointed at’ outcomes like hygiene and cost. Elsewhere, free school food might be described as a cost in the system; yet what if it was considered an investment in a system?

With some work, perhaps this existing investment could be ‘pointed at’ new outcomes—learning, sustainability, resilience, public health—in addition to hygiene? Given that achieving such outcomes could involve folding food into the curriculum, engaging kids in menu design, cooking and serving food differently, it could be a case of retrofitting new activities into an existing system. Sweden already has school cooks, chef training schools, relatively well-equipped school kitchens and schools, and so on—fortunately, the country does not have to throw an existing system away and build a new one from scratch.

Beginning to produce system change could imply training chefs differently in those schools, devising a new curriculum, changing the timetable. Although new practices always cost something, this is not an expensive process (in fact, it may save money, though it is not necessarily wise to start system change with that objective). Again, ‘the system’ is already in place: what if it could be pointed at different North Stars?

The same principles, of course, applies to streets, another mission that emerged from the Vinnova-facilitated mission design process. Sweden already has 40,000 kilometres of streets in place; the goal can be to run new applications on the existing hardware, metaphorically speaking. It need not be to build all these streets all over again. An adaptive approach sees the street as a form of Lever, which can be pulled in a different direction to produce different systemic outcomes.

In fact, adding ‘new money’ can often leave an existing system untouched yet still in place. There is a logic to building

‘Free school meals cost: How much is ‘free school meals’ campaign worth?’. Daily Express, 23 October 2020

Experts in development studies talk about ‘bending the curve’ of the nutrition transition, meaning changing its direction to a healthier pattern of eating. In an ideal world, we would be able to enjoy the convenience, variety and pleasure of modern food without the chronic illnesses that so often seems to be its corollary. Can the curve be bent away from junk food and towards vegetables?

— Bee Wilson, The Way We Eat Now (2019)
new systems which circumvent existing ones—Buckminster Fuller famously said “You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete”. This sensibility appears to drive much of the contemporary ‘move fast and break things’ tech start-up logic.

Yet clearly such an approach can also simply make things worse, by simply adding ‘more’ to a complex system without addressing its existing context and content. In taking the easy path around installed infrastructures, this dynamic misses the opportunity, and even responsibility, to work with existing cultures, existing resources, existing budgets. It can be highly destructive.

Throughout the 20th century, cities frequently laid waste to historic cores, orienting such spaces around transport—the centre of Stockholm around Sergels torg is a good example—just as their suburbs often had freeways driven through them. This produced value in the short-term, for some. Yet the sheer non-adaptive weight and sunk costs of these increasingly ‘stranded assets’, as well as their social and environmental impact, has proved hugely problematic in the longer term.

Such processes neglect to ask deeper questions about places and their needs and desires, just as they fail to build more lightweight adaptive processes which could more subtly change direction as cultures and technologies change.

Retrofit as an innovation principle

Much of Sweden has been built. The 20th century was a story of building anew, pouring concrete to conjure new towns and cities as a way out of poverty, creating a hugely effective welfare state model and an impressive array of institutional infrastructure to deliver it, or building hugely successful industries, albeit largely based on extraction and consumption.

Now, our towns and cities do not need building, but unbuilding, re-working. (For many European countries, 80 per cent of the buildings of 2050 have already been built, and around 97 per cent of these existing European buildings will need to be renovated). We are surrounded by these buildings, systems, and infrastructures, home to both embodied carbon and embedded histories. Our public sector needs different capabilities, new dynamics of design, evaluation and delivery. It too needs a retrofit. And even given the recent shift to sustainable industry, in which Sweden is clearly recognised as a leader, our industries need taking apart for a zero carbon world, adapting them whilst the factories are still running.

A design dynamic attuned to these problems requires a quite different sensibility to building. It implies a refining in place, understanding repair and retrofit cultures, developing new logics predicated on care and maintenance, on participation with diverse cultures and behaviours, and on building anew only where necessary and desirable. It means circular practices that produce net positive social and environmental outcomes. It means deep, ongoing engagement from within communities and their civic and cultural context. It means new missions that ‘crowd in’ start-ups alongside community groups, industrial players and municipalities, the various pasts and futures of a place, culture and its economy combined.

And fundamentally, quite unlike the robust, inflexible structures of an earlier age, it means purposefully designing and building lightweight systems, physical and otherwise, that can adapt, evolving iteratively in response to rich insights from feedback loops.
Scalable

Develop platforms, infrastructures and ideas that can replicate and translate to produce systemic change, scaling in diverse fashion.

Forms of scaling

For such a fundamental concept and activity, scaling is often used rather casually. In fact, there are very particular forms of scaling that exert almost hegemonic power, often associated with the highly limited context of the tech sector. With mission-oriented innovation in mind, and its necessary focus on systemic and societal outcomes, we will need a more open discussion of scaling.

The EU Horizon 2020 research project REINVENT describe the phenomena of scale and scaling, particularly as they relate to decarbonisation transformations. Their work suggests a diverse ‘toolbox for scaling’, in which a range of tools provides a set of capabilities and forms of scaling. Following this, we use this backdrop for our thinking around scaling, rather than a rigid model.

Platforms and protocols, stacks and systems

Whilst the combination of the principles described previously—Iterative, Adaptive, Grounded, Tangible etc.—can enable meaningful delivery or reorientation of complex systems in a particular place or context, they do not necessarily enable elements to scale. Scaling innovation projects remains a challenge.

The Swedish innovation system is no different to others, in this sense. A common critique is that its pilot projects don’t scale or replicate, or that experiments flare into life and then fade (the Swedish word tomtebloss, meaning ‘sparkler’ firework, is often overheard here).

Yet with systemic change in mind, we are intrinsically concerned with scaling, and building on prominent contemporary thinking around ‘platforms and stacks’ enables a set of structures for scale. In our work, we are comfortable with drawing from examples of scaled software and hardware ecosystems, yet re-orienting them for a mission-oriented innovation context. Unhooking these platform strategies from the limited context of ‘Silicon Valley’-based tech innovation is imperative, given that the context of our missions is oriented around societal outcomes and systemic change in a Nordic country.

Yet a Platform→ strategy, which will be detailed and articulated later, gives a clear sense of how we might balance specific interventions in a place—a very particular context involves aspects not to be replicated or scale—alongside developing the more general characteristics that can be shared across a broader system—aspects which not only can be scaled, but may even benefit from being shared, co-developed and codified into institutional logics.

If that broad benefit returns to the particular instance without reducing its local difference or diversity, this produces a form of network effect in reverse, a bi-directional movement of knowledge and value. The Platform approach suggests a way of pulling apart different aspects of the system—code, protocols, policies, laws, cultures—to enable system-wide scale balanced by a highly participative approach ‘on the ground’.

Articulating and managing this interplay between specific and general, micro and macro, zooming back and forth, may be key to enabling both broad-scale system change and grounded, adopted and adapted local interventions. Lest this platform strategy appear too neat, local emphasis also means a way of surfacing a ‘messiness’, creatively complicating this idea of cleanly separated system layers for scaling. The REINVENT project recognises this “messiness of scales ... (resulting) in a greater assumption of interrelationship and interaction: what happens at one scale affects other scales.” There is clear analogy here with systemic design principles, in which all aspects are interconnected.

It may be that the place-based approach taken by Vinnova...
is a way of combining the various theories of change that RE-INVENT researchers describe: Multi-Level Perspective (MLP), Multi-Level Governance (MLG), Material Politics and Cultural Politics. Repeatedly focusing on places—including directly engaging with its material and cultural characteristics—provide an environment which is quite different to a national innovation agency’s usual ambit. For the agency, the concepts of ‘niche and regime actors’ are typical to transition-influenced theories of change, which also have useful frameworks:

“The ways in which innovations emerging from a niche (micro) can be scaled up from the city (regime/meso) to the national (landscape/macro) level (i.e. “vertical” scaling).”

In designing prototypes within this process, there is early evidence of understanding system-wide scaling dimensions (parking space law, mobility data protocols, school kitchen procurement guidelines) and specific local interventions (Helsingborg pursuing the question of car-sharing whilst Gothenburg looks at high street resilience and Umeå considers both in the context of their relatively colder climate). A consistent system is already deployed in three or four cities at time of writing, rather than just one, by virtue of using these dynamics of grounded local prototypes yet with national agencies fully engaged.

Scaling via retrofit

Another aspect of scaling being deployed here concerns an approach to identifying what we call Layers and Levers in the existing systems, wherever possible.

As noted previously, this means identifying ‘types’ of environment or system elements which already exist within broader systems, and which could be sites for transformation, via various methods. This balances specific instances, or instantiations of systems, in place with an understanding that there are shared elements—by virtue of being a type. A street market in Malmö can be quite different to one in Umeå, never mind Mexico City, yet they are all street markets at some level. Scaling via tangible, grounded prototypes and demonstrators involves repeatedly asking questions: What is specific (and should not scale)? What can be generalised (and should)?

Importantly, in a country like Sweden many of these systems have already been constructed, at least in terms of important system layers. The streets the country needs have largely been built; there are some 40,000 kilometres of them. Yet that hardware is now running the wrong ‘applications’ for 21st century challenges.

Yet changing these applications does not require building entirely new streets. Scaling can be achieved by reworking these existing infrastructures, once a different paradigm has been overlaid on the system, as the streets have already been scaled (as have elements within them, like parking spaces).

Scaling here is achieved by exploiting this pre-scaled system, exerting the lightweight layers of activity and life that sit on top of them.

Similarly, a nationwide network of schools, kitchens and support systems have been built. Producing different food outcomes from them must not mean knocking down these schools and rebuilding. Instead, it could be achieved by redesigning menus, changing discussions, modifying school cook training curricula, tweaking governance arrangements, and so on. To some extent, if capacities and capacities can be developed by experimental prototypes, these new practices can be performed within the existing pre-scaled networks and infrastructures.

The authors of the REINVENT paper describe this approach to scaling as ‘rescaling’ rather than ‘upscaling’. Crucially, this emphasis on re-scaling applied to retrofit recognises the value, in terms of scaling, of working with existing infrastructures. Cities can take on these prototypes as they belong to them in the first place. The streets and kitchens are their domain, and often pre-scaled. A sharp approach to system change involves switching their use, using public sector innovation methods to rework from within.

In practice, scaling is not simply a movement of a system but a way of looking at a system. Looking at a system through the lens of scale opens up new questions, different relationships. Whilst its emphasis may be on the nested integration described earlier, the maxim of the Finnish architect Eliel Saarinen (“Always design a chair in a room...”) also provides a sense of transition up and down through the scales, a toning of perspective from door handles to city plan, person to clan, pixel to platform. Jamer Hunt’s book, Not to Scale (2020) explores this practice in detail.

Typologies are core to design practice, enabling a way of thinking about general characteristics of a thing—a market, an app, a chair, a library—at some level, whilst also understanding that these are highly specific at another. Governance tends not to use this concept well, focusing instead on sectors (which don’t exist in reality; we simply have diverse systems interacting with places) or places (which does not enable learning from one place to another, at the level of the type). The ‘place-based types’ approach here, focusing on grounded prototypes in places, enables scaling via transferable learning across types—i.e. streets, schools, parks, shops etc.
As noted earlier, in this way existing budgets can come into play for scaling, instead of innovation agency budgets and actions being seen as the sole engine for change. The agency budget can initiate, working as kindling to start the fire, yet at some point the true innovation is in absorbing into transformed practices, building new capability and capacity as a result.

This places a powerful test on the innovation itself: if the interventions prove to be of value, or indicate that they are developing value, then that value can be redeployed to cover the cost scaling the innovation. This is scaling based on new conceptions of value, a perspective which brings together many of the principles here (upstream, as well as adaptive, iterative, tangible, participative and so on).

Snowball scaling

There is a further key to scaling, based on channelling the energy produced by the interaction of ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ processes. The former generates invention, insights, meaningful ownership and sets up paradigm change, yet cannot change the law, re-organise governance, or build large-scale infrastructures. Yet the latter tends not to easily produce diverse outcomes or new behaviours, to take risks or move rapidly.

So scaling in this sense describes how a mission that begins with one mission theme can grow as if a snowball rolling down a hill. The opportunity to activate upward-scaling tipping cascades offers the maximum possible ‘bang for your buck’ — an upward-scaling tipping cascade offers the maximum possible ‘bang for your buck’.

The opportunity to activate upward-scaling tipping cascades will be missed if the value of decarbonisation policies is judged only on their immediate effects. Instead, mission themes are drawn from politically-endorsed agreements, such as UN Sustainable Development Goals, for example, or the Paris climate accord, or previously-agreed national targets and strategies. These targets provide direction, and can be used, given Sweden is a representative democracy, as mutually agreed agenda, forming a kind of ‘top cover’ to produce action on the ground. The job is now to deliver, and everywhere, at scale and with speed: as agreed. This allows for a diverse array of rapid and agile experiments to rapidly create new evidence, whilst building momentum over time. A ground-swell of action and evidence produces a far more convincing message for politicians to stand behind, as well as a tested playbook of interventions to commit to.

Just as Donella Meadows points out that leverage points in systems cannot be identified in advance, influential evidence cannot be produced beforehand either. Instead, we have the logic of prototype-then-policy, with broad legitimacy and firm political will generated via bottom-up movements at scale, rather than a ‘JFK-style’ starters-gun. That endorsement follows once necessary investments, regulatory and governance changes have been demonstrated.
The call for funding is the typical tool of the average innovation agency, yet it can be a reductive process. Without careful framing, and flanking actions, it can tend to produce competition between actors, rather than collaboration. Its typical format takes numerous applications of potential projects, from which it selects a subset to be developed. A portfolio could be developed via calls for funding, yet not without significant administrative overhead. Such bandwidth could be used instead to identify, curate, nurture, and guide portfolios of projects via prototypes and systems demonstrators.

Given the necessity of a holistic portfolio-based approach, an alternative to calls is required, in which multiple projects are not distilled down to a few, in competition, but multiple projects are curated, aligned, integrated and scaled, via prototypes and systems demonstrators. This means commissioning ‘strategic projects’ alongside calls and other innovation techniques. The emphasis is on diversity and range, integrated via prototypes which lead to demonstrators. The culture is collaborative and generative. Projects are continually added to demonstrators, informed by insights produced by an iterative design process. The process is additive, learning and evolving as it develops, oriented towards the North Star of the mission.
The **Platform** strategy, described later, is key to enabling systemic change, and therefore enabling forms of scaling. It balances the specific, grounded experience led by places on the ground—often prototypes and demonstrators in particular places—with the more general, transferable layers of cultures and skills, standards and guidelines, data and code, financing, policy and law. The latter can enable scaling as they are designed to apply more generally, across multiple environments. Yet the way that it is shaped is best informed by action on the ground, derived from specific places.

Interventions at the level of place involve local culture, both within communities and within those organisations responsible for place. Culture is a slippery word, meaning patterns of living as well as cultural expression, but also organisational and political cultures. This layer of change is powerful, concerning the ‘paradigms’ that Donella Meadows described. It could be argued that culture is what we do, above all: What does a street stand for? What does a school mean? What do they say about our society, about our relationships with each other and the rest of nature? This layer is also fast-moving, and enables rapid transfer of ideas, shifts in norms, the creation of markets, and entirely new patterns of living and cultural production. This notion is often wrapped up in the phrase ‘social movement’, yet activities in this layer can also address questions of working cultures within public sector or other organisations, their capabilities and capacities.

These top layers of the platform are often the most powerful scaling layers—and particularly when concerning the (re)scaling described previously—yet often little-understood or used in traditional innovation policy. The corollary of this layer, at the other end of the platform, is the Institutional capability. This tends to move more slowly, though policy lab processes can change pace and dynamic here as well as insights, but its power concerns that slowness, and the broad legitimacy that can bring, if connected to participative processes on the ground. For example, changing the school law unlocks a possibility for school food all over the country, at the stroke of a pen. Missions must also build change in these layers too, if required for systemic change. This entire stack, and all its dynamics and relationships, can be brought to bear for scaling, described as a **Platform** strategy.
Design principles in practice

Missions comprise a diverse series of interventions or acupunctures, arrays of top-down and bottom-up innovation actions which are put into practice. These Missions are derived from the angles generated in Systems Actors workshop. They combine to form a strategic portfolio of Missions, each affecting the others in various ways, such that a holistic approach emerges.

These Missions are formed into Prototypes, in order to move quickly towards action. These Prototypes, in turn, describe how and what to scale into major Demonstrators, as well as defining the necessary governance structures, systemic change strategies, and approach to ownership, participation and financing.

These things cannot be known in advance. One cannot know the end before the start. As simple as this statement is, it challenges much of the existing assumptions about policy-making, and indeed governance, in many countries.

Marco Steinberg describes this as the necessary end of the ‘predict, then plan’ approach to governance. We are in a world defined by uncertainty, ambiguity, and diversity, and we must update the toolkit accordingly.

Or, as Mark Drewell and Björn Larsson put it, in Changing the World We Create (2019):

*We cannot today realistically even imagine what the present societal transition will look like once the new perspectives we can now see emerging move to centre stage.*

As they point out, it was always like this. This does not mean we should not produce imaginaries of what these various “centre stages” might look like. Indeed, some of our prototypes will do just that. Yet we cannot pretend to plan using them. As Drewell and Larsson suggest, expanding upon Tomas Björkman’s work, we must instead focus on build the capacity to work on them.

Again, in the context of public health under the conditions of COVID-19,—what Rutter, Wolpert and Greenhalgh call “par excellence, a complex problem in a complex system”— there are many general insights to be drawn about the importance of working with uncertainty, ambiguity, and diverse unpredictable contexts. Our approach to mission-oriented innovation deliberately tests techniques for handling this complexity, just as several other innovation agencies and institutions are doing.

Of course, there is much to learn from more agile, located practices ‘on the ground’, at the heart of communities, places, or organisations. These actors find ways of making significant change happen every day, by wrestling with complexity directly. The challenge is how to ensure that these systemic changes are equitable and sustained, which means a shift in practice at the level of public institutions, of government. The fundamental nature of this shift is a constant learning process, such as those visible in the small, if promising, steps forward described here.

There are further insights to be gleaned from David Ogilvie et al, in their paper exploring how a “practice-based evidence pathway in which evaluation can help adjust the compass bearing of existing policy.”

This practice-based approach, with allusions to frequently taking bearings on compasses, adjusting course towards a North Star, has much in common with the design-led place-based approach to missions.

In focusing on practice—and thus delivery, engagement, context, culture, and so on—rather than a fruitless search for abstract a priori evidence, it suggests a meaningful way forward for situations in which there is no, or not enough, evidence. Innovation, almost by definition, means making new things happen that produce value without evidence. The power of these activities is that they produce new evidence.

Steinberg helped shape the overall approach with the Vinnova team. His work spans deep engagement within the Nordic context through to the UNDP’s innovation activities.
The process on a page
Initially, the mission teams identify a set of mission themes. These are high-level strategic priorities, usually drawn from national targets and agenda or equivalent, such as United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. In doing so, their importance, legitimacy, and some broad understanding, is already in place.

The systems Actors Workshops→ then pick apart these themes, producing a Systems Canvas→, comprising a set of angles, which suggest interventions or acupuncture points. Selecting Participants→ from public, private and civic front-line actors enable the workshop to move towards a people- and place-based perspective on the mission as early as possible.

Angles are then developed and refined by the mission teams, via ongoing discussion with collaborators and actors and various supporting research approaches, and using systemic design principles, these angles are transformed into draft missions. In Defining Missions→ in this way, a focused, tangible and motivating vehicle or portfolio for a spread of projects, engagement, and collaboration at different scales of activity emerges; they work together as a set, as a platform, moving towards opportunities for in-depth and meaningful participation.

The missions are unpacked and refined in Design Workshops→ with further system actors. Analysing the results of these workshops, sketches of Prototypes→ are developed. Each of these prototypes explores different elements of the system, each supporting or affecting the others as a system.

Systemic design principles, working as a platform strategy to enable general scaling as well as focused specificity, indicate how to design prototypes to produce impact, and help understand which project partners tackle or govern each layer. The various guidelines, such as Layers→, Levers→ and Lenses→ for Defining Missions→ and Designing Prototypes→, help drive the design process, helping close in on prototypes whilst building committed networks.

These Prototypes can take various forms, as defined by the design strategies emerging within the mission. They begin to comprise a portfolio of activities, addressing the mission. They are usually place-based endeavours, which means each articulates and embodies numerous systems. They provide opportunities to rapidly test ideas in context, to showcase and build momentum; to trigger discourse and public participation; to already shift behaviours and dynamics; and to flush out cultural or political dark matter. Formally, they may be strategic projects which move quickly to the ground, or they could be relatively typical innovation calls.

These prototypes are tangible and concrete projects, which can be pursued with partners, and provide deep learning in order to test and refine the mission statement and approach, and set up the next phase, of Systems Demonstrators→.
Methods for missions

1 Angles
Co-design an initial view of the system, proposing angles of intervention

Form networks to co-design angles for intervention, via bilateral meetings, interviews and Actors Workshops. Usually many meetings, and several workshops, around the country. Counterpoint with sector analysis, domain research activities, and field research. Output is Systems Canvas and refined set of angles suggesting possible mission framing.

2 Missions
Develop angles into missions and design principles

Co-design missions in Design Workshops from developed angles. Use systemic change principles, as well as portfolio analysis and alignment and synthesis of research questions. Commission exploratory research and run public events around emerging themes.

3 Prototypes
Co-design portfolio of prototypes to articulate mission


4 Demonstrators
Build system demonstrators from prototypes

Informed by insights from prototyping, the System Demonstrator is the large-scale demonstration of various systems and cultures scaled, indicating how the mission is achieved, within Sweden and globally. Scaling takes multiple forms.
There are various theories of change with which to describe systemic change, such as Transitions Theory, or the Berkana Institute’s Two Loops model. Essentially, most are variations on the thought of bringing together the elements of existing systems or ‘regimes’ that can adapt to a transformed ‘new normal’ alongside and ultimately in union with the innovators, disruptors, or ‘niches’. The mission design process provides a way of aligning these different elements in different formats over time.
There is good efficiency and bad efficiency, good inefficiency and bad inefficiency ... Preventative health care saves enormous amounts in medical costs later, and is a good efficiency. Any harm to people for profit is likewise bad, no matter how efficient. Using an over-sized vehicle to get from point A to point B is a bad inefficiency, and there are many more like it; but oxbows in a river, defining a large flood plain, is a good inefficiency.

The orienting principle that could guide all such thinking is often left out, but surely it should be included and made explicit: we should be doing everything needed to avoid a mass extinction event. This suggests a general operating principle similar to the Leopoldian land ethic, often summarized as “what’s good is what’s good for the land.” In our current situation, the phrase can be usefully reworded as “what’s good is what’s good for the biosphere.” In light of that principle, many efficiencies are quickly seen to be profoundly destructive, and many inefficiencies can now be understood as unintentionally salvational. Robustness and resilience are in general inefficient; but they are robust, they are resilient. And we need that by design.

You need a team, and a space, to make things happen. Given the emphasis on co-creation, mission-oriented innovation requires significant effort in communication, engagement, creative development, research, management and partnership building. This means a small multidisciplinary team, with a diverse set of skills. Given a team, a space is required, for idea development, team-building, mapping, co-design, and informal meetings.
Background

Building a mission, never mind several, cannot be done in ‘spare time’. Being the glue between disparate parts of a system is a demanding activity. It requires an agile approach to accessing a range of skills and perspectives, in real-time, which requires the conditions of a team.

Given the cross-cutting nature of missions, it requires a unit that can move between domain-based agencies, between levels of governance, between disparate forms of firms, between participants in social movements and politicians, between perspectives and disciplines. It requires both process and improvisation, with the ability to do the latter based on a solidity provided by the former. That is hard work, and requires the sense of purpose and unity that a team can bring. It also takes time, which enables a team, or series of teams, to be built.

At Vinnova, this initial design process took about eight months, from blank canvas to first prototypes. We ran this process for two missions simultaneously, with eight people in relatively focused roles, supported by several others. It’s worth noting, however, that everyone was working on missions part-time, to varying degrees.

These core roles comprised two domain leads per mission and two strategic design leads. In terms of coordination, we borrowed a link back into the middle-management layer in the organisation, whilst a director took care of overall coordination, strategy and design, and link with other managers. Various others supported, particularly in analytics, communications, broader strategy and external relationships.

The form of design process used here, drawing from contemporary design practice, agile methodologies, public sector innovation, or even a version of Apple’s parallel production methods, requires the equivalent of product managers or project designers, rather than project managers. These roles are described on the facing page.

Strategic design team

Dan Hill
Director of Strategic Design, and responsible for designing and leading mission-oriented process and activity at Vinnova.

Andrea Räsberg
Seconded into strategic design team from Vinnova’s social innovation team. Has a background in political science.

Tobias Öhman
Seconded into strategic design team from Vinnova’s life science department. Has a background as an entrepreneur.

Anja Melander
Working part-time on strategic design whilst based in Vinnova’s innovation management team. Background in psychology and organisational cultures.

Food mission team

Joanna Franzén
Coordinating food-related missions, and based in innovation management department. Has a legal background.

Jenny Sjöblom
Coordinating food-related missions, and based in society-building team.

Alexander Ahsilver
Previously in international development, helping support mobility mission.

Mobility mission team

Filipp Kjellgren
Coordinating mobility-related missions, based in the society-building department at Vinnova.

Caroline Ekstrand
Background in health programmes at Vinnova, initial contributor to mobility mission.

Sara Hugesson
Previously in social innovation team at Vinnova, helping develop mobility mission.

Support and guidance

Jonas Brandström
Director of Vinnova’s key strategic programmes and teams relating to mobility and food mission themes.

Göran Marklund
Deputy-Director of Vinnova, responsible for strategic research and innovation proposition.

Yva Strander
Project leader for national collaboration programme, and food area; link to Vinnova programme leaders.

Darja Isaksson
General Director of Vinnova, and overall sponsor of the mission-oriented innovation work.

Josef Lundström
Previously in challenge-driven innovation at Vinnova, now developing mobility area.

Anja Melander
Previously in international development, helping support mobility mission.

Sandra Karlström
Analytics team, with particular focus on mobility sector analysis.

Björn Svensby Kurling
Sustainable society-building team at Vinnova, connecting urban planning projects to mobility missions.

Jenny Johansson
Communications, and particularly social media, around missions for Vinnova.

David Jonason
Analytics team, and with particular interest in data-driven network and sector analysis.

Andreas Netz
Previously in challenge-driven innovation at Vinnova, now developing mobility area.

Maria Johansson
Area leader for sustainable society-building, and key urban programmes.

Domain-specific leaders, across food, mobility, and health, have a relatively constant engagement with the context at hand, and must possess a detailed knowledge of particular domains—technically, but also in terms of networks. Yet given a systems approach, they too must also be able to communicate and coordinate across other disciplines, actors and context.

A very blurred line exists between the domain-specific teams and the strategic design teams. Like most small teams, roles and perspectives are shifting places. Equally, each domain team had around two people at any one time, with personnel swapped in and out.

I’m into having that sort of process foundation that then allows me to be incredibly improvisational. I feel secure in improvising because there’s a sense that even though I don’t know what could happen, I’ll know enough to handle it. —Ingmar Bergman

Only someone who is well prepared has the opportunity to improvise. —Ingmar Bergman
A small yet functional project space or studio—sometimes jokingly referred to as ‘Mission Control’—was created at the Vinnova office as a base for the teams. This was a new kind of space at Vinnova, predicated on a permanent base for a team, and the missions (sometimes called ‘war rooms’ in the trade, unfortunately), which had whiteboards and corkboards on all walls, for informal pin-up and drawing space, as well as storage for workshop materials, books and documents (out of shot). A single shared table (with overhead lighting and power added after this photo was taken) enabled flexibility. These shared tables for a team offered a different approach to the hot-desking elsewhere in the office, enabling Vinnova to prototype alternative approaches. Small surrounding offices enabled privacy, peace, and quiet. Wall space also included a large shareable monitor, as well as a map of Sweden. Another whiteboard on wheels (out of shot) provided further shared drawing space as well as acting as a form of threshold into the corridor. The choice of space was perhaps a little too far away from the natural centres of the Vinnova office—though it had the unbeatable advantage of being available!—but it was highly visible from the elevators, adjacent to Vinnova’s entrance.

Maps are useful things, and good reminders.
VINNOVA, STOCKHOLM, AUGUST 2019

Monthly mission team awaydays were used to discuss progress updates and incoming opportunities, but also to co-design and reflect upon methods and approaches.
FOTOGRAFISKA, STOCKHOLM, AUGUST 2019

Strategic design team members conducting participant observation ethnography—or, trying not to fall off an e-scooter on the cobbled streets of central Stockholm.
KUNGSTRÄDGÅRDEN, STOCKHOLM, APRIL 2019

Strategic design team members conducting participant observation ethnography—or, trying not to fall off an e-scooter on the cobbled streets of central Stockholm.
In order to tackle the grand challenges of the 21st century, innovation policy needs to shift from the existing support-and-measure approach to a lead-and-learn approach.

Mariana Mazzucato
Significant analysis often exists, around many of the key areas relating to the mission themes. Such analysis includes the scale, components and dynamics of sectors, the status of research and innovation, assessments of capabilities and cultures, and so on. This analysis will not contain answers, but it may help frame questions, augmenting and refining angles that emerge through collaboration processes.
Contextual analysis

As part of the background research into the mission themes, the Vinnova analytics team surveyed both sectors—mobility and food—and located all recent research and innovation strategies, funded projects, surveys, strategic roadmaps and sectoral surveys. In particular, the mobility sector was analysed in depth, from both a research and innovation activity point-of-view as well as a national, regional and municipal strategy perspective.

This meant locating and reading every strategy in the country at all these levels, across municipal governments (who manage most private mobility in Swedish municipalities as well as conducting most urban planning and development strategies), regional governments (who run most public transport in Sweden) and national agencies and ministries (who set the legislative and policy agenda for the country, and plan and implement major intercity transport infrastructure like motorways). The results indicated a significant ‘airgap’ in terms of these strategies. For example, national strategies sometimes appeared to run counter to municipal plans. Put clearly, if high-level, cities were often trying to reduce their reliance on private cars whilst national traffic agencies were planning large car-based motorways running directly into cities. Or, not as clearly, national agencies were arguably not doing enough, in terms of traffic reduction strategies, to match the ambition at city level. Equally, regional mobility plans tended not to include significant input from municipal planning teams, and vice versa. These findings in the strategy documents were reinforced by statements made in research interviews.

Equally, when reviewing research and innovation projects, roadmaps and strategies—including a detailed analysis of the Vinnova-funded projects—the analytics team found that activities largely existed in silos, leading to gaps in knowledge and a lack of integrated approaches. For instance, Swedish research and innovation activity is clearly strong around safety and climate, yet has relative gaps around ‘mobility and health’.

Similarly, the analytics team found that research and innovation activities tended towards core technical R&D, rather than areas associated with implementation, such as policy innovation or behavioural research. This perceived ‘bias’ became an issue when a clear message emerged from the Actors Workshops that followed. This could be summarised as “We have all the technology we need; we just need to deliver it.”

Whilst ‘delivery’ is rarely this easy, the disparity between this message and the analysis of our research and innovation activities is problematic, to say the least. This provided further impetus for the mission design to focus on implementation questions, via Prototypes as well as supporting policy lab activities and Platform Strategies.

Similar desktop research was carried out concerning food sector and systems, and broadly similar patterns emerged—with some differences. As the workshops unfolded, similar questions emerged about the lack of behavioural and policy
innovation. Yet it was also noted that more core R&D into food production (what became the New Food mission) was perhaps relevant necessary.

This may reflect the simple fact that Sweden has heavily invested in core R&D around mobility systems, and especially the vehicle industries, for many decades, whereas food has been a less significant part of the research and innovation system. Vinnova placing emphasis on food is an important step towards resolving this imbalance to some degree.

Exploratory research
During the design process, research questions will emerge. Some of these will concern existing research around the mission themes. For instance, for the Healthy Sustainable Mobility mission theme, Vinnova commissioned pre-studies from researchers around the e-commerce sector, and its impact on logistics and mobility, as well as baseline user research into street use in Göteborg.

These are exploratory questions which cannot be resolved simply by desktop research or further discussion with actors. Instead, they are usually forms of user research or field research. They produce insights to help shape initiative design, prototype design, and ongoing stewardship. They also provide baseline research, meaning that the research questions can be repeated throughout, supporting impact analysis and mapping.

Ideally, the mission-oriented innovation processes progress rapidly towards Prototypes and Demonstrators, within which such design research can be embedded as a core practice, and repeated indefinitely.

Within the context of the ongoing stakeholder engagement processes, given the emphasis on building productive networks for action, the range, diversity and quality of participants themselves must also be continually assessed. Therefore, another form of research is constantly assessing how and where to expand the network of participants. The Vinnova analytics team used simple mapping tools—like Excel spreadsheets plugged into the Kumu platform—to keep a track of such networks (see overleaf for an example).

Avoiding ‘Analysis Paralysis’
Following the earlier discussion of engaging directly with complex systems, there is a clear preference for producing analysis in context, mapping as we go, during engagement. This is in order to mitigate against a priori assumptions, ensuring we are as close as possible to understanding systems on the ground, as they are.

It also prevents ‘analysis paralysis’: the sense that we might discover answers to complex challenges if only we gather enough data before we take our first step. Often taking the form of desktop research, this tends to put off initial engagement with systems. In its attempt to mitigate risk, such approaches actually mitigate against action, unlocking the now-far greater risk of not taking action against our challenges. In this design-led approach to mission-oriented innovation, the emphasis is on engagement as rapidly as possible, building vehicles for ongoing learning, via continual analysis of interactions.

Analysis beforehand provides useful clues for these starting points—which is why we do this too, as described—but it simply tells us how things are, not what to do. Building on analysis, synthesis can help sketch scenarios, trajectories, and first tentative steps. This discovery-oriented approach remains a huge challenge to prevailing policy-making cultures, however.
Sketch visualisation of a mapping of stakeholders engaged in the Healthy Sustainable Mobility co-design process, produced in Kumu by Vinnova’s David Jonason. Each dot represents an organisation, clustered around workshops and strategic dialogues run throughout 2019 and 2020 as part of the mission design process. The well-populated cluster at the bottom represents ‘Strategic dialogues’ i.e. direct conversations with stakeholders, whereas the other clusters are generally Actors Workshops.
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Towards complexity

Jakob Trollbäck

Moving Toward Complexity
Since the beginning of time, the universe has been on the move toward higher complexity. Here on earth, it is best illustrated by the biological evolution that led to the rise of Homo Sapiens.

Today, nature has lost its monopoly on complexity. Ever since we came to be, our curiosity have resulted in discoveries that have helped us to create objects and systems outside of the natural state of the world. Innovation have transformed our knowledge into increasingly complex systems.

While it is fair to challenge the wisdom of many of our decisions, there is no question that the essence of what we do, apart from reproducing, is working overtime to create a world of increasing complexity.

Complex Systems
The essence of a complex system is that even if the individual parts follow rules, it is very difficult to predict how they will interact. There are no higher instructions that define the interactions. In here lies the fundamental dilemma when we attempt to guide them.

The best thing we can do is to find a desired direction for the system to move in, and create the best conditions possible for that to happen.

Opportunities
The unruliness of complex systems can be frustrating, but the lack of strict rules is also an opening for creativity.

Complexity and creativity feeds on each other and within that feedback loop, we gain knowledge and find inspiration to create new things, structures and ideas that would not occur by chance, like bridges, Bach and Bittorrent.

Because of the interconnectedness of complex systems, carefully targeted innovation also gives us the opportunity to create positive network effects beyond our initial target.

Challenges
The complex systems that we develop are rather vulnerable. They are sensitive to imbalances and when they fail, they can be challenging to fix. It is hard to pinpoint the reason for failure, and it is very unlikely that we will find a single solution that is effective.

What causes a student to fail in school? Is it bad teachers? Bullying? Too many digital distractions? The food in the cafeteria? Too little sleep? Unsupportive parents? A rough neighbourhood? Nobody around to help with homework? The solutions we need will have to involve many disciplines on many levels.

Our Goal
Creativity is said to work best when it is free, but in fact, creativity and innovation needs limitations to challenge, and a desired direction.

This project aims to create a method that helps both in finding and defining this direction. We want to make it easier to decipher complex systems in society and suggest how we can enable and encourage mission oriented innovation that result in systemic solutions.
None of us see the system. We see our own part based on our own background and history. And we all think we see the most crucial part.

Peter Senge, MIT Sloan School of Management
Preparing the ground

Summary

— Mission-oriented innovation has the potential for transformative systemic change. Yet it cannot deliver without fundamentally innovating the ways in which we innovate.

— Mission themes may be best framed in the context of nationally-agreed challenges such as UN Global Goals or national and regionally agreed policies and strategies. This inherits legitimacy from those previously agreed directions. Yet they may need transforming to missions.

— These mission themes can be broad and open. Do not attempt to lock them down into missions too early. Yet they should nonetheless map onto recognisable and meaningful systems, infrastructures and experiences.

— Articulate the difference between outcomes pertaining to these themes, and enablers of these outcomes—a difference between means and ends.

— Given a mission theme, background analysis can be conducted or collated, in order to understand the key dynamics within it. Portfolios of existing activities can be drawn up. Yet avoid ‘analysis paralysis’ by focusing on the initial engagement process.

— Develop a set of systemic change-oriented design principles.

— A multidisciplinary team should be constructed to drive the mission-oriented design process, and given appropriate resources, such as budget, space and ‘top cover’ as required.
Discovering missions

In which diverse groups work together to investigate and define a mission theme, identifying key angles as intervention points within systems.
Designing missions

The first part of this process is about understanding the system by touching it. A series of co-design sessions with system actors build up portraits of the systems in question, sketched out on broad canvases. Interviews counterpoint workshops. A diversity of groups ensures a multi-perspective composite emerges. This not only identifies promising angles on the question at hand, but also promising collaborators. In building a shared understanding of the system, the ground is prepared for action. These are not distanced analytical exercises, attempting a purist completion oriented towards abstract exactitude rather than active intervention. Rather, they are systems maps biased towards action, developed by actors, and as living as the projects they produce. In a sense, the system itself is the map, recalling Umberto Eco’s *The Impossibility of Drawing a Map of the Empire on a Scale of 1 to 1*. In other words, engaging with the system is more important than building the map. The system is real. The map is not. Yet mapping as a process sketches the arcs of missions towards their North Stars, whilst pinpointing our next steps.

1 Discovering missions
1 Discovering missions
Identifying angles

Broad mission themes, such as Healthy Sustainable Food, can often be selected from existing strategic priorities. Yet the specific missions within them, with ambitious goals, specified impacts, and an emerging portfolio of activities, must be carved out of those large blocks. Collaboration exercises can reveal the initial form of potential missions, by suggesting and exploring acupuncture points in systems relating to the mission themes.
Background

The format used to identify angles was a rolling iterative workshop, designed to locate and understand key intervention points, or ‘angles’, in systems. In these workshops, representatives from public, private and social sectors build and refine a systems canvas with associated angles. The outputs inform the next step in the design process—forming missions and principles—whilst the critical discussion and carefully facilitated interaction helps build new networks for subsequent action.

These early workshops are crucial to co-creation between new networks of system actors, comprising open creative sessions with diverse groups from public, private and social sectors. The workshops were designed and led by the Vinnova team, such that the agency can learn as much as possible ‘from the front line’, in terms of systems and angles, but also networks and participants.

The Systems Actor Workshop is designed to produce meaningful constructive and critical discussion amongst participants who don’t usually interact.

The actors in the workshop, whether public or private, represent numerous angles in the systems at hand, with an emphasis on ‘problem owners’ and delivery agents, working at the ‘front line’. Each is participant represents their organisation, but is also selected for their ambition, openness and collaborative approach.

It is of fundamental importance that the group is diverse. This diversity can be cut across several axes—social, cultural, type of knowledge, position within the systems at hand, gender, age, ethnicity, and so on. Research indicates that a diverse group will almost always outperform a less diverse expert group.

The Systems Actor Workshop is designed to produce meaningful constructive and critical discussion amongst participants who don’t usually interact.

The actors in the workshop, whether public or private, represent numerous angles in the systems at hand, with an emphasis on ‘problem owners’ and delivery agents, working at the ‘front line’. Each is participant represents their organisation, but is also selected for their ambition, openness and collaborative approach.

It is of fundamental importance that the group is diverse. This diversity can be cut across several axes—social, cultural, type of knowledge, position within the systems at hand, gender, age, ethnicity, and so on. Research indicates that a diverse group will almost always outperform a less diverse expert group.

Equally, one role of these workshops is to get the system in the room, a phrase borrowed from transformational work by Jeugdbescherming Regio Amsterdam and enable different aspects of the system, in the form of the actors, to encounter each other.

This straightforward idea—the system in the room—can of course be critiqued. It is not the whole system, and tends to rely on the networks, and extended networks, of those organising the workshop. And it is in a room. Yet it is quite impossible to get a full representation of a system. One would need an infinitely large table in an infinitely large room enduring an infinitely long workshop.

Depending on quality of execution, however, ‘the system in the room’ approach can be very powerful, and it can produce a far more diverse condition than is usual. Here, we are looking for starting points: genuine systemic engagement, including citizen participation, comes later. There, systems are built in everyday life, as Prototypes and then Demonstrators. That is where the system is out of the room, and in forms of reality. This process is something of a race to that point, to where systems get real.

Working with systems is not, in the end, an analytical exercise; is is experiential. Moving policymaking on from systems thinking means systems living; producing innovation environments that can be experienced from within, explored in situ, engaged with and negotiated. Attempting to assess systems analytically is a little like capturing a butterfly and pinning it under glass in a museum: it does not capture the richness of the butterfly’s interactions within its environment, nor is it great for the butterfly.

Yet approaching this early stage with as broad and diverse a representation as possible produces a strong start, and helps us frame subsequent development activities, enabling us to create these living system environments for innovation actions. Equally, bringing these relatively diverse groups of stakeholders together, with the imperative of sniffing out starting points, also helps spark new insights. It also provides a supportive environment for collectively challenging assumptions within the group, via dialogue and contestation. Participants often find their pre-existing viewpoints challenged and altered in such workshops, and though this is an intentional and valuable side-effect of the task, it takes skilful facilitation.

The case study detailing how Jeugdbescherming Regio Amsterdam transformed their approach via “the system in the room” is detailed in OECD report “Systems Approaches to Public Sector Challenges: Working with Change” (2017).
As Peter Senge says, “None of us see the system. We see our own part based on our own background and history. And we all think we see the most crucial part.”

Key outcomes of the workshop include increased critical discourse as a result, as well as the creation of new networks amongst the participants. These are social, or network-based outcomes; yet the tangible artefact the workshop produces is a co-created systems map with intent, indicating key intervention points, or angles on the system.

Planning and logistics
Loosely inspired by Michel Callon’s ‘hybrid forum’ format, amongst many other participative co-design processes that have informed this approach, various techniques are used to flatten hierarchies and dissolve borders between participants. These include choosing and preparing the environment, as well as the participants and the process.

— Around 20 to 25 people is a good number for a workshop like this, as they can gather around a large table (or series of tables joined together), split into five or six groups, and still be addressed as a group, and enabling a series of conversations as a group.

— We ran three actors workshops per mission theme, with the results of each being testing in the subsequent workshops. These workshops were complemented by bilateral Strategic Dialogues. Not everyone is suitable for a collaboration workshop, and some people or organisations may need to be handled differently.

— See the separate note on Selecting Participants →. Stakeholders should represent a group with authority, some broad representation, but also a motivation for change.

— A workshop takes all morning, followed by lunch or preceded by breakfast. Mornings are generally better for group energy. Food is extremely important in terms of delivering results.

— Make clear that each workshop is part of a larger process of further workshops, discussions, and analysis. Each workshop will build on the results of previous workshops, and thus affect the next, equally.

— Send the same information about the workshop logistics in emails, as well as in a meeting request format suitable for most common email platforms (different people look in different places for their agenda). Give participants plenty of notice, and send reminders the day before, with supporting information if necessary.

— Select stimulating yet functional Workshop Locations →. People behave different, and usually more openly, when removed from their usual locations. A short journey to a different location prepares participants. The location should be comfortable, spacious, light, airy, and preferably with a view (bonus points for a view that speaks to the workshop’s focus: a school, harbour, or transport networks). ‘Unusual’ does not mean absurd or distractingly spectacular; a circus tent or underwater restaurant will be more trouble than it is worth. It should just be different to ‘normal public sector workshop’ locations, have some semblence of quality, and the right amount of character.

— Keep the workshop in one space. This should be big enough to hold one large very table in the middle of the room, with enough space around it for people to walk around freely, and gather in groups. The workshop will start with a short introduction, which can take 15-20 minutes, so participants should be able to be seated for this.
Identifying angles

Healthy Sustainable Mobility actors workshop #2
WHITE ARHITEKTER OFFICES, STOCKHOLM, June 2019

Healthy Sustainable Food actors workshop #2
HARBOURSIDE, GÖTEBORG, June 2019
— Depending on the overall numbers, each workshop will need around four facilitators, including a workshop leader. This enables two or three facilitators to be involved in particular groups or angles, whilst another keeps track of time and process, and the workshop leader can engage with the big picture of how the canvas is shaping up, or which groups may need particular attention.

— Ensure that some of the facilitators are tasked with capturing images of the workshop in action. A good quality, recent-model phone camera is fine for this, but a camera in timelapse mode, fixed on a tripod, can capture the canvas emerging. Such footage is highly useful for subsequent storytelling, as well as workshop analysis.

Preparing the ground
As with any kind of craft process, good preparation is fundamental. This is not simply ensuring that everyone turns up, and that there are pens and paper and so on, but also creating the right atmosphere in the workshop space. This may sound intangible, but is key to building confidence in the process, and a spirit of collaboration between participants.

— Avoid the use of screens or projectors at any point. Not using PowerPoint presentations keeps a focus on the participants, facilitators and the room. The workshop context and instructions can be drawn on flipchart paper or whiteboards, and talked through. This keeps key messages simple and accessible throughout.

— Such key messages include the overall mission design process, drawn as a diagram indicating the actors workshop, as well as listing some key founding background documents, such as Mazzucato’s papers for the European Commission. They also include some groundrules and primers, such as the goal of critical constructive discussion, of avoiding the use of screens, and noting that we will be taking pictures. Keep a space for participants’ questions or comments. Drawing these informally, on flipchart paper or whiteboard, will encourage participants to contribute with their own pens later.

— Indicate to participants that their intellectual property is for them to choose how to deploy. In other words, anything on the canvas is likely to end up in the public domain, and perhaps even an open source strategy of sorts. Therefore, if there is something they want to keep back, it is up to them to not say it. This is a light touch—no ‘NDA’ required, and not Chatham House rules—way of dealing with potential legal or competition issues, in keeping with the spirit of the exercise.

— Ensure cellphones are kept away from the action. Give people regular check-in points with their phone, but politely request them to keep phones away otherwise, from the start. Of course, lead by example.

— Ensure good coffee, tea, water and fruit is available throughout. Serve a communal lunch, ideally on one long table (the canvas table itself can be used afterwards, perhaps). Ensure the food is high quality, with some subtle messaging, such as local, organic, and sustainable.

— Use humour during intros and summaries. Though do not overdo it.

— Have the group collectively view an exhibition, or equivalent, before starting the workshop. Of course, locating the workshop in a room at a museum or gallery makes this easier. An exhibition gives the participants an early and informal opportunity to cohere as a group, whilst also providing stimulus for the ensuring workshop.

— Prepare the walls with prompts, in the form of disruptive
Process

Actors workshops

Maps can present a typical overview of a food system, or they can capture the dynamics of very specific food systems, at a regional or local level. Such maps—particularly when co-created with actors of a food system—can help us understand the connections between parts of the food system. In doing so, we can better understand where our challenges lie and begin to understand a way to address those challenges.

—Alton Holmner & Amanda Wood, Food systems as entry points to tackling grand challenges (2021)

Starting the Systems Canvas

The large canvas does several things. See separate the Technique note on Systems Canvas, but essentially, it provides a shared interface for group collaboration in order to develop a shared sense of a rich and broad system.

This attempts to trigger a different kind of knowledge. As Marco Steinberg points out, in government we often rely on “document knowledge”—that form of knowledge captured in fixed, apparently objective, and often abstract decontextualised documents. These tend to be the lifeblood of the policymaking process. Trying to capture complex systems in a stream of Word documents, is a little like pinning a butterfly under glass in a museum; it is possible to do, but doesn’t do much for the butterfly, or its surrounding ecosystems.

In the context of Swedish public sector, Jonna Bornemark has applied the perspective of 15th century philosopher Nicholas of Cusa to the contemporary shift towards New Public Management techniques. Bornemark describes the move away from intellectus, a reflecting capacity, towards ratio, a calculating capacity. Echoing Steinberg’s ‘document knowledge’, Bornemark notes that this reorientation is articulated as “an ‘empaperment’ when every act has to be documented in order to be counted as complete, and where the empapered world of ratio becomes more central than the lived world with its constant presence of not-knowing.”

As Steinberg and Bornemark suggest, there are also many other tacit, informal, highly contextual, performed and ‘lived world’ forms of knowledge, in numerous different formats, which participants can both embody and develop together, in conversation, and make concrete through writing, drawing and acting in place.

This knowledge is created through collaboration. It relies rather less on repeating apparently objective ‘facts’, which may actually be assumptions, somewhat subjective, or simply out of date.

Instead, it emphasises synthesis, on co-producing a shared understanding from multiple angles, and sometimes generating entirely new ideas as a result. In this, the emphasis is on performance, interaction, and co-production.

— These are important points to convey within the opening framing speech by the workshop leader and facilitators. The Actors Workshop is not about right or wrong—after all, if we knew all the answers to solving these systemic challenges, why are we all here? It is a collective sense of the ‘architecture of the problem’, an informal but co-produced understanding of how the systems fit together, broadly speaking, and where fruitful intervention points may lie.

— In this, it is already making clear that this mission-oriented innovation is a process to be performed, or a culture to create. A mission, whether Apollo, D-Day, or Miljonprogram, implies a journey as much as a destination, and this initial stage is not far past ‘Base Camp One’ in that journey. This takes the pressure off the group a little, but also makes clear their importance in guiding these first steps with some clear trajectories to explore.
Actors workshops


Food, and the way that it is served, also changes behaviours. Hosting a workshop at a local museum means the agenda can be bracketed with a group visit to an exhibition, providing a different mode of enquiry as well as informal exchange, but the museum café also makes workshop catering easy and engaging. Here, Spritmuseet’s café provided a tasty on-theme sustainable lunch for the participants to unwind after the workshop.

Workshop with system actors concerning a Government investigation into physical activity, White Arkitekter offices Stockholm, October 2020.

Different spaces produce different behaviours. Architects’ offices often have spaces conducive to creative and collaborative behaviours, as well as often affording views of everyday infrastructures. Ask nicely (and let them join in) and they will often let you borrow their space.
— In terms of keeping the pressure on, however, the opening speech should also make clear that we are here to find new ways of addressing the biggest, most complex challenges of our age. The basic condition of a mission— to be inspiring, ambitious, and focused on genuinely meaningful action—should be sung loud and clear at this point. Equally, that many of our challenges require us to move at greater speed, with greater purpose. These can be the key motivating and unifying messages with which we can prime the workshop for new kinds of behaviour amongst participants.

— At the start of the workshop, facilitators should demonstrate how to ‘unpack’ an angle, in terms of following system logic around a scenario, indicating multiple systems at play, drawing out relationships and activities, step by step. Imagine unravelling the system before, and after, a plate of school food ends up on a student’s plate. Or how the various forms of mobility might interact within a neighbourhood, mapped against resident and visitor patterns of activity. Or how a prescription gets to be handed over to a customer in a pharmacy. The workshop actors’ knowledge will combine to do this, even though each actor may have one particular view of the system.

— Facilitators should prepare this example beforehand, and test on colleagues, in order to be credible enough—although it is important not to make it perfect, in order to encourage all participants into the process, and to stimulate a sense of active critique about the canvas.

Putting the cat on the table
There are sometimes awkward points to convey in the opening framing, including forms of knowledge, the role of expertise, and the important of ‘saying the difficult thing that needs to be said’, particularly in consensus cultures. These must be addressed early, and subtly so as not to offend, but equally with clarity and purpose.

— The canvas is about tacit and informal knowledge, gaining insight into were exploratory action might be initially located, and understanding the multi-perspectival breadth of systems, rather than an exercise in formal systems analysis with narrow focused niches of disciplinary expertise. Do keep stressing this, as some participants, particularly nominated ‘experts’, will often find it frustratingly high-level. Facilitators should actively listen to, and recognise, any such concerns, but make clear that the nature of the complex systems at hand means that one body of expertise, in itself, is only useful when put alongside many others. It can be respectfully pointed out that we are intrinsically dealing with unknowns, and with different forms of knowledge that cannot be analysed a priori, in the abstract. There is deep understanding of the problem of disciplinary-based scientific expertise as regards policy-making, or even basic intervention-based strategies and yet such expertise if fundamentally useful and important, if contextualised, challenged, and refined by sessions such as this. Balancing these dynamics between profession groups and perspectives, in a real-time workshop setting, will be one of the biggest challenges for facilitators.

— One way of doing this is to describe the workshop’s emphasis on action, and on deliberately cutting across traditional boundaries in new ways. This, by definition, means no single area of expertise or governance can ‘own’ the problem at hand. We are all in it together, and we have to act in new ways.

— Leading by example, the workshop leader or facilitator should briefly demonstrate how the canvas is intended to work by unpacking one angle, in real-time with the...
whole group watching, at the start of the session. This is worth practicing beforehand, and carefully pre-selecting the angle, such that the right messages are conveyed in terms of workshop practice. It is more important to get show the complexity, multi-faceted nature, and interdependence with other angles than it is to produce a perfectly articulated ‘systems acupuncture’ point. Various opportunities should be sketched out, however, so that the momentum is positive. Yet clear blockers, problems, or ‘unknowns’, should also be described. This should take no more than a few minutes, yet it is an important performance—it sets the tone.

— A final message to get across with the framing is that, although this is far from the only time participants will be able to engage with the process, it is fundamentally important that difficult issues are aired at this point. The workshop leader may wish to use an idiom at this point—most cultures seem to have one!—about saying the difficult thing, the thing that needs to be said, no matter how uncomfortable. This can be a variation on “the elephant in the room”, or the great Finnish saying: “We must put the cat on the table”. This is particularly important in a consensus culture that may not naturally confront in public. Note that is important that such issues are addressed respectfully, and constructively, but as a key goal of the workshop is critical, constructive discussion, the group’s ability to handle confrontation and sometimes dissent, is crucial.

— It is also the facilitators’ job to draw out issues, where they can be identified emerging in small pockets of conversation. It is better to have them out on the canvas at this point than for participants to walk out of the workshop thinking that there was something they could have said but didn’t. These points of contention are amongst the most useful, and the canvas can work as the container for them, to be addressed later, which de-personalises the confrontation a little.

— Finally, note that the results from this workshop will feed the next workshop, as well as subsequent synthesis. This enables participants to understand that the results of the canvas will not simply be enacted as projects or calls, but are part of a broader process.

Format and rhythm
Key to this process is building a shared and collective understanding of the ‘architecture of the problem’, and what appropriate intervention points might be.

— This means moving each small group of 3-4 people around the single shared canvas, as opposed to focusing on particular bits. such that each group addresses, challenges, and refines each emerging angle. This is a variation on a World Café-style approach, and it often makes sense for two or three of the facilitators to stay with one particular angle, or cluster of angles, in order to introduce the incoming group to the previous conversations.

— Each participant is encouraged to ‘make marks’. Sometimes this means literally putting a pen in the hand of someone who is talking, to encourage them to articulate the thoughts on the canvas. This should be done with a smile, such that they don’t stop talking, but instead talk and draw. The idea is that the conversation leaves traces, for subsequent groups to build upon, and for post-workshop synthesis.

— Regular pauses are used to collectively reflect on the canvas, with groups playing particular details or thoughts back to each other.

— Timekeeping is key here, such that each group has addressed each emerging angle, within the timeframe.
Ideally one facilitator is appointed timekeeper, with a personal mission to ensure the groups move at the right point. This frees up other facilitators to be more involved in group discussions. This exercise can take two hours, depending on the group.

— At the end of the canvas session, the facilitators host a group discussion, centred on the key angles on the canvas. At this point, if makes sense for workshop leader to probe the group about the key angles. These can be marked with a simple asterisk, in a different colour pen, to enable easy identification afterwards. Equally, this act concentrates the discussion on key points. Sometimes several angles can be lassoed together, already suggesting a strategic grouping. Equally, connecting lines can be sketched between angles, to suggest systems. It is imperative that the participants feel ownership of this process, so the facilitators’ must watch the group for telling glances, body language, and side conversations, and bring any issues to the surface in public.

— Equally, make clear that the results will be taken to the next workshop, and further iterated by the mission team. So this is far from final. Whilst ideas and angles can fall onto the table relatively easily, we cannot expect a perfect systems analysis and synthesis to happen in real time, nor is this group particularly representative of anything other than themselves. Facilitators can manage expectations positively, by describing the process of synthesis that will follow, and by noting that workshop participants will be sent summaries for comment.

— The workshop can be used to suggest possible mission statements at this point, once participants have spent some hours exploring the mission theme. This can be done as a group discussion, though this is hard, or by working in smaller groups, whose suggestions are brought together in plenum. Again, manage expectations by making clear that ‘wordsmithing’, as with synthesis, is not really a ‘team sport’. It is best done after the workshop. However, the participants will have extremely valuable suggestions to make at this point, and it is worth reserving 20-30 minutes to capture them.

— At the end, make clear that the results will be processed, and tested in the next Actors Workshop, as part of a rolling series of workshops, as well as further strategic dialogues and supporting analysis.

— In terms of some of the participants, the next step in the mission-oriented innovation process is the Design Workshops stage. These are based on the candidate missions that have emerged from synthesising the output of these Actors Workshops. Describe this next step to the whole group, whilst also assessing which of the participants may be particularly keen to take part in mission design stages, and have significant value within the wider process.

Post-workshop review
This Actors Workshop is the beginning of the process, or one end of the beginning. Further work starts immediately afterwards, whilst the experience, and insights, are fresh in the mind. Whilst there is often an emphasis on getting the workshop done, in terms of the team’s energy and workload, more effort is required before and after the workshop than during.

— Photograph everything; a good quality recent phone-camera will do (though you may also want to experiment with a camera on a tripod trained onto the table, taking a time-lapse movie showing the development from blank canvas to messy systems).

— Photograph images of the workshop in action, for communication materials afterwards, as well as the canvases
themselves. Take detailed crops of the canvas as well as ‘the big picture’ (you will need to stitch multiple images together for the latter).

— It is worth keeping the canvases, but they will almost certainly end up rolled-up in the corner of the office, so photograph all the details. The images are more accessible, time- and location-stamped, and can be used individually as well as stitched together into a large image representing the overall canvas.

— Immediately afterwards, host a quick review with the team of facilitators. As well as a critical reflection on the execution of the workshop, use this time to capture any interesting insights from facilitators, particularly if they are shared, as well as key comments from participants.

— After the workshop, send a follow-up email to participants thanking them for their time and contribution, and asking them to get in touch if they have further things to say.

— After two weeks, send a summary of the workshop’s results, again requesting further feedback.

— But in order to produce that summary, you will need to create an analysis, and a little synthesis, of the workshop results. Do this while the workshop is fresh in your mind. That’s next.

Whilst there is an emphasis on system actors as participants in these Actors Workshops, the process is often engaging enough for multiple types of user, or citizen, to get involved.
We must all be fully engaged in a well-designed process that encourages our participation, draws upon our local wisdom, and defies the distant experts ... We must create the conditions for a dexterous application of openness, receptiveness, attunement, new frames of reference, and the dogged persistence to design and design again and again and again. Small, nimble, recursive, and scattershot designing may not necessarily more quickly evolve a complex system in the right direction, but at least its self-correcting tendencies will overcome the temptation to give the system one big push ... in the wrong direction.

Jamer Hunt, Parsons School of Design
Systems canvas

Actors Workshops use the format of a co-produced large canvas to sketch out systemic ‘angles’ on the mission theme. These can be thought of as acupunctures, interventions, or leverage points in the systems in question. The resulting Systems Canvas is a form of systems mapping with intent, used to identify, and build momentum for, next steps.

Visualising systems via the canvas forces a tangible approach, drawing from strategic design practice. A single shared canvas, which the whole group builds together, suggests a common view of key angles, as opposed to separate canvases for sub-groups; it subtly forces people to come together and draw connections between parts of the same system, as opposed to fragmenting. Using paper rather than screens ensures approachability, group interaction, and legibility at multiple scales simultaneously. Few other interfaces have these affordances.

The core role of the Canvas is to capture angles. An angle is a key component in what we call ‘the architecture of the problem’. It describes an area of concern or interest—it is often a cultural activity or technology, or it could be a business model or a policy position. Around the angle, participants can scribble key actors and indicate relationships, scenarios, and perhaps even early hunches as to a way forward. The canvas is deliberately open, rather than categorised. A canvas is not a spreadsheet. Simple arrows can reflect power, logistical, cultural, or transactional relationships between actors and angles, connecting across the canvas.
As we are also using the canvas to build a network, and some consensus, the participants should feel they can build the canvas on their own terms. Facilitators should be prompting and questioning, in order to ensure that angles are unpacked, in terms of underlying causes, manifestations, key actors, cultural patterns and so on. But the canvas is a record of the collective discussion, built up, refined, and challenged, by multiple groups. This is an additive process, constantly enriching.

Crucially, these canvases are not attempts at rigorous systems mapping, in an analytical sense. That can be commissioned separately, and good examples exist, such as the UK Government Office for Science obesity system map (2007).

Yet these analytical maps tend not to reveal possibilities for action, and can obscure as much as motivate. Equally, by being presented as objective fact, with little sense of collaboration in production or recognition of partiality, they are rather closed forms of knowledge, unable to build networks.

The Systems Canvas, in being produced by front line actors, is a middle ground—an informed, collective portrait of relevant systems relating to a mission theme, as well as a shared statement of intent by its producers.

In building the canvas collectively, almost in real-time, it suggests that mapping is an ongoing process, not an outcome. It is a verb not a noun.
What matters are the public processes through which the map arises — and the publcs that emerge around it ... What also matters is the inevitable partiality or excesses of our maps, and how they create productive ‘moments of contestation’ that give people an opportunity to imagine different forms of society, to engage politically with their social world ... to make demands of their governments and state shared claims as citizens’.

Shannon Mattern, *Post-It Note City* (2020)
Selecting participants

Forming a network for a mission—as one would form a team in business, or in sport or music—is, perhaps strangely, often uncharted territory for agencies.

Participants for innovation activities are usually selected through open call processes, in an attempt at fairness and transparency. Despite those good intentions, such open call processes may not always be fair. Equally, they can also inadvertently create competition between actors, rather than enabling collaboration.

Here, however, there was an interest in actively curating networks for cooperation and collaboration. Yet curation is not something that open call processes, or standard forms of procurement, can easily enable.

The Vinnova team, with a deep knowledge of the systems implied by the mission themes, could get beyond ‘the usual suspects’ to potential participants that could represent what Mazzucato calls “the coalition of the willing.”

Yet the process of selection still had to be fair and transparent, of course, and so great effort was put into engaging communication activities around this effort, across various formats, and then responding to all those who showed interest in the process. In fact, many more engagement processes were run by the mission teams than an innovation agency typically does with a call process. The feedback from actors in the system was always highly appreciative of this effort, whether they ended up being involved in subsequent activities or not.

This form of open system engagement represents a strong role for Vinnova, as ‘the glue’ between often disparate system elements, working in new gaps created by changing circumstance. It requires a great sense of purpose, as well as patience and persistence, from the team, yet after only ten months of activity, the Vinnova mission teams had run over 25 major workshops, across all points of the compass in Sweden, and supported by hundreds of strategic dialogues with
system actors. Approximately 500 organisations had been directly involved.

Additionally, members of the team participated in numerous events and conferences, nationally and internationally, describing the mission-oriented activity. Web pages for missions were put together on the Vinnova site, with clear contact details, and social media and podcasts all deployed in order to cast a net as widely as possible.

As a member of Vinnova’s board put it, reflecting on a presentation of the Actors Workshops in September 2019, in this way, the mission-oriented co-design processes could be a highly useful articulation of “the voice of the system.”

Within all this, there is still the task of locating participants to be part of a network to lead the missions. The criteria for selection included: Can they represent a relevant part of the system, and thus have meaningful agency, or leverage? Do they have meaningful knowledge relating to the mission theme? Are they likely to be good collaborators? Are they primed for action? Do they have good local, national, and international connections?

The Vinnova team also attempted to curate for a diverse group, a crucial if sometimes sensitive topic, discussed separately. Yet even the perception of a national innovation process led by the national innovation agency needed to be addressed.

Previous mission-oriented processes such as the UCL-led MOISS, for the UK government, had worked well in terms of engaging high-level stakeholders, including national ministers and ministries, as well as departments and agencies. It was driven by an impressive array of academic expertise, but had also, uniquely, drawn on different forms of knowledge, such as the artist Brian Eno and Lord Victor Adebowale, CEO of social enterprise Turning Point. Learning from this, and with an emphasis on people- and place-based delivery, the Vinnova-led process deliberately engaged front-line actors from municipal and regional government in terms of public sector.

This local level is where most of the services and touchpoints that affect or articulate the infrastructure of everyday life are defined, procured, or delivered. Although national agencies set fundamentally important frameworks, their touchpoints
with people and place tend to be more limited. In Sweden there is a strong emphasis on a relatively decentralised and distributed governance model. Although national agencies remain involved, the balance is local.

Of course, firms and other organisations are also usually at a front line, and key stakeholders from the private sector and third sector, relating to the mission themes, comprised an equally large stakeholder group.

The concept of ‘stakeholder’ has, in recent years, been problematic, in terms of representation in such processes. However, in Sweden there is a strong tradition of working with stakeholders from industry or civil society, underpinning many of the key developments that formed our society.

Ultimately, participants were selected on various combinations of these criteria—as well as practical questions of availability—such that the mission-oriented process could be located at the ‘front line’. This enabled a short-cut to an authoritative view of the system, produced by those that largely comprise the systems. It also meant richer ideas could be produced by those who would deliver upon them.

Importantly, there was no promise of funding dangled in front of participants. In fact, the mission-oriented process has been run with relatively small budgets, and essentially no project budget for participants. Once this mode was established with participants, usually early on, the relationship was built around genuine commitment to co-design and contribution. Working essentially without funding seemed to produce greater commitment, at least at this stage.

Finally, this focus on participants from the front line also recognised the contemporary understanding that new technologies, and new ideas, are best delivered and refined via a people- and place-based approach, in deep collaboration with the communities that it concerns. Whilst academic researchers were also participants in the mission design process, they were carefully selected with this in mind.
I just describe the things as they are.

Jane Jacobs
Actors workshops

Identifying angles

Workshop aiding Vinnova’s strategy development for health and life science, featuring external collaborators and stakeholders, October 2020.

Workshop for emerging Swedish government mission around physical activity, September 2020.
Diverse teams

As well as an emphasis on ‘front line’ stakeholders, the Vinnova team also attempted to curate for a diverse group.

Diversity can be described in numerous ways, but certainly here included social, cultural, gender, age, ethnicity, as well as type of knowledge and perspective. Stanford’s Banny Banerjee describes both ‘horizontal and vertical diversity’ being important, assessing positions within the systems at hand.

Transition Theory’s description of ‘regime and niche’ actors is also useful here, and the Vinnova team looked for both to be represented (including participants who may represent a niche position within a regime organisation). In discussion with peers in other innovation policy contexts, this interplay within niche and regime was questioned. Surely it would lead to conflict? Yet in practice, we found that pulling a relatively diverse group into sessions, framed positively, rarely created real problems. And some conflict is useful in a creative process—the grit in the oyster.

Such diversity is not simply a question of fairness and ethics, but about the performance of the network. As Steven Johnson writes, “Diversity does not just expand the common ground of consensus. It also increases the larger group’s ability to solve problems ... when it came to measuring collective intelligence, diversity matters more than individual brainpower.”

In the early stages of this process at least, teams may be stakeholder-heavy, which can make diversity a difficult goal, particularly in the Swedish context. It is far from impossible, however, and drawing from Sujin Jang’s research into cultural brokers, and Amy Edmondson’s on teaming will help identify useful participants.

As the collaborative process progresses, so must diversity and agency.
Workshop locations

Producing new insights from confronting collaborations between disparate actors requires new behaviours, from all concerned.

As well as format, the workshop location can help break unhelpful habits by placing participants outside of their usual work environment.

Workshop locations also have basic jobs to do. They need enough space, including long tables for the canvas as well as surrounding chairs, as well as being a humane space.

Walking to island locations like Djurgården in Stockholm mean participants enter the workshop in the right spirit, whilst an urban farm on the Göteborg harbourside provided an ideal summer food workshop location.

White Arkitekter’s office provided both a great space and useful context for the mobility workshop. Visiting Spritmuseet’s exhibition on food futures was the ideal social and intellectual hors d’oeuvres before the food workshop upstairs.

We create a productive environment partly by choosing a space that involves a stimulating walk to get there, or may have supporting exhibits or relevant context, and has good food and coffee. This all helps to unlock different behaviours from participants.

The journey to the workshop is part of the workshop itself. Often, in a Nordic context, we can choose a location in or around the sea, yet still in the middle of the city. These locations are ideal, as they mean a different kind of journey to the everyday.

As Daniel Kahnemann’s work indicates, walking itself creates different performance: “The mild physical arousal of the walk may spill over into greater mental alertness...I did the best thinking of my life on leisurely walks.”
Walks can also be a creative component of the workshop experience. An hour-long walk was central to a workshop with Boverket and Stockholm Region’s health departments. Participants were charged with carefully observing the immediate urban environment, for places that could generate or hinder mental and physical health and wellbeing.

The workshop location was chosen with this walk in mind. This part of the city has significant amounts of construction activity, within 19th century mixed-use quarters sliced apart by late-20th century transport planning. Creating a shared journey can informally bind a group together before a workshop as well as shift mental gears during a workshop. Equally, the workshop will quietly benefit from a room with a view of the systems in question.

Finally, the location should be able to provide good quality food and a place to eat it, as well as places for coffee breaks and quiet chats. As food is culture, it implicitly sends messages as well as providing sustenance. It need not be expensive, but it should be a considered choice.
This set is from a workshop with Stockholm Region and Boverket in February 2020, concerning mental health and living environments.

Not only sight, but multi-sensory. Do these trucks physically fit the environment they are in? What is the smell like? What do they sound like?

Participants are asked to observe the infrastructure of everyday life. For instance, what proportion of our living space is traffic-oriented hardscape?

With the theme in mind, how might things be reoriented to promote mental wellbeing? What if recycling points were purposefully convivial space?

Evaluate the policy, service and experiential layers around us, not simply static environments. How do new technologies change old spaces?

Fredrik is asking, “Facade, why so blank?” Why is life only at the end of the street? Whose are these cars? What if eight year-olds and eighty year-olds had designed this potential promenade? What if the design driver was mental wellbeing?

What positive reflections can we share? The design of this end of the street presents itself to the sun, for the benefit of diverse human and nonhuman life.

The groups return from the walk and observe to reflect and discuss in the workshop, before presenting their observations, and suggested interventions, to the wider workshop. As well as talking and writing, participants are encouraged to draw. This unlocks another way of seeing, capable of combining multiple interests and responsibilities in a single image.
Navigating mess
Pernilla Glaser

Everyone who has negotiated with a teenager, started a company or moved country knows what complexity is. Or at least what it feels like. It is not something that can be figured out and solved.

Complicated problems are solvable, even when they are difficult. It’s possible to find an appropriate response by matching the right skillset to the problem at hand. Complexity, however, is a continually evolving web-like structure of various challenges where there can be no single expertise for understanding it. The complex is in movement, merging and reorganising with some parts that are visible and identifiable, and other parts that are obscured or unnamed.

So complexity is not a problem, but a context, a dynamic to be understood and to be interacted with. Getting acquainted with complexity can offer rewarding learning, perspectives and insights. It helps you change positions, language, ideas, interventions, ways of measuring and understanding. But how to find some solid ground when the landscape is shifting under your feet?

This feeling of complexity is an early warning that there is something bigger or messier in play. It will not fit neatly into the box of a given project or single organisation. So ‘together’ is the best place to explore complexity.

But not simply any ‘together’. A group needs to generate psychological safety to be able to explore complexity together. One must feel safe enough to express half-baked thoughts or hunches, and that they will be received with a curious kindness. You must not be made to feel inadequate, unprofessional, silly, time-consuming or stupid. When we are hunted by something that we find hard to express, we are vulnerable. But this vulnerability is a short-cut to collective intelligence, in which we can not only understand things together but also generate insights and inventions.

With psychological safety we prioritise questions over answers. We give everyone time and space to express themselves in their own words. We are mindful not to get caught up in stress and we avoid over-disciplining each other with deadlines. (That doesn’t mean we ignore them; we just don’t remind ourselves about them all the time).

When we set out to explore complexity we need a space that is closed and open at the same time. Anthropologists call this a liminal space, a space dedicated to transformation, the in-between. A liminal space can be erected anywhere just by us saying, “Now this is a liminal space!”

In this in-betweenness, uncertainty can be carefully unpacked and harvested for all its meaningful information. What kind of uncertainty is it? When does it occur? Is it contagious? The answers will help us to understand where complexity is and how it is experienced. In the in-between we can observe things from as many different perspectives as we can.

We can explore how time is factor; are we talking about something that is slowing down or speeding up? What does that tell us? We can role-play how we imagine it to be experienced by someone else. We can talk about place: where is the project happening? How is that facilitated? We can explore terminology: What are the most used words? Are there words that are taboo, and if so why?

The liminal space allows us to act as existential detectives. We begin to understand the anatomy of a complex challenge. We can also rewrite our own story. What if we describe it in another way? What if we try to embrace what we previously pushed to the side?

This is still a workplace, containing different forms of knowledge: that which comes out of our lives, from messiness,
Get comfortable with the fact that you don’t know what you don’t know.

Think about the questions you want to ask, not the answers you want to give.

Be kind to yourself. Experiment but don’t judge.

Try everything before you evaluate.

Invite as many perspectives as you can.

Speak and act from a personal standpoint. Express what you feel and think, not what “everyone” thinks.

When confronted with something you don’t understand, react with joyful curiosity.

Appreciate the detours for their scenery.

View everything as potential material for your exploration.

from transition, shifting perspectives and relationships ... and the knowledge we have acquired in formal settings. These different but equally important forms of knowing interact if we are brave enough to let them, unlocking fuller forms of learning.

Most of us operate in projects where there is a high expectation of finding solutions, reaching decisions and then moving on to the next thing. But some things disappear when you try to look straight at them. You need to wiggle your way to an understanding. Resting together is part of that. Not the rest that happens when you grab a drink after work, though that can be useful too. This is a rest that is included in your work as a reflective practice. Experiment with deliberately slowing down, finding pockets where you can allow everyone to take a step back and just sit for a moment, checking in with themselves, exploring different kinds of spaces in different ways, like wandering through a forest or an art gallery.

Don’t get stuck in one way of communicating. Share experiences, write each other letters. Be an anthropologist in your own environment, recording what is actually there. Ask each other real questions. And allow for self-reflection. Give space for everyone to ask themselves, “How is this for me?”

When you try to navigate complexity it is useful to adapt an attitude of enthusiastic doubt. Not skepticism, which sails too close to undermining criticism, but instead a supportive sense of uncertainty that allows for the possibility that your own reactions and opinions might not be the only valid ones.

We can prototype everything, not least the way we think and act, and socio-cultural prototyping provides a sort of reflex test, a way of flushing out hidden responses. What can we understand together, that we couldn’t understand apart?

Collaboration requires abstractions of space, time, kindness and relationships. But the resulting understanding, prototype or idea will be real. It will be the result of collective effort, and it will be solid enough for further testing, exploration and renegotiation.

We often equate goal-setting with the question of what we want to achieve. Perhaps a more useful question might be, “How would you like to learn together with others?” For no-one knows exactly how it will work. And sometimes it won’t, of course. You hit a dead-end or find yourself entangled in more confusion than you can handle.

The beauty of prototyping is that we can fail without risking everything. We can try again, testing out new routes or dreaming up new questions to explore. This kind of failing is learning, and we can use it to fertilise the next iteration. Practice together by sharing and reflecting on failures, support patience and assist each other in directing kindness inwards as well as outwards. We are all we’ve got. But that is all we need.
1 Discovering missions
Summary

- Identify mandate
- Locate team and resources
- Develop loose themes from agreed priorities
- Assess prior analysis to locate actors
- Build network of initial actors per theme
- Run series of actors workshops and dialogues
- Follow-up with actor networks
- Document angles
1 Discovering missions

Summary

— Mission themes can be drawn from agreed political and societal priorities, such as Global Goals or existing national and regional strategies.

— Cultivate an awareness of the difference between outcomes and enablers. Both are required, yet don’t confuse one for the other. Frame discussions around missions with both in mind.

— Co-designing with stakeholders not only develops rich, integrated and holistic insights and angles but builds engagement, motivation and commitment from those who must deliver missions.

— Working with stakeholders actively engaging with systems ‘on the ground’ produces tangible, representative, and action-oriented insights and issues.

— Pay attention to creating formats and environments that will unlock different ways of thinking and acting, enabling participants to safely and confidently challenge assumptions, silos and risk.

— Ensure diverse groups of stakeholders are drawn together in a variety of formats.

— Concentrate on facilitation, to ensure that participants can contribute in numerous and diverse ways.

— Recognising that mapping is an ongoing process, and ideally collaborative, start synthesising the systems canvases, looking for repeated patterns and themes. These are the angles, suggesting the key intervention points within systems. Missions lie within.
Self-governing, self-authoring, self-organising, the sense of personal responsibility, and the cultivated sense of belonging in the nation are crucial to the success of our countries.

Lene Rachel Andersen and Tomas Björkman
Developing missions

In which diverse groups work together to develop angles, or ways into the systems, from which they can start creating portfolios of missions, using systemic design principles.
A network of engaged actors and agents. An array of angles, suggesting system dynamics, intervention points, and possible touchpoints. The first stages of the process are richly textured, full of possibility. This is the opening up dynamic of the design process, in which the landscape can feel a little boundless, positively and negatively, and perhaps with little sense of hierarchy of feature or depth, structure from perspective, edges and connections. Next, then, comes making maps, signposts, compasses, vocabularies, and movement in particular directions—the components an explorative process necessitates. Unless previous eras of empire builders or colonialists, this navigation is respectful, careful, self-critical, and looks to touch the ground lightly. It continues as a participative process. It begins to develop a structure for systemic change, yet predicated on understanding the diversity of human and non-human life in places. It starts developing a portfolio for action, and focuses on partners that are willing and able get involved in delivery. Missions emerge from this stew, accordingly.
2 Developing missions
Locating the missions

Using systemic change principles applied to the angles emerging from the Actors Workshops, a set of draft missions emerges. A portfolio of activities, such as the interventions discussed in workshops as well as existing innovation activities, can be aligned around these missions. These missions will be refined through prototyping. As such, this definition stage is not an end, but a beginning of the missions themselves.
Background
The output of the first phases of Actors Workshops, and subsequent synthesis, can be formed into a portfolio of loosely-defined draft missions. These draft missions comprise a clear sense of site or overarching vehicle for projects and activities, as well as sense of direction, or ‘North Star’, and impact and outcomes.

The Actors Workshops often included an attempt at co-producing a mission statement, yet it quickly became clear that there would be multiple missions per theme. A portfolio of several missions, each supporting the other, would provide a more realistic, yet still ambitious, way of addressing the mission themes of Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food.

Equally, these draft missions will actually contain multiple projects, which can fit together as a portfolio. A design process suggests these are best articulated initially as Prototypes, as the richest, and fastest, way to to learn as much as possible about a mission, before scaling into systems demonstrators. Identifying the prototypes within a particular mission will ultimately be done in facilitated Design Workshops, with system actors and others engaged in more focused co-design sessions.

Yet prior to this we must sort the output from the Systems Canvases into meaningful missions, selecting the most promising angles in order to enable systemic change.

Selecting angles
When reflecting on the many angles articulated in the Actors Workshops, we are looking for a particular set of conditions.

— We look for examples of emerging activity within Swedish society that could be inflected towards future strategic priorities and ambitions for Sweden, locally and globally.

— We are looking for a ‘pull’, niche or emergent, where we can generate momentum, attract attention, and develop transformative societal outcomes.

— We are looking for what Mazzucato calls ‘a coalition of the willing’ within incumbent or ‘regime’ actors, after Transition Theory, who are also interested in this pull.

— We are looking for scalable activities, which have the possibility of enabling systemic change when working in a portfolio approach, and which might require a ‘push’ of infrastructural support, or policy or regulatory refinement.

— We are looking for genuinely meaningful activities that will connect with society, broadly speaking, as well as private, public and third sectors, and with the political process, in order to build new consensus.

Key systemic design principles, described here as Levers, Layers, and Lenses, are also used to help form coherent missions from the selected and synthesised angles, enabling us to address these motives.

Before this stage, however, all the content from each Systems Canvas was distilled using a series of synthesis approaches informally described as Chunking.

This chunking is performed by the mission teams, although supported by ongoing analysis and multiple strategic dialogues.

Ultimately, after many group sessions, the team arrived at six summarised angles for Healthy Sustainable Mobility and eight for Healthy Sustainable Food. These are still not missions, as they comprise a mixture of angles, lenses, projects, and things that could be missions. These need further processing to form a portfolio of missions.

Unpacking angles
Initially, this processing involves reviewing the activities that participants had identified or invented, and discussed and proposed, during the Actors Workshops. Many of these often ‘smell like’ plausible projects or programmes, perhaps unsurprisingly, given the type of people in the workshop.
Many others, however, are a mixed bunch: discrete elements of infrastructure, policy initiatives, incentive schemes, regulatory shifts, ownership structures, lifestyles, or simply increased capacity of a particular capability.

These can be plotted in terms of ‘push and pull’, or ‘supply and demand’, as one way of better understanding and separating out the various activities.

By ‘push’ and ‘supply’ we mean actions or infrastructures which are technology-led, or involve building infrastructures, or concern the supply chains or production lines behind people-facing touchpoints, transactions or experiences.

And by ‘pull’ or ‘demand’, we mean, in effect, the other end: precisely the context of those people-facing touchpoints or experiences. With demand-side measures, we can shape supply, of course.

In other words, it is not enough to simply design the on-street chargepoint infrastructure for electric shared vehicles; we also have to create a demand for electric shared vehicles, and thus the chargepoints.

This symbiotic relationship could be very impactful, in terms of time and cost, as well as, ultimately, a better-integrated design process, connecting people, place and technology.

For example, by reducing the overall volume of privately-owned car traffic on our streets, through a series of demand-side measures such as incentivising shared car use, walkable green environments, better cycling infrastructure and public transport, full pricing of externalities, and so on, the overall volume of electric car chargepoints is also reduced. This enables a faster rollout, at lower total cost, of the supply-side technology. These initiatives can go hand-in-hand, to ensure that sufficient economies of scale exist for the supply side producer and operator, but that it is not scaled any more than it need be.

Equally, this unpacking of supply-side and demand-side measures begins to suggest other co-benefits, revealing assemblages of activities that could work together harmoniously. These will be explored in greater depth later, when developing prototypes, but already it is possible to see how connecting farms (supply) to school food (demand) more directly could be beneficial, just as integrating approaches to last-km logistics, new forms of retail, kerbside management and sensing infrastructures could enable healthy, green walkable and bikeable environments.

Systems do not get unstuck—they learn.
—Nora Bateson
Locating the missions

Emerging ideas as to the specific missions within the Healthy Sustainable Food theme.

Sketching angles

Emerging ideas as to the specific missions within the Healthy Sustainable Mobility theme.
At the end of the Actors Workshop, canvases are a rich stew of opportunities, blockers and enablers, design principles, notes about context, and random thoughts—and somewhere in there lie potential missions. Working through the canvases and sorting missions from principles from projects takes several hours, multiple eyes and hands, and some further strategic dialogues.

This clustering and chunking may be art as much as science. The systemic design principles of layers and levers provide insight as to what to prioritise. A balance of demand-side—or behavioural, cultural or social—measures as well as technical, infrastructural and supply-side measures is required. Some angles can be combined with others, to ensure each angle has critical mass and richness. Some angles are clearly principles rather than programmes or intervention points. They enable something to be defined and delivered, but are not an activity in their own right.

A sense of how systems fit together, or might fit together, is crucial to being able to form attractive clusters. This requires a fairly deep familiarity with the socio-technical context.

Yet equally, using analogy, metaphor and examples from other, quite disparate contexts, can help identify patterns. Spotting patterns is a core capability here, a key tool in the designer’s toolkit.

The notion of chunking is drawn from user experience design (see ‘How Chunking Helps Content Processing’ from NN/G, which in turn draws from cognitive psychologist George Miller’s famous 1956 research) focusing on the amount of information suitable for processing.

Chunking should uncover the potential systemic relationships between elements as well as the ‘massing’, amount, and distribution.
Vinnova teams reviewing and analysing the systems canvases from the first Actors Workshops for Healthy Sustainable Food and Healthy Sustainable Mobility mission themes.

An open morning for various Vinnova teams to review all the systems canvases from the Actors Workshops.
Locating the missions

Unpacking angles
Locating the missions

Unpacking angles

Healthy Sustainable Food
Selected and chunked angles

01 School food

Sweden has a large and well-regulated school food system, with around 2.5 million meals per day served, from kindergarten through to high school. If we added university food, and potentially meals for the elderly, the total ‘public foods’ market is the largest in the country, greater than all food formally served in other contexts outside of the home. Currently optimised for safety and efficiency, at this scale and governance it could be a significant lever for system change.

03 Healthy resilient farming

Repeated in every workshop as the most fundamental aspect on the table, in that farmers are the root of the food system, and yet arguably positioned at the wrong end of the value chain. There are issues of farm and land ownership, ecosystem services versus crops, skills bases and new technologies, strategic questions of types of farming (rediscovering old approaches or developing entirely new forms—or both), mental and physical health, climate-adapted land, circular systems, and so on.

Healthy resilient farming is often described legacy regulation and policy environments holding back scaling of these new food systems and cultures.

04 Traceable trusted produce

In order to enable zero-carbon, health creating and inclusive food systems, clear, trustable information is required, not simply at point of purchase, but tracked throughout the food system. Contemporary digital technologies exist to support this, yet this also means new practices and business models. Such tracking would in turn enable different logistics systems — and so there is a crossover with the mobility missions here, from long-distance food import/export to super-local last-km delivery.

Circular zero-waste systems

Given the food industry’s footprint, the opportunity to genuinely create a circular, zero-waste food system was thought to be prime ‘mission-territory’, unsurprisingly. Whilst daunting in scale, breadth, and complexity, participants suggested this should be underpinning any activities around missions. It may be that this goal is best handled by locating it within every mission that emerges from this work, as a core principle.

Macromobility

How might we remove barriers to new forms of food—defined loosely as currently non-mainstream cultural—speaking, but safe, healthy and technically capable of being produced at scale—that could be significantly contribute to a healthy, sustainable diet and a circular, clean and resilient food system. Workshop participants often described legacy regulation and policy environments.

07 Peri-urban and urban farming

As an adjunct to the focus on farming (03, above) there are particular opportunities around new, or indeed old, locations for farming. These include areas of towns and cities that are changing due to shifts in adjacent markets, such as retail— for instance, space currently dominated by ‘big box retail’ at the edge of cities becoming available due to disruptive e-commerce. These could be prime sites for retail. Equally, new tech enables different farming methods, such as vertical farming and basement farming, for new garden cities.

Ecosystem services

Recognising the value of food production and use in terms of ecosystem services, this angle covers the various uses of agricultural land and resources, in terms of the additional value produced by sustainable and resilient farming, over and above food production, as well as the value of food waste, in terms of composting and other uses. New metrics, or value statements, were key here, moving beyond traditional industrial-age measures of valuable transactions, as well as better understanding through new tech.
This list of 12 describes all of the primary angles emerging in the workshop. After the workshop, the Vinnova team clustered and chunked the angles down into a list of six. This synthesis of the angles represented the most frequent and urgent topics of conversation as well as comprising a balanced set of interventions, capable of working different aspects of the system. The list of 12 on the left became the list of six on the right.

### Healthy Sustainable Mobility

#### Selected and chunked angles

**01 Lagom mobilitet**

Shaping and controlling the supply and demand for mobility to be ‘lagom’ given the context—in terms of numbers, space use, time of day, noise, emissions, speed and so on.

Requires significant digital innovation—sensing, analytics, learning, geofencing, control systems—as well as policy innovation, predicated on user research, behaviour change, systems mapping and procurement design. Also requires new skills and organisations, both public and private sector, working together to achieve lagom outcomes.

**02 Macromobility**

Pushing towards zero-carbon, health-creating and inclusive forms of long range transport, principally aviation, rail and long-distance trucking, as well as their associated systems, resources and spaces.

Core R&D needed in certain areas, such as aviation fuel, electric aircraft and charging infrastructures for electric trucks. Also policy design, smart procurement, operations, and control systems for delivery of existing technologies.

Includes data-driven planning, infrastructure upgrades including charging systems, data protocols and services to enable effective load management, autonomous mobility, and more.

**03 Micromobility**

Designing and operating to significantly incentivise healthy, sustainable and inclusive forms of mobility at the scale of the first or last few kilometres, including active transport such as walking, running, cycling and scooting, as well as small-scale and shared transport, for people and logistics.

Requires significant improvements and increases in digital skills, services and infrastructures in order to effectively manage such spaces and services in real-time. Equally, radical changes in planning, permitting and operational culture based on integrated, user need- and data-driven approach. Requires data-sharing policies and protocols, as well as sensing infrastructures and new teams.

**04 Digital logistics**

Pushing towards zero-carbon, health-creating and inclusive forms of retail-oriented logistics, and their wider impact, via policy innovation, digital infrastructures for data-driven operations, new planning models for retail, and service design.

Prior to full disruption, devise outcomes for distinctive retail consumption/production that creates and reinforces resilient local economies and places, and diminishes retail-associated traffic. Equally, displace other retail to e-commerce, delivered via active, zero-carbon modes and appropriate fiscal measures, within agreed ‘lagom’ frameworks. Devise spatial strategies for resilient retail and space unlocked by displaced retail.

**05 Mobility grid**

Electrifying the network of grids and resources associated with transport, driving the transformation to fossil-free renewable energy-fuelled transport.

Requires digital infrastructures and services for planning, management and operations. Includes design and roll-out of charging infrastructures, including holistic approach to integrated spaces and services for charging, from micro-to macro-mobility, urban to rural.

This benefits from associated demand-side measures to reduce unnecessary mobility, including service design, policy design, as well as predictive analytics, thus enabling more cost-effective and rapid roll-out.

**06 Integrated mobility teams**

Creation of multidisciplinary teams in municipal, regional and national government, addressing mobility holistically. Teams balance rapid response with planning, as well as devising and delivering new mobility products, services, spaces, policy and regulation, via directly operating or strategically procuring. Crucially, helps coordinate coherent delivery of new inner-urban, suburban and rural spatial strategies, policies and regulation.

Major shift towards internet-era ways of working, including human-centred service design, data science and machine learning, and real-time data-driven operations, alongside transformed architecture, planning, social, cultural, economic expertise.

01 Lagom mobilitet (contextual mobility)
02 Macromobility
03 Micromobility
04 Digital logistics and e-commerce
05 Mobility grid
06 Integrated teams addressing mobility
07 Hälsosam miljö (healthy environment)
08 Consolidation points
09 Anpassad mobilitet (custom mobility)
10 Dekad mobilitet (shared mobility)
11 Land use and mobility
12 Rural, exurban, and small towns
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply-side, or ‘push’, interventions</th>
<th>Healthy Sustainable Mobility</th>
<th>Demand-side, or ‘pull’, interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unpacking angles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Chargepoint and hub design and delivery</td>
<td>- Geofencing infrastructures and street furniture</td>
<td>- Procurement guidelines for S-brick or SEK per vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Public and private electric vehicles as distributed battery</td>
<td>- Park-and-ride logistics networks</td>
<td>- Real-time traffic control systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Circular battery storage programmes</td>
<td>- Developing legislation for electric vehicles in towns and cities</td>
<td>- Real-time privacy-preserving sensoring infrastructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Procurement of electric buses and other municipal</td>
<td>- Mobility grid</td>
<td>- Citizen participation approaches to unlock street charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Incentive schemes for electric car transition</td>
<td>- Long-range electric vehicle infrastructures</td>
<td>- Social movement campaigns to reduce aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Efficient and electric shipping, ferries, boats</td>
<td>- Macromobility</td>
<td>- Rebalancing, load management &amp; decarbonisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Long-range electric truck infrastructures</td>
<td>- Localisation of strategies for electric car charging</td>
<td>- Taxation and levies to enable carbon pricing of aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Infrastructure for 5x increase in cycling</td>
<td>- Micromobility</td>
<td>- Local strategies to enable urban electrification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Policy and legislation for electric car charging</td>
<td>- Integrated teams</td>
<td>- Integrated plans for New Garden City suburbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Step-down consolidation centre networks</td>
<td>- Shared emissions, healthy and social business</td>
<td>- Integrated plans for net-zero carbon mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Shared emissions, healthy and social business</td>
<td>- Retail logistics</td>
<td>- Integrated planning, service design, user research, and co-design capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Centralised and distributed networks</td>
<td>- Micro-mobility hubs via green extended parcel models</td>
<td>- Municipal and regional data science capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Secure and sustainable centers</td>
<td>- Safe and sustainable centers</td>
<td>- Legislation and incentives for food management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Education and health for all</td>
<td>- Mobility grid</td>
<td>- Integrated plans for healthy, fossil-free rural mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Locally-available, diverse and distributed farming</td>
<td>- Locally-available, diverse and distributed farming</td>
<td>- Integrated plans for net-zero carbon mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- New approaches to land ownership rights</td>
<td>- Traceability</td>
<td>- Integrated plans for productive and diverse high-streets and centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Traceability</td>
<td>- Animal welfare</td>
<td>- Design for diverse and productive high-streets and centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Circular logistics services</td>
<td>- Circular logistics services</td>
<td>- Design for diverse and productive high-streets and centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Phosphorus capture and reuse</td>
<td>- Traceability and data for waste</td>
<td>- Communicable data-driven labelling systems for accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Traceability and data for waste</td>
<td>- Recycling and waste</td>
<td>- Communicable data-driven labelling systems for accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Biowaste and energy from food systems</td>
<td>- Food safety and waste</td>
<td>- Swedish food ecotourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Circular logistics services</td>
<td>- Land-use regulation</td>
<td>- Social distancing rituals, campaigns and infrastructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Traceability data services</td>
<td>- Traceability data services</td>
<td>- New Swedish circular, ecological and educational retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reusing big box retail</td>
<td>- Local logistics via active transport</td>
<td>- New packaging concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peri-urban and urban farming</td>
<td>- Public spaces and streets as food production</td>
<td>- Retail as circular hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Farm as carbon capture and storage</td>
<td>- Methane capture</td>
<td>- Incentive schemes for local food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Land ownership as ecosystem services</td>
<td>- Biodiversity and landscapes</td>
<td>- Ecosystem services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Educational Innovations

- **School food**: Training school cooks and redesigning meal cultures

### Healthy Sustainable Food

- **School food**: Training school cooks and redesigning meal cultures
- **New Food**: Marketing and media campaigns for understanding of new foods
- **Healthy, resilient farming**: Campaigns for Swedish restaurateurs, clean and zero-carbon agriculture
- **Tracingable produce**: New retail concepts enabled by zero-carbon, clean, healthy
- **Modern Swedish**: Swedish food ecotourism
- **Circular zero-waste systems**: Communicable data-driven labelling systems for accurate
- **Clear labelling for circular use models**: Social distancing rituals, campaigns and infrastructures
- **Retail as circular hub**: New Swedish circular, ecological and educational retail

### Supply-side, or ‘push’, interventions

- **School kitchen design and procure**: School food supply chain
- **New food**: New foods in school food programme
- **Healthy, resilient farming**: Community-supported agriculture models
- **Tracingable produce**: New retail concepts enabled by zero-carbon, clean, healthy
- **Modern Swedish**: Swedish food ecotourism
- **Circular zero-waste systems**: Communicable data-driven labelling systems for accurate
- **Clear labelling for circular use models**: Social distancing rituals, campaigns and infrastructures
- **Retail as circular hub**: New Swedish circular, ecological and educational retail
Portfolio as systems and assemblages
These diagrams are the next stage layer of synthesis from the workshops, indicating how the various interventions and elements discussed in the workshops might interact with each other. This form of drawing helps further define and refine these place-based missions. It allows us to see the relevance of particular interventions—those clusters of lines illustrating dependencies—as well as outliers. In following the lines, new intervention points emerge.

These diagrams are not analytical attempts to capture and articulate an entire system, as if opening the bonnet on a car to reveal the engine. That analogy makes clear the difference with a complex system, with unpredictable interactions constantly evolving, an engine building itself as it moves, in ways that cannot be planned.

They are not systems maps, as they do not involve causal relationships and feedback loops. They are deliberately incomplete, too. This is partly to recognize the limits of complex systems modelling, with its allusions to cybernetics and top-down technocratic control systems.

Instead, the tangles and thickets of lines loosely represents the idea of ‘assemblages’, after the work of Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing and others. We have a preference for systems doing, rather than simply systems thinking—being present, and adapting. Donella Meadows extolled us to “stay wide awake, pay close attention, participate flat out, and respond to feedback.” Jamer Hunt suggests systems are not things to analyse but environments to be engaged with, via “small, nimble, self-correcting” participative processes. Following Meadows again, who said we can’t know leverage points in advance, contemporary complex systems resist human understanding, at least a priori.

But we can make maps as we go. These diagrams are living stories of that work of ‘systems doing’, updated as we go, based on feedback from Prototypes.

---

We can never fully understand our world, not in the way our reductionistic science has led us to expect. Our science itself, from quantum theory to the mathematics of chaos, leads us into irreducible uncertainty. For any objective other than the most trivial, we can’t optimize; we don’t even know what to optimize. We can’t keep track of everything. We can’t find a proper, sustainable relationship to nature, each other, or the institutions we create, if we try to do it from the role of omniscient conqueror.


We’ve ended up with a civilization built on the constant flow of physical goods, capital, and data, and the networks we’ve built to manage those flows in the most efficient ways have become so vast and complex that they’re now beyond the scale of any single (and, arguably, any group of human) understanding them.

Layers

Understanding how to exert the different layers of change in a system is crucial to unlocking systemic change. Here we draw from Duffy’s ‘pace layers theory’ within architecture. It enables us to sort activity in fast-moving layers of change, such as changing diets or mobility technologies, from slower-moving layers, such as infrastructure projects or constitutional law.

The systemic change design principles opposite ensure that local prototypes can be distinct, tangible and specific to culture, climate and landscape, whilst ensuring that innovation, whether in the form of specific practices or policy changes, can effectively scale nationally and globally.

1. Platforms rather than standalone projects
   Develop a platform strategy—multiple diverse touchpoints, but built on a common codebase of capability, regulation, policy, data- and practice-sharing—which explicitly indicates how disparate activities are integrated and interrelated.

2. A diverse portfolio rather fund-and-forget
   Ensure that each activity is part of a broader active portfolio of connected programmes, projects and systems, with reinforcement loops producing multiple outcomes which are actively engaged with, tracked, maintained, and guided.

3. Soon and fast as well as later and slow
   Ensure there is the possibility of starting soon with meaningful prototypes, which are nonetheless agile, lightweight and can be malleable in early stages, whilst not ignoring the power of slower transformations.

4. Rewrite code for systemic change
   Ensure some activities explore whether regulation, policy and governance capabilities need altering to ensure system-wide equitable and effective change, across multiple scales and conditions, whilst interpreted locally.
Levers

Most accounts would suggest that Sweden is a coherently-governed nation, with significant infrastructures already in place, whether social, political, or built. This coherence enables significant possibility of system change, using existing infrastructures as levers to produce change; in effect running new ‘applications’ on existing hardware.

We are no longer in 1900, or 1950, when we needed to build entirely new heavy infrastructures from scratch. There are still new systems, services, and spaces to build, but in many cases it makes sense to direct existing systems in new directions. Think of this like pulling a lever in a different direction to generate greater impact—like switching points on railway tracks.

Repair and retrofit are different forms of innovation and governance cultures, yet could be faster, cheaper, inventive, productive, participative, engaged, and ultimately refined.

Levers

1. Existing systems over new build
   Identify and align installed or latent system elements, organisations, programmes, or infrastructures as ‘vehicles’ for the initiative, enabling replicable action, rapid scaling, sustainable resourcing, and fewer distractions or duplications.

2. Pull as well as push
   Engage with and develop social movements to create a ‘pull’ on systemic change as well as producing a ‘push’ from technological or sectoral innovation. Embed actions in existing communities and networks, in both emergent/niche and established/ regime cultures.

3. Interconnected rather than insular
   Use Sweden’s existing networks and relationships to create meaningful connections to relevant regional, international, and global actors and networks, in order to ensure broader worldview of systems. Equally, ensure other actions develop new relationships.

4. Prototypes over investigations
   Facing systemic challenges, identify potential for tangible prototypes within existing projects or places in order to rapidly flush out cultural responses, technical challenges, and policy issues, whilst building public interest and political capital via engagement.

As described earlier, Donella Meadows’ 12 intervention points, suggest how a lever can be exerted to produce systemic change. By choosing existing everyday infrastructures as levers—key nodes—all aspects of a system are in play, combining material interventions with participative approaches that address mindsets, goals and paradigms.
Missions enable portfolios of bold activities to combine, through intensive collaboration, towards ‘North Stars’ of clear societal outcomes.

Whilst those outcomes provide direction in themselves, each activity, whether a project, capability-building service or programme, must also address a set of cross-cutting issues. For instance, the Street mission, as part of Healthy Sustainable Mobility, might be looking to impact upon carbon, health and economy.

Yet given its people- and place-based focus such a mission cannot ignore additional issues, such as social justice outcomes like gender equality.

Equally, there may be some core design principles which are not projects but cross-cutting heuristics or themes, which can help shape how projects are designed and delivered. The Actors Workshops around mobility produced the notion of ‘lagom mobilitet’, describing a way of thinking of providing just enough mobility, given the context, at just the right scale, and with just the right speed, and so on. Lagom became a powerful principle that could run across many projects. But it is not a project.

Primarily, however, the key lenses will concern the issues articulated by the Sustainable Development Goals, mapped onto national priorities.

These examples—addressing issues like social justice, circularity, social norms and diversity, public sector transformation, contemporary Swedish and Nordic culture, design strategies and so on—can be combined in order to ensure that projects are designed to produce multiple, integrated outcomes.
The idea of multiple lenses also describes how we bring new perspectives into an existing context, in order to unlock many diverse forms of value.

For illustrative purposes, this might be visualised as if a Japanese fan. With the fan closed, there are limited inputs flowing into the element in question, and so there are limited outputs.

Yet opening up, by including more inputs into the question of what this particular arena is, we can reframe what the system element, or environment, is about. This can unlock new dynamics, generating richer, more diverse forms of value and values, and exerting its potential for systemic change. This means not settling for simply effective management within one or two silos, but asking what this system is really about, and what can it be about. What could it do? Who is involved? What value could be produced? In effect, this is like snapping the fan open, enabling its inherent richness to be revealed.
Portfolio

The portfolio of activities within a mission must be carefully framed in order to produce systemic change, by maintaining a multi-perspectival approach, creating multiple outcomes, and building capability, infrastructure and other enabling conditions.

Portfolios should therefore comprise a diverse set of activities, which taken together scope out an entire territory, with an emphasis on learning-by-doing and building engagement. From an innovation agency point-of-view, they will require a diversity of funding and collaboration approaches. It is likely that new portfolio-oriented management tools will need to be invented, mapping onto systems.

Opposite, a list of design principles for mission portfolios. These can be used as a form of checklist, in order to suggest how to think more broadly about the portfolio, ensuring that it describes a rich, diverse, and holistic set of activities.

In reality, portfolios provide a useful way of thinking about bundles or chunks of activities, aligned around a
Technique

Designing missions

Designing missions

With missions in mind, portfolios exist at multiple levels: portfolios of missions themselves; portfolios of demonstrators within missions.

The word ‘portfolio’ has certain connotations. It can suggest a loose collection of work, as in a designer’s portfolio. Yet in the context of innovation agencies, it usually connotes an investment portfolio. This could be a little misleading. It may emphasise an often-distanced financial investment culture, to the potential detriment of other forms of engagement, other interventions. It may be that adding finance makes a system less sustainable, or produces perverse incentives.

So whilst investment is often highly relevant, it is not the only tool in the toolkit. It may be that a direct emphasis on working with systems of systems, with multiple diverse interventions aligned by Demonstrators, produces a richer set of outcomes, and a more engaged ongoing process.

A portfolio approach can mean placing a diverse spread of ‘bets’, which balances the risk of investments whilst accessing multiple parts of a system, and opening up multiple routes to solving a challenge.

As Mazzucato points out, the Apollo mission provides a good example of the sheer range of initiatives required to achieve the single outcome—from spacesuit...
techniques to food innovation, jet propulsion technology to project management.

Consequently, the diversity of possibility spillovers is also increased. Similarly, holistic place-based innovation projects move in multiple ways—aligning architecture, health, jobs, infrastructure, culture etc.—in order to come together to produce a place.

In fact, the challenge of place-based development is that these connections between these various moving pieces are not usually considered. A place is produced either way, because systems. But to intentionally plant the seeds for a place, with the ‘companion planting’ and careful nurturing that ensures it has the best chance of growing into a vividly thriving, resilient and regenerative place? That is clearly a challenge for a system divided around sectors.

Hence the approach of devising a portfolio of actions, exploring different system layers, aligned coherently around a mission. Testing that in place-based prototypes and demonstrators provides the necessary gravity to hold the portfolio together. Here, we can discover how systems align and realign.

Missions oriented around place-based types help align portfolios

We use place-based types to align multiple projects in a portfolio. This moves from a position where multiple projects can often co-exist without interacting formally at all, although they are clearly systemically connected in reality. Conversely, a portfolio oriented around a mission enables multiple disparate projects to be aligned, coalescing around the mission theme’s North Star, and made tangible through grounded place-based demonstrators.

Here, a type—street, school, forest, suburb, port etc.—can align multiple projects with a direction. From a point of view of innovation policy, formally, this is a mission: a container for multiple systems to align, around a clear direction. The ‘container with a direction’ is really a systems demonstrator, a platform that can host multiple research and innovation questions and actions.

Designing missions
Asking questions via place-based vehicles

The systems Prototypes→, and then Demonstrators→, provide a vehicle for the continual and ongoing process of framing, asking and testing of a portfolio of research and innovation questions and actions. Milica Begovic of UNDP calls this kind of vehicle, “a mechanism that gradually resolves/explores uncertainties about system dynamics through learning and adaptation and ongoing sense-making,” suggesting a form of live ‘design probe’.

Such prototypes will provide a way of experiencing living systems, rather than simply cold analysis in Excel. They are places to hold and pursue research questions, but also contestation and dialogue, as well as enabling change on the ground via the “small, nimble, self-correcting” participative processes that Jamer Hunt proposes.

Analysis can be conducted in these environments, of course, and the Value Models constructed around the prototypes and demonstrators should ultimately provide a means of gathering real-time data from these environments, which can be augmented by qualitative research. But the emphasis here can be on creating systems doing rather than simply systems thinking.

At this point in the process, these typologies of places—often social infrastructures or living environments—will quickly start emerging from dialogues. The diagram above indicates the eventual possibility of turning questions into actions, yet all we are looking for here is the angle: the fruitful starting point, a tangible lead, a thread to pull.
Mission-oriented innovation workshop on the occasion of the Prime Minister’s Innovationrådet (Innovation Committee) visiting Kalmar.

In this picture, the then-Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven and Health Minister Lena Hallengren are engaging with the co-design processes run with stakeholders from the Kalmar region. The exercise involved teams working towards ‘North Stars’ around key challenges and opportunities for the region, before describing and discussing integrated interventions that could follow those trajectories. Finally, teams were asked to describe the diverse forms of value that could arise from pursuing an integrated and systemic approach.

Here, the Prime Minister is pointing to the fact that a proposed mobility-as-a-service intervention creates more diverse uses of space and citizen engagement, and in turn can produce social capital as well as environmental value. These same co-design techniques can be used by stakeholders in Actors Workshops or Design Workshops, as well as directly with citizens, in participation formats.
Framing the missions

The set of angles is beginning to ‘smell like’ a set of missions. Yet a process of careful framing is required to reveal and refine the most meaningful shapes within. A set of framing tools, such as lenses, levers, layers, patterns and types, can be used to interrogate and hone the emerging missions. With different forms of scaling in mind—not simply ‘scaling up’—platform strategies are used to bring together a set of actors, policies and influences for systemic change, preparing and seeding the soil.
From chunked angles to draft mission portfolios

At this point, the angles from the Actors Workshops have been refined into a set, each described in terms of the potential interventions, initiatives or projects—all drawn from the fertile discussions in the workshop.

Unpacking these angles in this way enables us to see repeated elements across the set. For instance, the ‘new retail concepts’ intervention occurs in multiple angles related to the Healthy Sustainable Food mission theme, each with a subtly different focus but clearly capable of being combined into a holistic activity focused on retail concepts.

Similarly, within Healthy Sustainable Mobility, there are a slew of activities concerning the way streets are designed, governed, managed and inhabited, including micromobility hubs, chargepoints for electric vehicles, last-km logistics, walkable green environments, privacy-preserving civic sensing infrastructures, various ways of reducing speeds, and so on.

As mentioned previously, assessing the possibility for Levers and Layers helps at this stage, enabling us to sort some angles into candidates for missions that can achieve systemic change. These design principles will be explained over the following pages.

Equally, some angles are fundamentally important, yet simply do not lend themselves to missions, in terms of having a clear outcome or goal, which is broadly motivating, and with clear societal outcomes. They are better thought of as enabling activities, and thus located within a mission. An example might be the various activities aimed at building capability and capacity for integrated multidisciplinary mobility teams across the public sector. This can hardly be a mission, but is fundamentally important to enabling multiple missions.

Similarly, approaches to a topic such as circularity, for example, will be required in almost every mission. This makes it a candidate for a mission in itself, in a sense—“A circular Sweden”—but that same overriding importance makes it too broad, and leaves it without either a focus, or a clear, working environment in which to be prototyped, located, exerted.

‘Circular’ can instead be a Lens, variously applied to every mission, just as with social justice aspects like gender, so-called general purpose technologies like machine learning, or organisation and governance questions, like building capability in the public sector. Each mission should address these concerns. It will translate to set of capabilities, approaches and infrastructures which enable forms of systemic change, yet they are not missions as such.

Instead, these skills, capabilities, and infrastructures comprise a Platform strategy. Each mission is built upon these shared platforms.

Finally, the People- and Place-based approach described earlier—looking for the ‘everyday complex’ environments in which we can meaningfully locate missions—also provides us with a way of transforming these angles into missions. Here, we are looking for clearly understandable, tangible environments, which contain, represent, and articulate the complex systems that are around us all, all the time, everywhere and everyday.

This way of thinking and acting is intrinsic to design, which looks to prototype and iterate as quickly as possible within clear touchpoints embedded broader systems. These prototypes are vehicles for learning, for generating insights, for mitigating risk by enabling exploratory models to be tested and by flushing out latent issues, before committing to full-scale demonstrators.

Sorting through all these principles, the team imagined a series of coherent place-based environments, or everyday systems, as containers for the draft missions. These provide immediately recognisable concrete entrypoints for citizens, yet they are all complex objects, requiring multiple layers of government and public sector, as well as different actors from private and third sectors, to work together in order to address them holistically. None of them fit neatly into one ‘silo’, despite first impressions.

The idea begins to emerge of places, defined by key ‘types’ such as housing, streets, schools, forests, farms, shops, factories,
depots, ports, generators, and so on. The way we design, develop, fund, operate, and govern these things speaks to what we value and what we stand for. They are where everyday systems converge.

In turn, these constructs contain and articulate more abstract elements of society, technology, governance, supply chains, investment, and so on. They are present in each instance of these types, and so each type can be used to prototype, test, and develop both highly particular place-based demonstrators as well as the more abstract layers that tie these systems together.

As discussed earlier, this approach is particularly powerful in terms of devising place-based missions, which keep systems complex, whilst also being tangible, approachable, communicable, and situated in reality.

By organising and communicating in this way, it is possible to see how each mission would interact with each other mission, creating an initial high-level Portfolio → clustered around each mission theme, supported by a shared Platform → strategy. The places bring all this together in integrated fashion, ultimately in the form of System Demonstrators →. It is then possible to explore how the mission themes—of Food and Mobility—will overlap within and around certain missions.

So, each theme has a linked portfolio of missions, each mission has a linked portfolio of actions. These actions are wrapped up into bundles of prototypes, which are early, testable forms of demonstrator.

Draft missions

The synthesised output from workshops, interviews and analysis should be framed by these various ways of seeing: Levers →, Layers →, Lenses →, Places →, and Platforms →.

Deploying any one of these concepts will provide insights into sorting the array of angles produced in the workshop. Yet they also work as a set, enabling the team to assess the angles from multiple perspectives.

It may also be possible, even at this early stage, to assess the potential for Prototypes → that may lead to System Demonstrators → within the angles. This insight may come from existing projects that could be re-aligned, coming together to form a cluster of related activities, such that they begin to feel like a coherent prototype.

Pragmatic issues can come into play here—if a project is already running, and has years left on the clock, it must be considered part of the game-plan. Perhaps some minor adjustments could be done, in order to portray it in a new light, as part of a potential Systems Demonstrator.

Ideally, each project in the portfolio is related to Prototypes and Demonstrators in some way; without that alignment work being done, the legacy project will still remain in-play and may only distract.

Managing Matryoshka dolls of portfolios

The Matryoshka doll principle for Portfolios →, describing nested approaches at different scales, almost fractal in nature, is a useful design pattern here. The Mission theme is articulated as a portfolio of Missions. Within that, each Mission is articulated as a portfolio of Prototypes (and then Demonstrators). Within each Prototype, several projects might combine in a portfolio.

New portfolio management tools will be required of innovation agencies, enabling systems to be managed, rather than silos or sectors. Currently, few agencies have anything sophisticated in place on this front.
Designing missions

Emerging missions

Each mission is a set of projects, exploring system layers, aligned and delivered through Demonstrators, pointed towards the North Star. The mission symbol indicates a clear direction but also an umbrella over multiple activities in a portfolio.

Organising the missions

Draft mission within this theme, to be developed in Design Workshops into a defined mission.

Overall North Star for this mission theme, delivered by the combination of these interconnected missions.

Each mission theme is addressed via multiple missions, aligning as a connected portfolio, and each building from particular angles in the broader systems.
Designing missions

School food is Sweden’s biggest kitchen, serving up almost half of all the meals consumed every day. Sweden uses this extraordinary capability to transform health and learning outcomes for students, whilst making the school kitchen a multi-functional resource at the centre of the local community. It works as a powerful lever to transform agriculture, logistics and waste, but also to build diverse social fabric via cuisine.

New food

School food

Healthy sustainable food

Framing the missions

Swedish food retail is world-renowned for its diversity, inventiveness and resilient local cultures. It creatively, fluidly and effectively moves between physical and digital experiences in order to create thriving local food scenes, reinforce regenerative and net zero local agriculture and circular practices, and develop richly diverse, healthy and sustainable places, people and environment.

Healthy sustainable food

Shop

Shop

Street

Swedish farming is recognised nationally and globally as successfully balancing numerous tensions: a regenerative approach to soil, water, biodiversity and landscape; a thriving farming life characterised by dignity, wellbeing, agency and craft; a productive and valuable food and living resources sector; an inventive, high-value, sustainable and ethical ‘life-centred’ approach to technology development; and an intrinsically meaningful connection to local places and cultures, across all of Sweden.

Farm

Shop

Countryside

Swedish food retail is world-renowned for its diversity, inventiveness and resilient local cultures. It creatively, fluidly and effectively moves between physical and digital experiences in order to create thriving local food scenes, reinforce regenerative and net zero local agriculture and circular practices, and develop richly diverse, healthy and sustainable places, people and environment.

Shop

Street

Grid

Drives the resilient, healthy and sustainable transformation of mobility systems that support and enable the spaces beyond the city: the lower-density suburbs, towns, villages and rural environments where car-dependency is greater, spaces of logistics increasingly dominate, and yet patterns of living are radically transforming due to remote working, new industries, and demographic shifts.

Countryside

The mobility patterns associated with both e-commerce and traditional retail logistics are transformed to ensure that they are sustainable, healthy, convivial, and circular in terms of material processes. Via innovations in lifestyles, business models, logistics tech and urban space, and supported by adjusted policies on national and international freight, Sweden’s retail sector is resilient as well as zero-carbon, whilst producing great shared spaces and cultures.

Shop

Street

Grid

Every street in Sweden is being transformed to become healthy, sustainable and full of life (whether that life is buzzing with people or bees—or both). The Street is where all mobility systems converge as it is where all broader systems converge. Sweden has an installed base of 40,000km of streets, ripe for transformation into convivial, healthy, safe and biodiverse public spaces, via participative design, new tech, and new nature.

There are clearly fruitful connections between missions, across the two different mission themes e.g. the two retail-related missions of Shop, or the relationship between Farm and Countryside, or between Street and Shops, and so on.
Food is a connected and complex system, thus these discrete initiatives can combine to enable systemic change throughout food. Sweden’s third largest industrial sector which directly shapes significant broader sustainability, health and social justice challenges. The collaborative processes start to build networks for action around ideas immediately. School food emerged as a strong contender immediately, in terms of system effect, with Shop to follow. Farm and New Food need to be cultivated a little more.

**Healthy sustainable food**

**Draft missions**

Food needs to be cultivated anew and re-purposed in circular fashion. In doing so, it generates innovative new products/services, companies, and sectors. In particular, it addresses water-based agriculture in new areas such as algae, aquaponics, and fish farming. Yet new agricultural technologies, from pixel farming to satellite data, apply across all food, linking to the Farm mission.

**New food**

New food devises approaches to mainstreaming new foods types and new food production—health, sustainably sourced, produced, used and re-used in circular fashion. These address e-commerce, as well as change consumer habits, trends and role as the primary broker. These aim to better understand and design the retailer’s customer experience. A sense of urgency and commitment emerges from collaborative processes, indicating that some themes may be more ‘mission-ready’, whilst others need more preparation time. Street and Shop emerged quite readily, with Grid in development.

**School food**

School food takes advantage of the fact that school food can be seen as large, distributed ‘installed system’, located almost everywhere and delivered systematically at scale. A draft mission statement is ‘Ensure that every student in Sweden can safely, sustainably and tasty school food’, which produces multiple outcomes, from social justice to health, sustainability to industry, educational performance to biodiversity.

**Farm**

Farm addresses the context of farms, farmers and farming. The background at the start of the process is that Sweden is deciding on how to better use the CAP (Common Agriculture Programme) financing and strategy for the period of 2020-2028. Therefore, the initial objective is to better understand the context of farmers with regards to CAP, by deploying a ‘farmer-centred design’ process of user research and service design (including re-assessing the EIP application process for innovation funding in order to increase the flow and quality of funding through the agricultural sector). This approach must be in balance with other goals, such as the need for regenerative approaches to soil, water, biodiversity and landscape.

Working with Jordbruksverket, Regeringen and others, the mission moves from an effective, innovative strategy for the design, delivery and governance of the next CAP, to helping articulate the future of farming.

**Healthy sustainable mobility**

**Draft missions**

As mobility is a connected system, these discrete initiatives combine to reduce dependency on unsustainable systems and increase healthy zero-carbon forms of mobility. They engage multiple places and multiple forms of value. A sense of urgency and commitment emerges from collaborative processes, indicating that some themes may be more ‘mission-ready’, whilst others need more preparation time. Street and Shop emerged quite readily, with Grid in development.

**Street**

Streets, with their replicable elements like parking space, are everywhere in Sweden, yet rarely oriented to creating a truly healthy, sustainable and inclusive public space. This mission, based on demonstrations in cities with existing street retrofit programmes, looks to transform the conditions of all streets in Sweden, scaling via platform layers of code, data, law, skills and capabilities, and policy. It will demonstrate new forms of mobility, energy, green infrastructure, urban space, cultural and social interaction, and decision-making. Participative processes will be core to this transformation, alongside new tech and new nature.

The street is everywhere; wherever there are people and diverse mixed-use spaces. The impact is across the whole country, in all towns and cities, across tens of thousands of square kilometres. In this sense, it could be thought of as the largest urban development project in Sweden since Miljonprogrammets.

**Shop**

Shop takes advantage of the small window that Sweden has, before the global e-commerce retailers truly consolidate within the country, in order to better understand and design how the mobility associated with e-commerce, and traditional retail logistics, can best happen. This would directly address the negative climate impact from the retail sector that is currently increasing rapidly, via innovations in behaviour change, business model, logistics and urban spaces—supported by adjusted policies on national and international freight.

In doing so, it generates innovative new products/services (such as logistics, co-working spaces, energy infrastructure). In this way, the mission moves from an effective, innovative strategy for the design, delivery and governance of the next CAP, to helping articulate the future of farming.

**Country**

Country addresses the scales beyond the city, driving into the lower-density suburbs, towns, villages and rural environments where road dependency is greater, spaces of logistics increasingly dominate, and patterns of living are transforming. It focuses on the balance of car-ownership and other modes of mobility, as well as different forms of infrastructure possible in peri-urban, suburban and exurban environments—such as electric mobility interventions, co-working spaces, remote working, new forms of manufacturing etc.

Working with other national agencies, we intend to build demonstrators at scale. For example, a demonstrator at the scale of Gotland would show closed-loop energy self-sufficiency, addressing supply and demand across a set of uses like port, town, agriculture, factory etc. Similarly a project emanating from Västra Götaland region addresses electric transportation requirements for heavy trucks and logistics.
Platform

A stack of shared system elements can underpin a series of otherwise disparate place-based interventions. In doing so, we unlock a way of enabling systemic change; not simply changing one milieu, but looking for common elements that enable scaling, translation, collaboration, sharing, and learning.

Yet such common elements are refined and contextualised by a pull towards distinct real-world environments and experiences. Given its focus on societal challenges, missions deploy Demonstrators within particular places, ensuring that new technologies, organisations and policies are developed in the context of human and nonhuman biodiversity, history and culture, landscape and environment.

This balancing act between the particular and the specific is addressed via a platform strategy. This creative juxtaposition is at the heart of systemic change, and a key design method.
For example, a particular building may innovate with timber construction tech; yet systemic change is unlocked by changing the general building code based on insights from the particular, such that other buildings may follow, enabling equitable outcomes. Making the building without updating the code does not tend to change systems. Equally, focusing solely on a system layer, as if often the case with policy, does not tend to produce diverse and located outcomes.

A growing and shared cultural understanding of new timber buildings can grow out of specific examples, but spreads more broadly, actually making ‘room’ (in the form of understanding, legitimacy and motivation) for the code to be changed. Triggering social movements may be key.

The word ‘platform’ suggests an analogy with contemporary technology strategies, which also balance diversity at one end—enabling billions of different apps—with entirely consistent stacks of software and hardware ‘underneath’.

Platforms, by analogy

Contemporary tech, and in particular the smartphone, uses this form of platform strategy. Your phone has different apps to your neighbour’s, as you are different people—although some apps are shared, no doubt. There are literally millions of apps occupying this layer of highly personalised experience, a rich diversity of choice, defined by each user individually.

System environments

- Billions of applications and users

System layers

- Development communities
- Standards and user interface guidelines
- Developer software stack
- Licensing and business model
- Core operating system
- Hardware and physics

Yet below the smartphone’s glass, as it were, there are entirely coherent layers common to most phones. Developer and designer guidelines precisely define possible interactions, whether for the LinkedIn app or Super Mario Bros., ensuring consistency underpins diversity. Trends and shared practices buzz around the designer and developer communities. A coherent set of developer libraries provide shared toolkits. Within the phone’s operating system, common databases are made accessible to a set of defined application programming interfaces, controlling what can be done, and how. And finally the layers of hardware and physics. All are common and shared, and enable the smartphone to scale.
Platform layers across missions
A portfolio approach to missions is framed around the sets of system environments identified in the Actors Workshops. These are often articulated as typologies of place-based interventions—such as Street or Port, Farm or School, Shop or Forest.

There are clear societal outcomes that can be associated with these environments, yet they are directly shaped by a set of supporting layers underpinning these public-facing touchpoints. These comprise a set of coherent activities across systems, acting as a platform.

Emerging food mission system environments

Emerging food mission system environments

Distinct experiences and places, each enabled by shared systems and cultures to enable forms of sharing and scaling

Emerging food mission system environments

Platform layers within missions
Similarly, zooming in within a mission, or draft mission, we can also see the value of articulating system layers that broadly span across several prototypes and demonstrators. This indicates the principle of nesting within a portfolio. Even at the early stages of identifying angles, there are likely to be insights emerging into these required capabilities, assets, approaches and legal frameworks. They will be expressed as enablers or blockers, sitting underneath the expressions of desired outcomes. Workshops can ask these questions directly.

Example retail prototypes—demonstrators

Example retail prototypes—demonstrators

Emerging food mission system environment

Emerging food mission system environment

Distinct experiences and places, each enabled by shared systems and cultures to enable forms of sharing and scaling

Emerging food mission system environment

Cultures and capabilities
Data science; user research; citizen participation; innovative procurement; urban planning; shared cultures and movements

Standards and guidelines
Food traceability standards; carbon accounting standards; nutrition standards; land-use guidelines for ecosystem services

Data, code, and services
Digital fingerprinting systems enabling traceability across services; open satellite data for soil use; data-driven local logistics loops

Financing
Ecosystem services compensation; venture capital for new food; total budgeting for healthcare savings; new business models

Policy
Joint policy-making between school agency, food agency, land-use, and local municipalities; aligning EU agricultural policy context

Law
School law changed to incorporate food as education; new food definitions within law

Cultures and capabilities
Data science within municipal and regional planning teams; new procurement; shared logistics planning; plant-based food trends

Standards and guidelines
Food traceability and carbon accounting standards; e-cargo bike charging standards; in-street refrigerated delivery hub standards

Data, code, and services
Shared databases for local organic suppliers and retailers; open data systems enabling public transport to carry food supplies

Financing
Pooled investment for local delivery hubs based around emerging Street mission models; appropriate taxation on e-commerce

Policy
National food labelling policies; nationally-coordinated e-commerce delivery policies; local street governance model

Law
Consumer protection law; postal service regulations; license to operate based on SDG-oriented policy agreements

Fast learns, slow remembers. Fast proposes, slow disposes. Fast is discontinuous, slow is continuous. Fast and small instructs slow and big by accrued innovation and by occasional revolution. Slow and big controls small and fast by constraint and constancy. Fast gets all our attention, slow has all the power.
Patterns and types

The distilling of multiple forms of knowledge—from workshops, discussions, research papers, first-hand experience—into actionable insights is a form of pattern recognition. Much strategic design practice is this activity: listening, learning, observing to enable sketching, synthesis and proposition.

For Kees Doorst, this aspect of design is the key hinge within his ‘frame innovation’ theory. He describes the development of fields (expanding a challenge area to include broader societal context) into emerging themes. These elements emerge in activities such as Actors Workshops. The subsequent process of assimilating, unpacking, and clustering enables framing (“identifying patterns in the themes to create frames”) and futures (“exploring the possible outcomes and value propositions for the various stakeholders”). This interplay between themes, frames and futures involves sketching, discussion, further research and so on—but essentially boils down to an acute focus on pattern recognition.

In a mission-oriented process, with a need to engage in highly participative processes and develop tangible yet systemic social outcomes, place-based patterns tend to leap off the canvas. This enables frames replete with multiple kinds of value, co-benefits produced by single integrated interventions. (Caroline Whitbeck described how designers are typically, and perhaps relatively unusually, looking for patterns that might “satisfy potentially conflicting considerations simultaneously.” Elizabeth Swain calls this approach multisolving).

Place-based types are powerful patterns. They are specific and adapted, yet are also generic and scaled. Hence types of patterns such as streets, schools, shops, forests, squares, housing and so on. This approach draws from precedents like Christopher Alexander’s A Pattern Language.

Taking mobility as an example, themes relating to the street emerged repeatedly (around slowing down traffic, increasing active transport, assessing the impact of e-commerce, autonomous
Technique

logistics, changing working patterns—all play out on the street).

A related theme emerged under the heading ‘lagom mobilitet’. (Lagom is a relatively untranslatable Swedish word approximating to ‘just enough’, ‘just the right amount’, ‘perfectly adequate’, ‘not great, not bad’). This theme captured the sense that a street might have mobility dynamics and characteristics which are shaped to that specific spatial context, and in real-time: the lagom speed, size, noise, presence, flow, access, availability, or the mildly happy compromise between individual and community and city, and so on.

The futures, in Doorst’s process, emerging from this are easy to imagine—in fact, they are co-produced in the Design Workshop. Doorst suggests a kind of code-like IF-THEN dialogue occurring, to describe how futures can emerge from this collision of frames and themes. Vinnova workshops don’t tend to formalise these futures as if code, but the invention occurring in this process has this characteristic.

In the food mission process, similar themes and frames emerged too, comprising repeated or distinctive patterns emerging from the discussions and drawings. School food was a commonly identified element, working with themes and frames, and suggesting powerfully rich futures with diverse outcomes. In the Doorst approach, it would be:

**IF school meals were approached AS IF it is a problem of learning, sustainability and health THEN kitchens and cooks should be ...**

Beyond this stage, questions of transformation and integration are developed—how might change be enabled, by whom, what is required?. This stage simply surfaces and discusses the promising patterns. (See Simon Baron-Cohen’s *The Pattern Seekers* for a broader discussion of human capabilities for pattern racognition).
Framing types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doorst framework</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>IF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The context was approached ...</td>
<td>School meals were approached ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS IF</td>
<td>AS IF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opportunity can be seen as ...</td>
<td>It is a problem of learning, health and sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The frame is ...</td>
<td>The school kitchen should be transformed into an open, creative and shared space with students, staff and cooks working together</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frame innovation

These are formal examples of the framing techniques which supported and analysed the Design Workshops. Practiced strategic designers use similar thought processes almost instinctively, yet Kees Doorst’s framework helps articulate the process for others to follow.

In and around the workshops, an understanding of the context from system actors is translated into opportunities for action by locating them into various types. Doorst’s ‘frame innovation’ process below was not used as a formula in the workshops in the way it is portrayed below.

Yet a modified version of it is reproduced here to indicate what is happening when discussing types, and how they are framed as innovation platforms. (This is a variation on the ‘How-Might-We?’ technique often used in design processes).

Using these techniques helps identify fruitful types—types that enable both local action and wider scaling—and opportunities for place-based interventions which can develop over time. As Doorst points out, strategic designers are experienced at locating these fruitful types.

food delivery was approached ...

The street was approached ...

It is a problem of creating health, social fabric and biodiversity

It is a problem of creating a vibrant and sustainable environment

The frame is ...

The school kitchen should be transformed into an open, creative and shared space with students, staff and cooks working together

The street needs to reoriented around biodiverse and culturally diverse social spaces, as if a public park rather than a car park

In-street delivery hubs can be high-quality shared, safe, and secure social spaces, with pick-up, drop-off and recycling
Framing the missions

Street mission design workshop #1
GENERATOR, STOCKHOLM, OCTOBER 2019

System layers and collaborators

School food mission design workshop
GLOBALA GYMNASIET, STOCKHOLM, SEPTEMBER 2019
Design workshops

At this point, the overarching mission themes contain emerging missions. These potential missions are co-designed in design workshops with stakeholders and participants, such that both the narrative and the network is refined for delivery. This workshop also produces key insights for initial prototypes, in order to unlock meaningful learning and participation, and has a greater emphasis on decision-making and commitment to change.
Background
The output of the first phases of Actors Workshop, and subsequent synthesis, can be formed into a portfolio of loosely-defined Missions. Missions provide a clear sense of site or overarching vehicle for projects. They actually contain multiple projects, which a design process suggests are best articulated initially as Prototypes. Identifying the prototypes within a particular Mission is done in facilitated Design Workshops, with system actors and others engaged in more focused co-design sessions

These draft missions provide a site or vehicle for multiple prototype projects, which must be ‘excavated’ from the mission discussions, and framed carefully. These are done in Design Workshops, with participants who are often actors in the systems at hand, or at least close to the ground in meaningful ways. They are likely to have been involved in earlier stages of Actors Workshops or strategic dialogues, although this is not always essential.

As with other workshops, we are looking for a diverse, multi-faceted group in the Design Workshop. For instance, the Street workshop included the director of the national centre for design and architecture, an institution used to building discursive, rich, and complex engagement around public issues (ArkDes) as well as shared mobility companies (such as Volvo M and Voi), public transport operators (such as SL and Stockholms stad), tech companies (such as Ericsson R&D), infrastructure providers (such as Fortum), as well as academics (such as an air pollution expert from Karolinska Institute).

Workshop format
The Healthy Sustainable Mobility Design Workshop was based on a four-part process. The first two sections move from open exploration and discussion through to homing in on sketched interventions. The third section interrogates and explodes those proposed interventions using system layers, before the last stage closes back in on tangible next steps, existing projects, and potential collaborators.

For example, for the Healthy Sustainable Mobility design workshop, the four stages were these:

1 – Expand the group’s concepts by completing an unfinished narrative of a future street scenario.
2 – In four groups, develop sketches of interventions for streets: for inner cities and for suburban streets.
3 – Overlay layers of skills, policy, design, infrastructure, data and legislation onto the sketch.
4 – Summarise key elements of the interventions, prioritise next steps, existing projects and other potential participants.

Some of these key techniques should be unpacked.

Open speculative narratives
The Design Workshops were primed with speculative yet open narratives in order to open up the discussion, push the perspective of participants into the future a little, and act as an early collaboration exercise.

A written Speculative Narrative→ format is used as this can be rather more ‘open’ as a form than a drawing or film. If you read the text “imagine a cargo bike carrying vegetables on a busy street at 7am”, and we are all immediately imagining slightly different variations on that, based on personal perspective, experience, even ideologies. If that cargo bike at the crossroads is drawn, no matter how sketchily, the drawing narrows the participant’s room for interpretation, and therefore the ‘ownership’ of the image.

Nonetheless, despite the brevity, a vignette can be used to stimulate discussion, publicly reveal some of these beliefs, assumptions and perspectives, and to get workshop participants’ heads ‘in the game’—it gets them speaking, and speaking constructively and critically. It allows contestation of a vision to emerge early, as well as a sense of consensus. (The scenario

Because narratives are powerful and processed differently than other forms of information, borrowing from the principles and foundations of storytelling (such as worldbuilding) may allow us to create and disseminate emotionally resonant images of sustainable futures throughout society. After all, it is through science fiction that society receives its images of the future, and leveraging worldbuilding practices to envision and bring about change may catalyze our efforts.

can be a somewhat sacrificial token in this sense—its job is to produce discussion rather more than agreement—and it is important that the scenario writer does not attempt to defend it too much!)

Clearly, not every participant will be a great storyteller, but usually everyone has something add, and there are usually some imaginative responses, as well as some funny extrapolations, which is extremely important in terms of getting the workshop into the right mode.

As an exercise, it might take 15 minutes or so, but works well as a warm-up. It gets every participant saying something to the room, usually creating a sense of camaraderie through completing a task together.

Yet it also moves the overall discussion in the workshop into a forward-looking mode, and exercises participants’ synthetic muscles, rather than simply analytical. It develops a critical edge within the room, by asking participants to critique the narrative. Yet the critique takes the form of a contribution, rather than simple negation. And a story, written in multiple viewpoints, also enables a holistic vision, as well as a tangible, place-based approach.

Finally, of course, such narratives do describe a set of possible futures, no matter how open the format. Priming thinking in this way should be foregrounded, with clear explanation of the exercise and of the limits of speculative narratives. It should be pointed out that they are absolutely not predictions of the future. Rather, they are spikes of imagination to support a discussion that can prompt multiple scenarios and narratives about ‘the futures around the corner’, framed around transitions.

Speculative narratives will continue to be produced, through the prototypes and beyond, and using multiple forms of media, as resolution increases. They are tools for terms of engaging broadly, as well as articulating visions, helping frame prototypes, prompting discussion, debate and meaningful contestation and cultural exchange.

One advantage of an explicitly design-led process such as REINVENT, it uses speculative design and narrative techniques to describe possible ways of living in a successfully de-carbonised Europe.

As part of the output from Climaginaries research project, funded by the Swedish Research Council Formas, Rough Planet: Rotterdam is a fake “tourist guide to an imagined coastal city in a decarbonised Europe circa 2045”, Conveying some of the output of the EU Horizon 2020 project REINVENT, it uses speculative design and narrative techniques to describe possible ways of living in a successfully de-carbonised Europe.
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challenges and confrontations, yet these groups usually have little issue talking about issues.

Yet talking is only one form of expression, and has some severe drawbacks. A group be dominated by particularly forceful speakers (and often, though not always, such roles and positions are gendered). Yet this can be handled with firm facilitators.

More fundamentally, conversations tend not to foreground decisions. In discussion alone, groups can all too easily end up agreeing on a lengthy ‘shopping list’ of interventions for a system, like a campus or a forest, in conversation, as it is difficult to convey mutually exclusive decisions, or properly indicate the impacts or implications of those proposed decisions.

Sketching is one way of forcing reality to the table, yet maintaining the synthetic, open, and propositional to-and-fro of the discussion. Again, it can take skillful facilitation to get the group comfortable with making marks on paper, but the output is far more useful. This runs alongside the conversation. It does not replace discussion. Rather, it forces discussion to be articulated in another way, adding a new possibility (“What if this was located next to that?”) whilst also addressing constraints (“We don’t have space for a swimming pool, a chicken coop, and a car park on that street corner!”)

Equally, clearly many are drawn to visual representation as a way of communicating. The converse is also true, and the facilitator must carefully balance encouraging people to make marks—sometimes even subtly putting a pen in the hand of someone who is talking a lot, but not drawing!—whilst recognising those who really feel uncomfortable doing so.

Yet one way or another, most people can be convinced to make a mark, and the sketches that are left behind are both full of insight, and a visual record of the workshop participation.

Sketching workshops usually benefit from a pre-produced backdrop or canvas, and some pre-drawn elements that participants can assemble, or sketch over. Blank cards and shapes also prompt customisation, as does plenty of space around the canvas. For both Street and School workshops, as well as ancillary workshops like Kalmar, the Vinnova team produced a pre-drawn ‘kit of parts’ that teams could use (these are available to download via the Vinnova website).

After the workshop, drawings should be photographed, processed and refined, as a way of collating and communicating results. For the Street mission workshops in particular, drawings were combined into a collage, capturing a sense of the proposals and discussion. In a sense, the drawings can continue to collaborate with each other after the workshop.

The mission statement is simple on purpose, for quick, evocative communication, whilst still providing a clear sense of ambition in a direction. The complexity is hidden ‘underneath’ in the detailed outcome metrics which track and articulate progress.
Speculative narratives

Short speculative vignettes can be used to prime a Design Workshop, opening up a sense of possible futures whilst also encouraging a constructive critical edge to the workshop—and acting as an early interactive icebreaker.

The narrative is usually written by the mission team, and simply produced to take both sides of an A4 piece of paper, in English and Swedish, and with a blank space at the bottom for the participant’s contribution.

The narratives are carefully balanced. Advanced technology is usually present, as if an actor in the story—and sometimes it is represented as more advanced than may be realistic, in order to provoke a response. Yet it should also be recognisable in terms of everyday life as currently understood.

So whilst the usual tech clichés might feature—looking at you, drones—much of the narrative is people chatting in the street over coffee, or making a meal together, and so on. Or placing a drone next to a fox repositions the tech in a much richer context.

This mental back and forth, zooming from age-old cultural interactions to a technology that is not evenly distributed yet, is important to locate the missions in today’s everyday, our existing cultural and physical environment, whilst also making clear that the near future is malleable, full of choices and questions.

The way that the story is written defines not only how participants respond to the themes...
at hand, but to the workshop itself, including the facilitators and other participants.

Participants can be gently encouraged to build on each others’ stories or sentences, which is a useful dynamic for the subsequent activities. Facilitators should be briefly interjecting as participants share their ideas and comments, providing encouragement but already beginning to develop certain themes, by subtly linking ideas together.

This is also a small opportunity to create a collaborative environment crucial to any ‘hybrid forum’. The experience is an important ‘levelling’ functions, subtly removing hierarchy. Shared jokes can be a small part of creating the right mood for creative work.

Take care to ensure character names are culturally appropriate, representing a diverse population. These choices can be used to subtly prick a few latent assumptions.

Getting the landscape, climate, and local history right also help places the future in context, as well as making the narrative approachable for workshop participants. Local details—a football team, a famous building, food delicacies—all help construct a sense of place. They give hooks for people to build with, or react against.

The stories should be clearly unfinished, and the space at the bottom of the page is left open for participants’ contributions. The workshop facilitator reads out the text to the room, occasionally pausing to note some of the points which are contain implicit questions or contentions, before asking the participants to take a few minutes to read by themselves, and then add the next sentence to the story.

Participants are encouraged to actively disagree with, or counterpoint, the narrative, whilst ensuring they offer some constructive alternative point. Or they can simply continue the story, pulling the thread a little further.

These additions are then shared with the whole group, with brief discussion coordinated by the facilitator.

The inviting phrase which ends each narrative, ‘To be continued by the reader’, is borrowed from John Berger’s Ways of Seeing (1972).
A street in Stockholm
Mobility workshop, May 2019

**Story**

Early morning, around 05:30. The mist shrouds the street’s lush trees and bushes, yet some early rays of sunlight pick out some ripe red apples amidst the leaves. Exiting stage right, a fox trots around the corner, heading for the park. A couple of cleaning robots quietly hoover up some broken glass from near the bike lane, as a small autonomous delivery truck slides into the street.

The delivery truck pauses in front of the clothes store on the corner, hydraulic arms carefully placing a large capsule into the shared delivery box. It then sidles up the street to place a waste capsule in the delivery box’s place, the low gentle whirr of its electric engines barely perceptible over the swish of its damp tyres.

Slowly, the street wakes up. By 07:45 Jonas guides his nine-year-old daughter Zoe towards the shared bus that will take her to school in a nearby district. Zoe doesn’t really want to go with the bus, but her dad says the weather isn’t very forthcoming. Zoe uses a shared bike from one of the street’s docks, having recently learned how to cycle. She’d rather use a shared bike from one of the street’s docks, but her dad says the weather isn’t very forthcoming.

Secretly, Jonas isn’t that confident that Zoe is a good cyclist yet, and no matter how safe it is to bike to school, he flags the bus on his phone, ensuring that the small autonomous shuttle will stop near the dock, as a small autonomous delivery truck slides into the street. Across the street, Alia rushes out of her apartment’s door. She’s heading for Centralstation to catch the train to Lund, but glancing up at the clock by the street’s dock, she realises that she won’t make it if she walks. She pauses to fasten her Hövding around her neck, and grabs a scooter from the dock.

She glides away up the street, along the curving pear tree-lined paths. Realising she’s scooting past unripe fruit, and recalling the wild strawberry bushes planted next to the scooters in the dock, she realises how hungry she is, does some quick travel-time calculations, and slides to a brief halt at Akim’s coffee shop on the corner. Alia darts in to grab kanelbulle och brynnskaffe, hitting pause on the scooter. The scooter pings the dock its new location. The dock pings the city.

Eating her bulle, Alia sits on the bench outside Akim’s place. The streets and buildings here are in fact covered with greenery. The absence of most cars, and all large vehicles, municipal and otherwise, has opened up the street to be intensively greened, softened. Large clear channels still curve through the middle of the street, meaning the street is still passable by the likes of emergency vehicles, small garbage vans, taxis, small buses, and the few shared cars that are often based here.

But most of the street has been remodelled for much smaller vehicles, like bikes, scooters and the cargo bikes that handle the majority of the deliveries in the city, and then for what seems like hundreds of other uses, largely decided by the communities in and around the street themselves.

Simple, robust plug-and-play elements, and a few digital service layers, enable everything from name-dropping local brands makes the reader feel at home, and connect future with today (other helmets are available). Yet why are helmets still required in this future street?

Food in the street again. Within a hygiene-conscious governance culture, how is this achieved? And how are such shared gardens managed within a community? How will a changing climate affect what food is grown locally?

**Latent questions in the story**

- An early indication that this could be a lush green environment, with food grown in the street.
- The interplay between the fox and the robots suggests new relationships with non-human nature.
- Infrastructure for clearing elements like broken glass suggests a prioritisation of small wheels, whether bikes or wheel-chairs or equivalent.
- Physical stores remain in this vision, integrated with e-commerce logistics rather than replaced by it. What’s the group’s view on this?
- Combined infrastructures of logistics and waste in one service. Who regulates for that, and coordinates it?
- A new importance for environmental health aspects, such as noise, for human and non-human life. Yet tyres produce other environmental issues, such as micro-plastics. How might they be resolved?
- Physical schools still exist, with a recognisable daily pattern. Will they?
- Prioritisation of cycling, yet realistic recognition of weather conditions—and protective parenting. Within the group, how do parents and non-parents alike react to this?
- On-demand autonomous buses may still need something like a bus-stop. Yet ridesharing does not, currently. What is the value of a bus-stop?
- Software updates access across multiple mobility systems in real-time. Who runs this? To what rules?

**Story continued**

*The absence of x*, where x is something considered everyday and pervasive, is always a good trigger word to generate discussion and flush out positions. Particularly if x = cars. Or meat. Plausible reference to utility and service vehicles and other necessary actors in the street. The street feels like it is not built around them, but accommodates them. Is this different to today?

But still a significant shift in the dominant mobility types in the street. Stimulates discussion of how we get there, and the values underpinning it.

**Speculative narratives**

Name-dropping local brands makes the reader feel at home, and connect future with today (other helmets are available). Yet why are helmets still required in this future street?

Food in the street again. Within a hygiene-conscious governance culture, how is this achieved? And how are such shared gardens managed within a community? How will a changing climate affect what food is grown locally?

**Story continued**

**Latent questions in the story**

- Food in the street again. Within a hygiene-conscious governance culture, how is this achieved? And how are such shared gardens managed within a community? How will a changing climate affect what food is grown locally?

- Name-dropping local brands makes the reader feel at home, and connect future with today (other helmets are available). Yet why are helmets still required in this future street?

**Speculative narratives**

Name-dropping local brands makes the reader feel at home, and connect future with today (other helmets are available). Yet why are helmets still required in this future street?

Food in the street again. Within a hygiene-conscious governance culture, how is this achieved? And how are such shared gardens managed within a community? How will a changing climate affect what food is grown locally?
A street in Stockholm

Continued

Story continued

Street parties to football goals, food stalls to artworks, gardening to wildlife. The softer landscape is a kind of infrastructure, absorbing rainwater and providing shade in the increasingly warm summers, but just as importantly, the openness of the street is where the community happens.

Alia looks up, listening to the birds overhead, and then the faint sound of the building’s solar panels adjusting their position to the sun, drawing down energy to recharge the bikes and scooters in the dock.

Henry, who retired last year, walks through the tall grasses and out into the street, and greets Alia before poking his head around the café door and shouts “God morgon, Akim!” He once again clarifies for Akim that he can get better coffee at home. They both know this is really just Henry’s excuse for a chat.

Henry loves to watch the street at this time of day, the straggly snakes of kids on bikes weaving up the street heading for school. He remembers what this time of day used to be like, when the street was dominated by cars, either parents driving their kids to school before driving on to work, or just cars sitting idly, lining both sides of the road, taking up most of the space.

Akim puts a steaming coffee on the table in front of Henry, who looks up in faux-surprise. Henry scrolls through the news, flicking past a report of last night’s Champions League semifinal (Hammarby 2, Ajax 0).

Akim moves a few tables and chairs out further into the street, checking his phone to make sure that his reservation for this extra bit of space this morning had gone through. He has a book group coming in at 09:00. Again, the city’s kerbside management system lets other vehicles know, and the lines of LEDs indicating bike paths shift slightly, to veer away from the café.

By 10:00, the other end of the street, towards the park, is largely closed off, as the local förskola has reserved a large portion of the street for morning activities, despite the light drizzle that has started to fall. The three cars in the car-share dock down there aren’t going anywhere anytime soon, and so they feed a little of their stored energy back into the buildings around, to cover some of the washing machines in use during the day. They’ll get reimbursed later.

To be continued by the reader

Latent questions in the story

For some workshop participants, this will be redefinition of concepts like infrastructure.

Buildings charging vehicles, and storing energy there. And elderly characters are useful narrative devices, as they can explicitly recall how things used to be. Thus they can represent a sense of change, which is a dynamic not often associated with ageing.

As well as a diversity of cultures, a diversity of ages. And elderly characters are useful narrative devices, as they can explicitly recall how things used to be. Thus they can represent a sense of change, which is a dynamic not often associated with ageing.

Latent questions in the story

Real-time micro-zoning; again, technically possible, yet all the questions are political, cultural and commercial. Who runs this, and what outcomes are driving algorithms?

The förskola (kindergarten) can close off the street. The narrative is implying an 8-80 Cities-like agenda for designing around children and elderly. Workshop participants are often likely to be between these ages, despite attempts to diversify. How does this feel?

In this near-future, the objects themselves are characters, with their own interactions, value-systems, and even economies. The questions triggered here include “How does this make us feel?” as well as “What does this enable or limit?”

Football fans may recognise that this scoreline is clearly a joke. Using humour in stories is essential to engagement, though don’t overdo it (humour is highly cultural)! Otherwise, motifs like football teams enable the story to have an easy yet meaningful identification with place.
Hannah squeals as the butterfly lands on her hand. She slowly rises, lifting her arm up towards the sun, standing up over Zandra, Lexie, and the wild strawberries and carrots. She smiles as the butterfly dances away towards the biowaste generators next to the barbecue pit.

Sandra, their teacher, beckons for the girls to join the rest of the class, who are carrying buckets of blueberries back towards the kitchen.

At the kitchen door, a smiling sous-chef gratefully receives the kids’ harvest, chatting with a few of them about what to do with the kilos of berries. Jam for Saturday’s community fair? A sauce for lunch tomorrow? Preserve for the winter?

Behind the kitchen block, two cargo-bikes roll into view.

In the kitchen, the head cook’s phone pings, as the bikes slide into small loading bay.

One bike is mainly vegetables, though with a few boxes of eggs and honey, cultivated on nearby rooftop farms.

The other bike’s load is a refrigerated box, cooled via onboard solar panels, containing seaweed, algae, and salmon, grown in the fish farms on the edge of town.

Timo and Mo slide the boxes off the back of the bike, and walk around into the kitchen to chat with Tobias. The cook starts sorting through the veggies—today, tomorrow, next week—whilst his phone discreetly logs the precise provenance of all the incoming food, sensors chattering away silently; more quietly than Mo and Tobias, anyway, who are enjoying a quick slurp from the kitchen’s playground-facing coffee stall, joking with a few teachers, whilst children run and play in the background, or form a messy queue to grab a glass of milk.

The bikes’ batteries ping, over in the loading bay, to indicate they’re charged up again, as if nudging Mo and Timo to finish their coffee.

Next to the bikes, two squat delivery robots sit silently. They’ll charge all day, before unhooking themselves at 3AM, if they have been refilled of any waste that can’t be used on the school’s gardens or generators. They’ll silently and slowly roll back to the depot seven kilometres away, before they are refilled with fresh food from the depot—principally with proteins like meat, fish, algae; things that aren’t grown in the school’s neighbourhood—and then they roll back to the school, returning by around 5am, part of the early morning school crowd, alongside the deer, foxes and rabbits.

Still, it makes her happy to see that most of the roof is flat enough for what she calls ‘a normal garden’, and can see 5-10 people up there, half of them gardening, the other half sitting in the sun, or under parasols, face down in their screens.

To be continued by the reader.
Xin swipes through a Rough Guide to Malmö one more time. She flicks past the main attractions—coffee labs, boutiques, co-working spaces—heading for the neighbourhood guides. She needs to file a report for head office on typical food retail in Malmö. A lab-meat pop-up in a 1930s kiosk does not count as food retail in Malmö. A food retail workshop, May 2020

The COVID era of 2020-22 faded, it left the neighbourhood’s main square. As turns out to be the street market dominating cooking, a rich stew of aromas from what she senses is the glorious smell of she can just follow her nose. The first bike and heads for Möllevången.

As Möllan approaches, Xin finds she can just follow her nose. The first thing she senses is the glorious smell of cooking, a rich stew of aromas from what turns out to be the street market dominating the neighbourhood’s main square. As the COVID era of 2020-22 faded, it left the challenge of resilient supply chains, workers, and spaces. Many cities, Malmö included, built networks of smaller, local distributed markets, one in each neighbourhood, running daily, and connected to local food producers.

Xin circles the market on her bike, weaving through the lush green streets, dodging the many other bikes and an impromptu football match near the kindergarten. She notes a few of the bikes are cargo-bikes, pulling trailers of produce in and out of the market.

She slides past an autonomous delivery van, the digital sign on the side indicating the collection of retailers it’s serving on this run (though the small truck seems to be run by the local municipality). A significant proportion of retail in Möllan has clearly moved to e-commerce, at least for the many products where the calculus of efficiency outweighs the value of physical experience.

That includes food, with much being handled online, whether vegetable delivery boxes from local farms or global produce. Carbon-based pricing affects what gets bought, and the speed with which it’s delivered—which means it’s been a boon for local producers, as in other sectors. The delivery van docks in the communal boxes at the end of the street, their solar cells glinting in the sunlight, powering their refrigerators. The sign on the side updates with the local residents’ names, with the queue scrolling up to indicate those in the next delivery window, in five hours’ time (there’s a maximum of four allowed per day, to balance logistics traffic and storage).

Food is one of the few sectors where physical and digital is balanced rather evenly. The market is buzzing with life. Although relatively small, with only a dozen stalls, it’s full of people, noise, smells, with half the stores demonstrating cooking skills, or selling prepared food, as well as produce, ingredients, tools. It’s clearly hygienic—again COVID’s echo—but has the centuries-old atmosphere of markets common to all towns.

Xin slides her bike into the wooden parking bay at the corner of the square, where it starts slowly recharging. Browsing through the various stalls in the street market, Xin sees that in combination with traceable produce systems, people can pinpoint and direct value accurately across the supply chain. This means farmers, of various kinds, seem to benefit directly, as do locally-owned shops, delivery companies, and independent cafes and restaurants.

Support for such enterprises has transformed the retail scene, as engaged EU regulations enabled municipalities to reinforce local economies. That means a better understanding of the true value of each SEK locally, but also an inventive array of digital currencies across Swedish cities, enabling people to direct funds. Xin can see two or three different schemes advertised in local stores and throughout the market. She holds her phone over the various logos to sign up for a few. Many of them also cross-sell cooking classes, dinners, fermentation workshops, and many related shared systems.

Looking past the stalls, at the line of shops circling the market, Xin sees four specialists, two associated cafes, a restaurant, and a grocer open 24/7. A row of cargo-bikes sits at the end of the row, a shared delivery system for the shops. Xin wanders over and chats to one of the delivery team. She says Xin can order anything from the shops or market, and have it delivered wherever she likes later that day—within a 10km range anyway. It’s coordinated by the kommune in partnership with the city’s food stores.

Looking up, Xin notices the rows of vegetables and herbs lining the edges of all the post-car streets around here. They’re grown and used largely by local residents and cafes. Letting her hand drift through the rosemary bushes, Xin moves back through the street market, noting the presence of fresh food with a strong Nordic flavour, as well as the usual global cuisine. Looking up, she realises that she’s moved from market to supermarket.

The front of the store blurs into the street market, with stalls of fresh produce with informed and passionate vendors behind the counter. She recognises the successful Nordic franchise but the sign also states the name of the store manager first, as if a local shop, and the...
architecture feels part of this neighbourhood, rather than the equivalent stores by the same brand she’s seen in Oslo and Copenhagen.

Xin wants to know more about the tray of beans she finds herself in front of. Xin reads the elegant e-ink visualisation revealing that they’re grown a few streets away. When Xin holds her phone over the sign, the whole supply and value chain springs into view: the name of the farmers, the type of farming, how the food got here (on a cargo bike in this case), how much is sold in the store and how much re-used elsewhere (and where it is re-used). Even the history of the bean, which is apparently being grown in Sweden for the first time in centuries.

She moves through into the store, noticing a cooking school run by the restaurant she’d seen outside. She’s walking over a glass floor, which looks down into the underground vegetable and mushroom production, the eerie glow of the lamps lighting up fresh salad greens, and some arrays of aquaponics.

The food is not cheap, but it is good. Xin remembers the post-COVID rethink of resilience, generally, and how it had triggered a complete revaluation of basic living systems, with food prioritised alongside housing, health, environment, and basic services. Food was too valuable to be solely the province of the private sector, and so it had become the proving ground for new forms of partnership. It seemed more expensive to Xin, yet Sweden’s strong principles of social justice ensured it was still accessible to all. Food’s positive impact was valued by the welfare state, offsetting its cost by paying for prevention rather than cure. Everyone in the value chain got paid properly—yet it was affordable. Retailers worked closely with policymakers to ensure this ‘middle way’ model.

Part of the store’s job seemed to be to explain and share these new systems and values as much as sell food. The entire supermarket seems organised around these principles. The front of the store has super-fresh, super-local food, with frozen global produce to the back. Each step in that direction seemed to represent a kilometre further away. Seasonality is also prominent, also directly affecting the store layout as well as the selection, and with significant care and attention paid to explaining what’s in, and what’s next. Xin’s phone offers numerous ways of finding new foods, enabling her to browse the physical store in situ using augmented reality: search via occasion, ingredient, dish, culture, season, preference, carbon, health...

Xin notes that meat is not a big presence at all in the store, or in the market outside. This is no longer a surprise to anyone, but as a food researcher, she is primed to recognise the patterns. Meat is there, of course, but reflects its contemporary positioning, almost in line with how it was in Xin’s grandparents’ generation; an occasional treat, something to be used resourcefully. Here, there seems to be an emphasis on care and wellbeing for animals as well as humans, and how livestock is seen as a necessary part of the food system. There’s a brand of lab meat here, but most of the meat is the opposite: reared wild, organically and naturally produced, and carefully and resourcefully used.

Whilst some stores have gone to fully automated checkout, the emphasis on customer experience here highlights the value of physical interactions. If you were to automate the checkout and take the people away, thinks Xin, you might as well shift the whole thing online anyway. The value in the experiential model means the physical store, augmented by digital services, is more valuable than ever.

Stepping outside and wheeling over towards the end of the square, Xin pauses by the school entrance. The school kitchen is no longer hidden, but has been rebuilt as an open kitchen, almost restaurant-style, visible from the street. Signs show how surplus food from the market supplements the school kitchen. In turn, the school kitchen serves food for the local elderly too, as well as the very young at the kindergartens built into local apartment blocks. It becomes a street food kitchen in the evening, sometimes with residents cooking together in the summer. Xin speculates that some smart contract tech must enable all these local actors to effectively move food around their various systems. Thanks to YouTube, the school’s chefs are local celebrities, with teams running cooking classes through the day in the supermarket whilst others are cooking in the school.

Xin turns to look back on the buzzing square. The street market with fresh produce, subtly blurring into the major supermarket, working with many of the same principles. The way that the systems of community garden, school, aged care, retail, and café all harmoniously feed off each other. The rows of communal vegetables, fruits and herbs lining the streets. The various delivery systems threaded through it. The way data and digital services underpin experience, yet physical, human, and natural interactions are to the fore. The way that food is sold, and grown, used, experienced, re-used. Most of all, how food is woven into each corner of the tableau in front of her, in numerous ways. It feels like it provides the roots of a place. Which is exactly what food is, reflects Xin.

To be continued by the reader
In today’s complex twenty-first century world we are all faced with a subtle challenge: we can either be mastered by our mental and structural silos or we can try to master them instead. The choice lies with us. And the first step to mastering our silos is the most basic one of all: to think how we all unthinkingly classify the world around us each day. And then try to imagine an alternative.

Gillian Tett
Sketching

Producing a sketch is fundamental to this stage of the mission design process. The architectural historian Robin Evans once said “drawing occupies the most uncertain, negotiable position of all, along the main thoroughfare between ideas and things.”

This positioning between abstract ideas and ‘things’—places and natural systems, people and technologies—enables a design workshop to move fluidly between two modes: on the one hand, high-level invention, social and cultural constructs, opinion and political positions, and on the other hand, to force the group conversation down to a more located, nuanced, and complex discussion, full of the trade-offs and decisions that must be made when making something in physical space or in real places and communities.

Whilst sketching in a workshop is a long way from engaging a real community in a real place, it nonetheless means the group has to confront ‘thing-ness’ sooner rather than later. Drawing as a group, particularly on a realistic map or base drawing, brings forward questions of “But how?”, “Will they?”, and “Why this and not that?”, at least when well-facilitated.

Groups usually need encouragement to make marks on paper, which can sometimes involve literally, if subtly, placing a pen in someone’s hand. But stressing that this is not an art show, and that need to see the traces of tangible ideas, usually releases the flow of ink.
Two groups were asked to address a typical inner-city street condition, whereas the other two groups were presented with a blank suburban street condition. Using supplied system elements, such as greenery or bikes, as well as blank cards and freehand drawing and scribbling, the groups were able to sketch out a series of possible interventions on and around the street.

Both of the groups addressing the inner-city street developed a series of similar interventions, comprising a more varied street space defined by various different traffic flows, micromobility hotspots, greenery, and diverse places to support social interaction.

Yet one group had an increased emphasis on local production spaces (workshops and farms, supported by lightweight logistics and off-peak tunnelbana for goods), and forms of community coordination (such as a form of super-local ‘gatstadsrätt’ forum, coordinating civic, shared and intergenerational living).

The other group focused more on shifting traffic patterns via bikes, micromobility, e-bikes, shared cars, and infrastructures to support these modes—covered bike racks, street canopies, underfloor heating, chargepoints, slowing traffic flows—enabling diverse uses, such as play-streets, green and blue infrastructure, energy generation, and so on.
The other two groups were asked to address a typical Swedish suburban street condition.

This resulting sketches shared many of the elements found in the inner-city street described previously: bikes and active transport, intensive planting of vegetation, shared vehicles, cargo bikes for logistics, reduced traffic flow via geofencing and street redesign, micromobility hotspots, and so on.

Yet both groups placed greater emphasis on imaginatively modifying the buildings on the street, and opening up new relationships in the spaces around the buildings, and thus the street.

These might be the typical Miljonprogram-era apartment blocks retrofitted to open up ground floors to more diverse use. Or market halls and local farms generating heat for the street, as well as cultural activity or food production. Or major co-working spaces reducing unnecessary commuting into the city centre. Or school buildings being re-used after school hours as logistic hubs.

These changes radically alter the buildings' relationship with the street, with both becoming more fluid, open, and porous, and with more intensive, diverse use, as a result.
Layers, levers, and lenses

In these Design Workshops, the group are continually assessing the question of the mission, but with a strong focus on where to start, what to start with, and how outcomes might evolve. Although there is discussion of the overall mission framing, this proved to be hard as a collective exercise, as described later. Instead, the expertise and diversity of the groups in Design Workshops was better deployed on questions of action. Where can this mission be best exerted, and in what way.

This question was addressed through different Lenses by having relatively diverse groups in the room. The subject was not addressed from the school chef point of view, for instance, but seen through multiple lenses, from farmer to student. These voices were in the room and encouraged to convey their perspective. (The strong emphasis on creating participative and adaptive prototypes means that Lenses will play out most powerfully in reality—on the street, in the school—rather than in a workshop).

Layers are evaluated in these Design Workshops too, as we will see, in order to ensure that a systemic approach can be taken by the mission, and baked into the prototypes.

Finally, identifying Levers is perhaps the core goal of these Design Workshops. Usually found amongst the angles, levers can be thought of as existing infrastructural elements which can be powerfully exerted in different directions, taking the re-scaling sensibility described earlier. Using an understanding of Types, such elements can be re-scaled, producing different forms of value framed by the mission theme’s North Stars. Yet as they are likely to exist in highly distributed form, the mission can also start small, and soon.

For the missions themes in question here it had become clear that both streets and schools had these qualities of a lever: existing at scale, effectively pre-scaled; highly distributed; relatively well-governed but optimized around certain outcomes; capable of producing systemic ripple effects. Crucially, each can also be grounded in particular places and contexts, meaning that each instance of the type will be reimagined. This unlocks diversity at scale: in some ways, each school is completely different; on another, all schools have similar characteristics. The lever can be exerted to transform all schools, in time, yet each is transformed differently, based on local context and ownership of a participative process.

The workshops also revealed that within each, following the nested principle, there were other levers—on-street parking spaces; the school kitchen—which would enable a quick start, a half-step towards the larger goal. The lever concept triggers an imagination of the potential scale of change lying around us.

Not everyone readily thinks like this, particularly in a relatively ‘siloed’ context where a parking space is seen as a question of traffic management, rather than a public space with the potential to be reimagined. The Design Workshop’s job is also to reframe these possibilities, to suggest that these levers not only are ‘hiding in plain sight’ around us, and relatively easy to access, but that exerting them differently can produce markedly different results.

Mission statements

In the drive towards mission definition, the Design Workshops can also pose the question of mission statements.

Unlike some other mission-oriented innovation approaches, in this process the mission statements emerge approximately halfway through the process. The logic here is that the mission should be collectively arrived at, and so the early processes of network forming are preparing the ground for the mission, as much as they are about deriving discrete insights. The participative approach is about building momentum and consensus about a mission, in order to build a network for delivery, rather than it simply being imposed from above.

The mission will be refined by the design processes here and afterwards. It can continue to be refined based on feedback from prototypes and demonstrators. Thus, the mission statement should be thought of as in flux (as noted earlier, it can be...
A parking space

A street

A school

Neighbourhoods
Addresses all streets, schools or not, but also explores the interplay between schools and streets, and the systems they articulate.

All the streets in Sweden
At 40,000km, the largest urban development project in Europe, transforming numerous interconnected systems via a massively diverse re-imagining of streets on the ground.

All the schools in Sweden
Transforming the entire Swedish food system via the interconnected systems in and around our schools, using the distributed and diverse network of schools as intervention points.
Designing missions

Advantageous as aspects of the statement can flex in response to insights derived from delivery. A mission is something to actively run, not simply to fund.

However, arriving at the mission statement, and locking it into place, can be powerful. It should be the phrase used most frequently to articulate the mission—with stakeholders, politicians, citizens, media, and others. As a result, it is not easy.

In the Vinnova-facilitated process, we tested creating a mission statement at various points, and in various formats: at the beginning of workshops, and at the end; in plenary in large groups, and in small groups. Either way, the ‘word-smithing’ required does not appear to lend itself to group-work. In the end, we took all the inputs from these processes, and after transforming the angles through a series of principles described here, we ended up crafting the mission statements in-house, and with the tightest members of the mission consortia.

Those mission statements, around the two first mission pilots of Streets and School Food, follow at the end of this section. Each word within them is unpacked in detail, describing its purpose within the overall sentence. They are deliberately short, snappy sentences, conveying both a strong ambition—an entire system in play—as well as a sense of the outcomes involved. They are not detailed on purpose, and precise metrics are placed elsewhere.

**Targets and timelines**

Precise metrics must exist, where appropriate, but not within this concise, high-level phrasing. Given the systemic nature of these missions, there will be many metrics, of various kinds. They will be best derived from the value models behind each mission, discussed as part of prototyping, and in the definition of North Stars.

This North Star statement should be separated from detailed, interdependent metrics. The North Star, which serves as the mission statement, provides a direction, in order to stimulate and motivate action. The metrics themselves can be pinned around outcomes, around impact, derived from this action. The value model is a cloud of metrics, providing detailed stories of impact, enabling coherent steering towards the North Star. The mission statement itself provides a high level version of this set of complex relationships, but must be ‘short and sweet’ enough to be instantly communicable, and tangible.

This cloud of metrics emerging around the mission begins to describe a systemic approach; at least more than is usually embodied within our current governance. The metrics conversation can be another form form of ‘glue’.

The target date for the mission is likely to be revised numerous times throughout its evolution. Prior examples like Vision Zero indicate this pragmatic approach: at each point, there is a clearly communicable target, yet the target can be revised based on progress. This allows for greater ambition, in fact, allowing a mission to move more quickly, based on progress.

Such policy-making should not be a guessing game, or a case of blithely setting immovable targets that cannot flex to reality. Instead, they can be meaningful deadlines which provide impetus yet respond to progress. Again, understanding how these dates might flex requires a deep level of engagement with activity within the missions. Innovation management must be far closer to the ground than is usual in these contexts.
Small groups

The focus on smaller group interactions in the Design Workshops reflects a different stage of the design process. This is on the ‘downward slope’, towards tangible prototypes. Refining options, whilst adding detail and insight, is required at this point. This is best done in a series of smaller groups of five to six participants, running in parallel.

New ideas can still emerge, and are captured, and the groups must still be diverse, representing multiple views of the same object. Yet the dialogue is different. The Actors Workshops are generators of ideas; each is faithfully recorded, and each is not mutually exclusive of others. This Design Workshop stage requires more subtlety, nuance and diplomacy, however, as it includes editing.

This draws from the Bohm Dialogue model, proposed by Bohm, Factor and Garrett (1991) describing a free-flowing dialogue process amongst small groups. “Each listener is able to reflect back to the speaker, and to the rest of the group, a view of some of the assumptions and unspoken implications of what is being expressed along with that which is being avoided ... Participants find that they are involved in an ever-changing and developing pool of common meaning. A shared content of consciousness emerges which allows a level of creativity and insight that is generally not available to individuals or to groups that interact in more familiar ways.”
It’s easy to underestimate the power of organisational culture. In contrast to its more popular sibling, strategy, culture appears invisible, abstract and unconscious, even to the people creating it. Yet culture, as Peter Drucker famously said, “eats strategy for breakfast”. It is something all organisations have, but few understand. Which is why it is so hard to change. But it can be done.

What is organisational culture?
Sometimes, it’s easier to define it by what it’s not: ping-pong tables; corporate values; a nice feeling. Rather, culture is the water we swim in, the way we do things and the shared assumptions that drive our everyday behaviour. It’s an organisation’s collective identity; formed through a life of struggle, failure, crisis and success. Culture is, in other words, the glue that keeps the organisation humming along. Which is great—until for some reason you need to pivot.

A century ripe for transformation
The complex challenges facing us in the 21st century gives us no choice. They require that we learn, work and adapt together—that we collaborate across sectors, domains and nations. And if we want our organisations to pave the way for a more resilient society, we must shift our underlying assumptions: from control and predict to observe and evolve. We must embed the values of emergence, presence and diversity—fundamental principles of nature—into our ways of working.

Unfortunately, change is messy and uncomfortable; it requires courage and commitment. But change is also how we grow and develop our resilience. It’s the nature of evolution. And although societies adapt slowly, people’s minds can change in a second. A slight shift in language—the reframing of a question—can lead to a whole new way of seeing.

How do you change culture?
Behaviour change is tricky, and without a clear goal and a conscious process, dabbling with culture can be like playing with live ammunition. Here is a good place to start:

— Map your current culture: First, by observing the organisation’s behaviour over time, you will uncover underlying assumptions and learn how the system works.

— Articulate a desired future: Then, by developing a desired culture that aligns with your overall organisational strategy, you have something to aspire to.

— Experiment and scale what works: Now, running small agile experiments across the organisation, you will be able to try out new structures, iterate, and scale what works.

Note, make sure that your experiments properly align structure with mindset and purpose. Otherwise, you might miss the target.

Some examples from the real world
If you want to create a culture of transdisciplinary collaboration, it’s not enough to simply put diverse experts in a room together.
You have to build rapport and purpose, engaging them in solving a common problem. You must nurture a belief in the power of diversity and learning by doing. One example is IDEO’s Inno-va Project, where a diverse group spent months together building a scalable school system for the Peruvian middle class.

If you want a culture of commitment, it’s not enough to give people autonomy. You need leaders who are visibly committed to higher-order goals, and who show a sense of direction and humility through their actions. You also need strong feedback loops, allowing information to travel freely and quickly throughout the organisation, enabling for nimble course correction, and reinforcing the belief that people can be trusted.

An example can be found in the House of Beautiful Business, a decentralized global movement powered by passionate participation, responsive curation and a hybrid media platform.

If you want a culture of experimentation, you need to go way beyond the suggestion box. You must create space for apparently wild ideas, a license to dream. Learn from organisations as disparate as ARPA-E, Google X or the Bauhaus, and how they all developed capabilities for running experiments at the margins in wildly different ways. Within the public sector, we must go even further; creating meaningful public dialogue around possible directions for society, inviting all citizens to become active shapers of our future.

Evolving beyond our comfort zones
This may all sound like a bit much. But rather than passively waiting for ‘disruption’, our global challenges might push our organisations to become capable of their own transformation. And if those of us in the public sector can explicitly recognise that we are in the business of culture change, we might conjure a spirit of learning by doing, demonstrate a concern for the long-term, and revel in the humility of not-knowing. We might even evolve and adapt beyond our comfort zones, before the place gets really uncomfortable.

Learning from the great systems theorist, Donella Meadows, we might explore how setting bold and audacious missions can give us a way to actively engage with systems rather than pin them down, not killing them with calculus, but dancing alongside their ever-unfolding mystery.

The future can’t be predicted, but it can be envisioned and brought lovingly into being. Systems can’t be controlled, but they can be designed and redesigned. We can’t surge forward with certainty into a world of no surprises, but we can expect surprises and learn from them and even profit from them. We can’t impose our will upon a system. We can listen to what the system tells us, and discover how its properties and our values can work together to bring forth something much better than could ever be produced by our will alone. We can’t control systems or figure them out. But we can dance with them!

The incredible aspect of the institutional revolution of the early to mid 20th century was the fusion of goals such as health, growth and economic security with values such as universalism, fairness and solidarity, all bolstered by emotional connection with the people. Modern institutional innovation is thin and slow by comparison, even with its technical, problem-solving approach. In an age of technology, technocracy is not enough.

Anthony Painter, Royal Society of Arts
In Design Workshops, the sketching and narrative process is supported by exercises which explore the systemic relationships in a little more detail, and in structured fashion.

As the Platform strategy is core to a systemic change approach, it makes sense to bring it into the prototype design process as early as possible.

The platform is articulated as a set of layers, running from skills and cultures, through to policy and law. It quickly enables the concepts in question to be addressed in terms of what may be common, translatable, and shareable in terms of practices, services and standards. Equally, it explores what must be broadly consistent and equitable, in terms of policy and law, and within which jurisdictions or ambits.

Variations on these simple templates (left) are used in workshops to capture the results of the sketches and canvases in a different form. Transcribing ideas from drawings into words in this way reveals more information, and variety of expression. Blockers and enablers can be articulated specifically. Separating out the idea across the different layers also forces different reflection. They can also be used to capture further “leads”—potential actors, future collaborators, relevant projects and places that we should know about. Overleaf, see an example of the platform layers articulated per idea.

Alternatively, plastic sheets representing different layers can be overlaid onto drawings and canvases (below).
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Place types

Developing a place-based approach, for both Actors Workshops and Design Workshops, simple typologies of places can be used as triggers for conversation and collaboration.

These simple sets of types of place can unlock surprisingly complex scenarios. They can be at the level of elements, as per the types on the right, or more abstract, like ‘housing’, ‘street’, ‘library’, ‘port’ or ‘forest’, as overleaf.

In a workshop, participants take the mission theme, or mission, and play that out, devising scenarios that use these elements.

Types are a powerful technique within design practice. They ask what is specific and unique, and what is generic and transferable. A market in Madrid is quite different to a market in Shanghai. Yet at some level they are both markets. The differences between are crucial to understanding the super-local and distinct, and what might be scaled across environments.

These simple sketches of types of place, cut out as cards, are enough to prompt participants to think and discuss in more tangible terms. They suggest activities, experiences, localities, and prompt discussion of systemic relationships i.e.

Municipality + Large school + Aquaponics = ?

Wherever pre-drawn cards are used, blank cards are also supplied, and participants are encouraged to suggest and scribble their own interventions.
For a workshop in Kalmar, associated with a visit of the Prime Minister’s Innovation Council (Innovationsrådet), Vinnova commissioned a series of boards comprising sketches of typical urban elements (loosely framed on Kalmar’s context). These boards could be re-assembled by the group and drawn upon, serving as a backdrop for proposed system changes; yet crucially, always located, lending a sense of place.

The boards are usually deployed following a Speculative Narrative exercise, which unlocks a sense of possibility whilst cultivating a constructive critical mode. In some cases, a set of persona cards is produced, providing further sense of context. These are simple on purpose, as these workshops are merely about finding initial angles; it is stressed that any policy development should be based on research.

The cartoony aesthetic makes the boards approachable. People feel more comfortable scribbling on it, less likely to feel constrained by their drawing skills. The drawback of the aesthetic is that it can make the exercise seem frivolous or facile, so careful facilitation is required to ensure that the conversation can be precise, detailed and informed by deep expertise. This requires facilitators to be well-versed in the systems in question.

The boards, and the persona cards, are available as PDFs for free download via the Vinnova website, along with a basic ‘recipe’ for these kinds of workshops.

Many thanks to Caroline Sellstone who produced the drawings for Vinnova. Many other forms of cards exist for workshops like this e.g. methodkit.com produces many varied sets of cards.

Technique

Place types
Our North Star is a fundamental component of mission-oriented innovation practice. It is the celestial alternative to the moon in the moonshot, yet alludes to a guiding light that people have steered with for millennia.

A North Star cannot be enforced, ‘top down’, say as a lighthouse can be placed somewhere and controlled. A North Star is a construct, created by both rigorous scientific mapping and instrumentation combined with cultural storytelling and folk myths. Hence its power in the popular imagination, as well as its utility to a sailor drifting in a featureless ocean. It is something to build and maintain.

Within mission-oriented innovation, the North Star enables clear directionality. It provides a constant sense of direction, and ambition, yet crucially, in Vinnova’s methods, it is also out of reach. This implies that missions are ongoing pursuits; one can have a direction, and there are regular checkpoints along the way, each with a sense of achievement.

Yet learning from previous Swedish missions like Miljonprogrammet and Vision Zero indicates that such ventures are never done. They require constant glances up at the North Star, frequent adjustments based on compass readings and maps. An approach to place-based missions means that systems like streets, school food, forests and ports are never ‘done’. They are constantly evolving.

This complicates the rhetoric around missions, no doubt. Yet it suggests a dynamic that is somehow both realistic (streets and school kitchens and forests are operational entities) and more ambitious (streets and school kitchens and forests can always get better).

This is in line with Thomas Kuhn’s understanding of scientific progress, leaving us open to the possibility of revolutions in knowledge fundamentally shifting the way we see such systems,
continually addressing them, never pretending things are resolved forever.

Metrics are readings from the environment around; they help stay the course, yet they are not goals in their own right. This is crucial, as often metrics can inadvertently become goals; they have their own misleading magnetism, which can lead to an optimisation of one sub-system whilst neglecting the primary agenda. With missions, metrics are the equivalent of shifting weather and changing temperatures, ticks on a clock, the quiver of a compass arm.

Yet they are not the point of the journey. Metrics can also change. With Vision Zero, we see the target year for zero deaths and accidents shifting over time, based on feedback loops from culture, technology and politics. This is realistic, rather than a criticism. We also want to be open to the possibility of bringing a target forward, too. Whilst many deadlines discussed in our workshop have a natural tendency to settle on 2030—due to the influence of the Global Goals—it could be that social movements and technological advances, enable goals to be brought forward.

Equally, and awkwardly for those wedded to prognoses and roadmaps, many theorists of change note that only so-called Black Swan events produce the significant transformative change that we now need. It could be argued that the Covid-19 pandemic was such an event (though some climate scientists and epidemiologists say it was entirely predictable).

These things can shake targets fundamentally. The only way to deal with that is to remain in the data, as Nicholas Nassim Taleb would suggest, and take frequent measurements, making course corrections as required. This requires a particular set of capabilities, and a culture attuned to this level of agility.

As other ways of measuring become available, other metrics can come into play. Equally, some things are best left un-measured.

The North Star can be framed early. In workshops, a draft can be tested upon participants, and insights will emerge. Yet it is hard to write by committee. A mission’s North Star requires clarity and brevity, whilst also conveying a sense of inspirational scale and societal outcome.

It should be an everyday statement. We use the Bus Stop Test: can you imagine saying it to...
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someone at a bus-stop and them responding “That makes sense. And that sounds great!” (Equally, one might think of this as the Politician Test, as politicians will need to describe missions succinctly yet ambitiously).

This is another reason to separate detailed metrics from the North Star statement. Obviously, sustainability and health, never mind social justice, can be expressed in incredibly complex metrics. A Street mission can affect both particulates per million of carbon and likely incidence of social mobility, along with hundreds of other measurable outcomes—and we wish to unlock all of them. Yet a view of the North Star would become clouded by all data-points. So we explicitly separate these aspects, by having an approachable North Star statement supported by detailed models comprising metrics.

The North Star also needs to be powerful enough create a pull for numerous projects. As well as from JFK, we might also learn from Doug Aitkin’s work on Airbnb’s ‘Purpose’: “It should be enormously ambitious. It should be exciting enough to get out of bed for, and inspirational enough to keep you going through the tough times … The

best Purposes seem impossible to achieve. But in actuality, they are improbable, not impossible … Purpose should be grounded in an everyday reality, but be able to stretch to an improbable goal.”

Describing this ambitious sense of purpose gives us a way of addressing core paradigms. This is the deepest leverage point in Donella Meadows’s systemic change model. A North Star must somehow capture that essence, making space for all Meadows’s other types of leverage point to play out in projects on the ground.
Ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and full of life by 2030.

Ensure as opposed to “enable”. As Mariana Mazzucato often points out, policy language is full of well-meaning words like “enable” and “shape”, which do not tend to drive commitment. Ensure is a commitment to make not just something happen, but this particular mission happen, as in a contract.

Every street addresses social justice, ensuring that all streets are transformed, for everyone. This draws inspiration from the Vision Zero programme, with its ethical approach to target setting: no death or serious accident is “acceptable”. Similarly we cannot make some streets healthy, others sustainable. We must do both, everywhere. When redesigning a street, a systemic approach to co-benefits addresses health and sustainability (and many other things) through linked interventions. The definition of street is open too, in order to encourage a non-technical debate about what “street” means; as a space we live, work and play in, supporting a potentially rich stew of diverse activities, usually with some level of density, no matter how mild. Many have an instinctive idea of what a street is, as compared to a freeway or country lane, implicitly defined by interacting systems.

Healthy is left without detailed definition at this point. There are many supporting metrics which will pin it down more clearly. Yet here it is left in ‘common sense mode’, in order to drive a direction of change: is this street healthier or not? These statements must be explained at the bus stop or in a podcast, with no time or space for footnotes. At a basic level, a common understanding of a healthier direction is something to build upon.

Sustainable has also suffered decades of debate about its definition. Whilst we have a series of supporting metrics for its different aspects, the word is left at high-level, on purpose, in order to drive mainstream discussion about direction (“Does this change make the street more sustainable, and how?”). This is a good debate to have in public; the debate itself helps move the needle.

Full of life is perhaps the most qualitative of these qualifiers. It captures a sense of rich diversity of life—which could be butterflies resting quietly on a leaf or a cluster of busy bars on a Friday night. Both are full of life. A place could be buzzing with people, or with bees—or both. There are quantitative measures here, but this is also deliberately subjective, beyond a simple technical exercise and into the point of places.

2030 may be too ambitious in terms of ensuring that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and vibrant. Yet missions should be bold, in order to motivate change. And it is theoretically possible, at least, and the target addresses both UN SDG timeframes and the advice of IPCC, as well as existing city-level carbon neutrality commitments within Sweden.
Ensure that every student in Sweden eats healthy, sustainable and tasty school food by 2025.

Ensure as opposed to “enable”. Ensure is a commitment to not simply hope that the mission happens, having laid the groundwork, but to make something happen, through continued engagement. Moreover, it is to make this particular mission happen (whilst remaining adaptable to changing contexts).

Every student immediately addresses the social justice aspect, meaning every student has access to healthy, sustainable school food, regardless of social background and context. Equally, it implies the full range of students, from kindergarten through to university and beyond. It could even reach into lifelong learning context of further education.

Eats very simply aligns with the previous point, meaning that it must be affordable, not simply accessible. If every student eats school food, it must be made available to all in terms of cost. Equally, it implies that food is tasty, desirable, and well-served. It helps build a sense of ambition akin to Microsoft’s old ‘a computer on every desk and in every home.’

Healthy is left tightly undefined on purpose. There can be detailed supporting metrics, yet here it is left in ‘common sense mode’, in order to drive a direction of change: is this school food healthier or not? These statements must be understood in the canteen queue, or in a newspaper article, with no time for footnotes. As the mission evolved, the word healthy was removed, as Vinnova’s partners thought it was implicit within the word sustainable.

The meaning of Sustainable is also tricky to pin down in a single word, yet it is left at high-level on purpose in order to drive an accessible discussion about ongoing development (“Does this change make this aspect of school food—which could be eating, growing, recycling etc.—more sustainable, and how?”). This can then supported by numerous discrete metrics, technically.

Tasty is the most qualitative of these qualifiers. Everyone knows what it means, instinctively, yet its subjectivity makes it impossible to regulate for. A proxy could be take-up of school food (even the amount left on the plate or in the kitchen) whilst qualitative assessments can also be run, yet it is clearly a difficult metric to manage in a traditional sense. This is the point, in order to drive innovation activities towards a comfort with ambiguity, subjectivity, and the qualitative—in other words, qualities of people and place. It means the mission has to work hard to find new ways forward (there may be parallels with education models that emphasise well-trained teachers rather than quant tests).

2025 is at this point a notional target, derived from a sense of ambition garnered from participants in the Design Workshops, and given that much of the school food system is in place. It implies immediate ways forward in terms of tuning and redirecting this system. It is theoretically possible, at least, falling within both UN SDG timeframes and ‘Paris 1.5’ goals.
Although the original Mazzucato model (overleaf) also works perfectly well for describing the missions here, a revised notation adds some key aspects. These are primarily:

1) an increased emphasis on systemic change by explicitly describing how a portfolio of projects covers the platform layers that enable equitable scaling;

2) An articulation of a portfolio of place-based Demonstrators in which systems exist, as opposed to sectors;

3) Indicating that a mission addresses a higher-level North Star which is achieved via a portfolio of multiple missions.

These points suggest how missions can work together as systems of systems, as portfolios of activities. There is an emphasis on movement and relationship—on continuously tracking platform layers and demonstrators holistically, marking the scale and stage of various activities, and the relationships between activities. The visual language of the arrow indicates that missions encompass multiple activities, as if an umbrella or container, but with a direction, as if a snowplough, making space for action. This arrow motif is also quick to draw, and when combined with the arrows of related missions, forms the North Star.

A mission emerges as a leader, developing whilst others are being designed

The engagement processes carried out—Actors and Design Workshops amongst others—are likely to indicate that a North Star requires multiple missions, developing different perspectives. It will make sense to start developing one mission initially, beginning to active systems and start demonstrating action on the ground. This will also suggest and refine actions required of related missions.

Some missions start maturing, whilst others are just starting

Multiple missions have started by this stage, with some well developed and delivering demonstrators in multiple places. Others are being initiated in action.

It is suggested that this portfolio is seen as a living diagram, updated as missions develop, enabling at-a-glance assessment of progress towards a North Star, across different system layers and places.

Missions begin achieve significant systemic change

At this point, all missions are in play and significantly developed, addressing the North Star from their different perspectives. Multiple demonstrators are active.

Some of the missions developed initially are ready to reboot, enabling a changed landscape to be reassessed, developing new angles, reconsidering what needs to happen next.

Missions move together, towards a North Star

Missions align around a North Star (1) and move towards it (2) increasing in depth (3) until they form and embody the North Star in practice (4).

One mission emerges as a leader, developing whilst others are being designed
OECD Innovation Facets model—an alternate take

Throughout this work, the Vinnova team has checked with OECD’s Observatory of Public Sector Innovation (OPSI), to compare notes, gain feedback and develop joint understanding. The OPSI Innovation Facets model was a very useful early description of mission-oriented innovation alongside other forms of innovation.

The design-led Vinnova approach to the mission pilots aligned forms of innovation, however, as portfolios of multiple efforts. Here, the mission is working like an umbrella, providing shelter for various activities, or a snowplough, clearing the path for them. The mission provides a unifying sense of direction—the North Star—for numerous innovation actions of different type.

1 The OECD OPSI Innovation Facets model combines four main forms of innovation, each of which could look quite different and can involve very different things with differing aims. Enhancement incrementally improves existing processes. Adaptive asks how we might adapt that to new situations. Anticipatory freely asks what’s next? Mission-oriented suggest driving towards a goal, instead.

2 However, the pilots for the mission themes of Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food took a portfolio approach, using all these forms of innovation. Enhancement and Adaptive forms were a strong theme, using the principles of Levers to work with the existing systems. Anticipatory was at work, via speculative narratives and design-led processes. And Missions provides direction and a different dynamic of motivation.

3 So perhaps the Mission works best as an umbrella over multiple forms of innovation, providing a direction given conditions of uncertainty, aligning efforts to transform existing systems (budgets, capabilities, governance models, infrastructures). It remains transformative, producing drive and motivation—snowplough is an apposite metaphor too, creating new paths for innovation—yet it is not an alternative to the others, but the glue between them.

The basic structure of mission-oriented innovation, as a roadmap proposed in Mazzucato (2018, 2019). Grand challenges are addressed by missions. Missions combine multiple sectors, and align portfolios of projects, which work together to produce systemic change, towards a coherent direction. Some of these project activities will already exist—the mission ‘umbrella’ enables them to be aligned with new activities.
Sweden is using its installed base of schools, and its existing school food system, as a lever to transform public health, climate footprint, social justice, cultural interactions, local regenerative farming, environmental qualities, sustainable logistics, food start-ups, public sector innovation, local politics...

Sweden is using its installed base of existing streets, as a lever to transform public health, climate footprint, social justice, cultural interactions, local politics, environmental qualities, biodiversity, sustainable maintenance, logistics, mobility start-ups, public sector innovation, circular building materials...
2 Developing missions

Summary

- Chunk angles
- Build networks for co-design
- Frame angles with systemic design
- Produce speculative narratives
- Run design workshops to surface missions
- Host public events around emerging themes
- Gather research questions
- Sketch portfolios
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Summary

— The angles and insights produced from the first phase of engagement must be refined into missions.

— Use various methods and formats for this refining. There is no ‘silver bullet’ or single method that is guaranteed in advance. Try several, approaching the question from different sides, with different people.

— As with the first stage, practicing codesign will help diversify inputs, mental models and positions, helping hone the thinking but also building networks for action along the way.

— The is about framing and re-framing. Systemic and strategic design methods can help with this, synthesising possible outcomes with rich insights drawn from the participants’ context, and already identifying potential touchpoints.

— Some of the techniques would include speculative narratives, reframing exercises, co-design workshops based around collaborative sketching exercises, field research, drafting portfolios and platforms, identifying possible leverage points and prototypes ...

— The participation model is still stakeholder-based but it is beginning to tilt towards citizens, as it starts identifying everyday prototyping opportunities.

— Host public events around these emerging themes, as this practice of building networks, along with identifying research questions and mapping of systems and cultures, is ongoing.

— Surface the missions from this work, articulating their outcomes as well as their portfolio of place-based starting points.
I don’t think there are cheap tickets to system change ... You have to work at it, whether that means rigorously analysing a system or rigorously casting off paradigms. In the end, it seems that leverage has less to do with pushing levers than it does with disciplined thinking combined with strategically, profoundly, madly letting go.

Donella Meadows
Developing prototypes

In which diverse groups work together to design and deliver participative prototypes for the missions, engaging with systems in action, and preparing the ground for demonstrators.
From analysis to synthesis, from talk to action. Whilst the previous stages have been firmly oriented around collaboration—drawing on co-design activities, being ‘in the field’, uncovering possibilities together—now is the time for missions to raise their head in public. All that behind-the-scenes work has been tilling the soil for a first set of seeds to be planted and nurtured. The trajectory of the missions is now a boldly sketched pencil line. They are oriented towards a North Star that may seem a long way away but is shining brightly nevertheless. In front of you are the first waypoints, your crew around you. You can ‘smell’ the projects lying within the missions quite clearly, and have some sense of where to start, what they look like. But now comes the difficult part: that confident first step. This is where an ill-defined ‘risk’ often stops projects dead. That four-letter word alone is enough to kill the buzz. Yet just as an architect puts a scale model in front of the client and community before committing to construction, prototyping is here to move things forward, pushing out into public in exploratory mode. The game is on.
3 Developing prototypes
Designing prototypes

A design process moves concepts towards prototypes as rapidly as possible. Only when something can be meaningfully articulated, discussed, and tested can effective learning occur. This is why architects build a model, car designers build a concept car, web designers a clickable prototype. Equally, citizen participation may be most meaningful when confronted with a tangible intervention, with something to interact with, to discuss and decide.
Prototypes over investigations

Given challenges without clear precedent, policy makers often reach for the investigation, as a way of formally reducing risk or uncertainty. However, as mission-oriented innovation engages with unpredictable complex systems, and with an emphasis on participative decision-making and ambitious risk-taking, there is a preference for prototypes over investigations.

Prototypes are tangible, often rapid and low-cost interventions, designed to interact with complexity through multidisciplinary perspectives. They aim to create meaningful engagement, and generate and articulate multiple types of insight for policy-making and delivery. They exemplify simplified versions of the systems in question. In a sense, they are akin to the 'concept cars' made by automobile companies; they are never sold as such, but they are placed in public. They are used for testing a potential product or idea, technically and culturally, as well as stimulating discussions and positioning an organisation or point-of-view.

When you make something, no matter how simplified a version of the real thing, you flush out assumptions and derive insights, ultimately helping you to make decisions, whilst also creating a platform for ongoing engagement and learning. It is a form of thinking through making, policymaking through design.

Background

The formal investigation is a traditional tool of policy makers, in response to new or imminent challenges which are without clear precedent or analogue, or in which the government needs to understand an emerging area which may cut across several existing jurisdictions or ambits. The investigation is usually framed as an expert-led process which attempts to reduce risk by generating knowledge through a set of deliberative processes: roundtables, conferences, white papers, surveys, desktop research, sector analysis, and so on.

This typically involves creating an expert group, who investigate and discuss emerging or unknown circumstances before making recommendations to ministers or equivalent. This emphasis on ‘expertise working with expertise’ is vulnerable to complex environments, as described previously.

The mode of inquiry of these investigations is usually that of a committee format. It is limited to discussion, often focused on bringing together existing knowledge framed around the positions of the committee members. Although it can commission processes to generate new knowledge, and challenge assumptions, this is not done as a matter of course. This process of deliberative yet often dislocated research and discourse leads to a set of recommendations, which then land at the feet of policymakers, or ministers and politicians. The investigation thrives on what Marco Steinberg calls “document knowledge”, in that they draw from documents and produce documents in turn. This is a particular form of knowledge—neither good nor bad, but certainly not the only form of knowledge.

Whilst the investigation has clear value, and with a strong track-record within Swedish policymaking in particular, they are rarely well-suited to complex systems. Complex systems cut across expertise silos, and produce unpredictable feedback loops by definition. They change form ‘under the microscope’, and sometimes as a result of the enquiry itself. They constitute, and require, different forms of knowledge, produced through different formats—well beyond that which can be captured in ‘document knowledge’. The duration of the investigation is typically two to three years, rendering it unsuitable for fast-moving and constantly evolving issues that require a certain agility and immediacy, as well as deliberation.

Mission-oriented innovation, in common with contemporary design practice, necessitates participative processes, in which concepts emerge, are framed, and are shaped through interaction. This emphasis on engagement and participation suggests concepts have to be tangible, meaningful, and articulated in terms of the systems of everyday life—otherwise engagement will not happen. Hence the prototype.
The prototype as sketch of tomorrow

The prototype reduces risk through engagement and participation, by placing questions in public in ways that allow testing, feedback, data gathering and insight—as well as behaviour change. The prototype both researches a context, and changes a context. It prepares the ground for a meaningful, considered, and committed version of intervention in this way, by both producing insight to help design the greater intervention of the Systems Demonstrator, and potentially smoothing its uptake and ownership amongst citizens, businesses, public and third sector organisations and other stakeholders.

The prototype is also a fundamental component of forms of participatory design practice. In essence, if the first part of the mission design process here engaged stakeholders, by drawing the System in the Room, the prototypes put the Room in the System, by placing questions directly in their ‘real world’ context. It is a necessary evolution of the design process, and the discussion it hosts, and begins to unlock far deeper, richer levels of the stakeholder- to citizen Participation strategy described earlier.

The prototype is predicated on often cheap and lightweight interventions, working as sketches, literally or metaphorically, of interventions that directly and indirectly address contemporary challenges. These interventions may be policy changes, infrastructure and buildings, products or services, places and spaces, new forms of organisation, incentive schemes or business models. In short, they describe elements that comprise the next version of everyday life.

As well as producing insight, risk is reduced through this low-cost and lightweight approach. Prototypes are inevitably always ‘wrong’ in some way, for all that they also reveal promising ways forward. Its role is to enable learning from these unwitting mistakes or flaws, before committing to a more realised proposition. If the prototype is successful, the data generated through this ongoing engagement will help shape this ‘real’ version to rapidly follow. The prototype also helps clarify the question we are addressing with the missions, enabling us to constantly reframe the strategy, and the mission itself, based on real world feedback and insight.

Limitations and possibilities

A prototype is not long-term. It must be capable of being removed or stopped, relatively quickly, easily and cost-effectively. It should be clear that a prototype is a prototype and not the real thing, even if, to all intents and purposes, it acts like a ‘quick and dirty’ version of the real thing, and interacts with real-life processes and situations.

The communication process around the prototype must be detailed, engaged and continuous, to manage expectations as well as garner insights. These might be raised expectations, not understanding that a prototype must disappear at some point, or dashed expectations, as a prototype, by definition, may often have failings.

Equally, as noted, by existing in the real world—rather than the report, whose natural habitat is the shelf or Documents folder, they change the world. Whilst this may be simply be articulating a more sophisticated understanding of research—that all research changes its subject—it does mean particular care and attention is required. Prototypes, engaged in questions of social change, could clearly set back the possibility of transformation, if ill-conceived, overly contentious, or left to rot. Whilst their job is to stimulate debate, even contestation, doing this in public, as a public agency, needs careful stewardship.

In some environments prototyping will clearly be more hazardous, and so great care must be taken in execution and communication. If in the street, safety issues are paramount, no matter how temporary. Accessibility issues must be adhered to. If in a healthcare context, some things simply cannot be prototyped, for ethical reasons. At a school, childrens’ health is paramount.

Yet prototypes are there to provide a way of managing risk. They allow a reasonable level of experimentation, a reasonable level of deviation from orthodoxy. That sense of ‘reasonable’...
is of course subjective, and must be tested during discussion with partners. But equally, it must be also recognised that all innovation requires doing something different, or something new for the first time. The innovation agency’s role can be to host the conversations that open up this space of experimentation, and to carefully push the boundaries in such discussions. Other agencies will be there as a homeostatic balancing force, pushing back against experimentation. Out of this dialogue the space for prototyping emerges.

Research alongside the prototypes should be quantitative and qualitative, balancing data from digital product and service aspects with ethnographic or user research principles. The practice of design probes (sometimes, ‘cultural probes’) is relevant here, describing a user research process in which an object—a diary, camera, map—is given to participants, who use it to capture their thoughts and feelings about the project. This idea was extended to seeing the prototype itself as a form of kind of “dark matter probe”.

The prototype has clear relationship with the ‘build, measure, learn’ methodology of much contemporary business practice, particularly in the startup world (see the hugely influential Minimum Viable Product idea, a core component in a broader lean startup innovation culture).

Yet its roots run much deeper within design practice. Consider how architects use models of buildings to test ideas, induce feedback from clients, and provide insights for subsequent detailed designs. Industrial designers use ‘concept designs’ in the same way—to suggest possible futures, demonstrate technical advances, whilst garnering feedback and stimulating demand. This symbiotic interplay between testing supply-side interventions and building demand-side interest can be powerful. The model is part of this.

Design brings form to ideas in this way, whilst also forcing difficult mutually exclusive or zero-sum questions onto the table i.e. in a drawing of a house, the stairs can go here or there, but not everywhere.

Often, policymaking, existing largely in document knowledge, can leave important details unclear, unresolved, meaning eventual delivery does not have the information required to enact the true vision behind the policy. It is what a coder might call a ‘lossy process’, losing information along the journey from policy discussion to delivery.

Le Corbusier said “I prefer drawing to talking. Drawing is faster and leaves less room for lies.” That spirit of sketching+, which is faster, information-rich, and tangible, forcing questions of implementation and impact into the visioning process, has proven itself repeatedly in other fields.

With contemporary policymaking—whether for innovation-oriented policy or otherwise—there is a similar opportunity for ‘build, measure, learn’, connecting policymaking and delivery into a continuous sequence of iterative learning loops.

Mission-oriented innovation, with its emphasis on complex systems, multidisciplinary perspectives, and participative engagement, will tend to reach for the prototype over the investigation. However, the latter can be a supporting process, emerging as part of the necessary governance for missions. Investigatory committees could be deployed as a way of assessing the outcomes of prototypes as they are evaluated. They could provide a necessary distance from prototypes, working as an objective sounding board.

In a mission-oriented process, the prototypes are there to inform the design of Systems Demonstrators, which are more fully-realised versions of the concept. In this sense, they are part of an ongoing process of design and delivery. If they keep producing positive results, they continue and spread. If not, they are revised accordingly.

Each mission will tend to use multiple prototypes to test ideas and produce multiple forms of knowledge, as well as engaging in and stimulating cultural change along the way. A portfolio of prototypes sits within a mission, just as a portfolio of missions can address a grand challenge.
No matter how inclusive the invitations to workshops might be, in reality, of course, it is not really possible to get ‘the system in the room’. A diverse group can be assembled, but no more. Equally, as described previously, any form of data-driven analysis suffers from the same problem—it can only ever be a subset, a highly selective representation. Yet a strategic design approach, predicated on prototyping in real-world environments, is able to reverse this, putting ‘the room’ of the innovation questions, or the mission at hand, directly into ‘the system’ in reality—the street, the school, the forest, the port... These real-world systems remain complex, irreducible—yet they are also entirely everyday and tangible. The ‘room’ here is the innovation platform—the various experiments aligned in prototypes and ultimately systems demonstrators. This moves the locus of innovation policy from the lab to the street (or the school, or the port...) And the system in the room of the early stakeholder engagement flips inside-out, with innovation activities manifesting themselves in the environments and systems that the mission concerns: the room in the system.
In order to have a fact, you need two things: data, and an interpretation of that data. Common talk imagines facts to be things like barcodes that you can read off a thing; they are self-evident. But a scientific fact isn’t self-evident. That’s precisely why you have to do an experiment, collect data and interpret that data.


Process

Concept design leads to prototypes

Linked concepts emerge from the Design Workshops, and from the surrounding interviews, desktop research, and conversation. Taken as a set, they provided seven key acupuncture points for the Street and eight for School Food. They can all impact positively upon each other as a connected system, yet each can also be coherently pursued as a project, or clustered together in smaller groups.

These concepts suggest clear next steps in terms of research and action, and their connectedness enables an integrated approach to prototypes. They also provide ‘sockets’ to related missions within Healthy Sustainable Mobility and Healthy Sustainable Food themes.

Preparing for prototyping

Unpacking concepts

The diverse groups gathered for the Design Workshops, bringing together various positions and perspectives, also provide a unique forum for refining these concepts whilst they are fluid. No matter how much learning, reflection, and critique is placed in and around a design process, there can be a tendency to ‘fix’ on concepts once they are in the pipeline of a development process. There are simple techniques to deploy during a workshop in order to force an unpacking of emerging concepts. For a higher-level Actors Workshop, a basic blockers and enablers format can be used. After some time for discussion and invention, build in a segment which asks groups to identify, describe, and discuss blockers that might prevent an intervention from happening, or achieving the desired results. This can be quickly followed by the question of what enablers might be put in place to address those blockers.

These simple question-and-discussion formats work surprisingly well, in terms of a higher-level group exercise. They can uncover new interventions, as well as beginning to force the deliberate unravelling of connections and relationships that interventions will actually involve.

As supporting research, and to provide prompts in the Design Workshops, a dossier of examples was produced, comprising old and new innovations from urban design and strategy, social movements, and mobility. These case studies built on knowledge and experience within the mission teams. They were further augmented by strategic dialogues throughout the mission design process, and shared with partners.

Concepts allow this research to be aligned with key questions. They are a way of clustering patterns, and maneuvering towards prototypes.

The back wall of the Street Design Workshop was used to display a set of prompts and cases comprising old and new innovations. As a form of ‘physical Powerpoint’, they helped shape concept development, whilst remaining open.

Overleaf, the initial design concepts that emerged from the initial Design Workshops around Streets and School Food. These helped refine the prototypes that followed. Also presented, the concepts from two further workshop series around retail, which featured as an angle in both mobility and food challenges (as e-commerce and food retail, respectively). These were also conducted with networks of stakeholders.
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**Street Concept design**

- **Garden**
  - Green and blue infrastructure, including management and maintenance, with sustainable urban drainage, canopies, heating, gardening &c.

- **Parklet**
  - Modular, scalable street furniture for existing kerb-side and parking spaces. Open systems specified, built, and operated by citizens themselves.

- **Socket**
  - Integrated digital/physical/legal public infrastructure, esp. for energy and civic sensors, supported by data, networks and other infrastructures.

- **Hotspot**
  - Consolidation points for micromobility and active and shared transport, comprising parking, charging, data, and maintenance.

- **Conductor**
  - Orchestration, governance, and management, real-time and otherwise.

- **Janitor**
  - Maintenance, scheduling, and operations, real-time and otherwise.

- **Delivery**
  - Coordination and operation of commercial and residential delivery infrastructure, including scheduling.

**Shop (e-commerce) Concept design**

- **Local chains**
  - Coordination and operation of commercial and residential delivery infrastructure, including scheduling.

- **Online store**
  - The design of omni-channel stores (digital and physical) that make it easy for consumers to choose sustainable and circular purchases and logistics by default.

- **Package**
  - Decreased, and better designed, packaging can significantly contribute to better material use, volume utilisation, experience, product protection, and recycling/reuse.

- **Delivery**
  - A balanced people- and place-centered approach to delivery options, offering variable delivery times, places.

- **Hub**
  - Coherent, effective, convenient, and satisfying pick-up and drop-off points, adapting to needs of people and place, and related services.

- **Distributors**
  - Coordinated and shared distribution to hubs in both urban and rural places, utilising existing capacity and flows where possible.

- **District**
  - Joined-up urban planning at the scale of the urban district (or rural area) integrating spaces and services for delivery points, ware-housing, waste etc.

- **Return**
  - A way of bringing products back into the value chain and achieving circular and sharing economy models, via logistics reduction, digitisation, and integration.

**School food Concept design**

- **Farm**
  - Local producers produce and deliver to schools, integrating farmers into education. Produce food around school premises, with shared logistics.

- **Pantry**
  - Provides prerequisites for Cookbook and Meal, with ingredients shaped by a 'budget' for health, sustainability and taste, underpinned by the Database.

- **Database**
  - Free and open database, plus tools, to access traceability of climate and health impact of different food, meals and processes. Shaped by Contracts and Forum.

- **Kitchen**
  - Kitchen spaces and equipment which provide open kitchen-like access, enhancing learning, cooking and discussion, including amongst community.

- **Meal**
  - Enhanced meal experience via new spaces, cultures and formats, to improve take up rates, health, social interaction, learning outcomes.

- **Forum**
  - Governance entity that enables systemic view for procurement, comprising students, parents, cooks, teachers, farmers, municipalities etc.

- **Contract**
  - New forms of agile procurement and contracting, for key outcomes. Managed by the Forum, it stocks the Pantry and shapes the Kitchen.

**Food Retail Concept design**

- **Label**
  - Reduced, sustainable often re-usable packaging is also the key informational touchpoint to build literacy about traceability, enabled by Fingerprint.

- **Hub**
  - Small-scale, highly distributed food drop-off/pick-up points, integrated with simple social spaces, and store-like features. Possibly automated/mobile but also social.

- **Fingerprint**
  - Traceability across continuous set of touchpoints, from production through to re-use, oriented on key outcomes (CO2e, health, seasonality, economy, identity &c)

- **Market**
  - Reorienting physical stores purely around social experience: understanding, growing, cooking, re-use and re-cycle. Also, shopfronts for local farmers selling direct.

- **Compost**
  - Removing waste via re-use, for consumers, retailers, schools, care homes, company canteens etc via new store-related services and infrastructures.

- **Pantry**
  - New food production technologies and techniques, in more diverse use of cultivable space, for local production and linked retail.

- **Farm**
  - Step-down, ‘lagom’ logistics chain — boat to train to truck to van/shuttle to bike. Connected systems across multiple users. Often automated.

- **Delivery**
  - Governance entity bringing together retailers, producers, municipalities, consumer groups, unions, logistics, and government agencies.
Process

encourages these blockers to be diverse too; they can be
behavioural, cultural, political, financial, technical, organisational, and so on. Of course blockers cannot be predicted quite so easily—hence the forward momentum to prototyping, which truly begins to reveal hindrances—yet it is better done here than not at all, or too late.

Equally, enablers are easier to conceptualise once given a framework of an intervention—with its promise of outcomes—and an array of blockers to address. These enablers obviously help frame prototype design, but they often provide immediate insights for many participants in the process.

This is worth reflecting on: the value of this work is not simply at the end point, when assessing the outcomes of demonstrators. It produces results from day one. In our experience, bringing the ‘system in to the room’, within this framework, starts creating new relationships and productive insights right away. Some of these are being acted upon, peer to peer, as participants are wandering out of the workshop room, or close the Teams meeting window only to start messaging in another.

Addressing concepts with a platform strategy

A next level of collective interrogation is to throw the system logic of the platform layers model at the concepts. This is done best in the more involved environment of the Design Workshop, given the more focused conversation and its dynamic of moving towards discrete concepts rather than opening up a canvas, as per an Actors Workshop.

It runs as an alternative to the ‘blockers-enablers’ session, and is best done when given more time to do so. It requires a deeper interrogation of the subject. In essence, they enable early concepts to be deconstructed and assessed from different perspectives of the Platform model. Asking these questions, in this form, helps round out the concept. They reveal aspects of ‘dark matter’ not immediately tangible otherwise.

Within the Healthy Sustainable Mobility mission theme, we asked the Design Workshop participants working around what

Preparing for prototyping

would become the Street mission to address a set of questions arranged over the system layers.

Similarly, in the Healthy Sustainable Food mission theme, a Design Workshop around the emerging School Food mission assessed interventions across different layers. The format involves the participants identifying and discussing what could—or should—be shared, common, or transferable, versus what is highly specific to a particular context.

For a workshop with multiple municipalities for the Viable Cities strategic innovation programme, the platform layers presented a way of connecting initiatives across different cities, as well as helping each city to develop its strategy. For a workshop with Ericsson One around street retrofits, the platform layers were used as a sense-check at the end of the invention process, and as a way of assessing which capabilities the organisation can bring to the table.

In each of these examples, a simple variant on the platform layers was used. In workshops that involve drawing interventions onto contextual backdrops, transparent plastic sheets can be overlaid for each layer, enabling participants to build up a sense of complex interacting systems. In other workshops, the platform layers can be a separate exercise, following invention and discussion, using simple templates.
These platform layers help shape the thinking about prototypes. They stress-test concepts immediately, as they are emerging. The cogent questions about the specific *(What within this concept is unique to a place?)* and what is general *(What within this concept could be shared, consistent across Sweden and beyond?)* can quickly suggest a more strategic approach. Participants immediately start framing the work at different levels and contexts, enabling both a zooming into a place as well as back out into broader systems.

**Platform strategy**

**Templates for unpacking prototypes**

**System environments**
- Place-based physical, digital and social experiences

**System layers**
- Cultures and capabilities
- Standards and guidelines
- Data, code, and services
- Financing
- Policy
- Law

[Diagram ofsystem environments and layers]
Prototyping principles

The point of missions is systemic change for societal outcomes. Their various initiatives must be carefully framed in order to maintain a multi-perspectival approach, producing multiple shared outcomes from interventions, and building both infrastructural and cultural change alongside other enabling conditions.

Prototypes must embody these principles, even at this early stage, to ensure that they can truly ‘write the brief’ for the subsequent Systems Demonstrators. This checklist helps sculpt prototype design, unlocking systemic change by impacting on data, scale, regulation, capability, culture, and engagement. These principles may be key to building a scalable prototype, but aid learning; they suggest what to look out for. If this seems a demanding list, the half-step technique makes it easier to get moving.

Outcomes
Indicate how it delivers against, or refines, core shared outcomes, and agreed mission trajectories.

Scale
Initiate and nurture interaction or impact at next scales above and below (scale can be organisational and spatial).

Lever
Indicate what existing and widespread system elements can be incorporated as the vehicle for exploration and change.

Data
Create new strategic data for shared impacts and value, whilst building new capacity for managing such data.

Conditions
Uncover, articulate, and initiate necessary changes in conditions like regulation, policy, financing, and incentives.

Capability
Develop skillsets, perspectives or organisational cultures necessary for the mission in question, and other missions.

Engagement
Use citizen-facing formats to articulate intent, co-design action and outcomes, and stimulate discussion.

Agility
Describe an adaptive strategy for delivery, indicating how it is able to react to changing conditions.
The Half-Step

The half-step technique can kickstart transformation processes. Although the long-term goal of the Streets mission, say, may be a thorough and systemic transformation of multiple streets, this level of ambition in itself can prevent the first step being taken. It is too challenging to commit to, for both citizens and stakeholders. It can also lead to homogenous, compromised solutions, as it seems impossible to enable complexity and diversity all at once.

A shorter step is simply easier to sign up to. This half-step still has direction, and is challenging enough. But, as with the prototypes that it is composed of, it can be withdrawn, modified or adapted based on feedback. This enables a learning process that can diversify potential, increasing the possible next steps rather than limiting them. The half-step should take a situation which has become static and homogenous and move it forward towards greater diversity and possibility—an increasingly open system—as well as greater potential value (and diverse value, as per the framing of the mission).

The half-step also produces energy. By being a small step, it can overcome the resistance to the larger step, yet still moves in that direction. Creating movement, at least carefully, is in itself a useful act.

Drawing inspiration from progressive football tacticians like Pep Guardiola and Jürgen Klopp, Carl Mossfeldt has said that, with many complex systemic challenges, we just have to get the ball moving. In doing so, we create possibility, we reveal new angles, we generate energy and momentum, we draw out a response from possible opposition. Moving the ball rapidly over short distances, with intent if not yet guaranteed results, is a necessary precursor to further movement, and ultimately the goal. Football theorist Jonathan Wilson, describing this advanced form of the game played under Guardiola in particular, suggests that “the focus was on the creation and exploitation of space”, but always with strategic intent: as Guardiola said of his teams’ style of play, “The intention is not to move the ball, rather to move the opposition.”

The intention with the half-step in the Streets mission is not to install a parklet, but to radically transform the street, and then a city. The intention
with transforming a single school kitchen is not to shift a school, but entire ecosystems around food.

But the sheer scale and complexity of these larger goals actually mitigate against action. Equally, given the importance of social and cultural change to contemporary missions, we must produce discourse and friction, drawing out ‘the opposition’ onto productive terrain.

Hence the half-step. This ‘gets the ball moving’, and towards the goal, but it is a first easy step to take.

A similar strategy can be seen at work in ELEMENTAL’s ‘Half-house’ model, which enables a positive half-step to occur, by building the first half of a house in a location within which it can add value.
be confused. Writing in *Harvard Business Review*, Scott Kirsner describes the problem of using later-stage outcomes—often financial metrics—to understand and manage these initial stages.

With a perhaps unfortunate metaphor of getting concept cars onto the road, he writes: “To build a durable engine of innovation inside your organization, you need a reliable transition phase between that garage and the highway. That means you need be able to change what you’re measuring along the way, going from early metrics that show progress to a more defensible set of metrics demonstrating the impact and value you’re creating.”

For Kirsner, these early stages are about “activity metrics”: creating movement, energy and learning. Later stages can be more “business-focused”. Kirsner suggests many innovation projects fail as they apply these later metrics too soon, inappropriately.

With the Streets mission in particular, the half-step can be seen at work in the successful initial deployment of the first modules, setting up a movement towards transformed streets that was otherwise not happening in Swedish cities, or at least not rapidly and thoroughly enough.

The increasing diversity of activity on these streets is captured in the Streets Functionality Index, which begins to capture metrics for the next stage. The Value Model project can then develop these more profound outcome metrics—health, carbon, safety, conviviality etc.—as it begins to scale.

But the half-step gets things going.
In an unstable complex system, small islands of coherence have the potential to change the whole system.

Ilya Prigogine
Prototypes are always wrong, inevitably—but wrong on purpose, to enable maximum learning from minimum means. That learning only occurs in implementation, and there is an art to coalescing motivation, absorbing risk, aligning interests and building reflection into the prototypes as rapidly, yet thoughtfully, as possible. The Streets and School Food prototypes were immediately powerful learning vehicles. Streets moved more quickly; School Food more carefully. What happened?
Street

Ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and full of life by 2030.
How can we rapidly demonstrate how to transition our lifestyles, industries, infrastructures and politics to clean, healthy and just outcomes? How do we ensure that people and place are at the centre of this change? How might we use the existing streets in our towns and cities as an innovation platform for rapidly and powerfully addressing climate resilience, public health and social justice combined? How could this build new cultures of retrofit and retrofit, planning and participation? What new value, or values, are lying latent within our streets?

There are approximately 40,000 kilometres of existing streets in Sweden. That’s around 600km$^2$—or six times the size of Paris. In Sweden, we have built 50m$^2$ of parking space per person, yet only 44m$^2$ of actual living space per person. In most cities, streets typically comprise around 25% of the urban space. But more potently, streets are where all urban systems tend to converge. If one could imagine a mission addressing all this space, it would instantly be the largest urban development project in Europe. In a sense, it’s a single system. And yet it can start right away, at the scale of a parking bay.
The street is the basic unit of the city—it is where the city comes together. It is where the city happens. It is where much of society happens. Even distant communities are systemically connected to the micro-interactions at street level in Sweden’s towns and cities.

Yet we have allowed the street to be defined by one system: traffic. And within that, car traffic in particular, with logistics a close second. Contrary to this orthodoxy, the street is not about traffic; it never was, nor does it have to be. Streets were originally defined by exchange, cultural or commercial or convivial, and so they were defined as social spaces, the little knots of interaction that make up a genuine neighbourhood, that can actually speak to and articulate the local communities they sit within.

The built fabric for this exists at scale, yet is generally not managed with this broader idea of urban life in mind. Indeed, there are approximately 40,000 kilometres of street in Sweden, across all towns and cities. Most of the street system is already built for the next decades, and a retrofitting approach—using the street as a lever, in missions language—enables us to explore the street as a platform, as a way of running new or different applications on the existing hardware.

We desperately need to. Some estimates indicate that there is more parking space constructed than there is residential space in Sweden. Whilst it is broadly understood that North American cities like Houston have allocated over 60% of their scarce real estate to vehicles, it is perhaps surprising to note how car-centric Swedish cities can be. Yet by 1955, Sweden had become the most car-dense country in Europe, and the patterns of the 20th century continue to shape Swedish cities, despite the huge strides taken towards healthier, more sustainable forms of mobility—whether active or collective.

Yet given mobility’s impact on health, carbon, and social justice, we can use this existing system of the streets to shift the mobility system, in a way that produces co-benefits across many others simultaneously.

Somewhat like art, the street is technically hard to define—yet we all know what it is when we see it. It is the space threaded in-between the places we live, work, and play, where a little density and diversity, no matter how small, forms a place. It’s much of the space between buildings, and so it shapes, or enables, much of the life between buildings. It is not a country lane or a service lane for an IKEA, nor is it a ‘state road’ or motorway.

Given mobility’s dynamics, however, those systems are also shaped by what happens at street level: change what happens on the street, and that will ripple through to affect motorways and beyond.

In recent years, numerous tactical urbanism approaches in cities all over the world have begun to transform streets, such as the parklet and PARKing Day movements, or municipalities allowing community groups to paint new public space onto the street. Some of these actions have been incorporated into
more strategic responses, such as New York City’s reclaiming of Times Square or Barcelona’s Superblocks, which aims to “give back to people” around 60% of the city’s streets currently defined by cars.

Paris’s ‘15-minute city’ strategy places the transformed street at the core of wider urban transformation, predicated on streets defined by slower active mobility, over shorter distances, supported by mass transport for wider connectivity. These streets become greener, softer, more convivial places, with greater benefit for communities, businesses, and culture. Oslo and Helsinki have similar ambitions to largely remove the need for cars, just as Copenhagen and Amsterdam have done for decades. The COVID-19 outbreak has accelerated many of these approaches worldwide.

Yet there are still numerous conflicting tensions happening on the street, including in these well-governed European cities. The move towards a post-car ownership model seems inexorable, yet is happening slowly, and generating significant political tensions, predicated on questions of social justice as much as technological innovation. The shift to electric mobility is also happening slowly, and not yet connected to the need to reduce overall levels of car ownership (or ‘traffic evaporation’, as researchers call it).

It could be. Achieving significant mode shift towards bicycles is also slower than it needs to be. Equally, the tech-fuelled micromobility revolution has been a hugely positive addition in many cities, yet has also generated significant tension. The energy grid to support all these needs is not optimised at street level.

The shift from bricks-and-mortar stores to e-commerce, for much retail at least, has meant increased logistics traffic into more residential streets, alongside empty shopfronts in more commercial ones, with hugely problematic outcomes in cities like New York, London, and Paris—and no doubt for Swedish cities too.

Our streets are still not defined around the true co-benefits unlocked by increased greenery and biodiversity, for health and wellbeing, for property value, commercial and cultural activity, enabling richer forms of maintenance and resilience, reduced carbon and increased environmental qualities, and so on. Diminished biodiversity and environmental quality is almost an existential question. Yet a street tree is still largely seen as a cost on the municipal balance sheet, rather than an asset.

Finally, who decides what the street is about? Fundamental questions of social justice play out on the streets. As Timothy Snyder says, “Protest can be organized through social media, but nothing is real that does not end on the streets”. The Black Lives Matter protests of recent years inevitably manifest themselves on the street, as did Covid-19’s ‘flattened curves’. Yet who decides what the street is, and who it is for? For too long, streets have been governed by technocratic planners rather than citizens.

The Street mission changes all that.
Healthy sustainable mobility mission #1

Street

Ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and full of life

Status of Street mission projects as at November 2021
Mission portfolio

Street
Ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and full of life by 2030

At the intersection of multiple systems, the Street unlocks a diverse array of co-benefits. Most of these co-benefits tend to be addressed by separate ‘silos’, such that they are rarely aligned, despite the potential of integrated interventions. Or they are barely addressed at all, due to the dominance of some metrics, such as traffic speed or safety. Finally, enablers (like traffic, or buildings) are often mistaken for outcomes (like trust, or health), and mismanaged accordingly. Yet an integrated approach means an array of simple, holistic interventions could deliver the following outcomes:

+ **Increasing**
  Local property value, retail spend, social interaction, mental health and wellbeing, physical health, safety, biodiversity, cultural production, local food production, democratic participation, public transport performance, air quality, water quality, soil quality, stormwater mitigation, climate resilience, adaptability, business performance, trust

− **Decreasing**
  Maintenance costs, flooding, respiratory illnesses, cancer, diabetes, social care costs, healthcare costs, heat island effect, CO2, NOx, embodied CO2, vehicle crime, property crime, violent crime, road traffic accidents, food waste, loneliness, parking revenue, racist attacks, stress
A design strategy for the Street mission

Using the toolkits of tactical urbanism within a coherent strategy, the Street mission will design an infrastructure that can progressively and iteratively reclaim street space, right across Sweden, in order to produce streets that are healthy, sustainable, vibrant, and just.

It works with the fact that streets already exist, at scale, everywhere. Their coherent governance enables them to be addressed as a single system deployed into numerous diverse places. They are a lever that can be activated to redirect the entire mobility system, and many other urban systems, towards sustainable and just goals.

By taking this approach of ‘running new applications on the existing hardware’, the mission can move from discrete prototypes in places to scaling across all streets.

The Street can be used to align multiple systems, including shared governance between citizens, organisations, municipalities, regions, and national agencies. Similarly, it can align, and in some cases integrate, existing projects from multiple players, at all levels. The Street can encompass complex technologies, like machine learning, internet of Things, energy microgrids, micromobility and shared mobility, as well as enabling both active transport and public transport.

More fundamentally, the Street is a place of social life, cultural production, production and consumption, a site for politics and social justice.

Participative design and governance models ensure that citizens can make meaningful decisions about their own streets, by building with a reconfigurable, modular ‘kit of parts’. By developing adaptive, modular systems, as repeatable and editable typologies, street interventions can be adopted and adapted by the community of the street, and thus become part of its particular fabric, speak of its particular place. The kit is designed to enable healthy, sustainable outcomes, and yet is accessible and customisable by communities. An analogy can be found in open source software, like Linux, where a library of standard elements can be drawn from and deployed for local applications. Any learning and development from this process is drawn back up into the core library. It’s easy to imagine a national library of street elements, which can be highly adapted, customised and reinvented locally.

The street is full of complex adaptive systems yet it is immediately understandable and tangible. On the street, new approaches to policymaking and delivery can be tested and refined, addressing complexity and ambiguity on their own terms, rather than deploying a false solutionism of ‘pre-determined fixes’. It provides a platform for gradually and carefully resolving uncertainties, through iterative learning, sense-making, adaptation, engagement, and collaboration.

Prototyping and participation is key to this. It enables rapid learning and refinement, managing risk whilst testing invention in public, and with the public, before forming more complex system demonstrators in place, and scaling these retrofitted streets across Sweden.

Given the systemic approach, the street enables an integrated approach for producing co-benefits. Holistic interventions at street level, when delivered well, can simultaneously unlock richer forms of value in health, sustainability, resilience, culture, and social justice.

A new value model will be created, articulating the quantifiable elements of these public and private values, across all these domains, articulated as a toolkit for planners. It will address complex questions like the value of healthcare cost savings and increased mental health and wellbeing, as well as the more obvious reduced maintenance and increased retail and property value.

Due to its balance of universality and difference, the Street can integrate meaningful international partners, across government and academic partners.
The Sidewalks of New York

Michael Sorkin

The architect Michael Sorkin’s 2012 text is effectively 30 blocks of code. It comprises a set of protocols, rules and guidelines with which a street could be governed at the super-local scale of the Street mission. These excerpts give some sense of the kind of organising principles required—and importantly, their spirit.

1. The Streets belong to the people!

2. So do the Sidewalks.

3. A minimum of 50 percent of the Street space of New York City shall be taken out of the realm of high-speed and mechanical locomotion and assigned the status of Sidewalk.

13. All uses on the Sidewalk shall be public or accessible to the public.

16. The use of Sidewalks, other than for Passage or Assembly, including loitering and standing rest, shall be determined by Block Committees which may assign rights to their use other than for Public Passage or Assembly. Such subsidiary public rights shall be assigned on a rotating basis.

17. In no case may more than 5% of the area of any Block be occupied by a use that requires direct payment by the public to access its benefit.

18. Fees from the assignment of public rights shall profit the Block from which they are derived except in the case of High-Income Blocks.

19. A High-Income Block shall be understood to be a Block on which revenue from fees shall exceed by more than 50% the median fee collected from all Blocks, city-wide.

20. 25% of the revenues from High-Income Blocks shall be tithed to the Block Bank.

21. The Block Bank, the directors of which shall be composed of representatives from the Block Committees, shall make Block Grants for improvements to Blocks that do not qualify as High-Income Blocks.

22. Permitted uses shall include sitting, the playing of games and miscellaneous other recreational activities, gardening and agriculture, the storage of bicycles, the capture of rainwater, the care of children, the management of waste, the planting of trees, public toilets, and the sale of books, journals, newspapers, and snacks.

28. Street Trees shall be planted such that they shall, withing five years of their planting, provide adequate shade over the full area of the Block during the months of summer.

29. The location and species of these trees shall be established by the Department of City Planning with the advise and consent of the Block Committees.

30. Sleeping on sidewalks shall only be permitted by permission of the Block Committee on application no less than one day in advance of bedtime.

Concept design for portfolio of prototypes

The participants in the Design Workshops helped articulate various different components involved in a street retrofit mission, ranging from landscaping to governance and infrastructure. As described previously, subsequent synthesis by the Vinnova team, chunking and identifying patterns and types, led to a portfolio of concepts, with which to organise and shape initial prototypes. These prototypes are designed to run alongside each other in a portfolio, testing similar aspects of the Streets model yet in different ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garden</th>
<th>Parklet</th>
<th>Socket</th>
<th>Hotspot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green and blue infrastructure, incl. management and maintenance, with sustainable urban drainage, canopies, heating, gardening &amp;c</td>
<td>Modular, scalable street furniture for existing kerb-side and parking spaces. Open systems specified, built, and operated by citizens themselves.</td>
<td>Integrated digital/physical/legal public infrastructure, esp. for energy and civic sensors, supported by data, networks and other infrastructures.</td>
<td>Consolidation points for micromobility and active and shared transport, comprising parking, charging, data, and maintenance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prototype #1
Framtidsgator (Future streets)

This project is led by urban design firm Spacescape, with White Arkitekter and Sweco alongside researchers from KTH. The key public collaborator is Stockholms stad. An existing Vinnova-funded project was extended to incorporate the ideas emerging from the Street mission design process. This indicates how missions can realign existing projects, rather than simply create new ones, enabling steering across a portfolio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framtidsgator Future streets</th>
<th>Parklet</th>
<th>Hotspot</th>
<th>Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Street Moves ‘boardwalk’ modules</td>
<td>Basic active transport integration</td>
<td>Simple green infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prototype #2
Street Moves

This side of the mission is run by ArkDes, the national centre for architecture and design, and funded by Vinnova. ArkDes coordinated the design and build of a ‘universal kit of parts’ to deploy into cities for participative design, procuring Lundberg Design for the initial prototypes. The first outcome is a set of reconfigurable and modular building blocks to support multiple applications in the street, providing the core physical infrastructural for the Street mission. It is being prototyped and tested in public, through 2020, across multiple cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Street Moves</th>
<th>Parklet</th>
<th>Hotspot</th>
<th>Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extensible and modular system for existing streets</td>
<td>Bike, cargo bike, scooter, shared car parking/charging</td>
<td>Modular approach to light ‘green and blue infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are supported by an array of related projects and activities, which Vinnova coordinates in a wider portfolio. The first iteration focused on key urban design and planning elements. The next iterations will add the technological aspects of Delivery, Conductor and Hotspot. Additionally, at this first stage, a ‘pre-study’ desktop research project concerning logistics and retail (Conductor and Delivery elements, below), was conducted by RISE.
**01 Garden**

**Description**
Intensive introduction of green and blue infrastructure into streets, including management, maintenance, and integration with urban infrastructures such as sustainable urban drainage, street canopies and heat island effect, vegetation and urban food production, biodiversity, air and water quality, mental health and wellbeing, and so on. High impact on health and environmental agendas, but also on social justice.

**Research questions**
- Aligning green and blue infrastructure with other street elements
- Existing and new health, environment and social research for green/blue streets
- Flexilight versus flood/flood green and blue infrastructure
- Best practice for management and maintenance
- Streets as part of local food systems
- Moving from landscape streets to ‘softer’ all-year-round landscapes, framed by indigenous practices

**Examples**
- Paris Objective 100 Hectares
- Paris Champs Elysees plan
- London National Park City
- Sheffield Grey to Green
- Barcelona Superblocks
- Melbourne Urban Forest Strategy
- Oslo 100,000 Trees initiative
- The Edible Bus Stop, London

---

**02 Hotspot**

**Description**
Creation of micro-mobility and active transport consolidation points, comprising more coherent parking, charging, data, maintenance, and other core infrastructures, capable of fitting alongside associated amenities such as landscaping, social spaces, logistics drop-off etc. as well as other public transport nodes.

**Research questions**
- Detailed behavioural patterns and perceptions in micromobility
- Generic Hotspot design versus specific place-based design
- Services, amenities and infrastructure integrated with Public spaces
- Location of Hotspots, aligning with other transport and nodes
- Relevant legislation, policy, and practice

**Examples**
- Oslo Bystykkel
- Voi prototype scooter stand
- Arup parklets, Liverpool

---

**03 Parklet**

**Description**
A form of modular, scalable street furniture/amenity that fits into and scales from existing kerbside and parking spaces. They are capable of being designed, built, and operated by citizens themselves, with attendant health, environment, and social fabric benefits. As an open system, they can be modified and extended and customised to local conditions and needs. Crucially, they include participation processes which enable them to be ‘owned’ by ‘the street’ itself.

**Research questions**
- International Parklet programmes and fit with Sweden?
- Best practice for Parklet manuals, support, and advocacy
- Stimulating citizen participation in Parklet programmes
- Existing research into beneficial social and cultural fabric
- Existing programmes in cities that Parklets can build upon
- Parklets enabling the delivery of Hotspot, Garden, Delivery etc.
- All-year-round and all-weather models for Parklets

**Examples**
- San Francisco and Los Angeles parklet programmes
- PARKing Day global movement
- COVID-era street adaptations, globally
- Arup parklets, Liverpool
- VeloParkit 2.0
- Michael Sorkin’s ‘Sidewalks of New York’ model
- London Low Traffic Neighbourhoods
- Milan (and elsewhere) Covid-era street retrofits

---

**04 Socket**

**Description**
Integrated digital/physical/legal public infrastructure to plug things into: energy, data, software, equipment and fittings for commercial and community activity, and so on.

**Research questions**
- Adapting energy regulation and legislation
- Bidirectional, power, enabling vehicles to act as temporary batteries as well as being charged
- Diverse local energy generation
- Standards, data formats, protocols, legal entities, universal joints
- Integration with Parklet, Hotspot, Garden etc.

**Examples**
- Electric City project
- Virts, Finland
- Street market futures and fittings
- Tier proposal for on-street scooter charging

---

**05 Delivery**

**Description**
New approaches to local logistics in streets, for both organisations and individuals, which respect and enable environment, health and social justice—taking a lagom mobilities approach—whilst coherently supporting local activities. Should be for delivery and collection (and so including circular aspects, like waste).

**Research questions**
- Existing logistics landscape for individuals and organisations?
- Off-peak delivery and collection, including use of existing resources such as schools, trains etc?
- What data sharing and traceability?
- Circular logistics?
- Optimal balance of human and autonomous delivery systems?
- Street guidelines and legislation to revise?

**Examples**
- Utrecht urban logistics policies and practices
- Tokyo small vehicles for logistics
- Urban ICT Arena prototypes

---

**06 Janitor**

**Description**
A system that supports the engaged management, care, and coordination of the street, by ‘listening’ to the street via safe, secure, legible and engaged public services. Balance of sensors, citizens, and public servants, with legible, well-crafted interfaces and devices. Shared care and maintenance models.

**Research questions**
- Data for coherent, careful coordination of the street?
- Privacy-preserving citizen-centric civic data
- Legible public data collection and participation interfaces
- Alignment with GDPR and equivalent data sharing and traceability?
- Data and protocol standards, balancing local implementation models

**Examples**
- Urban Infrastructure Partners, Oslo
- Voi
- Urban ICT Arena prototypes
- Foundation for Public Code
- EU DECODE project

---

**07 Conductor**

**Description**
Coherent, open and engaged coordination of these diverse street activities, as a form of super-local governance which integrates with wider urban systems. Includes elements of licensing as well as geofencing and real-time space management. Develops policy framework for healthy, sustainable, and social outcomes. Citizen participation cultures, tools and models.

**Research questions**
- ‘Gatstadsrätt’ model for super-local street management by the street council?
- Interfaces for participation
- Geofencing and kerb management for dynamic healthy, safe, sustainable and vibrant streets
- Fluid licensing of activities, for healthy, sustainable, vibrant, and just outcomes
- Local decisions impact upon wider urban spatial and mobility systems

**Examples**
- OpenCurbs, by COORD
- Seattle On-Street Occupancy
- Mobility Manager, by Populus
- New Mobility, by REMIX
- LADOT tools
- Urban ICT Arena prototypes
- Foundation for Public Code
- Decidim platform
- Utopia Arkitektur Helsingborg prototype
- Spacescape ‘Place to Plan’
Design principles for the street

Think like a gardener, not an architect: design beginnings, not endings.

Unfinished = fertile

Artists are to cities what worms are to soil.

A city’s waste should be on public display.

Make places that are easy for people to change and adapt (wood and plaster, as opposed to steel and concrete).

Places which accommodate the very young and the very old are loved by everybody else too.

Low rent = high life

Make places for people to look at each other, to show off to each other.

Shared public space is the crucible of community.

A really smart city is the one that harnesses the intelligence and creativity of its inhabitants.
Prototype #1
Framtidsgator (Future streets)

For the first stages of the prototype, Framtidsgator addressed the interface between school and street. Spacescape and White Arkitekter ran participative design workshops with schoolchildren at three schools in central Stockholm. The children used the same principles and tools as the stakeholder groups in the earlier Design Workshops. The childrens’ designs for their streets were transformed into plans, and implemented by Stockholms stad during autumn 2020 and winter 2021. In planning Framtidsgator, the streets left a space for Street Moves prototypes, indicating how prototypes might begin to align.

Designing missions

Street mission
Street mission

Prototype #1

Street Moves

Original sketches by Lundberg Design indicate concept (above), and then subsequent product development (below, and facing pages), exploring different uses. Plans (top-right) show location of the first prototypes to be deployed into Framtidsgator. The design concept of the boardwalk begins to emerge, as a maintainable wooden structure, usable all-weather, flowing around landscape and traffic.

Systemic change implies designing for scale. Whilst scaling can take many forms—hierarchical or relational, upscaling or rescaling—the mission design should articulate scaling in both its organisation, and in the material realities of prototypes and demonstrators. Here (left) scaling is expressed in early construction drawings.

Whilst Framtidsgator indicates how an entire street can be retrofitted, Street Moves’ first prototype, Urban Boardwalk, proposes a half-step, creating an adaptable ‘kit-of-parts’ that can be deployed into existing parking spaces or other street space. The Boardwalk is designed to be moved and installed quickly, yet be highly durable, and equally, after the street is slowed, greened, and re-oriented around people, place, and environment, the kit’s job may be done, enabling a more bespoke retrofit.

Capable of doing multiple things, the intention is that the kit will be co-designed with residents and users of the streets. Using open source framework principles, applications can be created by people, and shared across the system. The street decides what kit is deployed: some streets may want a garden, outdoor gym and playground; others may want cafés, stalls, meeting spaces; all are likely to want some form of personal and shared mobility support, such as bike stands, e-bike charging units, scooter racks, car-sharing points, and logistics drop-off points/e-commerce lockers. As these prototypes develop, there will be increased emphasis on ‘green and blue infrastructure’, like vegetation, bioswales, and urban agriculture.

Whilst the decision-making is coordinated by the street itself, adapting building management practices, the municipality helps coordinate. It also owns the elements, in terms of capital cost, as per other street furniture. Maintenance could be shared by the street (daily tending) and the municipality (heavy lifting). Local timber manufacturing is used for construction, enabling rapid assembly and ‘circular’ material use for sustainability, as well as easier customisation and adaptation by the residents and users of the streets. The patina that timber develops will tell a story of its use.
Open-sourcing the neighbourhood

Saskia Sassen

A good start would be to open up what are often closed systems of knowledge coming from the center or the top. Government agencies tend to verticalize their work, as do many leading urban civic institutions. Bringing these bits of street and neighborhood knowledge into standard knowledge systems would unsettle such organizations and open them up. Central city government agencies could learn things about the city they simply are not well positioned to access. Eventually this might enable at least some neighborhood users to develop versions, even if simple, of open-source technologies aimed at incorporating diverse bits of knowledge and diverse knowledge practices from even children, homeless people, or neighborhood grandmothers.

While none of them is an urban expert, each has specific knowledge about their place. All of this in turn might activate additional elements of both knowledge practices and technological practices, generate more engagement by city residents and more cross-neighborhood comparisons. Ultimately it can scale up to city level, but from the ground up, leading to exchanges and collaborations and on to a fully mobilized neighborhood and city culture.

Excerpt from Saskia Sassen, ‘Open Sourcing the Neighborhood’, Techonomy, November 2013

Building a wooden city

The material palette of most urban streets is usually variations on concrete and steel, almost as if built for a war-zone. Those materials are chosen for their long-term durability. They minimise the need for care and maintenance. They can be paid-for once and then forgotten. Their homogeneity is seen as a low-cost virtue. These utilitarian factors make sense, to some extent, if the operating principles for the street orient around reducing cost and financial risk.

Yet what if the value of the street is framed in terms of conviviality, cultural activity, biodiversity, public health, adaptability, accessibility, total cost over time, industrial innovation, aesthetics and equivalent? What materials can begin to address this more complex range of opportunities and possibilities?

Many Swedish environments are dominated by wooden structures, such as these elements of furniture in a suburban forest 15 minutes from the centre of Stockholm. These simple structures are also durable, clearly. They are delightful, too,
and entirely approachable. They are safe, and work well in all seasons. They are largely circular products, if produced from Swedish timber. They reinforce local craft traditions, or indeed advanced computer-controlled design and fabrication crafts. That craft is self-evident through their joinery, subtly worn on the sleeve—machined or hand-turned—in a way that concrete bollards cannot reproduce.

The patina of wooden structures tell a story of use, of their local characters. They can be shaped directly by the street: either explicitly customised and located, or implicitly through the traces of wear and tear. Equally, as these images from the forest reveal, the patina means the wood begins to fade into its context somewhat, absorbing cues from its immediate environment.

The design principles that Brian Eno suggested for the Street project included a specific reference to using wood due to its approachability and adaptability.

Finally, wood requires maintenance. Could we reinvent that word to mean ‘ongoing care’? Could we reverse the logic of reducing maintenance to instead purposefully create maintenance, in order to produce a culture of shared care? We might find it valuable to create elements that consciously require and reward care from their neighbours. Clearly, this could only work in a highly participative mode, requiring deep sensitivity and engagement. Developing infrastructure in this form could create a culture of shared ownership and responsibility for everyday infrastructures, as well as shared value. Wood is a material that can engender these kinds of relationships.

Around 1,300 years ago, the residents of Ise, Japan started rebuilding their wooden shrines every 20 years, in a process called Shikinen Sengu. Kenichi Suzuki, the Mayor of Ise, says, “To maintain the Shikinen Sengu system you need to pass on and maintain skills, and a knowledge of natural materials. Communication and community is an important part of this. So maybe they were aware about sustainability at that time, even if the word didn’t exist.”

Introducing wood to the palette of the urban street not only softens the landscape, but stands for a form of sustainability—in ongoing care, as well as material production and adaptation—that current streets simply cannot exhibit.

Wood can produce a different form of accessibility. In her book *What Can A Body Do?*, Sara Hendren describes how wood is used at Gallaudet University, a campus designed for deaf people, due to its qualities. Noting the choice of wooden seating across campus, she writes, “The resonance of wood makes it reverberate when struck. Students sometimes tap or slap nearby surfaces to get one another’s attention or to call a group to order, and materials like concrete or thick plastics tend to absorb the sound rather than scatter it productively.”

Wooden furniture, Enskede Dalen, Stockholm

Wooden boardwalk, Farsta Strand, Stockholm

Takeshi Nakatani describes the wooden temples at Ise: “Wood ages and rots just like we do, and just as with the shrines which we rebuild every 20 years … it’s through this constant process of renewal that something lasts forever.”

Building a Wooden City
As early as September 2019, it was clear that the mission was heading towards a scalable version of a parklet module, capable of temporarily occupying a parking space whilst opening up different applications. These early sketches by Vinnova’s Dan Hill, from September and October 2019, were used to communicate the core ideas. They already suggest the simple, modular and adaptable components that Street Moves would produce. There is a sense they might be created in wood. Conceptually, it’s clear that the physical interventions are unpicking different layers of ‘dark matter’ (Hill, 2012). The whiteboard scribble (left) indicates how the modules, and the street, represent different functions within healthy, sustainable mobility, the mission theme.

These quick scaling diagrams by Vinnova’s Dan Hill suggest that these super-local interventions might be able to replicate, though adapt, to cover streets all over Sweden. The 1-2-3 diagram on the left was produced in September 2019, whereas the six stage diagram on the right was produced in April 2020, in order to convey the scaling principles to ArkDes, Lundberg Design and Utopia Arkitekter.

Series of renders by Lundberg Design, from September 2020 onwards, indicating the potential of the Street Moves boardwalk elements for various Stockholm streets. By this stage, the first prototypes were already produced—the drive towards the prototype in this mission was so rapid that the physical production outpaced the renders. These images were useful for conveying the ideas with municipality partners as well as sharing media. The work of Daniel Byström, as the key project coordinator at ArkDes, was fundamentally important to this design work. Byström’s own design background was a real asset, as was the linking with municipalities, in order to move renders into reality.
Combined prototypes deployed
Hälsingegatan prototype, September 2020

The first users of the first prototype were very small children at the Montessori kindergarten on Hälsingegatan, who used the Boardwalk for their morning tea.

The bike-rack components of the Boardwalk were being used within minutes. Swapping this space from car-parking to more diverse, sustainable uses required no marketing. Below, kids also instantly knew what to do with these former parking spaces.

An initial impetus for the Street mission was the influx of e-scooters into Swedish cities from 2018 onwards. Whilst many found the scooters fun, useful, and sustainable forms of micromobility, others saw them as a nuisance, littering the street, too flimsy for the rough urban environment. So creating scalable, distributed and coherent scooter parking spots, integrated into other amenities, was an obvious first application. Insights from the micromobility firm Voi indicated that their riders would use parking were it available. The initial prototypes are testing how such scooter parking might work. Early observations indicate that it is being used—but not always. It may be that a discount is required too, although Voi’s research suggested this was not necessary; perhaps the answer is clearer signage or industrial design. However, it turns out that children’s bikes also fit these racks; a pleasant surprise.

Using wood as the primary material for the prototypes not only creates a different yet familiar, softer materiality to the street, but also enables circular re-use, adaptation and reduced carbon.

Stockholm’s Summer Streets programme has run successfully for several years, as it has in other Swedish cities. Yet it disappears in early September, despite the balmy Swedish autumn appearing to stay around longer each year. The Street mission can test how to live in the street all year around. There’s a well-known proverb, usually attributed to Sweden, which runs “Det finns inget dåligt väder, bara dåliga kläder” (“There’s no bad weather, only bad clothing”). As the weather turns, the prototypes can help figure out what the ‘good clothing’ for the street is. Reflecting on Nordic cities, Gehl Architects David Sim argues in his book *Soft City* that “Learning to live with the weather requires a sensitivity to change and a respect for nature.”
Designing missions

Stockholm vice-mayor Daniel Helldén opening the street, with the schoolkids who designed it.

A Sunday afternoon, two weeks in, and a family and friends uses the lower Boardwalk section at Hälsingegatan for a picnic table, whilst they picnic on the beach and swingset opposite. This informal adoption and invention indicates the diverse possibilities of these new infrastructures.

As well as the built elements of Framtidsgator, the project explores how transforming the street into a canvas alters the perception of the space. Painting the intersection in bold patterns changed the feel of the environment either side, whilst potentially slowing drivers down. Lower down, chalk was left out for people to make their own marks on the street, reinforcing a sense of shared ownership.

A Sunday afternoon, two weeks in, and a family and friends uses the lower Boardwalk section at Hälsingegatan for a picnic table, whilst they picnic on the beach and swingset opposite. This informal adoption and invention indicates the diverse possibilities of these new infrastructures.

The Boardwalk at Tjärhovsgatan provides some basic amenity outside a popular co-working space.

Perhaps bike-parking would be useful, alongside scooter parking. There is room to extend, here.

Removing, or reducing and slowing, motor vehicle traffic leaves room for people, and diverse modes.

Adding basic social infrastructure provides a public place for teenagers to hang out in the evening.

Combined prototypes deployed
Tjärhovsgatan prototype, September 2020
Street mission

Combined prototypes deployed
Parmmätargatan prototype, September 2020

Parmmätargatan, adjacent to Eiraskolan, rolls down the hill next to stores, cafés and apartments. Within 30 seconds of construction finishing, people started using the boardwalk. Within 30 seconds of construction finishing, people started using the boardwalk.

The Parmmätargatan prototype indicates how computer-controlled fabrication enables modular elements to be adapted to a particular landscape. As with other prototypes, schoolchildren were ‘lead designers’, creating a small beach leading down to the waterfront, alongside seating and planters.

Prototypes

The angles across the seating generously lean back, encouraging a relaxed social setting.

Wood, and standard components for bike-racks, enables rapid construction on-site.

The boardwalk sits over the camber of the street, enabling rainwater to flow underneath.

Wooden offcuts from the fabrication process can be used to level the bike-rack fittings in-situ.

Seating faces the pavement. This is safe, but also suggests a ‘room’ between building and street, from which the stores and cafés should benefit.

The impact on local stores, like this bookshop next to the boardwalk, will be evaluated, testing the economic impact of increased access and activity.
The initial prototype was installed on Södra Larmgatan in central Gothenburg in February 2021. The municipality were extremely pleased with the reception and it looks like the prototyping will be scaled up significantly during 2021. (Photo by Lundberg Design)

Even in a chilly Swedish February, the prototype proved successful in terms of creating a social space in the street.

Weather conditions—particularly wet weather—will be tested in extended Gothenburg prototypes through 2021. The municipality’s cultural initiative Rain Gothenburg, part of the city’s ambition to become “the best city in the world when it’s raining”, will be involved in the development.

The Gothenburg prototype pursued these ideas of creating small ‘rooms’ on the pavement, outside of shops and cafés. It provided new bike and scooter parking as well as social space, in the form of seating angled towards the café. (Photo by Lundberg Design)
Prototyping

Follow-on research

As part of the evaluation of the first prototypes in Stockholm, ArkDes commissioned Novus, a research company, to conduct in-street surveys providing qualitative feedback from residents and users of the streets.

The survey was conducted on the prototype streets, and consisted of face-to-face interviews with passers-by (aged 15+ years). 322 interviews were conducted in total, on 8th, 9th and 12th October 2020.

The key result from the survey is that 73% of the respondents thought that the prototype interventions were positive (either very positive or quite positive). Only around 10% were negative about the prototypes (approximately 3% very negative).

Given that parking space was being removed, it is highly unusual to receive such positive results. The interventions were communicated as temporary measures—on purpose, as per the half-step tactic—but the positive sentiment is clearly very strong. With change in mind, this is hugely useful, perhaps indicating the value of a participative approach led with some design intent, therefore that care and engagement is reciprocated. There are some variations across the streets (see overleaf).

Associated research by Spacescape indicated that there was a 400% increase in activity on the street, and from a more diverse population, in terms of age. It’s worth noting that the surveys took place in October, which is already quite cold in Stockholm.

Overall feedback of the prototype core idea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Street mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hälsingegatan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjärhovsgatan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parmmätargatan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How do you see the idea of placing mobility hubs, similar to the one you can see in front of you, on different streets in the city?

If you are positive, what is it that you like?

- Nice feature on the street: 72%
- Fun for kids: 43%
- Great plants: 29%
- Cool idea: 14%
- More street life: 36%

Other: 5%

If you are negative, what is it that you don’t like?

- Unnecessary addition: 50%
- Bad accessibility: 43%
- Disturbing: 29%
- Children do not belong on the street: 15%
- Not adapted to seasons: 8%

Other: 7%

If you are positive, what is it that you like?

- Nice feature on the street: 40%
- Innovative: 36%
- More street life: 26%
- Perfect: 15%
- Fun for kids: 13%

Other: 7%

If you are negative, what is it that you don’t like?

- Unnecessary addition: 64%
- Bad accessibility: 43%
- Disturbing: 29%
- Children do not belong on the street: 14%
- Not adapted to seasons: 36%

Other: 7%

Margin of error for 100 interviews:
- In case of outcome 50/50: +/- 9.8%
- In case of outcome 20/80: +/- 7.8%
- Margin of error for 100 interviews: +/- 7.5%

Note: Those who live on or around Tjärhovsgatan and Parmmätargatan, and walk through them most weekdays, are the most positive.
### Hälsingegatan sentiment

Is a nicer street to stay on after it is remodeled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hälsingegatan opinion

Which of the following aspects do you like the most?

- Benches and amenities: 29%
- Cultivation and greenery: 23%
- Mobility hub: 18%
- Outdoor classroom*: 6%
- Beach: 3%
- Cycle path: 3%
- Street painting: 1%
- Some other aspect: 7%
- Nothing in particular: 1%

Which aspects are least appealing?

- Street painting, Beach, Cultivation and greenery

### Hälsingegatan interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>15-19 years old</th>
<th>20-49 years old</th>
<th>50+ years old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hälsingegatan interviewees

#### Frequency of visits to the street

- Every weekday: 62%
- Weekly: 22%
- Monthly: 10%
- Rarely: 6%

#### Where you live

- Nearest block: In the district
- In municipality: Outside municipality

### Tjärhovsgatan sentiment

Is a nicer street to stay on after it is remodeled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tjärhovsgatan opinion

Which of the following aspects do you like the most?

- Cultivation and greenery: 38%
- Benches and amenities: 28%
- Mobility hub: 17%
- Outdoor classroom*: 1%
- Beach: 0%
- Cycle path: 0%
- Street painting: 0%
- Some other aspect: 4%
- Nothing in particular: 12%

Which aspects are least appealing?

- Street painting, Beach, Cultivation and greenery

### Tjärhovsgatan interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>15-19 years old</th>
<th>20-49 years old</th>
<th>50+ years old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tjärhovsgatan interviewees

#### Frequency of visits to the street

- Every weekday: 53%
- Weekly: 35%
- Monthly: 9%
- Rarely: 4%

#### Where you live

- Nearest block: In the district
- In municipality: Outside municipality

### Parmmätargatan sentiment

Is a nicer street to stay on after it is remodeled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parmmätargatan opinion

Which of the following aspects do you like the most?

- Cultivation and greenery: 16%
- Benches and amenities: 47%
- Mobility hub: 47%
- Outdoor classroom*: 6%
- Beach: 4%
- Cycle path: 1%
- Street painting: 0%
- Some other aspect: 1%
- Nothing in particular: 15%

Which aspects are least appealing?

- Beach, Street painting, Cycle path

### Parmmätargatan interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>15-19 years old</th>
<th>20-49 years old</th>
<th>50+ years old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parmmätargatan interviewees

#### Frequency of visits to the street

- Every weekday: 59%
- Weekly: 25%
- Monthly: 12%
- Rarely: 5%

#### Where you live

- Nearest block: In the district
- In municipality: Outside municipality

---

### Follow-on research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship with street</th>
<th>Live there</th>
<th>Work there</th>
<th>Passers-by</th>
<th>Going to school</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Where you live

- Nearest block: In the district
- In municipality: Outside municipality
Prototyping
Follow-on research

Qualitative assessment
As well as the structured questionnaire, Novus also asked for more open feedback. Here are their selection of responses:

If you had to decide entirely what a street should look like, what features do you think there should be on a street?

ArkDes ThinkTank surveys
The Vinnova and ArkDes team were both encouraged to carry out informal follow-on research, spending as much time as possible around the prototypes. Meetings were often held in the street. Equally, ArkDes ThinkTank carried out more formal surveys, capturing user reactions on film, both for learning and insight as well as sharing on social media.

Prototypes keep producing insights, and the mission team continued to make observational studies of the Street Moves boardwalk. Here, photos by Lundberg Design indicate the prototypes holding up well in the Stockholm wintry weather.

The Tjärhovsgatan prototype started picking up graffiti before the others. The photo on the right is taken in March 2021; to the left is April 2021. Graffiti is a form of community ownership, and a good development might be for school students to repaint the prototype as they see fit, to also lay a ‘claim’ to it. This is being discussed with ArkDes.

Although the Tjärhovsgatan prototype looked fine from a distance, even after the harsh winter of 2021, closer inspection revealed that the glulam wood was shredding a little at the edges by March. This deterioration was being investigated by Lundberg Design. Yet it also foregrounds the idea that prototypes are ‘temporary on purpose’, building in a sense of change.
Prototyping
Triggering movement, attention and discourse

As per the Platform strategy, creating forms of social movement and cultural expression will be key to scaling missions. A pull from society generates the possibility of social change as opposed to simply technologically-oriented innovation, missions explicitly concern societal outcomes. Vinnova’s approach to innovation explored how to nurture such a pull, as well as stimulating some of the necessary discourse around complex societal change.

Following the design principles (Tangible), do not talk about something before one has something to talk about. The mission is not announced during 2019. The first media starts emerging in the Swedish press, from both Framtidsgator and Street Moves projects, only in August and September 2020, to promote the launch of the first retrofitted street. This makes the resulting discussion more meaningful, by pinning it around an experience that many people can actually visit.

The trigger for most media attention, however, was an in-depth feature in Bloomberg CityLab. Vinnova project team member pitched a journalist contact at Bloomberg in October 2020, and the story finally emerged in early January 2021. This coverage was not only high-profile; it also lent the project credibility with key audiences, stimulating much of the attention that followed. A key addition here is the creation of a clear and topical hook— the ‘One-Minute City’, riffing off Paris’s 15 Minute City. This helped land the story with the journalist, and fuel its dissemination. The story also featured ArkDes director, spreading the attention across the mission’s multiple partners. It is also essential to open up the projects to critical discourse, given a mission’s likely complexity.

The Bloomberg article leads to The Guardian picking it up, which is crucial, as this moves it into more mainstream media. An hour-long conversation with a Malmö-based ‘stringer’ leads to a February 2021 article foregrounding the Gothenburg prototype.

Images of the prototypes began to spread rapidly across social media. As well as media created by mission teams, the prototypes being situated in everyday life means, of course, that people can make their own media, their own discourse.

Good quality photos, drawings and video are necessary to feed media outlets, trigger social media reaction, and communicate the essence of the project. Visualisations commissioned from Utopia Arkitekter were key to describing the mission trajectory, whilst ArkDes produced several videos, designed for the internet. A short documentary-style feature captures project team/Mission board members talking about the project, whereas other short in situ clips, formatted for social media, helped capture and convey user reactions to the prototypes.

Also following the publication at Bloomberg CityLab, as well as further discussion of the One Minute City thinking behind the project outlined on a team member Dan Hill’s personal blog at Medium, Fast Company write an expansive feature, locating the project under ‘World-Changing Ideas’. This helps make the case that the mission is taking an innovative approach, a case that still needs to be made in the context of innovation policy environments that are typically attuned to the lab rather than the street. Fast Company picking it up also implicitly suggests the project’s business value, as well its social and cultural aspects.
Prototyping
Cultivating social movement and attention
Having planted seeds in Swedish news, social media and a few influential publications, the story spread quickly throughout the first quarter of 2021, reinforced by the prototype rollout moving from Stockholm to Gothenburg and Helsingborg. The international attention was enormous, in some way relating to urban interventions made in response to Covid-19, even though the mission started well before the pandemic. Continual updates across social media by mission team members, particularly at public-facing entities like ArkDes, Volvo M, Voi and Stockholms stad, as well as the design teams at Lundberg Design and Spacescape, ensured that the projects garnered significant attention. Yet equally, Vinnova team members also used their personal social media accounts to a far greater extent than is usual for a myndighet (Swedish government agency). This deliberate ‘owning’ of the project suggests the different form of innovation culture required of missions, with Vinnova as clear collaborator rather than simply funder. There are risks involved in such forms of communication of course, yet as per the mission-oriented perspective on risk generally, the risk of not engaging with innovation as an active collaborator may be greater than the risk of doing so. Learning from ‘reactions’, as per the LinkedIn notification from a Vinnova team member’s feed above, can be profoundly useful.

On the evening of President Biden’s inauguration, a meme of masked Bernie Sanders sitting in different contexts quickly started spreading across the Internet. The meme ended up touching down on the Parmmatargatan Street Moves prototypes, with some unknown Twitter user adapting a Lundberg Design photo. An early milestone in the process of creating a social movement may be prototypes as fuel for memes.

Cultivating discussion on social media means that key public intellectuals like Kate Raworth and Mariana Mazzucato picked up the project, helping disseminate the ideas and placing it in a broader contemporary discourse of economic value.

Making the interventions so material and tangible meant the mission communicated itself to some degree. On the facing page, a selection of media coverage is reproduced, from both global and local platforms.

Ultimately the discussion returns to Sweden. Technology aspects are picked up in related innovation programmes Drive Sweden and Smart City Sweden.

The project also appeals to Swedish tourism websites.

Helsingborg prototype is discussed on Sveriges Radio, before the first phase of the mission is discussed on the Vinnova website in March 2021.

Ideas for Good, Japan, January 2021
Architectural Digest, Mexico, February 2021
World Economic Forum, February 2021
Aspire, March 2021

Helsingborg prototype is discussed on Sveriges Radio, before the first phase of the mission is discussed on the Vinnova website in March 2021.
### Prototyping Framtidsgator and Street Moves

#### How are the Street mission prototypes addressing the prototyping design principles defined earlier?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Related Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Indicate how it delivers against, or refines, core shared outcomes, and agreed mission trajectories.</td>
<td>The prototype builds a ‘value model’ and planning tool which defines and steers the mission outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Initiate and nurture interaction or impact at next scales above and below (scale can be organisational and spatial).</td>
<td>Participants include municipalities, regional governments, and national agencies, as well as street-level intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lever</td>
<td>Indicate what existing and widespread system elements can be incorporated as the vehicle for exploration and change.</td>
<td>The prototypes deploy into the street, which is a lever across Sweden, and the transport regulator is on-board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Create new strategic data for shared impacts and value, whilst building new capacity for managing such data.</td>
<td>User research about impact and perception is being collected. In-street sensor kits are planned for the prototypes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td>Uncover, articulate, and initiate necessary changes in conditions like regulation, policy, financing, and incentives.</td>
<td>In making and deploying the prototypes, aspects of policy and regulation are being revealed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>Develop skillsets, perspectives or organisational cultures necessary for the mission in question, and other missions.</td>
<td>Building the prototypes with municipalities and regions sheds light on multiple capability capacities and gaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Use citizen-facing formats to articulate intent, co-design action and outcomes, and stimulate discussion.</td>
<td>The prototypes are intrinsically citizen-facing, including participative design with schoolchildren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>Describe an adaptive strategy for delivery, indicating how it is able to react to changing conditions.</td>
<td>The modular prototype elements allow interventions to respond to opportunity; coordination is ‘light-touch’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Street mission

System layers
As a key node within our living environments, the Street provides many of the key layers required for systemic change in healthy sustainable mobility. Place-based system demonstrators are distinct to their environments, yet coherently approaching their embedded system layers enables scaling and transformation beyond them.

In order to deliver both specific place-based demonstrators and widespread system change, a diverse array of collaborators are required, ranging from startups to corporations, municipalities, and national regulatory agencies. The mission is designed to accumulate further partners as it proceeds, like a snowball rolling down a hill, in order to ensure the prototypes and demonstrators have sufficient depth (across the systems) and breadth (across Sweden).

Below, the emerging stack of place-based layers and their related collaborators, and then the system layers and their collaborators. This is a platform for system change.

Place layers

Skills, capabilities, and cultures


Standards and guidelines

Interoperable mobility standards, street furniture design guidelines, health and safety guidelines for micromobility, civic IoT privacy guidelines, street design guidelines and best practice, accessibility standards

Data, code and services

Micromobility data standards; Real-time kerbside management systems; ‘digital twins’; Internet of Things kits; environmental sensor data standards; footfall measurement standards; public code policies

Financing

New value models, with ‘total value budgeting’ based on public health and wellbeing savings, environmental benefits, maintenance benefits; place-based system demonstrator innovation funding

Policy

Parking space policy; street planning policy; local real estate policy; participative design and planning policy; smart city policy; arts and culture policy; licensing policies

Law

Parking space law, traffic speed limits, vehicle definitions, municipal and regional governance and financing law

System layers

Skills, capabilities, and cultures

Urban design/architecture, IoT, data science, user experience, micromobility, transport, and logistics; place-based governance; participative democracy; microeconomics; health and wellbeing;

Standards and guidelines

Interoperable mobility standards, street furniture design guidelines, health and safety guidelines for micromobility, civic IoT privacy guidelines, street design guidelines and best practice, accessibility standards

Data, code and services

Micromobility data standards; Real-time kerbside management systems; ‘digital twins’; Internet of Things kits; environmental sensor data standards; footfall measurement standards; public code policies

Financing

New value models, with ‘total value budgeting’ based on public health and wellbeing savings, environmental benefits, maintenance benefits; place-based system demonstrator innovation funding

Policy

Parking space policy; street planning policy; local real estate policy; participative design and planning policy; smart city policy; arts and culture policy; licensing policies

Law

Parking space law, traffic speed limits, vehicle definitions, municipal and regional governance and financing law

System collaborators

ArkDes, Stockholms stad; Helsingborg stad; Gäteborgs stad; Stockholm Region planning and health departments; Voi; Volvo M; Lundberg Design; Spacescape

Municipal traffic departments in Stockholm, Helsingborg and Gothenburg; Stockholm Region; Voi; Volvo M; Lundberg Design; Spacescape; RISE, Transportstyrelsen, Drive Sweden, Viable Cities

Stockholms stad; Helsingborg stad; Gäteborgs stad; Vinnova; Stockholm Region; Climate-KIC

Stockholms stad; Helsingborg stad; Gäteborgs stad; Vinnova; Stockholm Region; Climate-KIC; Viable Cities; Drive Sweden; Vinnova; RISE; Stockholm Region

Transportstyrelsen (national regulatory authority)
Street mission

Gothenburg’s ‘River City’ is one of the largest urban development projects in Europe.

Levers
Most urban transformation projects focus on a particular place. Even the largest development projects have limited impact on wider systems, and even in the best cases, produce unequally-distributed outcomes.

By using a Lever strategy, building with the existing ‘pre-installed infrastructures’ of urban environments, outcomes can scale across the entire city, and then to others. Seeing streets as an addressable element within towns and cities, the mission can use this lever to enable systemic change. This means the mission is both super-local—citizens can design at the scale of their street—and national at the same time. A coherent approach to regulation unlocks these layers, whilst an active engagement strategy ensures learning and stewardship.

In effect, this mission uses the toolkit and dynamics of tactical urbanism, working with social movements and rapid, lightweight, and adaptable components, yet with all layers of government and private sector on-board, enabling a strategic integrated urbanism at the same time. These sketches indicate the potential at the scale of a city like Gothenburg, comparing the potential impact of regenerating single districts versus addressing the streets. The image should zoom out further, to eventually encompass all the streets in Sweden, place by place.
All the streets in Sweden, progressively moving from grey to green.
Scaling
This Lever→ strategy enables a way of starting small, and soon, yet with potential to scale to the entire country. Meaningful spaces become addressable for innovation projects, in highly tangible ways. The humble parking space becomes a vehicle for meaningfully exploring uncertainty and ambiguity, and for generating new forms of knowledge and culture.

Strategies like this often produce the question “But how will it scale?” In fact, the parking space indicates the nature of scaling strategy. After all, countries all over the world have very ably scaled streets and parking spaces already. They are everywhere. So if ever there was a demonstration of a country’s ability to powerfully scale mobility infrastructure, the parking space is it.

With all these spaces already built, just as the streets around them are, the Lever suggests we can simply redeploy different activities into them—the scaling function is built into cities, by virtue of these spaces having already been scaled. In fact by exerting lightweight, lower-cost layers of activity, we can move far more quickly in comparison, particularly when contrasted with all that heavy-duty, expensive and cumbersome street retrofitting that Swedish cities had to deliver throughout the 1900s. That they are a consistent layer across the country—they sit under a consistent law, coherent jurisdiction, and are largely the same form everywhere—further aids this form of intervention.

They are a Half-step manoeuvre based on relatively rapid scaling. The ‘next step’ of genuinely retrofitting the street will be a more difficult scaling question, yet the value generated by the Half-step can provide the financial and political impetus for those subsequent iterations. It also, following the participative approach, creates a forum for the discussion about what the more permanent moves should be: when to dig up the asphalt and start planting.

These visualisations, and on following pages, by Utopia Arkitekter
This typical Swedish street—actually Rektorgatan, Helsingborg—is clearly dominated spatially and experientially by car traffic. The pavements are largely without greenery, or parking for bikes, scooters, and shared vehicles, or storage for communities facilities. The street edges are lined with car parking.

After the Street Moves project has begun to shift the dynamic of the street, spaces open up for more diverse community use: social spaces, green spaces, infrastructure for shared vehicles and micromobility. The street has fewer cars but more life. In calming traffic and intensifying life, this ‘half-step’ opens the city up for a more thorough retrofit.
Street mission

Social biodiverse life integrated into mobility hubs
A starting point for the mission may have been mobility transformations, such as micromobility and car-sharing, but the systemic outcomes unlocked by the mission-oriented approach mean that these interventions can also reinforce social fabric, create cultural life and repair environmental conditions at the same time. How to integrate parking for car-sharing and e-scooters, including open charge-points for electric shared cars, is a question hosted by Policy Lab processes with Transportstyrelsen. Yet the mission places them within a richer urban context, featuring newly blurred relationships between housing and street life, and biodiversity.

Possible applications

Greenhouses for green streets
The initial boardwalk prototypes created space for extremely minimal, light-touch introduction of greenery and vegetation, if only sitting in pots rather than truly planted in the earth. Yet follow-up surveys with residents and users of the prototypes, as well as expert advice from earlier Design Workshops, indicated that increased greenery and biodiversity was particularly desirable. Few interventions produce as many positive outcomes simultaneously. Over time, the boardwalks open up the possibility of more thorough planting and growing in urban spaces, including numerous variations on shared greenhouses for the street. Linda Tegg’s ArkDes installation Infield (2020) is an inspiration here, suggesting an informal ‘meadowing’ of urban spaces.

Social condensers for suburban cities
These small simple interventions can equally ‘plug in’ to less dense environments, from the suburban edges of large cities to small towns and villages. The simplicity and adaptability of the boardwalk means it can float into informal shared spaces, as well as parking spaces. Here, we see a stage emerging, creating a variation on the dansbana, the traditional Swedish building type for public dancing, important social spaces in small towns, especially for young people. It demonstrates how the boardwalk might ‘blur’ between the street and adjacent public spaces, increasing and diversifying public space. Missions provide a way of learning to work productively with this blurring, which is key to working with systems.
Reforesting Swedish cities
Streets are natural avenues

This is a speculative visualisation of Helsingborg's centre, indicating how the progressive re-greening of streets can increasingly become avenues of trees, supporting further forms of biodiversity. It implicitly recognises that we are part of nature, not separate, and thus nature must be thoroughly become part of our cities in return. The first image loosely illustrates the current tree cover around the cathedral in Helsingborg, whereas the second indicates possible coverage within existing streets.

These partly playful conception of ‘reforesting Swedish cities’ is drawn from the inspiration around us, such as these examples of streets in Södermalm, Stockholm. Such streets remain rarities, sadly, given the ongoing prioritisation of motor vehicles and hard infrastructures rather than the possible reorientation around what architect Julia Watson calls ‘nature-based technologies’ and green infrastructures.

Reforesting Helsingborg

These Helsingborg streets happen to be adjacent to a largely forested park to the right of the centre. Rather than the old model of ‘park as a healthy offset’ for the unhealthy, hard, inert areas of city elsewhere, this more advanced approach allows greenery and biodiversity everywhere, with the altered spaces, landscapes, environments and activities that implies. This approach to reforesting the city actually sees that the park becomes a concentration of that vegetation, surrounded by gradients of less dense greenery around it.

In terms of this ‘reforesting’ metaphor, we might learn a lot from the rich diversity of patterning in natural ecosystems, rather than the relatively homogenous monocultural approach of the industrialised forest. Intriguingly, in discussions with Josefina Oddsberg of the Swedish company Bee Urban, the team discovered that bees appreciate straight lines, like avenues, as over centuries bees had learned that there is a rich biodiversity amidst the rough straight lines where forests hit agricultural fields. This suggests the idea of a bee-centred design of cities, which may fit within and around our existing street grid patterns.

Learning from these projects, as well as similar provocations like Linda Tegg’s Infield installation at ArkDes, which grew an urban meadow in the parking space outside Moderna Museet/ArkDes throughout 2020, we see that these street projects can ask meaningful questions about the value of a nature-centred redesign of our cities.
Four paroles for Swedish streets
Modifying Holger Blom’s 1946 parks programme

1. The street *loosens up the city*, constitutes a network through the city, lets in air and light, is a protective belt against fire, creates edges to different parts of the city and gives them individual character, and serves as an environment for solitary buildings.

2. The street *offers space for outdoor recreation*, is an active area serving all ages, works as a playground or as campground, enables sports, and offers recreation as well as rest and repose.

3. The street *is a gathering place*; it brings community in the urban realm through activities such as religious services, concerts, demonstrations, parties, and dance.

4. The street *preserves nature and culture*; it features original as well as new designs, from the single tree to full landscapes, and old monuments as well as contemporary artwork.

In 1946, Stockholm’s first city gardener, the architect Holger Blom, produced a parks programme for the city, describing four paroles—or public promises—for the parks. The programme was conveyed to the public in an illustrated leaflet distributed by mail to each household in Stockholm. According to Thorbjörn Andersson, the paroles addressed the planning issue, the public health issue, the social issue, and the conservation issue, indicating clearly and precisely how place-types and design patterns can unlock multiple systemic outcomes. There are echoes of Blom’s diverse roles for the Stockholm park in this mission’s reframing of streets as healthy, sustainable, convivial and natural environments. We have taken the liberty of appropriating Holger Blom’s four paroles, simply substituting the word “parks” for “streets” above. Blom’s work, produced with his lead designer Erik Glemme, was of such quality and distinction that it became known internationally as the Stockholm Style. What could be the equivalent for Sweden’s streets?
Value models for the Street

Using the idea of multiple Lenses \( \rightarrow \) we can see the new forms of value unlocked by moving the Street from being seen largely as the domain of traffic, and thus managed accordingly. If the traffic department is given primary responsibility for the street, the street tends towards traffic, just as historical evidence reveals that virtually all road-building programmes designed to ameliorate traffic actually induce traffic. But the street is not about traffic. If the street was given to gardeners, would it be gardens?

In reality, of course, the street involves many systems beyond simply traffic, such as plumbing and water management, broadband infrastructure, and in some cases, sustainable urban drainage systems and other green infrastructure. Yet in most cases, these are infrastructural in nature, and largely designed to not impinge upon traffic flow. They do little to transform the street.

By involving and emphasising different ‘inputs’ (people, organisations, and policies) in the question of the Street, and bringing together these various lenses in holistic, multi-perspective place-based interventions, many forms of value can be unlocked.
Outcomes and value: clues to pursue

Underpinning the value model, research collated by the mission team and its collaborators suggests a wide range of potential outcomes unlocked by enabling the street to fulfill its promise. By shifting the focus away from traffic management, the street is allowed to breathe, revealing a place capable of producing meaningful and rewarding complexity, across numerous variables and outcomes.

Collating this research provides an analytical backdrop for the investigation work, and particularly the value model, as well as immersing the collaborators in the subject matter. Yet each research item suggests or reinforces angles too, diversifying the possible interventions by suggesting a wide range of outcomes.

Although such pre-studies can be outsourced to the external research community, academic or otherwise—and indeed research was commissioned, and sourced from existing summaries—there is also value in the mission teams doing this collation themselves. It develops the diagnostic and analytic capabilities amongst the collaboration team, whilst also cultivating the instinct for detective work necessary for systems design. A simple shared document became an open repository of research relating to the street, from numerous aspects.

The balance to strike is the ability to dive deep into a subject matter area—for instance, the impact of urban green spaces on the amygdala-cingulate circuits of the brain versus the political science underpinning citizen participation versus the carbon saved by coordinating e-commerce deliveries—whilst ensuring that the overall holistic co-benefits of the entire jigsaw puzzle are being addressed.

As the mission develops, existing academic research from disparate areas can be aligned, unified by the complex object of the street, as well as identifying new areas for joint or trans-disciplinary research.

Measuring and motivating for impact

The following pages indicate how this research might be brought to bear around the mission, suggesting potential outcomes and metrics. These are organised into clusters of outcome—Biodiversity, Health, Commercial, Environmental and so on.

They indicate a way of working with the Global Goals too, ensuring that they can be mapped against interventions in various configurations, rather than inadvertently driving projects into silos.

In the second phase of the mission, from late-2021 onwards, the Value Model is being specifically pursued as a specific project within the mission portfolio. Working with multiple academic researchers—both systems and domain specialists—the project will develop a theoretical framework under this richer understanding of value created by reimagined streets, as well as pragmatic tools for use by citizens, civil servants (planners and otherwise) and politicians. The idea is to create a tool which brings together a holistic understanding of all the value generated by these interventions, such that it provides the impetus for making these interventions, and scaling them, as well as measuring (via real-time data drawn from sensors on the Street Moves boardwalk, and otherwise).

The tool needs to motivate change, as well as measure it. Many of these streets generate large revenues for municipalities, via private car parking fees going into municipally-owned parking companies. This money is valuable, in a sense, but it is also tainted—due to its associated costs in terms of carbon, public health, justice, environmental degradation, land-use, safety and so on (in fact the cost is far greater than the revenue). This mission has to develop a new understanding of value, public and otherwise, which is greater than the sum of the parking fees, conveying this via practical decision-making tools as well as enhanced awareness and capability.

For instance, in 2020 the consultancy Ramboll was commissioned by various Swedish government agencies to produce a report on the possibilities of integrating environmental health benefits alongside socio-economic analyses, in the context of planning the built environment. This report, alongside many others, was absorbed into the value model thinking.

Swedish councils made at least 2.4 billion kronor in parking fees in 2018, an increase of 50% compared to 2014, according to a 2019 report by Sveriges Radio. (The actual figure may be higher; not all of Sweden’s 311 local and regional councils were able to state their exact parking fee revenue). Although this revenue is linked to unsustainable practices, municipalities will need to be weaned off it. In fact, the Value Model should indicate the potential total value is far greater and more diverse.

This key project within the mission was being initiated by Vinnova at time of writing.
Governance
Working Running the Streets mission

This evolving structure defines how governance for the prototyping process sets up a broader governance model for Systems Demonstrators, capable of scaling, learning and adapting.

Overall steering, guidance, and advocacy, including stimulating public awareness. Includes link to other mobility systems and opportunities, and broader urban contexts, as well as international engagement. Overall goal setting.

Manages prototype and demonstrator calls and delivery. Features ArkDes as overall coordinators, Vinnova as system mobilising and financing, and Transportstyrelsen alongside other national, regional, and municipal actors. Coordinates support for design and strategy.

Note that this is how the mission board could develop around the Streets mission. The initial projects embody these relationships, but no board was formalised beforehand. This can follow, as per the ‘snowball’ method.

Governance
Evolved governance model

This mission governance model allows processes, structures and ideas to be sketched, based on insights generated from the ground. It will likely suggest two layers of ‘codebase’ within the system, which may need new governance arrangements.

Over time, the governance model of the Mission Board enables a series of system actors to come together to collectively and holistically address necessary or probable regulatory challenges regarding elements of the Street. These might be questions of parking space law, municipal

Amongst other things, the codebase at this level involves managing the open source ‘kit of parts’ for the boardwalk. Loosely, a metaphorical equivalent would be the Linux kernel mailing list managing the Linux codebase, with clear guidelines, modification and review processes, an active developer community, and around which public licenses can be issued. The ‘code’ in this case is a set of drawings, codes and specifications for physical boardwalk elements, production standards and quality assurance approaches, stipulations as to material choices, standards and guidelines around digital elements, participation processes, and so on. In fact, this would mean managing and iterating many of the system layers in the platform model.

Managing this would involve checking in modifications into ‘the code’. This means actively learning from each iteration, which requires some capability for engaging on the ground, liaising, observing and understanding each deployment. It would also entail ongoing documentation, training, promotion, communication, international collaboration, and so on. Just as with code and coders, professional urban designers and architects have significant impact on how the code is interpreted—and yet the system is also open to others. There is even the possibility of public or ‘civic tech’ to support communities, equivalent

Design codebase
New or transformed system actor TBD

Linux open source model
Street policies and regulations

Linux kernel mailing list
Mission Board, possibly evolving into governance entity

GNU General Public Licence
Boardwalk specifications, plus related protocols

Git
Project team gaining insights from instances and testing new directions

Linux developer community
Community and city-led projects on the ground, inventing, testing, learning

Tools and processes for addressing policy and regulatory issues, service design, innovation management etc. Procured as required.

Regulatory and policy codebase
New or transformed system actor TBD

Scales to multiple systems demonstrators, coordinated by multiple local mission boards, over time.

As well as project meetings, they ran study visits and workshops for the mission stakeholders.

Offices
Governing board e.g. Vinnova, ArkDes, Drive Sweden, Viable Cities SKG etc.

Project team e.g. Vinnova, ArkDes, Drive Sweden, Viable Cities Stockholm, Helsingborg, Gothenburg, Malmö, Umeå etc. Stockholm Region, VGR etc.

Policy labs and other external design and delivery services e.g. Lundberg Design Utspä Ark, Spacescape etc.

Expert group e.g. Nordic Micromobility Voi Volvo M Ericsson etc.

Industry and civic society stakeholders and academic researchers. Initiated on-demand.

Mission board e.g. Vinnova, ArkDes, Transportstyrelsen Falkhållomtydichten Drive Sweden, Viable Cities SKG etc.

1 Stockholm Local mission board
2 Gothenburg Local mission board
3 Helsingborg Local mission board

1 Systems demonstrator
2 Systems demonstrator
3 Systems demonstrator

Asks to support communities, equivalent
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**Designing missions**

**What happened next**

The first phases of the *Street Moves* prototypes, and the associated activities and relationships they initiated, were hugely successful in terms of articulating what a *Streets mission* could be, and what it could produce. The existing Framtidsgator project had contributed highly valuable policy insights, as well as complementary prototypes.

But alongside Streets, other missions were being developed, cultivated from the seeds planted in the first Actors Workshops in 2019. By 2020, the Grid mission was pursued at scale, addressing the electrification of heavy logistics vehicles via the major project Reel, which brings together a large consortium of private and public partners, also heading for prototypes and demonstrators in the west of Sweden. The grid for lighter vehicles, including its connection to streets, buildings, and neighbourhoods, was also picked up and developed in 2021, under an initiative called *Charging the Street*.

By late 2020, Vinnova had also commissioned the Gothenburg-based CLOSER collaboration platform to pull together system actors around retail and e-commerce, beginning to flesh out the the Shop mission.

Smaller projects, such as Vinnova-funded ‘civic tech’ initiative led by Utopia Arkiteker called *Stadslabbet*, can also be seen circling around the mission. In fact, the 3D models of *Street Moves* kit were used by Utopia to populate their augmented reality app, creating a directly meaningful link across previously disparate projects.

The mission-led approach enabled Vinnova to use Streets as a kind of ‘umbrella’ binding multiple projects together in this way, as envisaged, bringing together a portfolio of projects around shared concerns. The platform strategy also enabled the agency to understand how projects might fit together to form a systemic approach. Some projects, such as *Stadslabbet*, could focus on citizen engagement tools, whilst others, such as *Framtidsgator*, could focus on planning policy and capabilities, whilst *Street Moves* would lead on the urban design questions.

**Development**

These different pieces of the puzzle could begin to align, via shared place-based initiatives.

Yet although it was beginning to yield early and promising results, this portfolio- and platform-based approach is uncharted water for most innovation agencies, including Vinnova. There are few tools in place to coordinate such portfolios, and the culture of government agencies can sometimes appear to reward a proliferation of individual projects, spread thinly, rather than integrated system-led approaches.

Yet the *Streets* mission had taken meaningful steps forward, and by mid-2021, a larger **phase two** for both *Street Moves* and *Framtidsgator* was confirmed by Vinnova. These broaden the range and diversity of activity in these and associated projects, as well as increasing the number and diversity of cities on-board. So, with *Reel and Charging the Street* also progressing Grid, and early work on e-commerce under way, the ‘grand challenge’ of *Healthy Sustainable Mobility* was being approached by several missions, articulated via multiple prototypes, and a system beginning to work as one.

The ‘mission status’ diagram, at high level, shows how the Street mission is being pursued by several projects by November 2021, each aligned. The projects were funded by both Mobility (Mobiltet) and Sustainable community building areas at Vinnova, bringing together different teams and budgets around a shared mission portfolio. Grid and Streets are clearly the most advanced of the missions emerging from the initial engagement work.
In order to care, we have to believe in the future not only as a chance but also as a risk. Only in the light of risk—only in the light of possible failure or loss—can we be committed to sustaining the life of what we value.

Martin Hägghund
School food
Ensure that every student in Sweden eats sustainable and tasty school food by 2025.
How can we rapidly transform our public health, our land-use and our environment, our use of resources and our social fabric, in order to produce clean, restorative, healthy and just outcomes? How do we ensure that people and place are at the centre of this change? How might we use our existing public school system as a platform to rapidly and powerfully address climate resilience, public health and social justice combined? How could this build new cultures for policy, planning and participation? What new value, or values, are lying latent within our existing school food cultures?

School food accounts for almost half of all the meals served in Sweden every day. Excluding staff meals, that’s over two million meals. A further 700,000 are served in related food systems, for aged care and leisure. We spend 7 billion kronor per year on school food. This public food system is well-regulated, but largely oriented around cost and hygiene. Could this ‘national kitchen’ be oriented towards other goals too? Could we reimagine this cost of school food as an investment? What would be the richest and most diverse potential public return on that public investment?
Food is a particularly powerful 'material' to work with, from a missions point-of-view: it is a clear example of a complex adaptive system in everyday life, for everyone, everywhere.

Food is at the heart of the most fundamental mundane acts of living that we must perform several times a day. Yet it is also cultural expression, an articulation of identity, of place-based diversity, of rituals and celebrations, long histories and possible futures. Food is deeply political. Food transforms our landscape and ecosystems. Food is a large economic sector, a vast industry. Food is an afterthought for some, a mere obligation; yet it is a passion for others, a lifelong pursuit of craft. Food embodies the several meanings of the word ‘culture’, in that it is embedded in everyday patterns of living, as well as in practices of cultural production and self-expression, embodying what we stand for.

Yet food can also be understood through the technical lenses of nutrition and human biology, engineering and logistics, production and trade, land-use and planning, soil and water health as well as public health. It is industry as well as entertainment, cultural diversity as well as biodiversity.

Given interconnectedness, shift the food system and we shift almost all other systems. So, where to start? We chose to start with food on a plate at a school. In Sweden, school food provides a powerful leverage point within these broader systems. School food is largely controlled and managed by the public sector, which makes it conducive for sending clear directions. School food reaches almost all the country’s children and young people every day, five days a week for at least ten years of their lives. If we broaden this to college campuses, and other forms for public food, and those involved in making school food happen, it is a vast system of systems, half of all food served every day.

Municipalities buy this food for SEK 5-10 billion per year. Rather than seeing this as the cost of school food, we can see it as an investment in health, environment, education, social fabric, enterprise, institutional trust, and more besides. At this scale, a transformed school meal system can act as a lever to change not only the wider food system, but multiple connected systems.

Our vision is that every child in Sweden eats sustainable, healthy and tasty school food. We achieve this by designing and enabling school meal systems that explicitly contribute to social, ecological and economic sustainability; locally, regionally, nationally, internationally.

As today’s food systems strongly contribute to the major environmental threats we face, food has a key role to play in sustainable development, entailing major shifts in both production and consumption. Here, public kitchens are important players, given the volume of food that is purchased and produced. But they can also contribute by changing attitudes and behaviours towards sustainable and healthy eating habits.

This provides opportunities for working with food waste, dietary choices, cultural identity, local economies, and many other aspects of behaviour and culture.
According to Björklund (2016), healthy eating habits are in many cases also the most environmentally friendly. Environmental and health benefits come with the purchase, essentially.

Public meals intended for children can also be seen as an educational opportunity where children learn about food cultures and meal habits (Sepp, 2017). Equally, kids who eat good food may also perform better academically.

In Sweden, all children in primary school are served free school meals, with the hope of educating healthy children. There is good evidence that meal-times eaten in preschool and school can positively influence children’s eating habits and preferences (RISE).

So improving the school food that we are already procuring may increase health outcomes, learning outcomes and sustainability outcomes, all at once.

This makes it a good example of the adaptive design principle discussed previously: of working with existing infrastructures and investments, and ‘bending’ the money we are already spending, and our policy and delivery focus, towards a richer set of outcomes.

Given the nature of these challenges, if we can use our public procurement and service delivery in order to produce meaningful public health outcomes and transformed attitudes and behaviours around sustainability, across entire generations, the return on investment will be significant.

Equally, the position and purpose of the school in its neighbourhood, and community around, might also transform through this engagement. Schools are archetypal social infrastructures, and full of tools, techniques, spaces and services which are not only useful to their core purpose of education during the traditional school hours, but could also be of use and value to a community 24/7.

How might school food interact with the other food systems in its community? Are their opportunities to combine with other public meals, for elderly care and equivalent? How might food waste from the school be used not only on its own gardens, but those in the neighbourhood around? Equally, might school food gardens be made available as a more open community garden? Could the useful and attractive specialist equipment in school kitchens be used for community purposes, like after-school-hours cooking clubs, or preparing food for street parties? Could the school grounds host farmers’ markets at the weekend? And so on …

Unlocking the diverse potential of school as social infrastructure is core to this mission. The mission approach allows us to combine these previously disparate functions, and their often separated governance agencies. The place-based approach, focusing on the school and its surrounding networks of communities and ‘foodsheds’, allows a ‘creative collapsing’ of silos and systems into better integrated systems demonstrators.

Food is the way-in, not only to nourished bellies and minds, but also to powerful everyday examples of how we might transform complex adaptive systems.
School food

Ensure that every student in Sweden eats sustainable and tasty school food
Concept design for prototypes

The participants in the Design Workshops helped articulate various different components involved in a prospective school food mission. As described previously, subsequent synthesis by the Vinnova team, chunking and identifying patterns and types, led to a portfolio of concepts, below. These helped organise and shape initial thinking about prototypes, and then demonstrators—they are some of the key components of a transformed school food system. They enable an individual focus on key elements, yet also suggest how they can be tied together i.e.

How a Contract can procure food from Farms, using the insights from a Database. That food stocks the Pantry, which is combined into Meals via a Cookbook in the Kitchen, and so on. The Forum provides a different kind of participative governance and steering mechanism across all aspects. Yet describing as discrete elements also enables each to be addressed in detail, with those system actors responsible or relevant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Pantry</th>
<th>Cookbook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable local producers to produce and deliver for schools, integrating farmers into education. Also, food growing on and around the school.</td>
<td>Free and open database and tools for traceability about the climate and health impact of different food, meals and processes. Shaped by Contracts and Forum.</td>
<td>Prerequisite for Cookbook and Meal, with ingredients shaped by a ‘budget’ for health, sustainability and taste, underpinned by the Database.</td>
<td>Cookbook enables chefs and students to prepare and cook tasty, sustainable and healthy food, as well as integrate food into education across the curriculum.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept design for prototypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New approaches to kitchen spaces and equipment which provide ‘open kitchen’-like access, enhancing learning and Meal experience.

Different spaces, durations, cultures and formats for the meal, improving take-up rates, social interaction, and learning outcomes.

A participative and active governance entity shaping Contract and activity, comprising students, parents, cooks, teachers, and municipalities.

New forms of procurement and contracting for multiple outcomes. Managed by the Forum, it stocks the Pantry and shapes the Kitchen.

Prototype #1

Skolmat prototype call

Running these workshops for school food not only co-produced a clear sense of the possible goals, but also created a wide network of stakeholders and other interested players. This, alongside the mapping presented over the following pages, helped prepare the ground for Vinnova and Livsmedelsverket to work together on a call for partners for prototypes.

The call concluded in early 2021, with four municipalities chosen to move to prototyping stage. These prototypes are detailed later, although only in high-level. Each team produced detailed evaluation of the prototypes in action, helping inform the next stages of development. Those results are not detailed here, but will be widely published by the municipal project teams, as well as Livsmedelsverket and Vinnova.

The initial school food concept design emerged from Design Workshops with mixed groups of system actors. One workshop was held at a Stockholm school—Global Gymnasi— and the participants ate lunch with the students, before hearing from the school cook, Magnus Naess, about the school’s transformation to a largely plant-based menu.
Meal

**Description**
Enhancing the meal experience, exploring different spaces, durations, cultures and formats, in order to improve take-up rates, health, social interaction and educational outcomes, linked to Kitchen and Cookbook. Could include educational and practical aspects of gardens, service design and restaurant interiors.

**Research questions**
- How do schools have control of their ‘Pantry’? How many schools make food a priority within the school’s steering documents?
- What are the standards and criteria for procuring food (ingredients, crops, prepared food, equipment etc.) into the school, and how are students, staff and cooks involved?
- How could a sustainability and Health ‘budget’ run/last itself within the school?

**Examples**
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Washingborough school, UK
- New Jersey Farm to School programme
- BioCanteens programme
- University of Copenhagen
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen

Contract

**Description**
New forms of procurement and contracting, predicated on enabling quality, learning, sustainability, and health, as well as cost. Managed by the Forum, it stocks the Pantry and shapes the Kitchen.

**Research questions**
- What new approaches to contact the school to purchase ingredients?
- What outcomes-based contracts could be deployed around school food, around which outcomes?
- How could savings from health outcomes produced by school food help fund school food?
- How do we manage for subjective and qualitative criteria, such as taste, enjoyment, engagement, and satisfaction?

**Examples**
- Schools in Chile are no longer allowed to sell ultra-processed foods
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Washingborough school, UK
- Good Food Purchasing Program, USA

Pantry

**Description**
The foundation for school food, providing the prerequisites for Cookbook and Meal, with ingredients shaped by a ‘budget’ for health, sustainability and taste, underpinned by the Database.

**Research questions**
- How do schools have control of their ‘Pantry’? How many schools make food a priority within the school’s steering documents?
- What are the standards and criteria for procuring food (ingredients, crops, prepared food, equipment etc.) into the school, and how are students, staff and cooks involved?
- How could a sustainability and Health ‘budget’ run/last itself within the school?

**Examples**
- Carbon Cloud
- AWS One Planet Plate, Eat
- Lancelet Nordic food recommendations
- Saltil learn Toolbox for Planetary Boundaries
- Foundation for Public Code

School food concept design

**Examples**
- Washingborough school, UK
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen
- New Jersey Farm to School programme

Forum

**Description**
A participative and active governance entity that enables a systemic view for school food, via contracts, procurement and skills, comprising students, parents, cooks, teachers, municipalities, and others.

**Research questions**
- What are the various ‘open kitchen’-like access, enhancing learning, cooking and discussion, and including connections to local producers and community. Can include growing food in and around the kitchen.
- How do we manage for subjective and qualitative criteria, such as taste, enjoyment, engagement, and satisfaction?

**Examples**
- Skintecknadesmin
- Livsmedelsverkets forum
- EU BioCanteriers programme
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Washingborough school, UK
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen

Database

**Description**
A free and open database, with associated tools, to access and explore information and traceability about the climate and health impact of different food, meals and processes. Shaped by Contracts and Forum.

**Research questions**
- What food databases take environmental (biodiversity and regeneration as well as pollution and carbon) and health factors into account?
- How to coherently manage open source and open access database around traceability?
- What standards to measure traceability?
- How should data be produced, collated and communicated?

**Examples**
- Carbon Cloud
- RISE database
- WWF One Planet Plate, Eat
- Lancelet Nordic food recommendations
- Saltil learn Toolbox for Planetary Boundaries
- Foundation for Public Code

School food mission

**Examples**
- Pixel Farming, Wageningen University
- EU BioCanteriers programme
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Ridgedale Farm All
- Garveriet, Flota
- Vegetable Japan
- Edible Schoolyards movement
- enrraport.se
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen

**Farm Description**
Enable small scale producers to produce for and deliver to schools, integrating farms into education, as well as unlocking the possibility of producing food on and around school premises, with shared logistics.

**Research questions**
- How many schools are buying their food from local farms?
- Can local producers be directly connected to local schools under current procurement policies?
- What are the patterns of logistics for small, local producers? What other local actors would benefit from sharing logistics with schools?
- What legislation exists regarding growing food on school premises?
- How many schools have direct relationships with farms?
- Learning outcomes from closer relationships with farms?

**Examples**
- Pixel Farming, Wageningen University
- EU BioCanteriers programme
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Ridgedale Farm All
- Garveriet, Flota
- Vegetable Japan
- Edible Schoolyards movement
- enrraport.se
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen
- New Jersey Farm to School programme

**Examples**
- Pixel Farming, Wageningen University
- EU BioCanteriers programme
- Amsterdam Healthy Weight Programme (AHWP)
- Ridgedale Farm All
- Garveriet, Flota
- Vegetable Japan
- Edible Schoolyards movement
- enrraport.se
- SESAM, University of Copenhagen
- New Jersey Farm to School programme
Systems mapping
The School Food mission team, led by Vinnova and Livsmedelsverket, commissioned an initial ‘policy lab’ process from the Swedish design firm Antrop. (This joint procurement by both agencies together is in itself a relatively unusual act).
After over 80 deep interviews, and several stakeholder workshops, Antrop built a form of systems map, producing an informative portrait of the landscape around school food derived from many interviews and workshops. Thus it is a variation on the ‘living system maps’ produced for the Mobility mission theme. Yet rather than focus on the technologies and capabilities in the system, it emphasises relationships, issues, objectives and intervention points. It captures and clusters many of the key insights from research.
We chose to let the Vinnova mission teams run in parallel here: Mobility moved to prototypes more rapidly, understanding systems and outcomes from the prototypes’ results, whereas Food concentrated on producing this richer picture of the analytical and organisational backdrop, before moving onto prototypes.

This is not a conventional systems map, which would focus on indicating flows, relationships, causal loops and feedback loops. Instead, it describes the goals and strategies for the School Food mission, clustered around insights derived from interviews and workshops conducted by Antrop.

These strategic goals are useful conceptual framing for the mission, acting almost as ‘North Stars’, with detailed objectives clustered around them. Each of these is surrounded by a set of intervention points, touchpoints or artefacts, which will be crucial to system transformation. Each of those is surrounded by insights derived from research (positive and negative behaviours in the current systems).
**Intervention analysis derived from mapping**

Alongside the concepts derived from Design Workshops, the mapping exercise carried out by the mission team, coordinated by Antrop, produced further insights into intervention points for systemic change around school food, and the wider food systems.

These intervention points are specific rather than conceptual, emerging from interviews and workshops with both system actors and researchers. They describe particular laws, policies, codes and strategies, as well as touchpoints like the powerfully formative role of the meals themselves, as well as chef training practices, public media, forums between parents and staff, and so on. This mix provides key components in a framework for action.

**Intervention points**

**Law, policy and code**

Various laws and policies loom large in the systems mapping produced by the project, including some fundamental legislation which frames the school experience. The project will test whether the national curriculum or School Law require changing—a Policy Lab process like this could address this—or whether it is merely interpretation of law which is preventing systemic change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National curriculum</th>
<th>Education Act (School Law)</th>
<th>Public procurement law</th>
<th>Rights for children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National food strategy</td>
<td>National environment goals</td>
<td>Competition laws and policies</td>
<td>National food legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis preparedness</td>
<td>EU rules on sustainable consumption</td>
<td>EU rules on equal competition</td>
<td>Agenda 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health goals</td>
<td>Nordic enterprise strategies</td>
<td>Nutrition policy and supervision</td>
<td>Sustainability certifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal environment policy</td>
<td>Municipal meal and diet policy</td>
<td>Municipal procurement policy</td>
<td>Environment Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intervention analysis**

Each of these provides an insight for the subsequent prototyping stage. They help ‘fill out’ and populate the concepts derived from the Design Workshops.

These various intervention points are summarised below, and will be input for the prototyping activities with municipalities.

**Intervention points**

**Touchpoints**

The formal laws and policies provide much of the context that these touchpoints emerge within. Yet the touchpoints themselves are often the key intervention points, producing direct change within the systems as they are exerted and experienced. Ultimately, ensuring that school meals are seen as fundamental to a good school will be key, yet the way that teachers and chefs are trained, or the way that spaces are designed, or what is procured, frames much of what can happen next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good meals at school; good meals in pre-school; and school meals as an important part of a good school</th>
<th>Teacher training</th>
<th>Well-organised competitions for good and sustainable food meals and environments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During-meal information material</td>
<td>Teacher training</td>
<td>Dialogue forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher training</td>
<td>In-school information material</td>
<td>Climate data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public education</td>
<td>Public media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intervention analysis derived from mapping

Looking at the diverse range of touchpoints, policies and laws derived from the mapping, a clustering of intervention types becomes clear.

These are not clear answers, as such; rather, they are areas to organise prototyping around. As the user research in the ‘Policy Lab’ process run by Antrop followed some months after the Design Workshops, and featured different sets of participants, the interventions here do not follow directly from the concepts described earlier.

Yet there is clearly significant overlap. These broadly similar intervention points, coming from different processes with different people, suggest some validation of the original concepts, and vice versa.

This constant refining of concepts is typical of a design process, with the most meaningful refining emerging in prototypes. As well as validating that these have strong potential to be leverage points within systems, both the concepts and interventions points provide clear clues for prototyping. It’s easy to envisage how ‘the Kitchen’, allied to “The involvement of students and school staff in the design of the school meal system” becomes the basis of a real-world prototype.
Theory of change

Building on the map, the team developed a ‘theory of change’ around the School Food mission. It describes a series of framing problems articulating why school food is not healthy, sustainable and economically viable. The theory of change then unpacks these problems, describing activities that address them, ultimately articulating a series of linked interventions.

The theory of change tracks multiple actions, moving us from an under-utilised school food system towards a system that delivers holistically against Sustainable Development Goals.

Produced by the team, the map is reproduced below (in Swedish), and then translated into English and re-drawn in legible detail on the following pages.

If this theory of change seems a little deterministic—this, then this, then this—in reality it follows the adaptive strategy described earlier, enabling the actions to pivot based on insights derived from the ground.
Food systems as entry points to tackling grand challenges

Afton Halloran & Amanda Wood

Entry points are places to intervene in a food system where strategic changes can help tackle grand challenges. An entry point will identify where to start changing a food system. This intervention point can be a physical place, like a supply chain, a farm or a supermarket, but it can also identify a part of a food system that can change, such a meal, a food culture or food waste streams. Yet entry points are not granular enough to constitute a plan and they don’t indicate how to go about changing the system.

Food system entry points may vary from context to context, so it’s important to do the work needed to identify entry points for your specific food system. For example, in the Nordic context, do we focus on business solutions, citizen engagement, public policy, or a combination of all of these? Do we focus on changing what people consume (demand) or changing what and how we grow (supply)?

Answering these questions requires that we understand a specific system—in this case a food system—in a particular context, and recognize the unique capacities of that context to affect systemic change.

There will be many entry points to solving our grand challenges since the challenges are so multi-faceted. For example, ensuring sustainable meals for all might be one critical entry point to ensure good health and wellbeing, but so is closing the income gap or providing universal health care. Remember, no single solution is going to ‘solve’ a grand challenge.

Given the urgency to act, we cannot afford to focus on one entry point at a time. Thus, it’s not about choosing one entry point over the other—or about finding the ‘perfect’ entry point. It’s about identifying the most impactful entry points, and understanding how to address them simultaneously in a coordinated way.

The current scientific evidence base can help us identify entry points to addressing grand challenges. For example, shifting our diets, improving food production practices and reducing food waste are clear entry points to achieving better health and greater environmental sustainability. Similarly, there is strong evidence that food environments—all of those places where we make decisions about food, like supermarkets—are critical to shaping our food choices. But it’s not just scientists who should identify entry points.

Everyone within a system has a unique perspective of how that system works, meaning they can provide different perspectives on how to tackle challenges. For example, businesses have a deep understanding of what drives demand, food producers have a keen understanding of production challenges and opportunities, and civil society groups have a deep understanding of how societal movements can lead to change. These same actors also keenly understand the economic forces that enable and constrain which actions they can take.
School food mission

Preparing the ground for prototyping
Skolmat video, November 2020

The film starts with a statement of how much Sweden invests in school food each year: seven billion Swedish crowns (approximately 700 million Euros).

This investment translates to meals on the plates for most school children in Sweden. The voiceover makes the point that it’s a lot of money. But too little food ends up in the stomach, and that frequently school meals are seen as a sideline, not connected to the broader mission of education.

Now the voiceover switches to childrens’ voices, who describe the reality of school food for many. Starting with childrens’ voices makes a clear point about who the experts are. They say:

“It’s stressful at lunch. I never have time to eat.”

“I never listen to lessons when I’m hungry in the afternoon...”

“My friends and I usually go to the kiosk instead of eating the food at school.”

“If I don’t eat, I am hungry in the afternoon.”

“If I eat, I am full in the afternoon.”

“Why don’t the teachers and the principal eat with us if the food is supposed to be so good?”

“Why can’t I be part of the decision?! know a lot that could become better!”

“No, I have no idea where my food comes from... the grocery store or what?”

“Could our 7 billion kronor be used another way? What would happen if we used the school meal system as an innovation platform to solve challenges related to climate, public health and social justice?”

If approached holistically and systemically, we could also deliver against some key challenges using this existing system. Here, the mission approach becomes immediately clear.

Preparing the ground

The Vinnova approach to designing missions places emphasis on stimulating public discourse about the transformation, including social movements techniques. Video has become perhaps the most effective communication tool for triggering discussion, and so preparing the ground for prototyping included developing a short film that could convey the core principles emerging from the policy lab work. It could outline the issues, and begin to make tangible the possibility within the next stages. The film should be engaging, and lead through the voices of children, yet contain key data and policy goals. It was jointly commissioned by Vinnova and Livsmedelsverket, and by produced by the design agency Antrop, and was posted across various channels in early November 2020.

“This investment translates to meals on the plates for most school children in Sweden. The voiceover makes the point that it’s a lot of money. But too little food ends up in the stomach, and that frequently school meals are seen as a sideline, not connected to the broader mission of education.”

“This makes a simple integration point—we can produce strong public health outcomes and environmental impacts at the same time. Food for nourishing the stomach, and the environment.”

“What if Swedish schools only served food that is good for health and the environment? This would increase the demand for sustainably-produced food, whilst school meals would contribute to our national environmental goals.”

This would also benefit logistics companies, waste handlers, designers, growers and many more. Leveraging this investment enables thriving local economies across Sweden.

“What if our school meals were to create greater equality by giving all children the same chance to experience food joy through good and healthy food? And what if school meals could strengthen the diversity of food cultures that exist in Sweden today?”

Given Sweden’s strong focus on social justice, the message that this mission concerns a food experience for all is important to reinforce. Public food such as school food can be one of the core components on a 21st century welfare state agenda.
The film then shifts gears, to begin describing what these common goals might be, and how we can address them. To begin with, it sets up a sense of bold ambition: that we will need to explore (utforska), to innovate (innovera), and we even may need to tear down some walls (riva murar).

“We need to set common goals for our Swedish school meals and dare to explore, think in new ways, and tear down walls to get there. If we do that, maybe it can instead sound like this when we talk about school food ...”

“We need to set common goals for our Swedish school meals and dare to explore, think in new ways, and tear down walls to get there. If we do that, maybe it can instead sound like this when we talk about school food ...”

Here, the kids are describing the idea of making food growing tangible a part of the school environment. This means immediately different procurement, different architectural guidelines, new maintenance regimes, and new learning possibilities—all wrapped up in a different experience.

“Now the film gives a more tangible sense of possibility. Again, it uses children’s voices, as they are the primary protagonists. Immediately, the sense of what the school kitchen and restaurant can be aspires to something else, with a different environment and sense of status:

“Our school restaurant is super nice, I love it! Our furniture is like Lego, we can rebuild them however we want. Now the kitchen and restaurant have become the place in the school where everyone wants to hang out.”

“Now the film gives a more tangible sense of possibility. Again, it uses children’s voices, as they are the primary protagonists. Immediately, the sense of what the school kitchen and restaurant can be aspires to something else, with a different environment and sense of status:

“Our school restaurant is super nice, I love it! Our furniture is like Lego, we can rebuild them however we want. Now the kitchen and restaurant have become the place in the school where everyone wants to hang out.”

Growing is even more extensive outside the school buildings, of course. And this is not only on school grounds, but implied within the community around the school, suggesting social fabric and community building as outcomes. Beekeeping will, for some, suggest safety issues to resolve too, which is useful to flush out at this early stage, and respond to constructively. Others will note the importance of positively addressing biodiversity degradation, as well as localising food production (different berries grow in different places).

“Food is one of the best teaching aids I have as a teacher. I can teach many different subjects using food and its raw materials. For example, history, geography, society, natural sciences and lots more ... It makes the subjects much more tangible for the students and the knowledge really sticks.”

Here, the teacher’s perspective reinforces the clear message of teaching almost any subject via food, and the value in doing so.

The viewpoint switches to a school chef, and how sharing the growing and cooking with the students may make their work more enriching and engaged for the chefs, as well as the school children. This creatively blurs the line between school food provision and education, whilst potentially increasing agency and motivation for cooks.

“The film ends with a swift animated sequence conveying a clear call to action: now is the time to make these solutions a reality, creating a sustainable school meal system together. It reinforces the mission that every child should be able to eat school food that is both good and sustainable.

“Today a school chef came by my farm together with a school class, to pick up the week’s ingredients. I also broadcast live from the farm sometimes, so that the students can learn about life here. For example, today we are learning about shearing the sheep.”

The viewpoint switches to a farm, and a farmer, indicating how the school’s activities connect to the local ecosystems—environmental and industrial—around the school. It also reinforces the value of understanding food production, both for broad learning and for sustainability literacy.
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Theory of change

Antrop’s design research work, in interviews and workshops, produced many insights into the current school food system. Whilst many of these issues were already known by experienced members of the mission team; others were not. They provided the opportunity for cluster analyses of insights, which could be mapped against target groups.

For instance, here is a set of observations, findings, and issues regarding children/young people and students, drawn from research activities:

**Observed behaviours**
- The teachers go and sit with the younger children.
- The meal environment is quiet for a few minutes.
- Many people don’t eat that much at school.
- Staff do not say anything about sustainability, and it seems that most don’t know much about it.
- There are often vegetarian options available, but most do not eat them.
- It is perceived that student councils can have little effect on school food.
- Some schools have done food waste projects, but only temporarily.
- If the school food looks unappealing, the older students leave school to eat at a nearby fast food outlet or grocery store.
- There are a wide spectrum of approaches to school food, with some always eating it, and some very rarely eating it.
- Complaining about food is common, and almost expected, particularly as students get older.
- If the kitchen does not say where the food comes from, it is assumed that it is from other countries.
- Tasty-looking food is wasted more than other food, as people tend to take too much.

**Observed/heard positive aspects**
- Younger students have more educational lunches with fixed seating places, whereas older children prefer free placement.
- People are overall more satisfied with a ‘cooking kitchen’ (as opposed to a ‘receiving kitchen’, which largely heats up food cooked elsewhere).
- People appreciate choice.
- An adult presence helps make for a calmer, safer meal environment.

**Observed/heard obstacles**
- Food served in opaque pots which are difficult to see into.
- Little or no opportunity to influence food choice.
- It can be messy and dirty in the restaurant.
- Lunches are too short, with long queues, and therefore stressful.
- The good food runs out quickly.
- You can’t concentrate in class when you have not eaten (sometimes students get tired and end up buying sweets).
- Difficult to strike a balance between “good food” and what children and young people apparently want to eat.
- It seems like vegetarian food gets less ‘love’.

**Observed/heard needs**
- Food that looks good and tastes good.
- Enough food to eat to provide energy throughout the school day.
- Enough time, and peace, to enjoy the meal.
- Clear definition of the ingredients, including cooking methods (avoid stews or mixed vegetables, for example, where it is difficult to perceive individual ingredients).
- Freedom of choice, from within a good variety of food.
- Breakfast and snacks for everyone, as well as lunch.
- The same quality and conditions as well as lunch.
- The same quality and conditions regardless of socio-economic background.
- Security: the meal should not create socially-vulnerable situations.

**Observed/heard wishes**
- A nicer school restaurant (plants, real porcelain etc.).
- More appropriate food for kids.
- To be listened to.
- To be heard.
- To be taken seriously.
- More appropriate food for kids.
- To be free from being watched.
- To have a choice.
- To be served faster.
- To have more food.
- To have breakfast and snacks.
- To have a different menu.
- To have vegetarian options available.

**Observed/heard needs**
- Food that looks good and tastes good.
- Enough food to eat to provide energy throughout the school day.
- Enough time, and peace, to enjoy the meal.
- Clear definition of the ingredients, including cooking methods (avoid stews or mixed vegetables, for example, where it is difficult to perceive individual ingredients).
- Freedom of choice, from within a good variety of food.
- Breakfast and snacks for everyone, as well as lunch.
- The same quality and conditions as well as lunch.
- The same quality and conditions regardless of socio-economic background.
- Security: the meal should not create socially-vulnerable situations.

**Observed/heard wishes**
- A nicer school restaurant (plants, real porcelain etc.).
- More appropriate food for kids.
- To be listened to.
- To be heard.
- To be taken seriously.
- More appropriate food for kids.
- To be free from being watched.
- To have a choice.
- To have more food.
- To have breakfast and snacks.
- To have a different menu.
- To have vegetarian options available.

These insights help frame Concept Design, as well as subsequent framing, design, and steering of prototypes.

A flavour of the research

It’s also useful to capture direct quotes, even if responses can be subjective. Food concerns qualities as well as quantities, and is therefore an extremely useful training ground for governance systems that will need to handle complex, subjective, and qualitative judgements as well as they do the simpler matters of quantities. These few quotes are not presented as indictments (school food in Sweden is generally in good shape, as judged against current metrics). But facing such criticism in order to frame insights is a necessary part of design research.

**When it’s tasty food you may take too little, but when it’s disgusting food you may take as much as you want.**

From an interview with a middle school student

**I get restless in the afternoon when I skip school lunch.**

From an interview with a high school student

**It comes with the territory that you should complain about the food.**

From an interview with a teacher

**Student influence on school food is impossible because they don’t know what is good for them.**

From an interview with the principal of a school

Again, these quotes are not necessarily representative. But equally, they cannot be denied; they emerged from the research, and they are validated, to some extent at least, by Antrop’s 80+ interviews, four large stakeholder workshops, and desk research. They provide impetus, as well as insight, for the prototyping stage.
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Prototyping: Skolmat call, 2020–
The initial ‘policy lab’ and concept design work set up the prototyping stage well. As with Street mission, a clear set of intervention points had emerged from the co-design processes. But equally, the relationships formed during this stage also set the scene for the prototyping stage.

Crucially, the relationship between Livsmedelsverket (the government’s food agency) and Vinnova (the government’s innovation agency) was advanced to the point where a ‘joint call’ was possible. This is relatively unusual for Swedish agencies, and a big step forward in terms of beginning to unlock a systemic approach. This was carried out in late 2019, and through early 2020, and ultimately led to four Swedish municipalities being selected for prototypes.

The ‘call’ process had been modified and simplified somewhat, to open up to a more diverse set of municipalities, and to make clear the goal of mission-oriented innovation via prototyping. Municipalities ‘own’ the school food delivery in Sweden, and so they were the natural core partners for this work (just as with the Streets mission). 25 municipalities applied to the call.

Interestingly, rather than selecting the larger Swedish cities, like Umeå and Helsingborg, or reinforcing those that were already advanced with their food strategies, such as Malmö, the four chosen municipalities represented small- and medium-sized cities: Hofors, Karlstad, Munkedal and Vallentuna. Although each is of course quite distinct, they were perhaps typical of many other municipalities in Sweden, in terms of scale and capability. Although each application was judged on its own merits, this did allow a portfolio approach, with each municipality focusing on its own agenda, picking a part of the system to prototype, as well as developing shared aspects.

Prototype organisation
Ultimately, the systems mapping, drawn from field research and stakeholder engagement, combined with the concept design and theory of change, help set up a delivery structure for the mission. This set of intervention points, organised around the students’ needs, informs prototype design and delivery, as well as being able to help articulate overall goals for the mission. Antrop produced a diagram indicating how these might fit together. Each of these intervention points could be addressed by the prototyping municipalities, as described overleaf.

Call document:
Does your municipality want to be involved in designing a sustainable school food system for children and young people in Sweden.

The procurement text states that the project is coordinated by the national food agency (Livsmedelsverket) and financed by the innovation agency (Vinnova). Other project partners are the Swedish Public Health Agency, the Swedish Board of Agriculture, the Agency for Youth and Civil Society Affairs, National Agency for Education, the Procurement Agency, and Sweden’s association of municipalities and regions (SKR). This begins to show the system forming around the prototypes.
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Prototypes

Intervention points

Student experience
The frameworks that set the conditions for the school food system

Involvement of students and school staff in the design of the school meal system
The most sustainable food is good food that is actually eaten. By involving the students in the journey from farm to fork and beyond, we increase the students' commitment to choosing and eating good food. This also helps create the conditions for lifelong knowledge about sustainable foods.

Services supporting the student experience
The context around the school meal and its journey

Competence levels around environmental, nutritious and culinary food
There is a need for increased competence around sustainable food and produce, among educators, kitchen staff, and others who control meals. Raising competence levels can lead to both higher quality food and more opportunities to involve students, collaborating between kitchen and classroom.

Connection between the school meal and learning
Few connections are being made between the meal and learning, currently. By using the school meal, kitchen and environment as educational tools, young people can learn about sustainable food, creating more commitment to sustainable and healthy meals and food systems.

Procurement and purchase of sustainable food, products and services
Procurement and purchasing practices are key factors for sustainable foods, and food system, in the school meal. Today, both knowledge and time are lacking for effective and innovative procurement.

Prototype organisation

Intervention points

Design of the meal environment
Children, young people, and adults all testify that many school restaurants are often messy, stressful, and dirty, and with boring interior design. By creating a pleasant, secure, and enjoyable place that foregrounds the meal experience, positive emotions are created around food, eating, and learning.

Policies framing the student experience
The frameworks that set the conditions for the school food system

The school meal system as a workshop for new sustainable solutions
The public meal has long been a driving force in the transition to organic food production. By using the public kitchen as a platform, we can push through changes towards a more sustainable food system where, for example, new produce, products and services can be developed, tested, and scaled.

Evidence-based goals for school meals for the whole of Sweden
National goals for the school meal should be drawn from evidence-based knowledge so that all children in Sweden have the same conditions to eat good and sustainable food, and all municipalities are given a clear direction towards working sustainably with school meals.

Strategies, implementation and follow-up of the objectives
Delivery towards goals must be followed up. Each municipality will need support as to how national sustainability strategies can be implemented, to ensure that goal fulfillment is based on specific local conditions.
What we’re trying to do by asking people to participate is envision what is the question, not what is the answer. There’s nothing worse than answering the wrong questions well.

Alejandro Aravena
Karlstad prototype

Karlstad is investigating how a high school’s school canteen can be transformed into a place where students thrive, feel safe and have positive feelings about food. The meal environment intervention point addresses the problem that many students opt out of the school meal in the dining room towards something less sustainable and less healthy (leading to low energy and high waste). This behavior becomes more common in older students, with many eating buns or sweets from local grocery stores, instead of a diet-planned school lunch.

School restaurants today are perceived as messy, stressful, dirty, and boring. The project group in Karlstad is exploring how the lunch in the dining room could instead be the school day’s coveted break, where students want to meet and share a healthy, sustainable meal together.

The concept benefited greatly from working directly with children and young people’s involvement in the school meal system. By involving the students in the school from the start of the creative process, the results are better tailored to needs and desires, whilst the project team noticed a increased student engagement in their school canteen and school meal.

The designed meal environment is also exploring how to get students to try more sustainable and healthy alternatives. The team is testing a ‘try-out’ island to entice students to try something new, and a social area with a bar table in the dining room for demonstrations and lessons. This also addresses other intervention points of competence levels around sustainable food, as well as the school meal’s connection to learning.

As per the Streets mission approach, the school context meant that food environments could be co-designed with the students themselves, in workshops at the school Rudskolan, facilitated by professional designers.

Professional design support—in this case from Antrop working with architects Amanda Lecorney and MAF—was fundamentally important. But equally, what if municipalities had these design services inhouse, capable of both working with external design agencies for major revisions whilst handling ongoing ‘everyday’ design and maintenance themselves?
Karlstad is investigating how a high school's school canteen can be transformed into a place where students thrive, feel safe and have positive feelings about food. The project group in Karlstad has investigated what creates the current negative experiences of the meal environment, and in particular the dining room, and what interventions might be able to this view around. The school meal in the dining room will instead be the school day's coveted break time, where students want to meet and share a healthy, sustainable lunch together!

A ‘greenhouse’ concept, co-designed with the students. To be built in wood and painted in beautiful greens and yellows. The small houses work as room dividers, and provide a secure and relaxed environment for those who eat in the ‘candle garden’.

A ‘living room’ concept, again co-designed with the students. Features cosy spaces, for homework as well as hanging out, as well as a tent environment, with dimmer lighting and soft furnishings. There is also a teaching space, with high benches and stools.

The new plans create an environment where students thrive, feeling calm, creative and social during the school meal. Involving students in the design also increases engagement, with more staying for school lunch, increasing diet quality and reducing waste.

The designs co-produced by the students, teachers, cooks, facilitated by Antrop and architects Amanda Lecorney and MAF, were constructed on-site in Karlstad.
Combined prototypes deployed
Vallentuna prototype

The Vallentuna prototype explored different ways of broadening the diet of students, and increasing knowledge and awareness of sustainable, healthy food. Students are introduced to different types of sustainable food through the concept ExplorEAT, which tries to arouse the curiosity of students and entice them to explore sustainable food with all their senses.

Different elements of the system come together in ExplorEAT. Students are tempted to taste and eat food that they are less accustomed to. School cooks are involved in preparing and presenting the food to the students. Educators work with both students and raw materials. Local food producers are involved and help children learn more about the origin of food, whilst strengthening local connections.

In terms of the prototype portfolio, and different intervention points, ExplorEAT means that students eat more sustainable food, and increase their competence levels around environmental, nutritious and culinary food. Children and young people are more involved in the school meal system, and educators and kitchen staff have the abilities to make the school meal a tangible part of pedagogy.

The prototype was tested at Karbyskolan in Vallentuna. The aim was to reach grade five and six students, where pickiness about school food is typically greater, where you can leave school to buy unhealthy lunch at a nearby grocery store. The test period ran for four days in week 43 (Monday-Wednesday) and Wednesday in week 45. The sustainable raw material put in focus was tofu, locally produced by Yipin in Vallentuna.
The students find out from their class teacher in the classroom that the secret ingredient is tofu, in connection with a teaching session on sustainable food. The tofu is also presented in the school canteen. It is displayed in the different forms that the students encountered the day before: natural, as soybeans (feel), smoked (smell), and marinated with pizza spices (taste). In class, the students learn about sustainability and the link to food, the UN’s Agenda 2030 Global Goals. They have to search for information about tofu online, as well as discuss how they can help in the school canteen. The lessons end with a knowledge quiz about sustainable food, and tofu, in Kahoot.

The students in grades 5-6 got to taste three different dishes and desserts, prepared from the school kitchen with tofu from the local producer Yipin. The dishes were served in smaller ‘tasting portions’ in a restaurant-like environment built up in the Food Lab at Karbyskolan. The students had to rate the appearance and taste of the dishes in a tasting form, before voting on which one was their favourite.

Many students are familiar with how unusual food is introduced on social media through ‘challenges’. By daring to taste new food in a challenge, self-confidence grows, meaning it becomes easier to explore new food in future. This concept can be built into the school, providing a platform for introducing new food and produce.

The dish that received the most votes from students was selected to join the main school menu two weeks later. A representative from Yipin, the local tofu producer, participated in the evening and present during the tasting, before conducting a presentation and question time with the students.
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Combined prototypes deployed
Hofors prototype

Hofors are concentrating on the pedagogical aspects of school food, particularly building an awareness of sustainable food, from growing to preparing to eating to waste and recycling.

Their ‘learning programme’ increased the students’ theoretical and practical knowledge of the connection between the food they eat, their health, sustainable development and the local community. The initial program will be the starting point and driving force for collaboration between learning and food in the school, and the local greenhouse and science centre.

With the ‘return of the picnic’, Hofors wanted to create an outdoor environment for cooking and eating lunches, where classes can eat their lunch with their teachers. There will be an extra focus on an interesting meal, with new local, organic, and plant-based ingredients.

Finally, Hofors are prototyping an ‘Evaluation App’ and ‘Food Box’. Via the app, students are given the opportunity to choose their school food for the coming week, and give feedback on the meal afterwards. The app also enables the school to sell leftover meals to students as the ‘Food Box’, reducing food waste and contributing to a better nutritional intake of students outside of school, as well as evening out socio-economic differences.

All aspects were prototyped over several weeks, and the team produced detailed evaluation of the prototypes, helping inform the next stages of development.
With a theoretical and experience-based pedagogical program, Hofors wants to increase students’ knowledge of the connections between the food they eat, their health, sustainable development and the local community. They can use the connections between the school, the meal, the greenhouse and science centre to make this happen. With the basis in experiences of the physical environment in these places, digital elements will also be developed; for example, via digital VR environments, and combining coding and sensors in greenhouses. The science centre also enables connection to local industrial symbiosis and new solutions that contribute to sustainable conversion. The program is adapted based on age group, initially for years 1 and 4.

The prototype Food App (above) explores how students might be able to choose foods for the forthcoming menu, and feedback on dishes afterwards. The Meal Box prototype (below) explores how leftover food from school meals can be taken home by children for dinner, outside of school. Both of these are highly scalable ideas.

The Munkedal prototypes pivot around the ideas of a food market running in the school grounds and students as food influencers. These link multiple parts of the food system: procurement of food from local producers; a different meal environment; food being cooked by children, parents, teachers and cooks; the local community around the school; food waste and local materials; students involved in the menu, kitchen and classroom; and so on.

The market builds on the local appreciation of outdoor cooking, but in a social context, and a different starting point for the organisation of school meals, with educators working sustainably. The market also works as a platform for connecting other school subjects (e.g. handicraft, home economics, biology etc.). In addition, local producers can provide a tangible understanding of the role of production in the local community. Each market links to a specific theme, such as ‘local production’, ‘diversity of tastes’, ‘eco/vego’, ‘body and health’ etc. The goal is for students and local community to leave the food market with knowledge of how locally-produced food, and new foods, can contribute to sustainable development, environment and culture.

In the related programme, students are engaged to be Meal Influencers, who make suggestions for the school menu and café, implement sustainable good and nutritious dishes and accessories and inspire their classmates to try new ingredients and eat sustainable, healthy food. The influencers also make signs, recipes, evaluation forms, and personally present the raw materials as well as help out with cooking. Home economics teachers are involved in running this work, together with cooks and meal staff.
The market is co-designed with students and staff to fit the school grounds. Smells, tastes and a party atmosphere attract the students’ interest! The after-school children make things connected to the market, which they show off and maybe sell. For example, they develop carpentry skills to make wooden boxes to grow food in. They make apple chips, pesto and pickles, or bake chickpeas, and use other local ingredients, as well as decorating with homemade signs and labels. This uses student influence, local knowledge, and practical experience. Students also influence parents to visit the market. Teachers also participate by introducing and visiting the market with their class.

The market allows a great emphasis on locally produced food. The goal is for students to leave the food market having learnt how locally-produced food contributes to the local economy, to a vibrant countryside, and to a better understanding of where the food we eat comes from. Local food can make places more resilient, whilst shorter distances between farm and fork contributes to reduced emissions from transport. Natural grazing animals keep our landscapes open and contribute to biodiversity. And local food often tastes better!
The school food prototype portfolio

The prototypes for School Food mission emerged some months behind those for the Street mission. This was on purpose, as more work was done around the school food system to create the organisational ‘glue’ behind the scenes, and also to test working in a different way, with a single design agency (Antrop) publicly procured to work across the whole mission.

Where Streets had multiple projects led by different actors (ArkDes leading Street Moves, Spacescape/KTH leading Framtidsgator, and so on), a larger Antrop team worked across multiple projects in all four municipalities.

Both approaches worked, but Antrop’s guiding hand perhaps allowed a coherent mix of different and shared intervention points, to form a portfolio. This meant that, for instance, a detailed evaluation assessing interventions could be carried out in a common way. This included reflections on what worked and what didn’t work—to inform next steps—as well as mapping against the set of intervention points, and Agenda 2030 goals. It’s already possible to imagine how these particular prototypes can be developed locally—refined, embedded, extended—as well as adopted and adapted across the partner municipalities, and the wider set of ‘follower’ municipalities, forming Systems Demonstrators.

Portfolio governance

Governance sketch

Skolmat mission

This evolving structure defines how governance for the prototyping process sets up a broader governance model for Systems Demonstrators, capable of scaling, learning and adapting.

Overall steering, guidance, and advocacy, including stimulating public awareness. Includes link to other public meals opportunities, and broader food system alongside other systems, and international engagement. Overall goal setting.

Manages prototype and demonstrator calls and delivery. Features Livsmedelsverket as overall coordinators, Vinnova as system mobilising and financing, alongside other national and regional actors. Coordinates process support for design and strategy.

Local mission boards replicate the functions of national mission board and project team but at the local level, managing multiple prototypes as they develop into Systems Demonstrators. They are co-ordinated by national project team, which ensures learning is shared across local mission boards.

Scales to multiple systems demonstrators, coordinated by multiple local mission boards, over time.

Industry and civic society stakeholders and academic researchers. Initiated on-demand.

Tools and processes for addressing policy and regulatory issues, service design, innovation management etc. Procured as required.

Mission board

- e.g. Livsmedelsverket
- Vinnova
- Kommun
- Stockholm Region

Expert group
- e.g. SLU
- Stockholm Resilience Centre
- Sweden Food Arena

Policy labs and other external design and delivery services
- e.g. Antrop

Project team
- e.g. Livsmedelsverket
- Vinnova
- Kommun
- Stockholm Region

Local mission board

1

2

3

Local mission board

1

2

3

Local mission board

1

2

3

Systems demonstrator

1

2

3
School
Developing prototypes

Summary

- Sketch demonstrators
- Assess prototype sketches
- Co-design prototypes with system actors
- Co-create narratives, analysis, and networks
- Help coordinate, drive, and shape prototype delivery
- Summarise and communicate learning from prototypes
- Help build public and political engagement
- Support organisational and policy changes
3 Developing prototypes

Summary

— Get to the prototypes as quickly as possible. This is where the real learning happens, even via the ‘half-step’ forward.

— Prototypes flip the focus from abstract analysis towards real world synthesis, putting ‘the room in the system’.

— Use insights from Design Workshops to build up the concept design, principles, and starting points for prototypes. Find prototype collaborators through calls as well as workshops.

— The prototype is where the mission truly begins to appear in public. Ensure that prototypes have an inherent logic for co-design, collaboration and participation, from initiation to delivery and adaptation.

— Making a prototype forces decisions, providing more ‘hi-res’ sketches of policy and governance possibilities.

— As missions involve systems of systems, a portfolio of prototypes will be required. Use the platform strategy to ensure that prototypes complement each other.

— Get close to the prototype in order to understand its relationship to people and place. Discover how to best position the mission, and the actors involved. Build a rapport with teams, for subtle steering.

— Equally, let the project partners do their work. Given them space to explore and lead, so that they absorb the mission.

— Gather multiple forms of evidence from the prototype. This data provides the propulsion for the ‘snowball method’.

— Ensure that quality media is constantly being produced, as grounded narratives also produce momentum for scaling, attracting new collaborators.
We take almost all of the decisive steps in our lives as a result of slight inner adjustments of which we are barely conscious.

W. G. Sebald
Developing demonstrators

In which diverse groups work together to design, develop and organise for systems demonstrators, based on insights gathered from prototypes.
4 Developing demonstrators

As Kieran Long, director of ArkDes, has said, “Prototypes are always wrong—but on purpose.” The mission prototypes are not actually like architect’s clay models; they are real deployed systems, appearing in reality. These were real streets being used in new ways by real people, and real school kitchens cooking real food. Yet, as prototypes, they are deliberately malleable, temporary, and incomplete. Although they get the ball moving, their other job is to produce deep and rich insights into the broader systems behind them. Those insights are used to guide the next stage: prototypes connecting at scale, and being refined, in terms of quality, resilience, and impact. Here, they begin to rewire systems of systems; not simply a single street, but neighbourhoods of transformed streets, which has the critical mass to produces network effects on the city and its systems. Not simply a school, but its connected systems, like neighbourhoods, procurement, logistics, or warehousing. These can be shared with other schools, and translate across other cities and regions. This is the scale of the systems demonstrator.
4 Designing demonstrators

- Angles
- Missions
- Prototypes
- Demonstrators
Designing demonstrators

The prototypes are a method for identifying, defining, and refining Systems Demonstrators. Just as prototypes are fully working interventions, albeit usually at small or limited scale, Systems Demonstrators are more fully-realised and fleshed-out versions of living systems. Nonetheless, they exemplify innovative approaches to transformed systems delivered in reality. They are real things, yet also stand for future trajectories, effectively living incarnations of North Stars for the missions.
Designing missions

From prototypes to demonstrators

When making anything remotely complex—a train station or a tax; a school meal or a school; a theatre performance or digital platform—we first do a dry run, make a scale model, hold a rehearsal, or design and test a prototype. Such a prototype performs multiple tasks, but in a mission-oriented innovation process, a key role is to lay the first planks of a systems demonstrator.

The demonstrator inherently conveys the systems of systems pertaining to the mission, or grand challenge behind it, and crucially, begins to illustrate how they are now combining in a transformed way. Systems theory indicates that all these aspects are already combined—everything is connected—but our challenge is to transform how they are connected such that they address our grand challenges, rather than ignore them or, worse, consciously produce or reinforce them.

Simply, with our examples, the demonstrator is what we begin to get when prototypes move from transforming one or two streets, to transforming multiple streets in entire city blocks and neighbourhoods, and thus producing ripple effects through all their inherent services, experiences, infrastructures, cultures, biodiversity, forms of governance, and so on.

Scaling may be non-linear here, as critical mass may be achieved at various certain points in this development, producing the ‘greater than the sum of the parts’ perturbation point which shifts a system from one state to another. As Jane Jacobs said, a city is “not like suburbs, but denser”—it is something else, a different condition. So equally, the demonstrator is not just the prototypes but bigger.

Looking through a systemic lens allows us to understand and explore these conditions, uncovering different forms of system behaviour that cannot be perceived, or even unlocked, at the scale of prototypes.

With school food, the demonstrator case is not simply achieved by transforming a kitchen and canteen in one school in one municipality—that is the goal of the prototypes—but transforming multiple aspects of school food across multiple schools in a municipality, and then multiple municipalities.

This might involve these schools sharing procurement models, low-carbon logistics, warehousing, or relationships with farmers, and so on. This requires a form of active ‘glueing together’ by the municipality, to make this happen, carefully balancing the individual needs of particular schools with the shared needs of all schools. The demonstrator scale would address the curriculum, and its relationship to food as a learning agenda, in all the municipality’s schools, again understanding and enabling a shared approach, as well as diverse customisation of certain elements. The demonstrator might involve the creation of models—like a parent, student and chef forum—which moves from the province of one school, to all the schools. It might involve the development of shared digital platforms at scale, again with appropriate localisation.

This immediately foregrounds the question of shared development across multiple regions, and thus a national codebase and toolkit (just as with the question that the Street Moves physical and digital ‘kit of parts’ explores: how to have a shared national toolkit, which can be adopted and adapted locally). The relationships with farmers and producers begins to change at this scale. Equally, we look for the balance of common and unique logistics systems.

At this point, with multiple aspects of food systems around the municipality beginning to change—in ways that can be clearly perceived, and thus adopted and adapted elsewhere—we can describe this as a systems demonstrator. The prototypes help us imagine these demonstrators in detail, beginning to prepare the ground.
A systems demonstrator is an inspirational and tangible vehicle demonstrating what is possible at the level of systems of systems. They demonstrate and describe transformative approaches to solving multiple societal challenges in an integrated and holistic way, often through collaborative, mission-led activities.

They are usually place-based, at various scales and levels and complexity. This means they combine and align meaningful touchpoints and experiences, operations and organisations.

Examples can include buildings and streets, campuses and neighbourhoods, ports and factories, farms and landscapes, towns and cities, and entire value chains. This enables an integrated, holistic, and people- and ecosystem-based approach.

Technique

Systems demonstrators encompass digital, physical, environmental, social, cultural, and political practices and infrastructures. They will connect local to global, with engaged international partners.

They cannot sit within one ‘silo’, nor simply stay at one end of the value chain—they must include elements of push and pull, supply and demand. They take a systemic approach to aligning new and existing tools and techniques. They are carefully designed to multiply and spread, enabling transformational change. They are real living systems, not pilots.

They are based on understanding and learning activities, derived from prototypes and other activities that help shape definition, engagement, ownership, evaluation, and communication.

They are systems of systems. They demonstrate what happens once several prototypes are woven together, beginning to demonstrate the ‘greater than the sum of the parts’ essence of complexity, the network effects of scaling produced by critical mass.
The ultimate, hidden truth of the world is that it is something we make, and could just as easily make differently.

David Graeber
The missions are governed, at high level, by mission boards. These are diverse groups of stakeholders that can use their experience to guide the mission as it unfolds. A systemic approach ensures that it is aligned with related governance contexts. Yet mission boards also have governance ‘above and below’. This requires clear connections to broader contexts, such as EU missions. Equally, on the ground missions require steering, advice, and ‘snowplough’ work, clearing the way for effective delivery.
Governance and snowballs

Steering groups into mission boards

To a large extent, mission-oriented innovation concerns the practice of creating the conditions for multiple interventions to transform systemically. It must ensure that such conditions can nurture, stimulate, and steer activity. It must then create structures that can continue to evolve based on insights from the delivery of Prototypes and Demonstrators.

This emphasis on ‘the conditions’ means a focus on governance, and its relationships, from the start of the process. As indicated, networks are being produced from day one, and the Snowball Method suggests how they might evolve over time, forming governance and steering networks around the insights produced from the project, rather than simply how governance happens to have been organised previously.

At a certain point, however, in the Swedish context at least the mission governance benefits from a more formal structure. The Mission Board essentially starts as the portfolio management function, capable of steering the multiple projects (often prototypes) that comprise the mission. It is populated by an evolving mix of stakeholders, as the following pages indicate. Over time, however, it provides clues as to how governance might be better organised generally, beyond the mission’s lifetime. Just as the missions will provide demonstrations of how systems like mobility and food might be better organised, the Mission Board provides a sense, and then a demonstration, of how governance of mobility and food might be better arranged and articulated.

In other words, the Mission Board for the Street mission is a sketch of how a ‘Streets agency’ might be built within a future iteration of Sweden’s governance system. It might be constructed from elements of the existing traffic agency (Trafikverket), transport regulatory authority (Transportstyrelsen), public health agency (Folkhälsomyndigheten), culture agency (ArkDes, Statens konstråd etc.), environment agency (Naturvårdsverket), built environment agency (Boverket), and so on, with meaningful connections to regional and municipal governments (such as those held by SKR, the local and regional government organisation). Important strategic initiatives, like committees (the Council for Sustainable Cities) or innovation programmes (like Viable Cities or Drive Sweden) might also be represented.

A truly systemic and diverse approach would also find a way of incorporating private and third sector actors into the Mission Board. This would need careful handling, for obvious reasons, and it may be that the projects themselves are the best place to locate such participation. However, given the long history of public-private collaboration in Sweden, as described earlier, the idea should not be dismissed without consideration.

The same possibility emerges around the School Food mission. Rather than a system arranged around independent agencies working relatively independently, and with little in the way of deep vertical integration, the Mission Board might begin to indicate an integrated approach, oriented around school food itself.

This would comprise elements of the school agency (Skolverket), food agency (Livsmedelsverket), health agency (Folkhälsomyndigheten) and procurement agency (Upphandlingsmyndigheten), built environment agency (Boverket), environment agency (Naturvårdsverket), agricultural agency (Jordbruksverket), the local and regional government organisation (SKR), and so on.
The new constellation of actors is brought together coherently by the school food projects. The mission is a new centre of gravity, with school food no longer handled by one agency at the national level and delivered on the ground by municipalities, but instead by a network of actors, capable of taking a diverse approach to a grand challenge.

This new arrangement is framed around innovative and systemic—but also tried, tested, measured, and enacted—delivery of school food, and thus can better mirror the systems of school food as they are, and as the could be. They are more attuned to the reality of the current systems, and capable of exploring and delivering the next. The same potential obviously applies to mobility missions, like Street and Grid, as well as for challenge areas yet to be explored. In Sweden at least, the role and expertise of municipalities must be key to this new organisation, given their touchpoints with real systems and people, and their often untapped wealth of assets.

As the Snowball implies, the Mission Board best emerges once the mission is underway. It must evolve, and grow as the mission grows. This ensures that the Board is framed around meaningful networks at each point in the mission’s evolution, with each member having meaningful ‘skin in the game’. This can be a challenge, as some members may need to be gently convinced to consider joining, at least towards the beginning of the mission (it may not be immediately obvious, until there are some results from prototyping). Conversely, some prospective members may expect to be on the Board, irrespective of their actual involvement in the mission. As with most other things mission-oriented, handling these relationships takes skill, diplomacy, patience and empathy. It further reinforces this shift from transactional cultures within government towards relational cultures, and as such, is yet more ‘good training’.

Governance example

Typical mission

This evolving structure defines how governance for the prototyping process can help set up a broader governance model for Systems Demonstrators, capable of scaling, learning and adapting. This is a typical structured, emerging around the prototypes.

Overall steering, guidance, and advocacy, including stimulating public awareness. Includes link to other strategic opportunities or government priorities, connects across systems, sectors and silos, and handles international engagement. Provides overall goal setting and steering.

Manages prototype and demonstrator calls and delivery. Features key coordinating and funding agencies, capable of system mobilising and financing, alongside other national and regional actors. Coordinates the process support for design and strategy. Hands-on steering.

Local mission boards replicate the functions of national mission board and project team but at the local level, managing multiple prototypes as they develop into Systems Demonstrators. They are coordinated by national project team, which ensures learning is shared across local mission boards.

Scales to multiple systems demonstrators, coordinated by multiple local mission boards, over time. Each concentrates on its own remit, but is helped with lateral connectivity from ‘above’.

Tools and processes for addressing policy and regulatory issues, service design, innovation management etc. Procured as required.

Such as, industry and civic society stakeholders and academic researchers. Initiated on-demand, as required.

Mission board

Policy labs and other external design and delivery services

Expert group

Project team

Local mission board

1 Systems demonstrator

2 Systems demonstrator

3 Systems demonstrator

1 Local mission board

2 Local mission board

3 Local mission board

1

2

3
Mission boards

Missions are governed by a mission board. This is a diverse group, balancing authority in the mission theme, as well as end-user perspectives and diverse viewpoints.

The mission board manages the portfolio of various Prototypes and Demonstrators in the mission. Each of these smaller projects may have more focused ‘steering groups’, guiding their progress. The mission board is in close contact with these steering groups, as well as communication with other missions, and related activities nationally and internationally.

The Board should ideally comprise no more than 15 individuals, each of which has a meaningful perspective on the mission theme. The Board may include end-user or civic representatives, and should publicly represent the processes of participation activities as well as cross-sectoral actor engagement, in terms of co-designing concrete mission proposals and activities.

The Board members can include those with public profile as well as connections to sector actors; they should include people with innovation skills and experience, as well as technical or subject-matter expertise in the mission theme. Some members will have connection to political processes.

A variety of types of knowledge and experience is important (noting that ‘research’ happens both inside and outside of areas traditionally synonymous with research, for instance).

International connection and direct representation are as important as local. Across its members, the Board should represent, in some way, as much as possible of Sweden’s geography.

A diverse Board will be a more effective, creative and capable board, understanding diversity in terms of gender, ethnicity, culture, perspective, age, locality, and so on.

A balance of past, present and future perspectives on the theme, within the context of 21st century Sweden, is also important. The Board should represent those with ambition for systemic change within the mission theme.

Crucially, each mission board must represent a multi-disciplinary, multi-actor perspective, deliberately looking to ‘bust silos’ in order to enable systemic change for strong social outcomes, whilst provide a
coherent yet ambitious governance function for the mission.

Thus, whilst the Board should contain those with strong footholds within the mission theme, each board ought not to be dominated by its traditional ‘owner’ within the system; usually, quite the opposite.

As with many forms of board in other contexts, it must weigh up a ‘checks and balance’ responsibility of enabling realistic, ethical, effective, and legitimate activity with a motivating drive towards systemic change. It should use its collective wisdom to advise on mission activity, and engage deeply with the information flows from the Prototypes and Demonstrators.

Yet it should not try to micro-manage them. It can help the steering groups to drive forwards by providing measured confidence and useful connections where possible.

The Board should ensure that learning moves across the portfolio of missions, as well as connecting to related mission-oriented innovation activity, such as national collaboration programmes, Horizon Europe missions etc.

Ultimately, a balance of expertise, ownership, new perspectives, constant learning, civic representation, positioning, diversity, and ambition for change is crucial. This set of perspectives should ensure that it is balanced between existing governance models for the mission theme, and where governance may go next.

This not only provides effective steering, motivation and guidance, but also means each Mission Board can also form an active sketch of a new governance model for the theme at hand. It is a prototype enabling new structures and practices to be tested, without trying to guess what they are beforehand.

The dynamics of the particular mission should drive how frequently the Mission Board meets, and in what format. Each meeting agenda will centre on discussions in response to reports from Steering Groups for the mission, along with reports from adjacent Mission Boards, and discussion of wider context, such as national programmes and Horizon Europe, for example.

It is suggested that each Mission Board is coordinated and administered by the lead actor for each mission. The communication and interaction between each Mission Board, as part of the wider portfolio, could be performed by Vinnova, or an equivalent agency.
4 Designing demonstrators

Summary

- Assess prototypes
- Summarise and communicate learning
- Design demonstrator from portfolios of prototypes
- Develop value models, business and financing models
- Support organisational change and policy change
- Build mission boards and political engagement
- Review original angles against progress
- Redefine questions
4 Designing demonstrators

Summary

— The portfolio of projects will help articulate the different systems in play across the mission.

— The platform strategy, and its differing layers, will help articulate how complete the approach to these systems is.

— Both of these lenses can be used to help sketch out possible Demonstrators, by suggesting how these prototypes and projects might combine, overlap, and cohere together.

— As these Demonstrators will rely on prototypes coming together, pay attention to the relationships between the various stakeholders for the prototypes.

— Forge these relationships between prototypes by hosting project meetings and describing the complementary overlaps and differences between them.

— This will require diplomacy and patience, but each project should benefit from being consciously joined with every other project, as part of a larger design.

— A meaningful Mission Board can now be instituted from the project partners, institutional stakeholders, and active participants. Start small and simple with this, and use the portfolio to form its initial agenda. The North Star, and emerging value model, can be used for steering.
Beauty could emerge from the existing fabric ... A not-too-apparent order should be sought from within rather than an easy one imposed from above.

Denise Scott Brown
Looking back from Base Camp One

When people ask how transformative these projects have been for Vinnova or our collaborators in and around government, I usually say, ‘We’re at Base Camp One in an Everest’s worth of change.’

This is probably fair, in terms of a reflection on how large the broader task of public sector and governance innovation might be, at least in the context of the challenges we collectively face.

Yet I also want to suggest the nature of the challenge, and the powerful motivation implied by taking on such a journey. One does not end up at a Base Camp One by accident (unless you are extraordinarily lucky). You have to want to be there. You have to want to climb the mountain.

And in this case, you have to want to shift the entire school food system, the single largest food system in Sweden. Or retrofit all the streets in the country, which we can imagine as the largest urban development project in Europe. As impressive as actually climbing Everest may be, these missions are far more challenging, in many respects. They affect every person in the country, and many outside, as well as almost all the systems that the country is constructed from, one way or another.

Yet these ‘Everest-size’ missions were co-created by numerous collaborators. As such, they indicate that a participative, ‘sleeves-rolled-up’, exploratory process can produce missions of great ambition, of system-changing importance, of meaningful impact to both everyday life and our broader cultures of decision-making.

That humble ‘everydayness’, allied to the ambition required for grand challenges, is the most quietly satisfying balancing act in the work, along with the shift to running a portfolio of experiments, triggering diverse yet interconnected ‘mutations in the code’ of our systems. We may only be at that metaphorical Base Camp One, but in moving towards prototypes as quickly as possible, the mission-oriented approach is already changing systems, engaging people, and asking difficult, ambiguous or complex questions whilst making the next steps seem tangible, feasible, viable, and even desirable.

And yet, it is still just a start. It is part of Vinnova’s remit to understand and develop new innovation approaches, and in this case, with missions, we wanted to learn-by-doing. We did this in Sweden, working with the grain of the material around us, and what happens in Sweden sometimes stays in Sweden. But we have tried to extract the broader ideas from the work and articulate them as clearly as possible. This book is part of that work. Now, onwards and upwards to that next base camp.

Dan Hill is Director of Strategic Design at Vinnova, the Swedish government’s innovation agency. Dan led the mission-oriented innovation work for Vinnova, and wrote and produced this book.
Reflection from key collaborators

This approach to missions is predicated on deep collaboration. Below, reflections from some of the collaborators in these mission pilots, both public and private sector, sharing some of their insights the shared School Food and Streets missions they co-created.

“We have seen the power of agreeing on common visions. Instead of trying to solve the same old impossible problems on our own, we turned the whole thing around and put the spotlight on what we want to achieve, together with all stakeholders involved. This opened up new ideas and solutions and injected energy in the question. Vinnova were a ‘door opener’ in this respect, unlocking authorities and organisations that we have previously found it difficult to reach and engage, skilfully leading complex dialogue and collaboration. Government agency culture tends to attach great importance to managing and maintaining the high quality of existing initiatives, rather than truly reconsidering our roles and activities. A clear call is sometimes needed to prompt us to think anew and to push complex issues forward. The mission-oriented approach provided this ‘push’. It is also hard for these authorities to fund activities outside of their direct areas of responsibility, and Vinnova’s system funding provided the opportunity to build new collaborations as well as enabling a whole systems perspective.

With the support of new methods introduced by Vinnova, we would be better able to promote various socially beneficial innovations in the food area, without sacrificing our core values and our integrity as an authority. Further change requires further resources, however, and now is the time to see if this new approach really can make change happen. I look forward to see the results of our efforts so far and how we can organise missions on a larger scale for a sustainable future. ”

Anna-Karin Qetel, Sustainability lead at Livsmedelsverket, the national food agency

“Street Moves has been a unique project for ArkDes that has lifted the debate about the future of Sweden’s streets in local, national and international contexts. The support from Vinnova, and their leadership on issues of strategic design-led research processes, allowed us to bring together a consortium of private and public sector actors around a creative design process. The prototypes created the opportunity for a range of dialogues with the public about the future of streets in Sweden. The resulting interest, and extraordinary range of press coverage, shows that this approach has a lot to offer us as we try to reach the ambitions of Politiken för Gestaltad Livsmiljö. We are now looking forward to phase 2 of the project, and spreading the knowledge gained from the project across the country.”

Kieran Long, General Director, ArkDes, the National Centre for Architecture and Design

“The Street mission enabled us to create various dialogues with different European city stakeholders, as they’d heard that we’ve been part of this transformative concept in how to repurpose the streets to something better. I believe there is plenty of interest out there and probably even more than we know of today, from cities that lack the playbook for this kind of project. We believe part of the reason it has gotten the attention it has is because these modules are so appealing with their wooden design, whose material also can be extremely modular and serve multiple purposes at the same time. We’re more than committed to doing the necessary ‘hand-holding’ with cities where we operate, that would like to pilot this concept in their own city. In addition, we’re also committed to possibly hosting roadshows with repurposed modules, because it’s one thing to see an image, but very different to see them in real life.”

Erik Bergqvist, Head of Public Policy Projects, Voi

“From day one, we have had an internal phrase that “M comes with a garden”, meaning that we want to give back. The fewer cars we have on our streets, the more opportunity we have to transform our cities into healthier and more sustainable places to live, work and play. Therefore, we need to find partnerships and projects where we could together explore this transformation. This is what we found in the Street Moves project. Key factors in the project’s success was the neutral platform created by Vinnova, which allowed a broad consortium of stakeholders to work together around a common goal. The project also focused on moving quickly from ideas into action, creating prototypes that could act as catalysts for discussion, debate, and change. We at Volvo Car Mobility share Street Moves’ vision to ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy, sustainable and vibrant by 2030. Therefore, we are very proud of our involvement in Street moves. For us, the result is evidence that together, we can create a future in which we reclaim the space, time, and money that would otherwise be taken up by privately owned cars.”

Steinar Danielsen, Sustainability Lead, Volvo Car Mobility
Related activities

In which the practices devised or deployed around missions help inform related programmes, and vice versa, whilst also providing the material for ongoing public communication about our shared grand challenges.
5 Related activities

This account has largely concentrated on Vinnova’s work facilitating two mission pilots in healthy, sustainable mobility and food, during the period 2019–2021. Yet during this time, many other related activities ran alongside. Each of these pursued the ‘learning by doing’ approach taken to the mobility and food missions, and each revolved around the linked practices of addressing missions, systems, and public sector innovation. Yet each emerged from a quite different context, and although these activities may have been ‘outriggers’ to the core missions, each provided opportunities to compare and contrast approaches, relationships, and techniques. Equally, significant effort was put into communicating the work, as a key part of the strategy rather than an afterthought. This meant a culture of ongoing reflection. The writer Joan Didion said, “I write entirely to find out what I’m thinking, what I’m looking at, what I see and what it means.” The communication related to this work directly informs the work itself, in a symbiotic call-and-response, that helps refine the toolkit over time.
A missions movement

Vinnova’s interest in missions was partly motivated by European Union Horizon Europe’s interest in missions. So much of the work here has run in parallel with Horizon Europe, often interacting with it, as well as with the New European Bauhaus programme that emerged during 2021. Similarly, mission-oriented innovation was directly picked up across Sweden and the Nordic region, by multiple organisations. This work, and the models and processes described here, frequently engaged with, and supported, those activities.
Designing missions

Process

Designing missions

Preparing the ground for EU Healthy oceans, seas, coastal and inland waters mission
The Vinnova strategic design team collaborated with fellow funding agency Formas, Mistra Urban Futures, and EU mission board representative Darko Manakovski, to ‘prepare the ground’ within Sweden for the EU mission around oceans. This included several Actors Workshops, producing sets of insights for the EU mission board’s consideration (a glimpse of the work, overleaf).

Preparing the ground for EU A Soil Deal for Europe mission
A similar process to the Oceans mission above, again collaborating Formas, as well as Swedish National Space Agency Rymdstyrelsen. Again, the format was Actors Workshops to ‘prepare the ground’ within Sweden, as well as derive insights into local needs.

Norwegian missions, via DOGA
Vinnova worked with the Design and Architecture Norway (DOGA) to advise on the mission-oriented innovation programmes run for the Norwegian public sector via their StimuLab initiative. Vinnova’s missions methods were used and tested by the consultant teams working on the trial missions, addressing the ‘life events’ challenges of ‘starting and running a voluntary organisation’ and ‘having a seriously ill child’.

Nordic research missions, via NordForsk
Vinnova was part of a pan-Nordic research and innovation group, brought together by NordForsk, the Nordic Council of Minister’s research organisation. Led by Ingrid Petersson, Director General of Formas, the group used Vinnova’s mission-oriented innovation theory and methods to identify and formulate a set of Nordic research missions—for example, Sustainable cities by the seas as well as discussing the possibilities of mission-led approaches.

Regional support within Sweden
As regions are increasingly interested in developing their own missions, Vinnova can play a support role here, providing methods and facilitation, as well as learning about local context and joining missions and ideas together at greater scale. In particular, the Stockholm Region Mental Health strategy was a particular focus, alongside development workshops with many actors in Borås, Kalmar, and Västra Götaland.

Other Swedish engagement
Related activities within Sweden range from sowing the seeds for the next iteration of the Strategic Innovation Programme to be mission-oriented to informing the methods for, and approach, to the Government’s Strategiska Samverkansprogram industry collaboration agenda.
Process

Collaboration

Nordic Food Policy Lab
Vinnova helped develop a Nordic Food Policy Lab, under the Nordic Council of Ministers, which aims to establish a first shared Nordic mission around food. The collaboration both draws from and informs the Vinnova-led approaches. It featured many different innovation players, such as Nordic Innovation, Vinnova and Formas (Sweden), Design and Architecture Norway (DOGA), Research Council Norway, and Innovation Norway, SITRA (Finland), Danish Design Centre, and so on, as well as EU-based actors EIT Food and EIT Climate-KIC. This playbook includes an excerpt from the Policy Lab's Cookbook for systems change, created by members of the Lab in collaboration with Stockholm Resilience Centre and EAT Foundation.

Other Nordic engagement
Numerous other organisations across the Nordic region are developing their mission-oriented approaches, and Vinnova has frequently engaged in discussion, workshops or facilitated exchanges, both to share experience of mission theory and practice, and in order to learn from related, but different, contexts. In addition to the NordForsk and Nordic Bauhaus programmes described earlier, this includes regular knowledge-sharing with Danish Design Centre on their new strategy, as well as exchanges with DEA, a Danish think tank advising the Danish government on missions. In Norway, learning exchanges with Design and Architecture Norway (DOGA) and the launch of DBox, the Norwegian National Centre for Transforming Public Services; in Finland, SITRA (the Finnish innovation fund) and Business Finland. Finally, the Oslo Architecture Triennial 2022 features Vinnova in its steering group, and is organised around a ‘Mission Neighbourhood’ concept. The Vinnova team also shared their experience with Charles Leadbeater & Jennie Winhall as input into their Green Paper on System Innovation for the Danish Rockwool Foundation.

A missions movement

Collaboration

New European Bauhaus
Vinnova’s mission-oriented innovation approaches, and particularly the place-based agenda, has proved a key input into the European Commission-led New European Bauhaus programme. It has also been used to frame the initial Swedish government-led activities around the Bauhaus programme, influencing both methods for stakeholder engagement and to the typological and place-based approaches within Sweden. Similarly, a Nordic Bauhaus collaboration emerged, with Vinnova’s mission-oriented experiences used as examples of new and relevant forms of place-based innovation practices.

Other European engagement
As well as numerous knowledge-sharing exchanges across Europe—from municipal to national governments, from bilateral meetings to public events—the Vinnova team have been in regular contact with the European Commission’s Horizon Europe mission development teams, sharing progress on the mission pilots within Sweden, as well as the documentation in the playbook. Additionally, Vinnova has shared its mission experience with the TAFTIE network of European innovation agencies, covering 29 organisations from 28 European countries.

Global engagement
The OECD’s Observatory of Public Sector Innovation has been constant ‘thinking partner’ throughout the development of mission-oriented innovation in Sweden, just as UNDP’s innovation teams have been. Similarly, the UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose have helped develop the thinking and practice as much as any other institution. Frequent discussions with similar entities—from Australia to Chile, the UK Design Council to USA government design community—has also helped inform.
Biodiverse, sustainable and pollution-free seawater and freshwater for all, across the EU.

Outcomes

Clean freshwater in line with WFD
2027 All EU lakes and rivers
2027 Seawater and freshwater free of plastic
2027 50% reduction
2030 90% reduction
2030 Hazardous substances
2030 Non-harmful levels
2040 Eutrophication of seawater
2040 All reduction measures introduced
2040 Water use in cities and towns
2040 50% reduction against 1990 levels
2040 Natural flood resilience in place
2040 All EU towns and cities

Activities

Systematic rewiring of laws and policies, predicated on land and water use as symbiotic system.
2027 Policies and methods for industrial symbiosis regarding water use
2027 Citizen engagement and behaviour change programmes for water use, minimising waste and pollution,
2030 Smart water infrastructure and operations
2040 Systematic development of WaterTech market/sector
2040 Planning policies and capabilities for restorative landscapes and seascapes
2040 Tourism
References

In which all the books, papers, media and articles listed here are referenced, alongside a set of other resources, links and contact details.
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10 starting points for system change

— Thinking in Systems, by Donella Meadows
— Randomization in the tropics revisited, Angus Deaton
— Mission Economy, by Mariana Mazzucato
— Designs for the Pluriverse, by Arturo Escobar
— On the Political, by Chantal Mouffe
— The Moon and The Ghetto, by Richard Nelson
— Down to Earth, by Bruno Latour
— Sand Talk, by Tyson Yunkaporta
— The Ministry for the Future, by Kim Stanley Robinson
— The Mushroom at the End of the World, Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing

Some organisational starting points

Some organisational starting points Hundreds of organisations are pursuing variations on mission-oriented innovation, or related strategic and systemic design practices. The Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose at University College London is both leading the development of these practices and tracking those exploring missions. Their Mission-Oriented Innovation Network (MOIN) is the primary international network of organisations working in this area. It is a good starting point, as is related work by OECD Observatory of Public Sector Innovation.

In the Nordic region, as well as Vinnova, ArkDes and SVID in Sweden, colleagues at Danish Design Centre in Denmark, Design and Architecture Norway (DOGA) and D-Box in Norway, and SITRA and Business Finland in Finland, are pursuing similar agendas. In the UK, the Design Council, Scottish National Investment Bank, Camden and Greater Manchester councils and NESTA have developed practice guides and research programmes, and the Dutch government have focused innovation policy around major societal themes via missions, with Health Holland particularly advanced. The European Commission’s mission-led approach to the Horizon Europe research agenda will be one of the most significant in Europe, but see also the related New European Bauhaus programme.

UNDP’s Accelerator Labs programme may be its equivalent in the Global South. In Australia, CSIRO are developing multiple national missions from a scientific research perspective. Many Latin American initiatives are mapped well in Inter-American Development Bank’s The Age of Missions. Variations and alternatives to mission-oriented approaches exist across diverse Asian governance contexts, in many ways more advanced than the above.

The Mission-Oriented Innovation Network provides a good list of these potential contact points and case studies. But the real key to mission-oriented innovation may simply be to start by starting.
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Designing Missions is a playbook for innovating how we innovate. It describes a new toolkit of techniques for mission-oriented innovation, drawn from real experiments on the ground.

Mission-oriented innovation means not only fundamentally rethinking how innovation happens and what it is, but also the ways in which government, business and society interact. Yet although the theories behind missions have been pounced upon by hungry innovation experts everywhere, there are still precious few examples of mission-oriented innovation in practice. This book closes that gap, at least a little, by sharing the stories of how Vinnova, the Swedish government’s innovation agency, interpreted and explored mission-oriented innovation in Sweden between 2019 and 2022.

The book also explores the backstory: the origin of these new methods and mindsets, and why missions are important. Drawing from real-world prototypes and projects, it shows how people, places, and the public and private sectors can be central to these new innovation practices, and how it may be possible for governments at all levels to work together around these shared agendas and complex systems, changing from within in order to deliver on truly ambitious societal outcomes.